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Dear Madam/Sir,
After careful consideration, we have listed below a few of the many concerns arising from the M4-M5
Environmental Impact Statement that are also shared by our family and neighbours and that we hope you
will address.
Heritage:
According to correspondence we received from Sydney Motorway Corporation, the EIS assesses impacts
based on the current concept design. This is subject to change following detailed design. Newtown, is an
old suburb. Many of its buildings were constructed in the 1800s and early 1900s and as any structural
engineer will tell you, old buildings do not respond well to any ground movement. There is no mention of
heritage structures in Newtown, nor of measures to protect them from damage. With a forecast tunnel
depth of 30 metres, this is a glaring omission. The 13-storey high heritage listed Silos building in
Gladstone Street is immediately adjacent to the indicative line of the tunnel passing under Station Street.
Independent Property Impact Assessment Panel:
According to the EIS, pre-construction building surveys will be offered to properties within 50m from the
outer edge of the tunnels and within 50m of surface works (zone of influence of tunnel settlement).
Properties that have undertaken the pre-construction surveys will also have a post-construction survey
completed to ensure any damage claims can be managed prior to project completion. Property owners
will still be able to make claims after project completion. ...Terms and conditions of this panel will be
established when a contract has been awarded.
Why are terms and conditions of the panel being deferred until a contractor is in place? Will this be
managed through the motorway operator? Who will have oversight?

How will the Independent Property Impact Assessment Panel be constituted? Will residents have input
into this? Will this panel determine compensation? By what process? If the panel will not determine
compensation, who or what will?
What will the timeframe be for compensation claims cut-off? Will residents have to take the as yet
unknown future operators of the M4-M5 Link to court to get any compensation?
Why isn't subsidence after the construction phase mentioned in any of your documents?
What information has determined the 50m distances from the outer edges of the tunnel alignment or
surface construction work as the boundary for property condition surveys and potential reimbursement for
damage?
Indicative status of documents
We have ongoing concerns about the indicative status of documents released for public feedback to date.
Will we be provided with a final route before construction gets underway? Will residents be able to
provide feedback on these revised documents? If not, what will constrain the private operator/s making
whatever changes they want to cut costs?
Geotechnical investigations:
Many residents want to know what the below-ground conditions are for the tunneling. This is particularly
significant for understanding the risk posed to heritage structures.
Why is the geotechnical data commercial in confidence? Why can't residents have access to the
geotechnical studies in our neighbourhood and be provided with a copy of the report?
Vibration Monitoring:
Real time Internet access for the community or its representatives to independent vibration monitoring
along the tunnel route would allow for potentially dangerous spikes in vibrations to be addressed
immediately instead of being lost in aggregated reports that are monitored after the event, and after
damage to structures that could have been prevented has been set in motion. Independent monitoring is
critical if community confidence in the monitoring process is to be maintained.
According to the EIS, Appendix 2, here will be 'independent' vibration monitoring, but no real time
Internet access to it by the community. How can SMC say that the vibration monitoring is meaningful if
there is no way for anyone, let alone the community, to respond to spikes in vibrations in real time
In conclusion we wish to state that we believe that the M4-M5 will destroy the vibrant communities that
make up the inner west, increase air pollution and irreparably damage the environment. In addition, it will
subject residents to many years of construction noise, additional pollution and the dangers of heavy
trucks 24/7 in the narrow residential streets, at the same time as very little difference will be made to
travel times for cross-city commuters. We are at a loss to understand why this project has precedence
over a comprehensive overhaul of the public transport system. The only contribution this project will make
is to the bank balances of the operators, who will be bailed out by the taxpayers when commuters go on
rat runs to avoid the increasing tolls.
Yours sincerely,
Merilyn Fairskye and Ognian Pishev
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Content:
Reference: Westconnex M4-M5 Submission / Objection
I am writing to make a submission on the incompleteness of the EIS, particularly around my local Rozelle
area, and the subsequent conclusions drawn from this incomplete/incorrect data.
The sections of the EIS that deal with this site are not sufficiently detailed to be regarded as an EIS. What
is presented is only a concept design. SMC has been unable to point to another similar underground
interchange anywhere in the world. No engineer has been available at the EIS sessions to discuss how
three levels of crossing tunnels could be built under densely populated streets of old houses in Rozelle.
There is no evidence that the Sydney Motorway Corporation or its potential contractors have the
experience that would be required to build the concept in the EIS.
According to the 'concept design', the tunnels under Rozelle/Lilyfield are going to be in three levels. SMC
engineers have told residents that the top one of these will only be 15 metres from the surface. The EIS
does not explain how such an exchange would be built. It does not explain what safety procedures would
be undertaken to deal with situations like serious congestion, accidents or fire if it should be built. With a
serious hold up on the deepest of these tunnels, the air quality will very quickly become toxic unless
substantial air conditioning is a major part of the design.
Traffic
The EIS shows that traffic on the City West Link, Johnston St, the Crescent, Catherine St and Ross street
would greatly increase during the construction period and also be greatly increased if Stage 3 were ever
completed. It states that Stage 3 would do nothing to improve traffic congestion in the area, in fact it will
add to the problem. Many of these areas are already congested at peak times. Even the EIS recognises
that this would have a negative impact on the local area as more and more people try to avoid the
congestion by using rat runs through local streets.

The 2023 'cumulative modelling scenario includes the Sydney Gateway and the western harbour tunnel
but neither of these projects are currently committed to and it is highly unlikely they will be completed by
this date. Heading north on Victoria Road traffic is currently stalled at the Iron Cove Bridge where the
lanes merge. Having additional lanes merge into this same area will contribute to stationary (non-free
flowing) traffic, which is not reflected in the air quality modelling.
Pollution and Air Quality/
Motor vehicles account for 14% of Particulate Pollution of 2.5 microns and less in Australia. There is no
safe level to exposure to particulate matter of 2.5 microns and less. Particulate matter is linked with
asthma, lung Disease, cancer and stroke.
* I completely reject the notion that unfiltered pollution stacks should be built anywhere in Sydney, let
alone three or four in a single area.
* I am particularly concerned that schools would be near such unfiltered stacks. Air quality monitoring at
the school before, during and after construction is essential. The ventilation shaft at Terry Street to be
filtered for PM2.5, or moved to a safer distance away from the school.

* The EIS states, there are at least 5 schools that will be in the orbit of these poisonous fumes. Children
and the elderly are most at risk of lung ailments. The Education Minister Rob Stokes declared in 2017,
that "No ventilation shafts will be built near any school." in his electorate. The same should be applied in
all areas of Sydney and the government needs to urgently review its policy of support for unfiltered
stacks.
* The government needs to urgently review its policy of support for unfiltered stacks.
* I note that the Education Minister, who as Planning Minister approved the M4 East and New M5, stated
that the would not allow unfiltered ventilation stacks in his electorate.
Annandale, Haberfield, Rozelle, Lilyfield and St Peters will be exposed to unacceptable health risks.
* With four unfiltered emissions stacks in Rozelle, two in Haberfield (one each for the M4East and New
M5) and two in St Peters, along with a large number of exit portals, residents of these areas will suffer
greatly from direct exposure to poisonous diesel particulates. This is negligent when you consider that the
World Health Organisation in 2012 declared diesel particulates carcinogenic.
The Rozelle interchange is only a concept at this stage and should not be approved.
But even as a concept, its dangers are revealed. Rozelle would be lumbered by an unprecedented
concentration of stacks, in a valley, adjacent to densely populated suburbs.
* The interchange has long climbs that will increase emissions concentrations, which will then be pumped
into the surrounding area.
* The EIS shows significant traffic volumes will head onto the Anzac Bridge, which already operates at the
lowest Level of Service (F) in peak times. The same issue arises with traffic volumes which head onto the
Iron Cove Bridge.
* There will be significant queues heading into the tunnels, greatly increasing the level of emissions, but
the model does not account for these conditions.
The three pollution Stacks in the Rozelle Rail yards are shown to be 38 meters high. This is a totally
inappropriate location for these pollution stacks as the Rozelle Rail Yards are in a valley and the stacks
will be on land that is approximately 3.5 meters above sea level.
* Balmain Road between Wharf Rd and Victoria Road is at an elevation of on average 37 meters. Orange
Grove Primary School is at an elevation of 33.4 meters. Areas of Hornsey Rd Rozelle are at 28 meters.
The area near the junction of Annandale and Weynton streets in Annandale has an elevation of 29
meters.
* All these areas are in close proximity to these stacks and as a result, all the pollution from these stacks
will almost be on the same level and so will be blowing almost directly into these properties, especially in
summer when many windows are open. This is completely unacceptable.
* In addition, when there is no wind, the pollution will accumulate in this valley area and make the
surrounding area highly polluted. This is also not acceptable. Young children, the elderly and those
suffering from lung and heart disease will be placed at serious risk.

* There are also at least 4 schools of primary age children well within one kilometre of these stacks.
Young children are the most vulnerable to pollution related disease
Tunnelling
These tunnels will be directly under my house / street. I am concerned that construction will cause the
disturbance of lead and other toxic industrial pollutants known to be distributed in the soil throughout
Rozelle, which combined with the known underground spring in our area will spread of soil contaminants
throughout the surrounding area.
* I am also concerned that tunnelling will damage my house - with three levels of tunnels with the top one
of these only 15 metres from the surface, damage is likely.
* I am concerned about the air pollution, noise and vibration during four to five years of construction
works, especially tunnelling work (and activities to support tunnelling) will be 24 hours a day, seven days
a week.
* I am concerned about construction work being so close to schools and day care centres, as children are
more susceptible to negative impacts such as learning impairments, heart and lung disease
* Please ensure children living within 500m of construction are able to receive full nights' of sleep, as lack
of sleep leads to tiredness and proven difficulty learning. They particularly need protection against
excessive noise, dust, vibration and pollution during construction.
* Please address the need for additional footbridges/underpasses across Victoria Road to Darling Street
and to Terry Street so that children can travel safely to school and to/from their local bus stops. Truck
management plans to ensure children's safety near the school.
* I would like provision of air-conditioning for all homes, businesses, schools and day care centres within
500m of construction, so windows can be kept shut to avoid construction noise and air pollution,
* Please provide guarantees that the Iron Cove Link remains toll free to avoid the creation of rat runs in
Rozelle and Lilyfield by road users avoiding tolls,
* A traffic plan to maximise our children's health and safety and ability to walk to and participate in
important School events, such as the School cross country and athletics carnival, normally held at King
George's Park, and the School swim carnival at Drummoyne pool,
* I would like details of the impacts on bus routes and stops, and cycle paths and footpaths within 500m
of construction, including but not limited to Victoria Road during construction and operation, so I can get
to work,
Public Transport
I have lived and worked in many large cities throughout the world, and the best ones are where public
transport has been prioritised. Catching the train to work underpins these successful cities; being able to
drive on a highway to the city centre does not. The cost and disruption of these tunnels to the area do not
demonstrate an appropriate cost/benefit under any reasonable scenario; whereas the damage to health,
schooling and the community of this area is enormous and will be felt for years.
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I object to the proposal:
Overall - there is limited evidence this will address transport and congestion issues. There will be
significant negative impacts on local communities.
Specifically - the additional option that has been added to Haberfield work sites that now include 2
locations on parramatta road. These sites will have further negative impact on this community. People
affected by the current site are equally affected by the new sites - however now we will have to endure
more noise as the existing buildings are knocked down to set up New sites. In addition the possibility of
multiple trucks and cars using alt and bland st will have a negative impact on Haberfield public school. It
will pose significant risk to young students.
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I would like to submit my objection to the construction of the M4 M5 link. I do not believe this process has
been transparent and open.
Apart from the construction issues, I have concerns about the proposal of 3 unfiltered smoke stacks
(ventilation outlets) where the Crescent meets the City West Link, and the loss of Buruwan Park which
provides a buffer and greenspace on the Crescent. There will be increased noise and added pollution
from vehicles, many of them trucks braking and speeding up to enter or leave the tunnels.
The Creacent and Johnston St are already congested, with cars making rat runs through our
neighbourhood streets.
Please protect our community rather than polluting it!
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Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.
SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS.
I strongly object to this proposal in its entirety and urge the Secretary of Planning to advise the Minister to refuse the
application on the grounds below. NSW Planning must require the Proponent to properly and adequately address the
impacts set out below which are not adequately addressed in the EIS. NSW Planning should reject this EIS and
instead recommend to the NSW government that there should be an independent review of WestConnex before more
billions are spent and more residents' lives are damaged.
For residents of North Annandale, we face diruptive construction, drilling sites, obliteration of a local park. I reject
the proposal of 3 unfiltered smoke stacks where the City West Link meets the Crescent. The loss of Buruwan Park as
a buffer to the Crescent and providing some green space diminishes our community facilities. The increased noise and
pollution is unacceptable as is the increased congestion on our neighbourhood streets as cars make rat runs to avoid
congestion on Johnston St and the Crescent.
The EIS states that to minimise disruptions to traffic on the existing road network (including in peak hours) there will
be night works where appropriate. This will create an unacceptable impact in residents. The community is well aware
of the dreadful night noise that has impacted on the residents of Haberfield and finds it unacceptable that SMC and
RMS would be again knowingly allowed to inflict it on another community. NSW Planning should not impose such
open ended conditions. And, instead of a proper plan to manage traffic, the EIS contemplate work simply occurring.
Night work is objected to in the strongest terms?
The noise and air quality studies are completely dependent on the accuracy of the traffic analysis and assumptions. If
the traffic analysis is flawed, so too are the air and noise studies and local road traffic impacts. Only last week Citi
financial analysts in a report to their large investors were of the view that the traffic predictions contained were
unlikely to be achievable. An EIS based on inaccurate traffic analysis cannot be approved.
The economic basis for this project is the approval of further toll roads. Throughout the EIS there are references to the
f6 and Northern beaches Link; it is assumed that these toll roads will, in fact, be built. The issue with this is that the
impacts set out in the EIS rely upon them beign built — that is, traffic will lessen once they are built. However, there is
no certainty this will occur — indeed, the State Opposition is opposed to both projects. Any references to these toll
roads, in the context of impacts from this project, need therefore to be disregarded.
The inadequate traffic analysis shows that even if this tollway and all other proposed tollways are completed, the St
Peters Interchange and Frederick Street in Ashfield will be considerably more congested in 2033 if the project goes
ahead.
We are also concerned that the traffic figures relied upon in the EIS are simply not reliable. AECOM, the company
responsible for this EIS, has a well-documented record of wrongly predicting traffic. Already there are reports that the
traffic for all stages of WestConnex has been overestimated and construction costs underestimated.(SMH 'Pressure
builds on government to sweeten WestConnex sale' 5/10/2017)
When measuring the impacts in the EIS, it is important to bear in mind the mismanagement of the project to date and
residents have little confidence that any measures set out in the approval document will, in fact, be complied with.
During 2017 residents in St Peters have been subject to appalling odours which have damaged the health of some
community members and damaged the quality of life of much more.

1

I object to the EIS on the grounds that it fails the Secretary's requirement for "meaningful" consultation. Hundreds of
residents within the proposed project zone were not even notified of feedback sessions. Hundreds of submissions on
the concept design, including a major one from the Inner West Council, were ignored. Consultation is not the
provision of glossy brochures, light on detail, which minimise the negative aspects of a project and state that ever
impact will be managed by a 'plan'.
The high number of residents in both Haberfield and Leichhardt who would require mitigation for horrific night noise
is unacceptable, particularly because promises of mitigation in Haberfield and St Peters during Stage 2 have not
offered adequate protection. The Darley Road proposed construction site has been rejected as highly unsuitable by the
Inner Council Council, its traffic planners and the independent engineer appointed by the council. In fact, the
intersection near the site 9james St and City west Lik), based on TfNSW's own data, is the third most dangerous
intersection in the inner west. despite that, SMC wishes to bring in 100 heavy vehicle movements a day, plus an
additional 70 light vehicle movements. There have been two fatalities directly out front the proposed site and it belied
belief that SMC could seriously consider running hundreds of trucks and heavy machinery into a known traffic and
accident black spot.
SMC was required to consider alternatives. This section in the EIS is tokenistic at best. The City of Sydney came up
with a well thought out alternative plan and this has been ignored in the EIS.
I urge the Secretary of NSW Planning to advise the Minister to reject this EIS, and provide a written response to each
of the objections I have raised.
Yours sincerely,
This email was sent by
via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set the
FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however
provided an email
address
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase . org/rfc-3834 . html
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Please find attached a letter outlining my concerns and demands re the EIS Impact Statement.
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Attention Director
Infrastructure Projects, Planning Services
Department of Planning and Environment
Application number SSI 7485
GPO Box 39, Sydney, NSW, 2001
To Whom It May Concern,
We are deeply concerned by findings outlined in the Westconnex M4-M5 Link (the "Project")
Environmental Impact Statement ("EIS").
In particular, the current Project design results in multiple tunnels beneath the area roughly
bounded by Albert St, Foucart St, Cheltenham St and Denison St (the "Neighbourhood") for the
Iron Cove Link, Western Harbour Tunnel links and for exhaust ventilation tunnels. The Western
Harbour Tunnels are particularly concerning given they are proposed to be at an unnecessarily
shallow depth of less than 10m (EIS pg 6-25, Appendix E pg 17) which is otherwise only
proposed at tunnel entry and exit points. They are also for a project which is years away from
approval and may never proceed.
The EIS states that the above tunnels will result in the following impacts to our Neighbourhood:
• Higher ground borne noise than recommended night time levels of 35dB for periods of
up to 19 days (EIS pg 10-128 and 10-129) and "Due to the number of tunnels being
constructed in this area (consecutive construction works) the duration of impacts may
extend at these locations". This is highly likely to impact our sleep, mental health and
comfort and is absolutely unacceptable.
• Ground movement above the preferred criteria of 20mm and up to 35mm for some
properties (EIS pg 12-39, 12-44). This is highly likely to cause significant, irreversible
and unacceptable structural damage to our properties.
We are outraged and demand that:
• No tunnelling of the Western Harbour Tunnel connections proceed in our
Neighbourhood until that project is approved in its entirety.
• The depth of the Western Harbour Tunnel connections be increased to at a
minimum, reduce ground movement settlement in this Neighbourhood to below
the 20mm EIS criteria.
• Conditions of approval of the Project include clear mitigation strategies to ensure
ground borne noise does not exceed the recommended night time NML of 35dB
for extended periods on repeat occasions in our Neighbourhood.
Kind Regards,
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I object to the WestConnex Mgt-MS Linkproposals as contained in the EIS application * SSI
71415, for the reasons set out beloto.

Submission to:
Planning Services,
Department of Planning and Environment
GPO Box 39, Sydney, NSW, 2001

Name- 04141 .... 4.4.,0-r-PAA16AN1
Signature.

Attn: Director - Transport Assessments
Please inclod my personal information when publishing this submission to your website
Declaration : I HAVE NOT nzade any reportable political donations in the last 2 years.

AddressSuburb:

ecteiceLege-

Application Number: SSI 7485
Application Name: lAkstConnex M4-M5 Link

Postcode.20 3.

4, The Project will have significant impacts on
the streets near on- and off-ramps. Modelling
shows that the Anzac Bridge will have 60%
more traffic in 2033 because of the Project.

4. The modelling assuming journey time shifting
when mode shifting is more likely.
4. The modelling does not consider the latest
plans from the NSW Government's Greater
Sydney Commission despite them being
released nine months ago.
46. I object to the whole project because the
people of Western Sydney were not
consulted about where they wanted new
roads or what transport they prefer. The
WestConnex project with the tolls we will
have to pay was just dumped on us, there
was no consultation about our needs.
41. The management of water in the Rozelle
Yards is of great concern as the site is highly
contaminated and the construction work that
will be carried out will cause a great deal of
disturbance especially once vegetation has
been removed. There will be potential
impacts from contaminated soils,
leakage/spills of hydrocarbons and other
chemicals from machinery, vehicles
transporting spoil adjacent to roads and
stormwaters, rinse water from plant washing
and concrete slurries. Water from tunnelling
activity and other works will also introduce

contaminants. The EIS says that much of this
water will be treated in temporary treatment
facilities and sediment tanks before being
released to Whites Creek and Rozelle Bay.
The EIS does not disclose what levels of
pollution controls will be implemented to
make sure that contaminated water is not
released into White's Creek or Rozelle Bay.
This is not acceptable.

4. The project directly affected five listed
heritage items, including demolition of the
stormwater canal at Rozelle. Twenty-one
other statutory heritage items of State or local
heritage significant would be subject to
indirect impacts through vibration, settlement
and visual setting. And directly affected nine
individual buildings as assessed as being
potential local heritage items. It is
unacceptable that heritage items are
removed or potentially damaged and the
approval should prohibit such
destruction.(Executive Summary xviii)

4. Residents of Haberfield should not be asked
to choose between two construction sites.
This smacks of manipulation and a deliberate
attempt to divide a community. Both choice
extend construction impacts for four years
and severely impact the quality of life of
residents. NSW Planning should reject the
impacts on Haberfield as unacceptable. (
page 106)
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wish to submit my objection to the Wes_tConnn..5 Link proposals as contained in
the EIS application* SR 7485- The reasons for objecting are set out below.
a W.I.IN/

Name.
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Planning Services,
Department of Planning and Environment
GPO Box 39, Sydney, NSW, 2001
Attn: Director - Transport Assessments

Signature:..i...
personal information when publishing this submission to your website
Declaration • NAVE NOT made any reportable political donations in the last 2 years.
Address

Submission to:

Application Number: SS1 7485
Application Name WestConnedi M4-M5 Link

2-6 FVO Ca- 61-4.

Suburb:

Postcode.02-C) 3°1

e EIS notes that the Project would cause additional traffic congestion on a number of key roads including: Gardeners
Road and Bourke Road in the south, Frederick Street (Ashfield), Johnston Street (Annandale) and numerous streets in
Mascot (p.8-103). The EIS must assess and identify any upgrades that the Project will require.
•••• The EIS admits that impacts of construction of the M4-M5 Link will worsen traffic on Parramatta Rd. In these
circumstances it is outrageous for motorists to be asked already to pay up to up to $20 a day in tolls. I object to the fact that
this is not considered or factored into the traffic analysis.
• The proponent does not consider the impact of the Sydney Metro West. This project will have a significant impact on travel
•••
behaviour (and specifically mode share).
•••• The EIS admits that drivers from lower income households are more likely to travel longer distances to avoid tolls because
of the cost. So you either pay the high tolls (capped at $7.95 in 2015 dollars) or you drive for longer to avoid the tolls. We
have seen this already where commuters have chose to drive on Parramatta rd not the new M4 with the new tolls. This is
unfair.
••••The modelling shows severe traffic levels and increased congestion on Johnston St, and The Crescent (+80% ADT).
+ In order to make the model work, traffic that exceeds the free flow capacity of the network was reassigned to hours outside
of the peak - Le. the model assumes people shift the time they travel. However, the potential of shifting journey times to
reduce overall traffic demand is not considered.
The traffic modelling approach applied in the EIS is commonly used in NSW. This approach has proven to be flawed.
Infrastructure Australia compared predicted and actual traffic levels and found that the assumed steady growth in traffic did
not occur. In Sydney, urban congestion levels are growing at around one third of the forecast rate. (See Figure 1, below)
••
• • The high tolls are set to increase for decades by the CPI or by 4% a year, whichever is higher. When inflation is low and
wages are not even keeping up with low inflation this is outrageous. And it is not as if the commuters or workers of western
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My biggest concern is with the ventilation shafts being so close to schools, especially if they are
unfiltered. I believe that the following must be included in the project:
* Air quality monitoring at the school before, during and after construction
* The ventilation shaft at Terry Street to be filtered for PM2.5, or moved to a safer distance away from the
school
* Truck management plans to ensure children's safety near the school
* Protection against excessive noise, dust, vibration and pollution during construction
Regards,
Sinisa Guzina
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Please refer to the attached file for our submission
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The Hon. Anthony Roberts
Minister for Planning
GPO Box 5341, SYDNEY NSW 2001
11 Oct. 2017
Dear Minister,
We are writing to make my submission in response to the Environmental Impact Statement for the M4-M5
WestConnex Link. In particular, we strongly object to a number of the proposals of the Stage 3 of the project which
will directly impact the areas around Rozelle where we currently live.
In general, we feel that there's hasn't been adequate research and analysis invested to explore the public transport
options as an alternative choice for infrastructure investment to address the road congestion problems along the
Victoria Road corridor between the Gladesville Bridge and the proposed Rozelle Interchange. We have not seen any
evidence based analysis that indicates categorically that the public transport option is not economically viable and
more importantly could result in a greater social, economic and environmental impact compared to the proposed
Stage 3 WestConnex Link.
More specifically, the following are some of the proposals for the Iron Cove Link Tunnel we strongly object to:
1.

Exhaust Stacks — we're opposed to any use of unfiltered exhaust stacks as the air pollutants emitted from these
stacks will further exacerbate the poor air quality of surrounding areas. Especially areas surrounding Rozelle
primary school. We regard it as a serious failure by the proponents to safe guard the health and well-being of the
local residents, particularly the health of young children, if the proposed unfiltered ventilation outlet near
Rozelle Primary school is permitted to go ahead. Only filtered exhaust outlets that are fully compliant with all
relevant standards should be considered. Any consideration to use filtered exhaust stacks must also be explicitly
outlined with sufficient details on the environmental impacts within the proposal and made available for public
exhibition before it is put forward for final approval by the Minister.

2.

Iron Cove Link Tunnel on Iron Cove Bridge end — we feel that the proposal to construct the tunnel entrance/exit
portal near the intersection of Terry Street and Victoria Road in Rozelle has not taken into consideration the
persistent traffic congestion along Victoria Road between the Gladesville Bridge and the Iron Cove Bridge. We're
aware that this is a contentious issue and has been raised by many concerned residents with suggestion to
continue the tunnel through to Gladesville Bridge. However, we find the proponent's response in the M4-M5
Link Community Report suggesting that the continuation of the tunnel through to Gladesville Bridge is not within
the proposal scope totally undermines the seriousness of this issue. We would strongly urge the proponents to
reconsider the scope of this proposal that will also take into consideration the obvious traffic congestion
between the two bridges mentioned above. Building the entrance/exit portal east of the Iron Cove Bridge will in
our view simply worsen an existing problem. Not to mention the increase in air pollutants that will accompany
the increased volume of vehicles along this corridor. It is also worthwhile learning from the lessons of the
construction of the second Iron Cove bridge (opened in 2011) which has not resolved the traffic congestion
problems along Victoria Road up to the Gladesville bridge and this is not addressed in the current proposal.

3. Construction Sites — we have serious concerns with the proposal for the construction sites in and around the
Iron Cove Bridge end of the Bay Run and Byrnes St, Rozelle. Byrnes St is a very narrow street and constantly filled
with parked vehicles leaving very little room for moving cars to traverse the narrow street, especially during the
weekends when major sport activities are conducted at King Georges Park. Nominating Byrnes St as a site for
utility works, traffic management, etc. during the construction of the Iron Cove Link Tunnel will simply make an
already inaccessible road even less accessible for the residents living on Byrnes St. We're also very concerned
with the inevitable increase in both noise and dust pollutions throughout the construction period. In the current
form of the proposal, we do not feel assured that the proposed construction time nor the proposed
enforcement measures to minimise noise and dust pollutions, and disruptions to the local residents will be
adhered to by the construction companies. To give us an acceptable level of assurance we require quantifiable
and enforceable measures be put in place with all relevant construction companies and made contractually
binding with commensurate penalties when they're breached. The details with respect to the assurances must
also be available for public exhibition before they are presented to the Minister for final approval.

4.

Lack of Evidence Based Proposals — It is not unreasonable to expect that the proposals for such a sizeable
infrastructure investment and associated decisions to be taken are based on evidence and empirical data rather
than modelled on speculations and assumptions, which are very prevalent throughout the proposal. In
particular, the analysis of the combined effects of various air-borne pollutants and other forms of environmental
impacts. The modelling of these impacts is largely based on assumptions and indicative measures which can be
skewed and adjusted to favour particular outcomes. We do not feel assured with any modelling and analysis that
are largely based on opinions and assumptions that can only produce 'indicative' outcomes. We would like to
see all analysis and models in the EIS to be supported by trustworthy evidence with strong reliance on empirical
data rather than speculations and with a higher degree of certainty in its predicted outcomes that can also be
independently verified before final approval is granted.

In closing, we would appreciate that the Minister give due consideration and provide adequate responses to our
concerns as outlined above. We are always in favour of, and willing to support, prospective proposals for further
transport infrastructure investments in our state that put the concerns of the impacted residents first, are socially,
economically and environmentally responsible, apply evidence based assessments and provide proper due
consideration to public transport as the first choice for an effective way to alleviate current, and prevent future, road
congestions and improve the travel experience for commuters.
Yours sincerely,

-?iZ„,/‘___
Stephen La
8 Byrnes St., Rozelle NSW 2039

Karen Atfield
8 Byrnes St., Rozelle NSW 2039
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Content:
I object to west connex as I live in Ryan st Lilyfield which is elevated from the outlet that will becoming out
towards the bottom of my street! Lilyfield road and the vent thats proposed there will be around the same
level of my house which means when the wind is blowing in my direction myself my wife and my children
11 and 8 will be sucking in cancerous fumes. My daughter already has breathing issues.
Not only are you going to poison my neighborhood but you are also going to poison my children and all
the other children at Rozelle public school with the vent outlet on Victoria road.!
The planners should be ashamed of themselves.
Your willing to put the safety of many surrounding suburbs at risk.
I'm appalled.
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Content:
The EIS cannot be determined/consented to because, among other things, its first premise is untrue - the
proposed link is not going to be constructed and operated by the Government roads department. An EIS
by the actual proponent should be submitted for public comment.
The EIS cannot be determined/consented to because it is based on vague outlines of possible
constructions and impacts. It needs to be redone after there is a specific proposal with specific impacts.
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I object to the proposed unfiltered ventilation stacks on the grounds that such evidence as there is clearly
shows that filtering does reduce the impact of traffic pollutants on air quality and human health. I note that
3 Government Ministers are all on record as stating that unfiltered tunnel stacks would not be allowed in
their electorates. Why are the inner west's residents, and specifically children, not of equal worth. If
filtering is unaffordable, despite the outrageous tolls proposed, then the project is clearly unaffordable and
an alternative is required - basically a mix of public transport for private individuals and the Lord Mayor of
Sydney's proposed alternative - an upgrade to the A3 to link the M4 and M5. This route would be far
cheaper, more affordable for individuals and commercial vehicles, give a more direct route to the port and
airport, and have more chance of reducing travel times. Work on the destruction of inner west suburbs
should halt now. This is a more acceptable alternative than simply poisoning the residents of the inner
west to save money.
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Attention Director Infrastructure Projects, Planning Services Department of Planning and Environment Application
number SSI 7485 GPO Box 39 Sydney NSW 2001
Dear Director,
I object to this proposal in its entirety and urge the Secretary of Planning to advise the Minister to refuse the
application. The EIS is for a vague concept plan and was prepared without genuine exploration of alternatives,
particularly public transport options. In relation to surface road alternatives, it does not seriously evaluate an upgrade
to the A3 as one sensible option, proposed by the City of Sydney, for an efficient and more cost-effective road link
between the M4 and the M5. NSW Planning should reject this EIS and recommend to the NSW Government that
there be an independent review of WestConnex before committing more $billions to WCX and damaging more
communities and more residents' lives for uncertain, indeed questionable, benefits.
The EIS does not, for timing reasons, mention the recent Grattan Institute study (M Ferrill 2017) that found there was
value in investing in new roads in new suburbs but that it was often more effective and always cheaper (to the
taxpayer) to invest in smaller-scale engineering and technical improvements, eg traffic lights, smaller intersection
design, variable speed limits and better road surfaces and gradients. One could add that more sophisticated rail
signaling systems would also assist by supporting more and faster train journeys in Greater Sydney.
The Grattan Institute study reiterated what many such studies have found (reassuringly), that major new roads risk
filling up with new traffic. That is unless, like the Cross City Tunnel and the Lane Cove Tunnel, they are based on
inflated user estimates and/or are avoided due to disproportionate toll costs. It also suggested that independent
regulation of toll charges should be investigated. All worthy suggestions for an impartial review of this project and a
new public EIS on Stage 3 in due course.
The Grattan Institute study also suggested congestion charging with a small charge and with revenue directed to car
registration discounts and public transport was worth considering (rather than being rejected out of hand as culturally
unacceptable in the way that consideration of gun control is in the USA). Change is inevitable in coming decades so it
should be intelligently informed and directed, incremental, cost effective and to an extent, reversible — a precautionary
and adaptive approach.
The EIS is contradictory about its aims. Does Stage 3 seek to support commercial and freight transport to airport and
port, to support cross-city commercial transport, to support private transport (commuters) or to support urban
renewal? It seems to try to address the first three of these needs individually but does not integrate them or resolve
clear incompatibilities. Individual travel to Sydney airport would be greatly facilitated by removing the surcharge on
rail travel to the airport station.

The City of Sydney's work on WCX found that only 7% of western Sydney workers travel to the CBD for work and
89% of these use public transport (inadequate though it is). The NSW Bureau of Statistics predicts that between 2011
and 2046, AM peak Sydney rail capacity will increase by 27.2% (assuming all known capital works projects are
successfully completed) whilst total public transport demand for the AM peak period will increase by 91.1% (B
Lepani, bmlivinglab.com.au, Blue Mountains and Our Neighbourhood — the Job-Transport Nexus, 2017). During this
period, 2 out of every 3 new Sydneysiders will (other things being equal) live in western Sydney where current youth
unemployment figures defy national trends and keep growing. Currently, the public transport deficit is > $5bi11ion for
the Greater Metropolitan Area. These are difficult policy problems and the proposed toll routes and costs will not help
unless young residents have the skills for those sectors of the econ
omy likely to grow in urban centres and can afford the transport.

The assumptions that western Sydney's future commercial and industrial transport needs are focused on the airport
and port are overstated, particularly now Sydney will have a second airport in western Sydney. In any case, the
project does NOT provide efficient, affordable private, public or freight transportation to the port and Sydney airport.
There won't be useful investment in public transport for freight and the EIS itself shows that there will be increased
heavy goods traffic along some sections of Parramatta Rd and major roads in Rozelle and Annandale following
construction.
The exploration of the links between the proposed project and long term urban design and planning for the inner west
are barely evident and a major omission (comments below). Whilst stating that traffic along Parramatta Rd will be
reduced, this is contraindicated for eastern sections around key junctions and urban village/major intersections.
The EIS should be rejected and WCX Stage 3 should not proceed as proposed. Its fundamental rationale should be
rethought and options for its achievement explored with radically different solutions on the table. Subsequent
planning and preparation of a revised EIS need to be undertaken in a respectful, responsible, transparent, legally
adequate and technically defensible manner based on detailed information about what exactly would happen on the
ground and the spatially explicit and quantified impacts.
VAGUE DESIGN INSTEAD OF SPECIFIC PROPOSALS The EIS states 'the detail of the design and construction
approach is indicative only, based on a concept design and is subject to detailed design and construction planning to
be undertaken by the successful contractors.' The community will have no opportunity to comment on the Preferred
Infrastructure Report which forms the basis of the approval conditions. This means the community will have no
genuine role in the assessment of the adequacy of proposed impact management arrangements. I object to this EIS and
recommend that a revised EIS is required based on this unreleased Report so that the community can have informed
input to the EIS and subsequent approval conditions.
I object to the use of an indicative design for the Rozelle Interchange. The intent is very challenging, in engineering
terms, probably unfeasibly so, and the Sydney Motorway Corporation, when not boasting about how large and unique
it is, cannot point to any similar underground interchange project anywhere in the world or find a suitable construction
company to build it. The failure by the SMC to obtain a supportable tender for the project undermines any credibility
in both the SMC and the project design. It would be irresponsible to approve such a design concept without hard
evidence that it could realistically be constructed and is socially, environmentally and economically the best option.
That cannot be determined on the basis of the current EIS and by releasing such a document, the Government is
showing contempt for the community
BUSINESS CASE AND PROJECT COSTS It appears, on the basis of expert review commissioned by the City of
Sydney, that the business case used for the EIS may be seriously flawed and the total cost, including foregone public
transport revenue and public liability, seriously understated. This is another reason to reject the EIS and have
independent experts agreed by the Department of Planning, releant councils and community groups explore the
business case with a public report to follow.
There may be a case to compensate people whose lives have been seriously damaged by Stages 1 and 2 where that
damage was not accurately foreshadowed, assessed and mitigated. This should have been addressed in the previous
WCX EISs, approval provisions and factored into the business cases for those stages and should certainly be
anticipated for Stage 3.
The NSW Government is investing in public transport but we now know, courtesy of the GIPA Act, that a Cabinet
directive excluded public transport from proper consideration during the evaluation of toll road projects. We can have
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no confidence that WCX would have emerged as a winning solution, eg compared with the Sydney Metro West rail
link. I object to the EIS on this ground.
Stage 3 was said to cost $7.2bi11ion in 2015 with a 1.88:1 cost-benefit ratio. Experts have challenged that, in some
cases reducing the CB ratio to negative terms. This, too, is another area for review prior to production of a revised
public EIS.
AIR QUALITY The EIS states there are at least 5 schools that will be in the orbit of the emissions from the cluster of
ventilation structures/stacks in Rozelle. Children and the elderly are most at risk of lung ailments.
A specialist in air pollution exposure science and the air quality impact of the built environment, Dr Ian Longley, was
a member of the NSW Government Chief Scientist's Advisory Committee on Tunnel Air Quality. In 2014, Dr
Longley reported separately that the impact of detectable emissions on local air quality is highly localized to within
100-200m of a tunnel portal or vent. Air pollution impacts are going to be greatest within 200 m of tunnel portals and
within 200m of surface road sections where increased numbers and frequencies of vehicles are expected. Assessment
of air quality should not be undertaken by grouping the Rozelle stacks or using a wider impact curtilage than 200m
only. The EIS's approach (modeling within 500m) allows the proponents to overlook the complex downwash effects
in the immediate vicinity of the ventilation structures. I object to this.
The EIS should be rejected because it does not make it clear that there are no residences or other occupied places at an
elevation of 30-40m that are within 200m of proposed ventilation outlets. Indeed, until final plans are proposed, no
one can be certain of this. The EIS could, however, have ruled out ventilation structures within 200m of any habitable
structures, noting that children spend more of their lives at home than in school. If there are habitable structures
within 200m of the vents, then these would appear to be vulnerable to excessive PM2.5 particles and thus dangerous
levels of carcinogenic exposure as well as other pollutants.
The calculation methodology for air quality assessment has been challenged by experts. It should be reviewed now by
experts who are independent of the NSW and Federal Governments and agreed by councils and community groups
and the Department of Planning. This needs to involve genuine consultation with those experts who have criticized
the air quality implications rather than leave the public in the position of trying to adjudicate the competing claims.
Better technically informed investigation might indicate that there is in fact a real case for ventilation stacks to be
filtered or for more ventilation facilities along the length of the tunnels. Cost is not an acceptable excuse if that is the
case. A different approach would be required. The EIS should be rejected on these grounds.
Medium impacts on human health throughout the project area forecast for dust emissions during construction.
Quantified reduction measures and clear liability for failure to mitigate should be included in a future public EIS.
The air quality modeling compared 'with' and 'without' project outcomes but ignored the implications of anticipated
surface road traffic reductions not occurring. The project needs to make provision for adaptive management without
the need to compensate toll road operators for such a failure of anticipation and this should be addressed in a revised
EIS.
The assumption that 'without project' air quality would continue at current levels ignores future technological
innovation and predictable options for greater use of electric vehicles and electric mass transportation of people and
freight which will become more affordable over time.
Given the relationship between tunnel and road emissions and human health, and the link between traffic speed and
flow and emissions, the EIS assumption that low speeds are likely to be rare is glib. This would be the case if the
tunnel were rarely used and/or only by vehicles in good repair driven by careful drivers. One problematic vehicle is
perfectly capable of compromising flows. This should be revisited in a revised EIS and the implications for air quality
and health modeled with a range of use scenarios including the minimum guaranteed to the operator to avoid
compensation triggers.
SUSTAINABILITY Rail transport options, for both passengers and freight, and surface road solutions should have
been used for comparison of total energy consumption over the life of the project. This should be rectified in a revised
EIS.
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HAZARD AND RISK A revised EIS needs to assess the long term risk identified with transportation of hazardous
materials on surface roads, since it will be excluded from the tunnels, and in the context of proposed urban renewal of
Parramatta Rd and various parts of the Timer West Council area. Again, rail freight transport might have proved a
safer option.
CLIMATE CHANGE The EIS explicitly defends the use of a single source of projections based on CSIRO and BOM
projections but ignoring parameters other than temperature and rainfall eg groundwater recharge, sea level rise and
rainfall intensity. Given the low lying land of the Rozelle Rail Yards and that this area functions as a drainage basin,
this should be corrected. Flood risk management is not adequately addressed. The EIS should be revised to include
more severe events than it currently anticipates. Experts in the international insurance industry familiar with climate
change-driven risk assessment should be consulted.
NOAA released a report in May 2017 suggesting that current CO2 emission levels could lead to sea level rises of 2m
by 2100, within the life of the proposed infrastructure. A well-publicized recent ANU study that suggested that a 2C
average global temperature rise is likely to result in Sydney suffering a number of days over 50C by 2040, well within
the life of the project. Unless all vehicles are electric and powered by clean energy in the near future, this project is
backward thinking, catering as it does to the transport technology of the 20th century. Though the EIS does praise the
progress made in cleaning up Sydney's car fleet, this is not fast enough to make being stuck in a long tunnel a reliably
neutral health experience for some decades to come or to assume that all diesel vehicles will be replaced in the near
future. The current EIS should be rejected and these issues addressed in a revised EIS.
We face catastrophic changes to our climate. Western Sydney could well become less and less habitable at current
levels of CO2 as effects already in the pipeline kick in regardless of any efforts to keep warming to 1.5 degrees. WCX
and this EIS make no serious case for being responsive to climate change and will increase traffic emissions without
other actions that may in turn render it superfluous. Local habitability, local employment, local environmental
amenity, better urban design suitable to low energy consumption, hot climate adaptation, knowledge industry growth,
automation and mass electric transport systems for goods and people will become increasingly important. As it is, we
appear incapable of designing to avoid population flight and economic decline in Sydney's west. A new EIS is
required.
TRANSPORT PLANNING The EIS should be rejected for its failure to address transport planning adequately. This
chapter in the EIS needed the kind of spatially explicit detail that the project lacks at this stage. Words like
"generally", "short periods of time", temporarily restricted", "outside peak periods where feasible and reasonable"
are weasel words designed to ensure no redress is available whilst reserving to the construction
contractors/responsible agency maximum discretion to do what they choose despite damage to locals' lives and
businesses.
The EIS talks of an improved transport network, greater productivity (ie more trips resulting from WCX) and longer
distances travelled in shorter times. It states that there will be "reduced traffic on the City West Link, Parramatta Rd,
Victoria Rd, King St, King George's Rd, and Sydenham Rd." But only on certain sections. It forecasts faster trips in
the Inner West LGA off motorways and a 10% increase in average speed and a 12% reduction in distance. Again, not
east of The Crescent/Johnson St, Victoria Rd intersections where heavy vehicles and other traffic are set to increase.
A new public EIS is required that has included the results of independent validation with detailed spatial mapping of
quantified traffic movements. This is required in part because of the lack of trust the Government has created for itself
on WCX. If one anticipates the likely scale of urban development on residual land in the Bays Precinct, and
inadequate public transport provision, the
result could easily be gridlock.

The EIS suggests that there will be a 3% increase in traffic during the AM peak hour and a 5% increase during the PM
peak hour east of the James St intersection. Since when was the peak period a neat hour? What about Saturdays when
day-long traffic volumes are high? There will also be reduced access and amenity and efficiency for bus users and bus
connections to light rail and railway stations (and Balmain ferries) will be disrupted, for years. A new EIS should
address these considerations.
Motorway infrastructure investment must be aligned with supporting public and active urban transport initiatives to
achieve an increase in capacity whilst reducing reliance on and demand for private and heavy vehicles in urban
centres, between critical nodes and in established urban areas. This EIS effectively ignores the 2nd Sydney airport
development and the development of urban centres across the metropolitan region and the complex mix of local,
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regional and national scale patterns of movement that should be encouraged to evolve in the context of opportunities
for high quality urban development. These issues would do more to ensure the future social and economic viability of
Greater Sydney and should be addressed in a replacement public EIS.
Roads and tunnels are simply one means of moving goods and people; they are not the purpose of urban development
and must come after the urban design and planning phases are agreed. Currently, rail, light rail, roads and ferries are
bursting at peak times and many of the cars are one-person carriers. The waste is painted as a cultural right —
Sydney's right to have one car per person is as much of a mantra as the 2nd amendment in the USA but it is made so
by lazy or rent-seeking politics. Many younger people don't want to drive long distances in congested traffic. I
suspect that the majority of users of public transport during peak hours are under 50. For those under 35, we are
witnessing a cultural shift, partly the result of economic necessity and similar to the rise of renting and preference for
small, not large residential accommodation, and residence in inner urban areas rather than dispersed suburbs. Again, a
replacement public EIS that takes on board the wo
rid that the project will operate in and the best way to achieve its intended
objectives is required.

Park and ride is greatly under-used in Sydney's outer suburbs compared with major overseas cities but this could be
changed to support residents and businesses and should also be considered.
The EIS and WCX as a project state an intention to help link major employment centres critical for supporting job
creation and business development. Automation is anticipated to reduce jobs in many existing industries in existing
employment centres over coming decades. Expert evidence suggests that future jobs growth will be largely in
knowledge industries. These would be in the urban centres of the city if they are attractive enough to people with
portable skill sets who are not going to spend hours driving to and from work, caught in congestion, unable to work
whilst travelling. The EIS is thus deficient in many of its basic assumptions and should be revised.
Google declined to invest in the refurbishment of the White Bay Power Station because the Government was locked
into private road transport, not the convenience and attraction of the best mass public transport systems. A broadly
agreed and publicly exhibited urban design for the Bays should come before the insertion of modes of transport and a
revised EIS should be prepared subsequent to development of such a broadly agreed design.
TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT The EIS shows that traffic on the City West Link, Johnston St, the Crescent, Catherine
St and Ross street would be significantly increased during the construction period and also be increased if Stage 3
were ever completed. It states that Stage 3 will relieve traffic congestion in these areas; in fact it is likely to add to it.
Many of these areas are already congested at peak times. As a result, it takes buses far too long now to get to Sydney
University or the RPA Hospital during peak times. The Crescent is also a major route for emergency vehicles going
west from Camperdown. I object to these proposed impacts.
The increase in surface traffic induced by this project, including the impact on local streets of people trying to avoid
congestion on main routes and the cost of tunnels, is at odds with the Government's notional desire to transform the
Bays Precinct into a leading urban precinct.
Some of the operations of the construction sites between The Crescent and Iron Cove Bridge are stated to worsen the
relevant major intersections. The EIS also states that light construction vehicles will use "more dispersed routes" with
ominous implications for local traffic. Again, I object to the impacts.
I object to the use of Darley Rd, Leichhardt as a dive site. The site cannot accommodate the projected traffic
movements without jeopardising the road network. Darley Road is a critical access road for the residents of
Leichhardt and the inner west to access and cross the City West Link. As the EIS acknowledges and anyone who has
driven there knows, this route is already congested at peak hours. It is also adjacent to one of the most dangerous
junctions in the inner west (Government's own data).
I object to the use of a justification for the proposed works in the EIS on the basis of proposed toll road/tunnel
construction for the F6 and Northern Beaches Links. These are far from settled and not a valid argument to proceed.
Throughout the EIS there are references to these toll roads/tunnels to the effect that traffic will lessen once they are
built. It would be more pertinent to the project under assessment to consider the future of transport in the context of an
existing commitment to a second Sydney airport (no public transport, potential rerouting of commercial freight etc).
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The inadequate traffic analysis shows that even if all proposed tollways were completed, the St Peters Interchange and
Frederick Street in Ashfield will still be considerably more congested in 2033. This impact should be rejected on
grounds of causing neighbourhood blight, failure to achieve project aims and increased costs arising from health
impacts, and failure to provide fair compensation to affected community members and residents.
I have no confidence that the traffic figures relied upon in the EIS are are accurate. AECOM, the company responsible
for this EIS, has a well-documented record of wrongly predicting traffic. Already there are reports that the traffic for
all stages of WestConnex has been overestimated and construction costs underestimated. The traffic flow modelling is
based on assumptions about traffic flows into the future that are nonsensical e.g. even 24 hour flows. If the traffic
figures are wrong, so are the air quality projections. The EIS should be rejected on these grounds and a consultative
process, involving experts who disagree with the figures, councils and community groups, as well as the relevant
Departments and their experts, undertaken to inform a replacement public EIS.
I object to the proposed east-west foot/cycle underpass to replace the existing bridge over Victoria Rd. at Lilyfield.
People feel safer on a bridge in public view.
LAND USE AND PROPERTY What will happen to residual project land during the construction and operation
phases? This needs to be clear in a revised public EIS to place this project in the context of the Bays Precinct urban
design opportunities, including housing, parkland, open space and active recreation as well as through traffic.
Major tree planting should proceed as soon as possible to buffer potential construction facilities, reduce air bornepollutant movement and provide some interim amenity to likely affected areas.
A replacement EIS should be very clear that there will be no expansion of property impacts from that proposed in it
without reexhibition.
The Government's land dealings in this site have been referred to ICAC, with a strong community suspicion that there
has been maladministration involving the allocation of public money. This is different from the case being brought by
companies who have long held land along Lilyfield Rd where the Government wants to resume that land at current
value for unclear purposes. The Lilyfield Rd case will test the Government's broader agenda for that land but that
should have been declared before and judged as part of both Stage 3 and the Bays Precinct development. It should be
clarified in a replacement EIS.
URBAN DESIGN The feedbacks between noise, pollutants, vibration, human health impacts, traffic and transport,
urban design, development and amenity over the life of the project are not clear. This must be rectified in a new
publicly exhibited EIS in due course. The public and councils need to be able to grasp the complexities and dynamics
involved over the next half century.
Lighting outcomes for facilities and residual open space must be defined in a revised EIS so that the impact on
sensitive receivers can be assessed. Additionally, a crime prevention audit of the current concepts should be
undertaken.
The form of built facilities, including the ventilation facilities, is not adequately detailed for assessment. This means
that they can be altered without public scrutiny in future. This is unacceptable and should be addressed in a revised
EIS and public exhibition process.
The EIS does not allow the reader or assessor to evaluate the project against urban development options for the Bays
Precinct including the Rail Yards and Iron Cove. This must be rectified as noted elsewhere in my submission.
HUMAN HEALTH I object to having to consider the acceptability of human health impacts in the EIS in the absence
of concrete plans and the absence of genuine comparison of alternative strategies. In the time available, I could not
find a section on residual risks after the adoption of proposed (and possibly inadequate) mitigation impacts. A revised
EIS needs to include a clear assessment of possible long term health impacts, including cumulative impacts (eg air
quality, noise, local congestion) together with actions to detect and mitigate any emerging patterns. The lease or
ownership of the M4-M5 link must include financial responsibility for such mitigation and not pass it to taxpayers to
cover any costs.
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I note in passing that already, before construction on the Rozelle Rail Yards site has officially commenced, the site
remediation works are sometimes causing night time noise (thumping, mechanical droning) that is sufficient to disturb
the sleep of neighbours in my street along the Balmain Rd ridge top in Lilyfield. Noise at night travels surprisingly far
and is amplified up the valley sides.
The EIS fails to compare the proposal with options relying more heavily on public transportation in terms of long
term human health in the Rozelle/Annandale/Lilyfield/Leichhardt/Haberfield/St Peters areas, for the health of both
residents and for travellers. This needs to be addressed in a revised EIS before any approval can be granted.
The EIS does not appear to envisage the need for a solution to a catastrophic failure of ventilation technology —
presumably the underground sections would be shut down, evacuated and not permitted to open until full and reliable
functionality was restored. This too needs to be addressed.
The EIS needs to be redone to include explicit, quantified information about ancillary construction requirements:
workforce numbers, work shifts, carparks, spoil management — with impacts defined in terms of the implications for
years of visual, noise, pollutant and traffic congestion and parking competition issues and the attendant mental and
physical health strains on residents and workers in the impact area. The option of bussing in workers using remote car
parks that would reduce local road and parking competition does not appear to have been proposed.
A replacement public EIS needs to provide freely accessible and transparent mechanisms and quantitative
(precautionary) decision thresholds, to allow for public redress from unacceptable construction impacts. Mechanisms
could include changing techniques, equipment and timing of construction works. Clear lines of operator
accountability and investigation timeframes are also required. Only then can the community can have some
confidence that concerns can be identified and dealt with in a predictable way but equally importantly, that the final
approved plan has indeed reduced the risk of unacceptable environmental impacts to an appropriate minimum because
the proponent, not the taxpayer, would take the risk. The business case should incorporate costs associated with
failure to adequately foresee such construction impacts and remediation.
I object to the proposed 5 years of disruption caused by heavy goods vehicles accessing the Rail Yards off the City
West Link/Lilyfield Rd. Haberfield and St Peters have already begun to be subjected to this treatment with disastrous
local consequences (and loss of health, heritage, amenity and local business). If there are no socially acceptable
construction strategies, then the project cannot proceed.
WATER QUALITY The EIS is not adequate in terms of risks due to spillages, excess discharges, overflows and flood
events. Mitigation needs to show it is appropriate to specific, not general, conditions.
In terms of extreme event frequencies, I object to the use of a 100 year return interval. The project must cater for
intensifying events at greater frequency because of climate change.
The EIS states that "further hydrological and hydraulic modeling based on the detailed design will be undertaken."
The EIS must be rejected and we look forward to seeing the detailed design and further modeling results in a revised
public EIS.
CONCLUDING COMMENTS There is nothing in the EIS to suggest that the reported grave shortcomings of stages 1
and 2 of WCX to date relating to project management and appropriate responsiveness to the very serious concerns of
affected residents will not apply to Stage 3 and that many remediation measures set out in any approval document
would not be simply words on paper. During 2016-17 residents in St Peters and Haberfield have in some cases had
their health damaged and in many cases their quality of life. SMC has failed to comply with the environmental
protection licence that it was granted as part of previous approvals. I am appalled that the offensive odours from
works on the highly polluted Alexandria landfill site are predicted to possibly continue if Stage 3 is approved. No
community should be treated in this manner.
During the Stage 1 consultation phase, residents were repeatedly told that after construction of the M4 East, there
would be no more above ground construction in Haberfield. It now appears that they were misled. SMC 's Preferred
Infrastructure Report will include its final choice of option. I demand that this report be made public as soon as it is
filed with NSW Planning and that residents be given a right to consultation on the actual plan before a determination
on this EIS application is made by the Government.
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SMC was required to consider alternatives. This section in the EIS is tokenistic at best. The City of Sydney came up
with a well thought out alternative plan and this, as well as options for rail solutions, has not been addressed properly
in the EIS. The EIS needs to be rejected on this, as well as other, grounds.
I urge the Secretary of NSW Planning to advise the Minister to reject this EIS.
Yours sincerely, Helen Clemens 8 Carrington St, Lilyfield NSW 2040, Australia
_ This email was sent by Helen Clemens via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set the FROM field
of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Helen provided an email address
(helen_clemens@yahoo.com.au) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Helen Clemens at helen_clemens@yahoo.com.au.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit vvvvvv.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase.org/rfc-3834.html

.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wed, 11 Oct 2017 11:30:11 +0000
FW: Submission Details for Patrick Robinson (object)

From: system@accelo.comOn Behalf OfPatrick Robinson
Sent: Wednesday, 11 October 2017 10:30:01 PM (UTC+10:00) Canberra, Melbourne, Sydney
Subject: Submission Details for Patrick Robinson (object)
Confidentiality Requested: no
Submitted by a Planner: no
Disclosable Political Donation: no
Name: Patrick Robinson

Address:

Rozelle, NSW
2039
Content:
I oppose the construction of the network of tunnels under my street, and the creation of unfiltered exhaust
stacks in my environment.
So far the building of the westconnex has created subsidence problems for people's house within the
impact area. The state government has been reluctant and slow to respond to grievances. My family
home lies just above a proposed spaghetti of double lane tunnels. I vehemently object to their
construction.
Build public transport, not massively expensive private tollways.

Submission: Online Submission from Patrick Robinson (object)
https://majorprojects.accelo.com/?action=view activity&id=227077
Submission for Job: #7485 WestConnex M4-M5 Link
https://majorprojects.accelo.com/?action=view_job&id=7485
Site: #3247 M4-M5 Link
https://majorprojects.accelo.com/?action=view site&id=3247
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

FW: Submission Details

From: systenn@accelo.comOn Behalf O
Sent: Wednesday, 11 October 2017 10:39:06 PM (UTC+10:00) Canberra, Melbourne, Sydney
To:
Subject: Submission Details
Confidentiality Requested: yes
Submitted by a Planner: no
Disclosable Political Donation: no
Name:
Email:
Address:

Content:
I am very concerned about the proposed location of the smoke stacks in Rozelle, Lilyfield and St Peters
and in particular that they are not filtered for PM2.5. Given these are highly populated areas the public
should be protected as much as possible against pollution and potential health effects in the future.
Our propert is located directly about the propsed tunnelling under Denison Street. I am concerned about
the vibration and potential property damage that may arise as a result. The govt should ensure high
safeguards are in place.
I am concerned about trucks driving on narrow, local streets. We need to ensure this does not occur.
I am concerned that the Iron Cove link remains toll free so it is used and to avoid congestion in already
very narrow streets nearby.
All construction near Rozelle Primary School and other public facilities like parks and pools need to be
carefully planned to ensure safety to children and the least amount of traffic congestion.
Please also plant lots of vegetation to provide a barrier for air pollution.
It is a highly populated area, with small properties, so we need to ensure we keep parks available for the
public.

IP Address:
Submission: Online Submission from
(object)
https://majorprojects.accelo.com/?action=view activity&id=227081

Submission for Job: #7485 WestConnex M4-M5 Link
https://majorprojects.accelo.com/?action=view_job&id=7485
Site: #3247 M4-M5 Link
https://majorprojects.accelo.comnaction=view site&id=3247
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wed, 11 Oct 2017 11:58:43 +0000
FW: Submission Details for annabelle berriman (object)

From: system@accelo.comOn Behalf Ofannabelle berriman
Sent: Wednesday, 11 October 2017 11:55:00 AM (UTC+10:00) Canberra, Melbourne, Sydney
Subject: Submission Details for annabelle berriman (object)
Confidentiality Requested: no
Submitted by a Planner: no
Disclosable Political Donation: no
Name: annabelle berriman

Address:

rozelle, NSW
2039
Content:
I would like to ask for:
Air quality monitoring at the school before, during and after construction
The ventilation shaft at Terry Street to be filtered for PM2.5, or moved to a safer distance away from the
school
Truck management plans to ensure children's safety near the school
Protection against excessive noise, dust, vibration and pollution during construction

Submission: Online Submission from annabelle berriman (object)
https://majorprojects.accelo.com/?action=view activity&id=226854
Submission for Job: #7485 WestConnex M4-M5 Link
https://majorprojects.accelo.com/?action=view_job&id=7485
Site: #3247 M4-M5 Link
https://majorprojects.accelo.com/?action=view site&1d=3247
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NSW Department of Planning and Environment
GPO Box 39
Sydney NSW 2001
https://westconnexactiongroup.000d.do/makeyoursubmissiontothewestconnexrn4m5eis/Submissi
on-to-WestConnex-New-M4M5/

Feedback on EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link

(Application Number SSI 16 7485)
Thank you for the opportunity to give my feedback on the EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link. I
oppose the project and outline my major concerns below, particularly those related to Rozelle
Public School (the School) as a sensitive receptor.
Ventilation: Air pollution
WestConnex proposes unfiltered tunnel ventilation outlets of unknown heights: one approximately
250m northwest and three others approximately 700m south of the School. At present there is
insufficient detail or evidence of analysis to determine the impact to the children at the School.
Please provide the following:
•

An analysis of current traffic volumes at 9am, noon and 3pm on Victoria Road adjacent to
the school, and projected traffic analysis for school days both on Victoria Road adjacent to
the School, and for both a tolled and toll-free Iron Cove Link tunnel adjacent to the School,
at 9am, noon and 3pm, by commercial and non-commercial vehicle type,

•

Evidence of current air pollution levels at the School from 9am, noon and 3pm for all
school days in the past year, and the projected levels of air pollution at the School postconstruction at 9am, noon and 3pm on day one, year one, year five and year ten,
including carcinogenic diesel particulates, PM 2.5 particulates. and any other relevant
measurement,

•

Details of the prevailing wind and other relevant weather conditions at the School for each
day in the past year,

•

The final design of the 4 ventilation shafts proposed for Rozelle, including the height,
diameter, facade and exact location, and a commitment that all ventilation shafts in
Rozelle will be filtered for PM2.5,

Air pollution, noise and vibration during construction
Four to five years of construction works is proposed, including work as close to the School as
Wellington Street, constructing the Iron Cove Link tunnel entrance and exit on Victoria Road
approximately 250m from the School, with tunnelling work (and activities to support tunnelling) will
be 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
I am very concerned that this will mean our children will be badly affected in some way by poor air
quality, noise and vibration during 24/7 construction for four to five years - potentially the rest of
their entire primary school education - during the entire time that our children are present on
school grounds or at home.
Please provide a construction plan to include specific commitments and plans to:
•

Limit negative impacts on our children's abilities to learn and play during these times,

•

Eliminate noise at pre-school infants' nap-times and during tests at the School

•

Minimise the impact of construction children's physical health, stress levels, and the
impact on those with pre-existing respiratory conditions,

•

Ensure children living within 500m of construction are able to receive full nights of sleep,
as lack of sleep leads to tiredness and proven difficulty learning.
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Soil pollution in construction
Please provide specific plans that ensure that construction will not cause the disturbance of lead
and other toxic industrial pollutants known to be distributed in the soil throughout Rozelle and
specific plans to eliminate the spread of soil contaminants throughout the surrounding area,
including the School.
Safety and traffic management during construction and operation
At present there is insufficient traffic management detail to ensure the safety to the children at the
School both during construction and operation. Please provide the following:
•

A traffic plan concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the construction area,
including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton Street and Darling
Street which minimises risks to safety for road and footpath users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during construction due to temporary road arrangements or the
close proximity of construction activities to normal traffic,

•

Details of traffic modelling concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the
construction area, including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton
Street and Darling Street which minimises risks to safety for road users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during operation whilst the Iron Cove Link is toll-free, and if the
Iron Cove Link is tolled in future, including any potential rat runs created by road users
avoiding tolls,

•

A traffic plan to maximise our children's health and safety and ability to walk to and
participate in important School events, such as the School cross country and athletics
carnival, normally held at King George's Park, and the School swim carnival at
Drummoyne pool,

•

Details of the impacts on bus routes and stops, and cycle paths and footpaths within 500m
of construction, including but not limited to Victoria Road during construction and
operation,

•

Details on access to King George's Park and the Bay Run by road users, cyclists and
pedestrians during construction and operation.

Other major concerns I have include:

For the sake of our community, our families, and our children, I hope you will be able to consider
and address these important concerns.
Yours Sincerely,
Signature:
I allow /not allow for my personal details to be published.
I have not made a reportable political donation over $1000 in the past 2 years.
Name:
Address:
Email:
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Attention Director
Infrastructure Projects, Planning Services,
Department of Planning and Environment
GPO Box 39, Sydney, NSW, 2001

Name:
Address:

Application Number: SSI 7485

Suburb:

Application Name: WestConnex M4-MS Link

Signature:

Postcode

Please Include my personal information when publishing this submission to your website
Declaration: I HAVE NOT made any reportable political donations in the last 2 years.
I object to the whole of the WestConnex Project, and the specific WestConnex M4-MS Link proposals as contained in the EIS
application, for the following reasons:

I.

The EIS social an economic impact study acknowledged the high value placed on retaining trees and vegetation in
the affected area but does not mention that WestCONnex has already destroyed more than 1000 trees in the St Peters
Alexandria area around Sydney Park alone.

II. The EIS claims to have saved Blackmore Park and Easton Park due to negative community feedback. I am concerned
that this is a false claim and that this site was never really in contention due to other physical factors. I would like
NSW Planning to investigate whether this claim is correct to have heeded the community is false or not.
III. The Air quality data is confusing and is not presented in a form that the community can interpret. The lack of clarity
leads to a suspicion that areas of concern are being covered up.
IV. I am completely opposed to approving a project in which the Air quality experts recommend rather than filtrating
stacks extra stacks could be added later.
V. The EIS acknowledges that impacts of construction should M4M5 get approval will worsen traffic congestions on
Parramatta Rd. In these circumstances it would be outrageous for motorists to be asked to pay up to up to $20 a day
in tolls. I object to the fact that this is not considered or factored into the traffic analysis.
VI. Streets in Haberfield would be subject to heavy vehicle traffic for a further four years, making at least 7 years of heavy
impacts on a single suburb. The answer is not a "community strategy'. Residents who believed that their pain would
be over after the M4 east are now being asked to sustain a further four years of impacts. No compensation or serious
mitigation is suggested.
VII.

The EIS acknowledges that four years of M4/M5 construction would have a negative economic and social
impact across the Inner West through interrupted traffic routes, slower traffic times, disruption with public transport,
interruption with businesses and loss of connections across communities. This finding highlights the need for a proper
cost benefit analysis for the project. Such social costs should not simply be dismissed with the promise of a
construction plan into which the community has not input or powers to enforce.

VIII. I do not consider it acceptable that cycling/pedestrian routes should be changed for four years in Annandale and
Rozelle in ways that will make cycling more difficult and walking less possible for residents with reduced mobility. These are vital community transport routes.

Campaign Mailing Lists : I would like to volunteer and/or be informed about the anti-WestConnex campaigns - My details must be

removed before this submission is lodged, and must be used only for campaign purposes and must not be divulged to other parties

Name

Email

Mobile
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Name:
Attention Director
Application Number: SSI 7485

Signature:

Infrastructure Projects, Planning Services,
Department of Planning and Environment
GPO Box 39, Sydney, NSW, 2001

Address:

Application Name: WestConnex M4-M5 Link

Suburb

Please include my personal information when publishing this submission to your website.
I HAVE NOT made reportable political donations in the last 2 years.

Postcode

I object to the WestConnex M4-M5 Link proposals for the following reasons:
•

1.1599 residences or thousands of residents would have noise levels in the evening sufficient to cause sleep
disturbance. The technical paper in EIS acknowledges that this is the case, even allowing for acoustic sheds and
noise walls. Sleep disturbance has health risks including heightened stress levels and risk of developing
dementia. This is simply not acceptable.

•

There is a higher than average number of shift workers in the Inner West. The EIS acknowledges that even
allowing for mitigation measures such as acoustic sheds and noise walls, shift workers will be more vulnerable
to impacts of years of construction work and will consequently be at risk of a loss of quality of life, loss of
productivity and chronic mental and physical illness.

•

371 homes and hundreds of residences near the Darley Rd construction site will be affected by noise sufficient
to cause sleep disturbance. The EIS promises negotiation over mitigation on a one by one basis. This is not
acceptable to me. On other projects those with less bargaining power or social networks have been left more
exposed. There is no certainty in any case that additional measures would be taken or be effective. This is
another unacceptable impact of this project and reason why it should be opposed.

•

602 homes and more than a thousand residents near Rozelle construction sites would be affected by noise
sufficient to cause sleep disturbance even if acoustic sheds and noise walls are used..The EIS promises
negotiation to provide even more mitigation on a one by one basis. This is not acceptable to me. As other
projects have demonstrated, those with less bargaining power or social networks have been left more exposed.
In any case, there is no certainty that additional measures would be taken or be effective. Experience on the
New M5 has shown that residents who are affected badly by noise are being refused assistance on the basis
that an unknown consultant does not consider them to be sufficiently affected. Night time noise is
therefore another unacceptable impact of this project and reason why it should be opposed.

•

I am very concerned by the finding that 162 homes and hundreds of individual residents including young
children, students and people at home during the day will be highly affected by construction noise. These
homes are spread across all construction sites. The predicted levels are more than 75 decibels and high enough
to produce damage over an eight hour period. Such noise levels will severely impact on the health, capacity to
work and quality of life of residents.NSW Planning should not give approval for this, especially based on the
difficulties residents near M4 East, M4 Widening and New M5 residents have experienced in achieving
notification and mitigation M4 east and New M5. A promise of some future plan to mitigate by a construction
company yet to be nominated is certainly not sufficient.

Campaign Mailing Lists : I would like to volunteer and/or be informed about the anti-WestConnex campaigns - My details must be
removed before this submission is lodged, and must be used only for campaign purposes and must not be divulged to other parties
Name

Email

Mobile
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Attention Director
Infrastructure Projects, Planning Services,
Department of Planning and Environment
GPO Box 39, Sydney, NSW, 2001

Name:

Application Number: SSI 7485

Suburb:

Application Name: WestConnex M4-M5 Link

Signature:

Address:

..-

Postcode,

Please include my personal information when publishing this submission to your website
Declaration : I HAVE NOT made any reportable political donations in the last 2 years.
I object to the whole of the WestConnex Project, and the specific WestConnex M4-M5 Link proposals as contained
in the EIS application, for the following reasons:
The volume of extra heavy traffic in the Rozelle

in the area. No compensation is suggested.

area and the acknowledged impact this will have

These impacts are not been taken into account of
evaluating the cost of WestCONnex.

on local roads is completely unacceptable to me.
II. The social and economic impact study fails to
record the great concern for valued Newtown
heritage

VI. The EIS acknowledges that 'rat running' by cars
to avoid added congestion and delays caused by
construction traffic will put residents at risk. No
only solution is a Management Plan, which is yet

III. The EIS identifies hundreds of negative impacts
of the project but always states that they will be

to be developed, and to which the public will
have no impact. This is completely unacceptable.

manageable or acceptable even if negative. This
shows the inherent bias in the EIS process.

VII. The EIS refers to be construction impacts as
being 'temporary'. I do not consider a five year

IV. The consultants for the Social and Economic

construction period to be temporary.

Impact study is HilIPDA. This company has a
conflict of interest and is not an appropriate

VIII.Table 6.1 in Appendix Q ( Social and Economic

choice to do a social impact study of

impact) is not an accurate report on the concerns

WestCONnex. Amongst its services it offers

of residents. It downgrades the concerns of

property valuation services and promotes
property development in what are perceived to

Newtown, St Peters and Haberfield residents. It
does not even mention concerns about additional

be strategic locations. HilIPDA were heavily

years of construction in Haberfield and St Peters.

involved in work leading to the development of

It also does not mention concerns about heritage

Urban Growth NSW and the heavily criticised
Parramatta Rd Study. It is not in the public

impacts in Newtown. I can only assume that this
is because there was almost no consultation in

interest to use public funds on an EIS done by a

Newtown and a failure to notify impacted

company that has such a heavy stake in property

residents including those on the Eastern Side of

development opportunities along the Parramatta

King Street and St Peters.

Rd corridor. One of the advantages of property
development along Parramatta Rd that Hill PDA
promotes on its website. is the 33 kilometre
WestCONnex.
V. The EIS acknowledges that extra construction
traffic will add to travel times across the Inner
West and have a negative impact on businesses

Campaign Mailing Lists : I would like to volunteer and/or be informed about the anti-WestConnex campaigns - My details must be

removed before this submission is lodged, and must be used only for campaign purposes and must not be divulged to other parties
Name

Email

Mobile
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Submission from:

Submission to:

Name.

Planning Services,
Department of Planning and Environment
GPO Box 39, Sydney, NSW, 2001

Signature.
Please include my personal information when publishing this submission to your website
Declaration: I HAVE NOT made any reportable political donations in the last 2 years.

Attn: Director — Transport Assessments
Application Number: SSI 7485 Application

Address:

Application Name: WestConnex M4-M5 Link

Postcode

Suburb:

I submit this objection to the WestConnex M4-M5 Link proposals as contained in the EIS application # SSI 7485, for
the following reasons, and ask that the Minister reject the application.
•

I do not accept that King Street traffic congestion

ntresponse to the 1,000s of comments made on the

will be improved by this project, There should be a

design and it seems impossible that the comments

complete review of the traffic modelling that does

could have been reviewed, assessed and responses

not appear to take sufficient notice of the impact of

to them incorporated into the EIS in that time. This

pouring 51000 extra cars down Euston Rd on top

casts doubt over the integrity of the entire EIS

of increases in population in the area. Given that

process.

there is no outlet between the St Peters and
Haberfield or Rozelle, all traffic going to the CBD,

•

called 'King Street Gateway' included in the EIS ?

East or into the Inner West will use local roads.
•

EIS 6.1 (Synthesis, Page 45) states. "

this may

result in changes to both the project design and the

Why is there no detailed information about the so

•

An on-line interactive map was published with the
M4-M5 Concept Design that indicated a very wide

construction methodologies described and assessed

yellow ?swoosh' that is upwards of a kilometre

in this EIS. Any changes to the project would be

wide in some sections of the M4-M5 proposals.

reviewed for consistency with the assessment

SMC have NEVER publicly published or

contained in the EIS including relevant mitigation

acknowledged that the contractor to be appointed

measures, environmental performance outcomes

to build the tunnels will be 'encouraged' to do so

and any future conditions of approval". It is

within the yellow swoosh footprint, but may go

unstated just who 'would have responsibility for .

outside the indicative swoosh area if found

such a "review(ed) for consistency", and how these

necessary after further geotech and survey work.

changes would be communicated to the

The proposed Sydney Water Tunnels surveys (EIS

community. The EIS should not be approved till

12-57) could potentially see a dramatic change in

significant 'uncertainties' have been fully

the tunnel alignments in the Newtown area. Why

researched and surveyed and the results (and any

were these surveys not done during the past three

changes) published for public comment (le : the

years such that 'definitive' rather than 'indicative'

Sydney, Water Tunnels issues at 12-57)

alignments could be published. The EIS should be
withdrawn till such time that it is a true and fair

•

I object to the issue of this EIS only 14 days after

'definitive' document open for genuine public

the period for submission of comments on the

comment.

concept design closed. There is no public

Campaign Mailinglists : I would like to volunteer and/or be informed about the anti-WestConnex campaigns - My details must be
removed before this submission is lodged, and must be used only for campaign purposes and must not be divulged to other parties
Name

.Email

Mobile
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Nome:
Attention Director
Application Number: 551 7485

Signature:

Infrastructure Projects, Planning Services,
Department of Planning and Environment
GPO Box 39, Sydney, NSW, 2001

Address:

Application Name: WestConnex M4-M5 Link

Subur

Please include my personal in_ ormation when publishing this submission to your website.
I HAVE NOT made reportable political donations in the last 2 years.

Postcode

I object to the WestConnex M4-MS Link proposals for the following reasons:

4. I am appalled to learn that more than 100 homes including hundreds of residents will
be affected by noise exceedences 'out of hours' in the vicinity of Darley Road,
Leichhardt. This will not just be for a few days but could continue for years. Such
impacts will severely impact on the quality of life of residents.
. I am appalled to read in the EIS that more than 100 homes across the Rozelle
construction sites will be severely affected by construction noise for months or even
years at a time. This would include hundreds of individual residents including young
children, school students and people who spend time at home during the day. The
predicted levels are more than 75 decibels and high enough to produce damage over an
eight hour period. Such noise levels will severely impact on the health, capacity to
work and quality of life of residents. NSW Planning should not give approval to a
project that could cause such impacts. Promises of potential mitigation are not
enough, especially when you consider the ongoing unacceptable noise in Haberfield
during the M4East construction.
4. Residents of Haberfield should not be asked to choose between two construction sites.
This smacks of manipulation and a deliberate attempt to divide a community. Both
choice extend construction impacts for four years and severely impact the quality of
life of residents. NSW Planning should reject the impacts on Haberfield as
unacceptable. ( page 106)
Daytime noise at 177 properties across the project is predicted to be so bad during
the years of construction that extra noise treatments will be required. The is however
a caveat - the properties will change if the design changes. My understanding is that
the design could change without the public being specifically notified or given the
chance for feedback. This means that there is a possibility of hundreds of residents
being severely impacted who are not even identified in this EIS. I find this
completely unacceptable.
. I do not accept the finding in the Appendix P that there will be no noise exceedences
during construction at Campbell Rd St Peters. There has been terrible noise during the
early construction of the New M5. Why would this stop, especially given the
construction is just as close to houses? Is it because the noise is already so bad
that comparatively it will not be that much worse. This casts doubt on the whole noise
study.
4. I completely reject this EIS due to its failure to consider the alternative plan put
forward by the City of Sydney.

Campaign Mailing Lists: I would like to volunteer and/or be informed about the anti-WestConnex campaigns - My details must be
removed before this submission is lodged, and must be used only for campaign purposes and must not be divulged to other parties
Name

Email

Mobile
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Attention Director
Infrastructure Projects, Planning Services,
Department of Planning and Environment

Name:
Address:

GPO Box 39, Sydney, NSW, 2001
Application Number: SSI 7485 .

.

Application Name: WestConnex M4-M5 Link

Postcode

Suburb:
Signature:

Please include my personal information when publishing this submission to your website
Declaration : I HAVE NOT made any reportable political donations in the last 2 years.
I object to the whole of the WestConnex Project, and the specific WestConnex M4-M5 Link proposals as contained in the EIS
application, for the following reasons:
A.

Experience has shown that construction and other

to those directly affected or interested

plans by WestCONnex are often regarded as flexible

organisations. There needs to be a longer period of

instruments. Any action to remedy breaches

consultation so that the community can be informed

depends on residents complaining and Planning staff

about the added dangers and inconvenience,

having resources to follow up which is often not the

especially when you consider that it is over a 4 year

case. I find it unacceptable that the EIS is written in a

period.

way that simply ignores problems with other stages
E.

of WestCONnex.

Rozelle is an old and historic suburbs of Sydney. The
damage that this project would do in destruction of

B.

Why are two different options being suggested for

homes, other buildings and vegetation is

Haberfield? It is clear that both of these are

unacceptable, especially when the project would

unacceptable and will expose residents to

leave a legacy of traffic congestion in the area.

unnecessary traffic danger, congestion and
disruption with capacity to enjoy their homes and

F.

It is outrageous to suggest that four unfiltered stacks
would be built in one area, Rozelle

environment. It is insulting that the EIS
acknowledges this but offers not solution other than
G.

to go ahead.

Rather than adding to pollution, the NSW
government should be seeking ways to reduce

C.

emissions. It is not acceptable to argue that

I do not consider so many disruptions of pedestrian
and cycle ways to be a 'temporary impact. Four

worsening pollution is not a problem simply because

years in the life of a community is a longtime. The EIS

it is already bad.

acknowledges that there.will be more danger in the
environment around construction sites. It is a serious
matter to deliberately take steps to reduce the safety
of a community, especially when as the traffic
analysis shows there will be a legacy of traffic

H.

A lot of work has gone into building cycling and
pedestrian routes in Rozelle and Annandale.
Interference and disruption of routes for four years is
not a 'temporary' imposition.

congestion even in 2033. A promise of a plan is NOT
an answer to those concerned about the impacts.
D.

The impact of the project on cycling and walking will
be considerable around construction sites. The
promise of a construction plan is not sufficient. There
has not been.sufficient consultation or warning given

Campaign Mailing Lists : I would like to volunteer and/or be informed about the anti-WestConnex campaigns - My details must be
removed before this submission is lodged, and must be used only for campaign purposes and must not be divulged to other parties
Name

Email

Mobile
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Attention Director
Infrastructure Projects, Planning Services,
Department of Planning and Environment
GPO Box 39, Sydney, NSW, 2001

Name

Application Number: SSI 7485

Suburb:

Application Name: WestConnex M4-M5 Link

Signature:

Address:
Postcode
•

Please include my personal information when publishing this submission to your website
Declaration : I HAVE NOT made any reportable political donations in the last 2 years.

I object to the whole of the WestConnex Project, and the specific WestConnex M4-M5 Link proposals as contained
in the EIS application, for the following reasons:
A. The social and economic impact study notes the high value placed on community networks and social inclusion
but does nothing to seriously evaluate the social impacts on these of WestCONnex. Any genuine assessment
would draw on experience with the New M5 and M4 East rather than ignoring it.This lack of genuine engagement
with social impact reduces the study to the level of a demographic description and a series of bland value
statement .
B. The EIS states that spoil haulage hours will be restricted but ignores the fact that the same was promised for the
M4 East but these promises have been ignored repeatedly.

C. The EIS states "Direct and indirect traffic disruptions are likely to be experienced on local and arterial roads in
most suburbs that are in close proximity to construction sites. This would include the suburbs of Ashfield,
Haberfield, St Peters, Camperdown, Annandale, Lilyfield, Leichhardt, and Rozelle." Despite this finding, the study
then pushes these negative impacts aside as inevitable. There is never any evaluation of whether in the light of the
negative impacts an alternative public infrastructure project might be preferable.
D. The impacts on The Crescent and Annandale are massive and were not sufficiently revealed in the Concept
Design to enable residents to give feedback on the negative impacts on communities and businesses in the area.
E.

It is clear from reading the EIS that the impacts of the project on traffic congestion and travel times across the
region during five years of construction will be negative and substantial. Five years is a long time. At the end of
the day, the result of the project will also be more traffic congestion although not necessarily in the same places as
now. There needs to be a serious cost benefit analysis before the project proceeds further.

F.

Table 6.1 in Appendix Q ( Social and Economic impact) is not an accurate report on the concerns of residents. It
downplays concerns of Newtown, St Peters and Haberfield residents. It does not even mention concerns about
additional years of construction in Haberfield and St Peters. The raises the question of whether this is a result of
the failure of SMC to notify impacted residents including those on the Eastern Side of King Street and St Peters
about the potential impacts of the M4 M5

G. The EIS identifies a risk to children from construction traffic at Haberfield School. I find such risks unacceptable
and am not satisfied with a promise of a Plan to which the public is excluding from viewing or providing feedback
until it is published.

.Campaign Mailing Lists : I would like to volunteer and/or be informed about the anti-WestConnex campaigns - My details must be
removed before this submission is lodged, and must be used only for campaign purposes and must not be divulged to other parties
Name

Email

Mobile
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NSW Department of Planning and Environment
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Feedback on EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link (Application Number SSI 16 7485)
Thank you for the opportunity to give my feedback on the EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link. I
oppose the project and outline my major concerns below, particularly those related to Rozelle
Public School (the School) as a sensitive receptor.
Ventilation: Air pollution
WestConnex proposes unfiltered tunnel ventilation outlets of unknown heights: one approximately
250m northwest and three others approximately 700m south of the School. At present there is
insufficient detail or evidence of analysis to determine the impact to the children at the School.
Please provide the following:
•

An analysis of current traffic volumes at 9am, noon and 3pm on Victoria Road adjacent to
the school, and projected traffic analysis for school days both on Victoria Road adjacent to
the School, and for both a tolled and toll-free Iron Cove Link tunnel adjacent to the School,
at 9am, noon and 3pm, by commercial and non-commercial vehicle type,

•

Evidence of current air pollution levels at the School from 9am, noon and 3pm for all
school days in the past year, and the projected levels of air pollution at the School postconstruction at 9am, noon and 3pm on day one, year one, year five and year ten,
including carcinogenic diesel particulates, PM 2.5 particulates, and any other relevant
measurement,

•

Details of the prevailing wind and other relevant weather conditions at the School for each
day in the past year,

•

The final design of the 4 ventilation shafts proposed for Rozelle, including the height,
diameter, facade and exact location, and a commitment that all ventilation shafts in
Rozelle will be filtered for PM2.5,

Air pollution, noise and vibration during construction
Four to five years of construction works is proposed, including work as close to the School as
Wellington Street, constructing the Iron Cove Link tunnel entrance and exit on Victoria Road
approximately 250m from the School, with tunnelling work (and activities to support tunnelling) will
be 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
I am very concerned that this will mean our children will be badly affected in some way by poor air
quality, noise and vibration during 24/7 construction for four to five years - potentially the rest of
their entire primary school education - during the entire time that our children are present on
school grounds or at home.
Please provide a construction plan to include specific commitments and plans to:
•

Limit negative impacts on our children's abilities to learn and play during these times,

•

Eliminate noise at pre-school infants' nap-times and during tests at the School

•

Minimise the impact of construction children's physical health, stress levels, and the
impact on those with pre-existing respiratory conditions,

•

Ensure children living within 500m of construction are able to receive full nights of sleep,
as lack of sleep leads to tiredness and proven difficulty learning.
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Soil pollution in construction
Please provide specific plans that ensure that construction will not cause the disturbance of lead
and other toxic industrial pollutants known to be distributed in the soil throughout Rozelle and
specific plans to eliminate the spread of soil contaminants throughout the surrounding area,
including the School.
Safety and traffic management during construction and operation
At present there is insufficient traffic management detail to ensure the safety to the children at the
School both during construction and operation. Please provide the following:
•

A traffic plan concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the construction area,
including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton Street and Darling
Street which minimises risks to safety for road and footpath users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during construction due to temporary road arrangements or the
close proximity of construction activities to normal traffic,

•

Details of traffic modelling concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the
construction area, including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton
Street and Darling Street which minimises risks to safety for road users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during operation whilst the Iron Cove Link is toll-free, and if the
Iron Cove Link is tolled in future, including any potential rat runs created by road users
avoiding tolls,

•

A traffic plan to maximise our children's health and safety and ability to walk to and
participate in important School events, such as the School cross country and athletics
carnival, normally held at King George's Park, and the School swim carnival at
Drummoyne pool,

•

Details of the impacts on bus routes and stops, and cycle paths and footpaths within 500m
of construction, including but not limited to Victoria Road during construction and
operation,

•

Details on access to King George's Park and the Bay Run by road users, cyclists and
pedestrians during construction and operation.

Other major concerns I have include:

For the sake of our community, our families, and our children, I hope you will be able to consider
and address these important concerns.
Yours Sincerely,
Signature:
I allow /.1
.27O)Ilow for my personal details to be published.
I have not made a reportable political donation over $1000 in the past 2 years.
Name:
Address
Email:

,
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Feedback on EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link (Application Number SSI 16 7485)
Thank you for the opportunity to give my feedback on the EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link. I
oppose the project and outline my major concerns below, particularly those related to Rozelle
Public School (the School) as a sensitive receptor.
Ventilation: Air pollution
WestConnex proposes unfiltered tunnel ventilation outlets of unknown heights: one approximately
250m northwest and three others approximately 700m south of the School. At present there is
insufficient detail or evidence of analysis to determine the impact to the children at the School.
Please provide the following:
•

An analysis of current traffic volumes at 9am, noon and 3pm on Victoria Road adjacent to
the school, and projected traffic analysis for school days both on Victoria Road adjacent to
the School, and for both a tolled and toll-free Iron Cove Link tunnel adjacent to the School,
at 9am, noon and 3pm, by commercial and non-commercial vehicle type,

•

Evidence of current air pollution levels at the School from 9am. noon and 3pm for all
school days in the past year, and the projected levels of air pollution at the School postconstruction at 9am, noon and 3pm on day one, year one, year five and year ten,
including carcinogenic diesel particulates, PM 2.5 particulates, and any other relevant
measurement,

•

Details of the prevailing wind and other relevant weather conditions at the School for each
day in the past year,

•

The final design of the 4 ventilation shafts proposed for Rozelle, including the height,
diameter, facade and exact location, and a commitment that all ventilation shafts in
Rozelle will be filtered for PM2.5,

Air pollution, noise and vibration during construction
Four to five years of construction works is proposed, including work as close to the School as
Wellington Street, constructing the Iron Cove Link tunnel entrance and exit on Victoria Road
approximately 250m from the School, with tunnelling work (and activities to support tunnelling) will
be 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
I am very concerned that this will mean our children will be badly affected in some way by poor air
quality, noise and vibration during 24/7 construction for four to five years - potentially the rest of
their entire primary school education - during the entire time that our children are present on
school grounds or at home.
Please provide a construction plan to include specific commitments and plans to:
•

Limit negative impacts on our children's abilities to learn and play during these times,

•

Eliminate noise at pre-school infants' nap-times and during tests at the School

•

Minimise the impact of construction children's physical health, stress levels, and the
impact on those with pre-existing respiratory conditions,

•

Ensure children living within 500m of construction are able to receive full nights of sleep,
as lack of sleep leads to tiredness and proven difficulty learning.
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Soil pollution in construction
Please provide specific plans that ensure that construction will not cause the disturbance of lead
and other toxic industrial pollutants known to be distributed in the soil throughout Rozelle and
specific plans to eliminate the spread of soil contaminants throughout the surrounding area,
including the School.
Safety and traffic management during construction and operation
At present there is insufficient traffic management detail to ensure the safety to the children at the
School both during construction and operation. Please provide the following:
•

A traffic plan concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the construction area,
including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton Street and Darling
Street which minimises risks to safety for road and footpath users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during construction due to temporary road arrangements or the
close proximity of construction activities to normal traffic,

•

Details of traffic modelling concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the
construction area, including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton
Street and Darling Street which minimises risks to safety for road users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during operation whilst the Iron Cove Link is toll-free, and if the
Iron Cove Link is tolled in future, including any potential rat runs created by road users
avoiding tolls.

•

A traffic plan to maximise our children's health and safety and ability to walk to and
participate in important School events, such as the School cross country and athletics
carnival, normally held at King George's Park, and the School swim carnival at
Drummoyne pool,

•

Details of the impacts on bus routes and stops, and cycle paths and footpaths within 500m
of construction, including but not limited to Victoria Road during construction and
operation,

•

Details on access to King George's Park and the Bay Run by road users, cyclists and
pedestrians during construction and operation.

Other major concerns I have include:

For the sake of our community, our families, and our children, I hope you will be able to consider
and address these important concerns.
Yours Sincerely,
Signature:
I allow / do not allow for my personal details to be published.
I have not made a reportable political donation over $1000 in the past 2 years.
Name: 00
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Feedback on EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link (Application Number SSI 16 7485)
Thank you for the opportunity to give my feedback on the EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link. I
oppose the project and outline my major concerns below, particularly those related to Rozelle
Public School (the School) as a sensitive receptor.
Ventilation: Air pollution
WestConnex proposes unfiltered tunnel ventilation outlets of unknown heights: one approximately
250m northwest and three others approximately 700m south of the School. At present there is
insufficient detail or evidence of analysis to determine the impact to the children at the School.
Please provide the following:
•

An analysis of current traffic volumes at 9am, noon and 3pm on Victoria Road adjacent to
the school, and projected traffic analysis for school days both on Victoria Road adjacent to
the School, and for both a tolled and toll-free Iron Cove Link tunnel adjacent to the School,
at 9am, noon and 3pm, by commercial and non-commercial vehicle type,

O

Evidence of current air pollution levels at the School from 9am, noon and 3pm for all
school days in the past year, and the projected levels of air pollution at the School postconstruction at 9am, noon and 3pm on day one, year one, year five and year ten,
including carcinogenic diesel particulates, PM 2.5 particulates, and any other relevant
measurement,

O

Details of the prevailing wind and other relevant weather conditions at the School for each
day in the past year,

O

The final design of the 4 ventilation shafts proposed for Rozelle, including the height,
diameter, facade and exact location, and a commitment that all ventilation shafts in
Rozelle will be filtered for PM2.5,

Air pollution, noise and vibration during construction
Four to five years of construction works is proposed, including work as close to the School as
Wellington Street, constructing the Iron Cove Link tunnel entrance and exit on Victoria Road
approximately 250m from the School, with tunnelling work (and activities to support tunnelling) will
be 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
I am very concerned that this will mean our children will be badly affected in some way by poor air
quality, noise and vibration during 24/7 construction for four to five years - potentially the rest of
their entire primary school education - during the entire time that our children are present on
school grounds or at home.
Please provide a construction plan to include specific commitments and plans to:
O

Limit negative impacts on our children's abilities to learn and play during these times,

•

Eliminate noise at pre-school infants' nap-times and during tests at the School

o

Minimise the impact of construction children's physical health, stress levels, and the
impact on those with pre-existing respiratory conditions,

•

Ensure children living within 500m of construction are able to receive full nights of sleep,
as lack of sleep leads to tiredness and proven difficulty learning.
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Soil pollution in construction
Please provide specific plans that ensure that construction will not cause the disturbance of lead
and other toxic industrial pollutants known to be distributed in the soil throughout Rozelle and
specific plans to eliminate the spread of soil contaminants throughout the surrounding area,
including the School.
Safety and traffic management during construction and operation
At present there is insufficient traffic management detail to ensure the safety to the children at the
School both during construction and operation. Please provide the following:
•

A traffic plan concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the construction area,
including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton Street and Darling
Street which minimises risks to safety for road and footpath users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during construction due to temporary road arrangements or the
close proximity of construction activities to normal traffic,

•

Details of traffic modelling concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the
construction area, including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton
Street and Darling Street which minimises risks to safety for road users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during operation whilst the Iron Cove Link is toll-free, and if the
Iron Cove Link is tolled in future, including any potential rat runs created by road users
avoiding tolls,

•

A traffic plan to maximise our children's health and safety and ability to walk to and
participate in important School events, such as the School cross country and athletics
carnival, normally held at King George's Park, and the School swim carnival at
Drummoyne pool,

•

Details of the impacts on bus routes and stops, and cycle paths and footpaths within 500m
of construction, including but not limited to Victoria Road during construction and
operation,

•

Details on access to King George's Park and the Bay Run by road users, cyclists and
pedestrians during construction and operation.

Other major concerns I have include:

For the sake of our community, our families, and our children, I hope you will be able to consider
and address these important concerns.
Yours Sincerely,
Signature:

z
I allow / do not allow for my personal details to be published.
I have not made a reportable political donation over $1000 in the past 2 years.
Name:
Address:
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Susan Phillips <campaigns@good.do >
Saturday, 14 October 2017 1:58 PM
DPE CSE Information Planning Mailbox
Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.
SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS.
I strongly object to this proposal in its entirety and urge the Secretary of Planning to advise the Minister to refuse the
application on the grounds below. NSW Planning must require the Proponent to properly and adequately address the
impacts set out below which are not adequately addressed in the EIS. NSW Planning must reject this EIS and instead
recommend to the NSW government that there should be an independent review of WestConnex before more billions
are spent and more residents' lives are damaged.
The EIS is based on an indicative design and has insufficient detail for the impacts to be properly assessed and
addressed, and the public consultation has been woefully inadequate.
The EIS states 'the detail of the design and construction approach is indicative only based on a concept design and is
subject to detailed design and construction planning to be undertaken by the successful contractors.' The community
will have no opportunity to comment on the Preferred Infrastructure Report which forms the basis of the approval
conditions. This means the community will have limited say in the management of the impacts identified in the EIS.
The EIS needs to provide an opportunity for the community to meaningfully input into this report and approval
conditions .
I object to the indicative design for the Rozelle Interchange. Sydney Motorway Corporation has not been able to
identify any other similar underground interchange project anywhere in the world or find a construction company to
build it. This EIS should be rejected because it would be absurd to approve such a design concept without evidence
that it could be constructed.
The EIS shows that traffic on the City West Link, Johnston St, the Crescent, Catherine St and Ross street would
greatly increase during the construction period and also be greatly increased if Stage 3 were ever completed. It states
that Stage 3 would do nothing to improve traffic congestion in the area, in fact it will add to the problem. Many of
these areas are already congested at peak times. Even the EIS recognises that this would have a negative impact on the
local area as more and more people try to avoid the congestion by using rat runs through local streets.
I completely reject the notion that unfiltered pollution stacks should be built anywhere in Sydney, let alone three or
four in a single area. I am particularly concerned that schools would be near such unfiltered stacks.
The EIS states, there are at least 5 schools that will be in the orbit of these poisonous fumes. Children and the elderly
are most at risk of lung ailments. The Education Minister Rob Stokes declared in 2017, that "No ventilation shafts
will be built near any school." in his electorate. The same should be applied in all areas of Sydney and the government
needs to urgently review its policy of support for unfiltered stacks.
I object to the use of Darley Rd, Leichhardt as a dive site. The site cannot accommodate the projected traffic
movements without jeopardising the road network. Darley Road is a critical access road for the residents of
Leichhardt and the inner west to access and cross the City West Link. As the EIS acknowledges and anyone who have
driven there knows, this route is already congested at peak hours. The intersection at James Street and the City West
link already has queues at the traffic lights. The only other option for commuters to access the city West Link is to use
Norton Street, a two-lane largely commercial strip which is already at capacity. The addition of hundreds of trucks
and contractor vehicles will result in traffic grinding to a halt and traffic chaos at this critical juncture with commuter
travel times drastically increased.
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I object to the acquisition of this site on the basis that Dan Murphys renovated and started a new business in
December 2016, in full knowledge that they were to be acquired, with the acquisition process commencing early
November 2016. This is maladministration of public money and the taxpayer should not be left to foot the
compensation bill in these circumstances. With the Premier having now been referred to ICAC over the lease
extension granted over this site, it is very clear that there has been a lack of transparency in the dealings with this site.
The noise and air quality studies are completely dependent on the accuracy of the traffic analysis and assumptions. If
the traffic analysis is flawed, so too are the air and noise studies and local road traffic impacts. Only last week Citi
financial analysts in a report to their large investors were of the view that the traffic predictions contained were
unlikely to be achievable. An EIS based on inaccurate traffic analysis cannot be approved.
The economic basis for this project is the approval of further toll roads. Throughout the EIS there are references to the
f6 and Northern beaches Link; it is assumed that these toll roads will, in fact, be built. The issue with this is that the
impacts set out in the EIS rely upon them being built — that is, traffic will lessen once they are built. However, there is
no certainty this will occur.. Any references to these toll roads, in the context of impacts from this project, need
therefore to be disregarded.
The inadequate traffic analysis shows that even if this tollway and all other proposed tollways are completed, the St
Peters Interchange and Frederick Street in Ashfield will be considerably more congested in 2033 if the project goes
ahead.
We are also concerned that the traffic figures relied upon in the EIS are simply not reliable. AECOM, the company
responsible for this EIS, has a well-documented record of wrongly predicting traffic. Already there are reports that the
traffic for all stages of WestConnex has been overestimated and construction costs underestimated.(SMH 'Pressure
builds on government to sweeten WestConnex sale' 5/10/2017)
Reductions of volumes of traffic on Parramatta Rd, King Georges Road or the existing M5 are asserted but the model
which projects these effects is not provided for scrutiny or independent assessment. The model's margin for error is
not stated. The rest of the benefits all depend on the asserted traffic reductions generating improved travel times and
better bus services or freight movement etc. So far the experience of the growth of traffic on Parramatta Rd in
response to the re-imposition of tolls on the widened section of the M4 gives us leave to doubt these touted benefits.
There is reference in the EIS to the WestConnex Road Traffic Model version 2.3 (WRTM v2.3), a strategic traffic
model that has been used in the traffic analysis. This model was developed by the NSW Roads and Maritime Services
who have constantly pushed a motorway agenda to the disadvantage of the development of more public transport.
There is insufficient explanation of the nature of the model, where it can be accessed and what function it plays in the
analysis. There is no clear explanation of how the assumptions that underpin the WRTM have changed between EIS
stages. Since so much else in the EIS including noise and air quality predictions are dependent on this forecasting, the
lack of transparency makes it difficult for the EIS to be subject to independent critique.
When measuring the impacts in the EIS, it is important to bear in mind the mismanagement of the project to date and
residents have little confidence that any measures set out in the approval document will, in fact, be complied with.
During 2017 residents in St Peters have been subject to appalling odours which have damaged the health of some
community members and damaged the quality of life of much more. SMC has failed to comply with the
environmental protection licence that it was granted as part of previous approvals. I am appalled that these odours are
predicted to possibly continue if Stage 3 is approved. No community should be treated in this manner.
The Environmental Impact Statement for Stage 3 admits that the traffic around St Peters will be worse when both
stages are completed. So we will have to put up with the exhaust from the tunnels and the additional car emissions
from the traffic. Car emissions are known to shorten the lives of those who live within half a kilometre of a busy
roadway. Diesel exhaust from trucks is classed as a carcinogen.
I am also concerned that Haberfield and Ashfield residents are being given the apparent choice of two construction
plans, Option A or Option B, both of which will have severe impacts on the community. During the Stage one
consultation phase, residents were repeatedly told that after construction of the M4 East, there would be no more
above ground construction in Haberfield. It now appears that they were misled. SMC is already preparing its Preferred
Infrastructure Report which will include its final choice of option. I demand that this report be made public as soon as
2

it is filed with NSW Planning and that residents be given a right to consultation on the actual plan before a
determination on this EIS application is made by NSW Planning.
There are overlaps in the construction periods of the New M5 and M4 of up to one year. This will significantly
worsen impacts for residents close to construction areas. No additional mitigation or any compensation is offered for
residents for these periods.(Executive Summary xxvii). It is unacceptable that residents should have these prolonged
periods of exposure to more than one project. The EIS makes no attempt to seriously research the current impacts on
residents, measure what the cumulative impacts would be or make suggestions that would mitigate the cumulative
impact of these prolonged periods of construction noise exposure.
I object to the EIS on the grounds that it fails the Secretary's requirement for 'meaningful' consultation. Hundreds of
residents within the proposed project zone were not even notified of feedback sessions. Hundreds of submissions on
the concept design, including a major one from the Inner West Council, were ignored. Consultation is not the
provision of glossy brochures, light on detail, which minimise the negative aspects of a project and state that ever
impact will be managed by a 'plan'.
SMC was required to consider alternatives. This section in the EIS is tokenistic at best. The City of Sydney came up
with a well thought out alternative plan and this has been ignored in the EIS.
I urge the Secretary of NSW Planning to advise the Minister to reject this EIS, publish my name and submission in
accordance with the undertaking on your website.
Yours sincerely, Susan Phillips 17 Crescent Street Rozelle NSW 2039
This email was sent by Susan Phillips via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set the
FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Susan provided an email
address (susanphillips17@hotmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Susan Phillips at susanphil1ips17@hotmail.corn.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase.org/rfc-3834.html
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GPO Box 39
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Feedback on EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link (Application Number SSI 16 7485)
Thank you for the opportunity to give my feedback on the EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link. I
oppose the project and outline my major concerns below, particularly those related to Rozelle
Public School (the School) as a sensitive receptor.
Ventilation: Air pollution
WestConnex proposes unfiltered tunnel ventilation outlets of unknown heights: one approximately
250m northwest and three others approximately 700m south of the School. At present there is
insufficient detail or evidence of analysis to determine the impact to the children at the School.
Please provide the following:
•

An analysis of current traffic volumes at 9am, noon and 3pm on Victoria Road adjacent to
the school, and projected traffic analysis for school days both on Victoria Road adjacent to
the School, and for both a tolled and toll-free Iron Cove Link tunnel adjacent to the School,
at 9am, noon and 3pm, by commercial and non-commercial vehicle type,

•

Evidence of current air pollution levels at the School from 9am, noon and 3pm for all
school days in the past year, and the projected levels of air pollution at the School postconstruction at 9am, noon and 3pm on day one, year one, year five and year ten,
including carcinogenic diesel particulates, PM 2.5 particulates, and any other relevant
measurement,

•

Details of the prevailing wind and other relevant weather conditions at the School for each
day in the past year,

•

The final design of the 4 ventilation shafts proposed for Rozelle, including the height,
diameter, facade and exact location, and a commitment that all ventilation shafts in
Rozelle will be filtered for PM2.5,

Air pollution, noise and vibration during construction
Four to five years of construction works is proposed, including work as close to the School as
Wellington Street, constructing the Iron Cove Link tunnel entrance and exit on Victoria Road
approximately 250m from the School, with tunnelling work (and activities to support tunnelling) will
be 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
I am very concerned that this will mean our children will be badly affected in some way by poor air
quality, noise and vibration during 24/7 construction for four to five years - potentially the rest of
their entire primary school education - during the entire time that our children are present on
school grounds or at home.
Please provide a construction plan to include specific commitments and plans to:
•

Limit negative impacts on our children's abilities to learn and play during these times,

•

Eliminate noise at pre-school infants' nap-times and during tests at the School

•

Minimise the impact of construction children's physical health, stress levels, and the
impact on those with pre-existing respiratory conditions,

•

Ensure children living within 500m of construction are able to receive full nights of sleep,
as lack of sleep leads to tiredness and proven difficulty learning.
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Soil pollution in construction
Please provide specific plans that ensure that construction will not cause the disturbance of lead
and other toxic industrial pollutants known to be distributed in the soil throughout Rozelle and
specific plans to eliminate the spread of soil contaminants throughout the surrounding area,
including the School.
Safety and traffic management during construction and operation
At present there is insufficient traffic management detail to ensure the safety to the children at the
School both during construction and operation. Please provide the following:
•

A traffic plan concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the construction area,
including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton Street and Darling
Street which minimises risks to safety for road and footpath users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during construction due to temporary road arrangements or the
close proximity of construction activities to normal traffic,

•

Details of traffic modelling concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the
construction area, including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton
Street and Darling Street which minimises risks to safety for road users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during operation whilst the Iron Cove Link is toll-free, and if the
Iron Cove Link is tolled in future, including any potential rat runs created by road users
avoiding tolls,

•

A traffic plan to maximise our children's health and safety and ability to walk to and
participate in important School events, such as the School cross country and athletics
carnival, normally held at King George's Park, and the School swim carnival at
Drummoyne pool,

•

Details of the impacts on bus routes and stops, and cycle paths and footpaths within 500m
of construction, including but not limited to Victoria Road during construction and
operation,

•

Details on access to King George's Park and the Bay Run by road users, cyclists and
pedestrians during construction and operation.

Other major concerns I have include:

For the sake of our community, our families, and our children, I hope you will be able to consider
and address these important concerns.
Yours Sincerely,
Signature:
I allow / do not allow for my personal details to be published.
I have not made a reportable political donation over $1000 in the past 2 years.
Name: (91,u,,i, V)
Address: “
Email:
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Feedback on EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link (Application Number SSI 16 7485)
Thank you for the opportunity to give my feedback on the EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link. I
oppose the project and outline my major concerns below, particularly those related to Rozelle
Public School (the School) as a sensitive receptor.
Ventilation: Air pollution
WestConnex proposes unfiltered tunnel ventilation outlets of unknown heights: one approximately
250m northwest and three others approximately 700m south of the School. At present there is
insufficient detail or evidence of analysis to determine the impact to the children at the School.
Please provide the following:
•

An analysis of current traffic volumes at 9am, noon and 3pm on Victoria Road adjacent to
the school, and projected traffic analysis for school days both on Victoria Road adjacent to
the School, and for both a tolled and toll-free Iron Cove Link tunnel adjacent to the School,
at 9am, noon and 3pm, by commercial and non-commercial vehicle type,

•

Evidence of current air pollution levels at the School from 9am, noon and 3pm for all
school days in the past year, and the projected levels of air pollution at the School postconstruction at 9am, noon and 3pm on day one, year one, year five and year ten,
including carcinogenic diesel particulates, PM 2.5 particulates, and any other relevant
measurement,

•

Details of the prevailing wind and other relevant weather conditions at the School for each
day in the past year,

•

The final design of the 4 ventilation shafts proposed for Rozelle, including the height,
diameter, façade and exact location, and a commitment that all ventilation shafts in
Rozelle will be filtered for PM2.5,

Air pollution, noise and vibration during construction
Four to five years of construction works is proposed, including work as close to the School as
Wellington Street, constructing the Iron Cove Link tunnel entrance and exit on Victoria Road
approximately 250m from the School, with tunnelling work (and activities to support tunnelling) will
be 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
I am very concerned that this will mean our children will be badly affected in some way by poor air
quality, noise and vibration during 24/7 construction for four to five years - potentially the rest of
their entire primary school education - during the entire time that our children are present on
school grounds or at home.
Please provide a construction plan to include specific commitments and plans to:
•

Limit negative impacts on our children's abilities to learn and play during these times,

•

Eliminate noise at pre-school infants' nap-times and during tests at the School

•

Minimise the impact of construction children's physical health, stress levels, and the
impact on those with pre-existing respiratory conditions,

•

Ensure children living within 500m of construction are able to receive full nights of sleep,
as lack of sleep leads to tiredness and proven difficulty learning.
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Soil pollution in construction
Please provide specific plans that ensure that construction will not cause the disturbance of lead
and other toxic industrial pollutants known to be distributed in the soil throughout Rozelle and
specific plans to eliminate the spread of soil contaminants throughout the surrounding area,
including the School.
Safety and traffic management during construction and operation
At present there is insufficient traffic management detail to ensure the safety to the children at the
School both during construction and operation. Please provide the following:
•

A traffic plan concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the construction area,
including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton Street and Darling
Street which minimises risks to safety for road and footpath users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during construction due to temporary road arrangements or the
close proximity of construction activities to normal traffic,

•

Details of traffic modelling concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the
construction area, including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton
Street and Darling Street which minimises risks to safety for road users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during operation whilst the Iron Cove Link is toll-free, and if the
Iron Cove Link is tolled in future, including any potential rat runs created by road users
avoiding tolls,

•

A traffic plan to maximise our children's health and safety and ability to walk to and
participate in important School events, such as the School cross country and athletics
carnival, normally held at King George's Park, and the School swim carnival at
Drummoyne pool,

•

Details of the impacts on bus routes and stops, and cycle paths and footpaths within 500m
of construction, including but not limited to Victoria Road during construction and
operation,

•

Details on access to King George's Park and the Bay Run by road users, cyclists and
pedestrians during construction and operation.

Other major concerns I have include:

For the sake of our community, our families, and our children, I hope you will be able to consider
and address these important concerns.
Yours Sincerely,
Signature:
I allow / do not

r my pe

details to be published.

I have not majdo'a reportable political donation over $1000 in the past 2 years.
Name:
Address:
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Feedback on EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link (Application Number SSI 16 7485)
Thank you for the opportunity to give my feedback on the EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link. I
oppose the project and outline my major concerns below, particularly those related to Rozelle
Public School (the School) as a sensitive receptor.
Ventilation: Air pollution
WestConnex proposes unfiltered tunnel ventilation outlets of unknown heights: one approximately
250m northwest and three others approximately 700m south of the School. At present there is
insufficient detail or evidence of analysis to determine the impact to the children at the School.
Please provide the following:
•

An analysis of current traffic volumes at 9am, noon and 3pm on Victoria Road adjacent to
the school, and projected traffic analysis for school days both on Victoria Road adjacent to
the School, and for both a tolled and toll-free Iron Cove Link tunnel adjacent to the School,
at 9am, noon and 3pm, by commercial and non-commercial vehicle type,

•

Evidence of current air pollution levels at the School from 9am, noon and 3pm for all
school days in the past year, and the projected levels of air pollution at the School postconstruction at 9am, noon and 3pm on day one, year one, year five and year ten,
including carcinogenic diesel particulates, PM 2.5 particulates, and any other relevant
measurement,

•

Details of the prevailing wind and other relevant weather conditions at the School for each
day in the past year,

•

The final design of the 4 ventilation shafts proposed for Rozelle, including the height,
diameter, facade and exact location, and a commitment that all ventilation shafts in
Rozelle will be filtered for PM2.5,

Air pollution, noise and vibration during construction
Four to five years of construction works is proposed, including work as close to the School as
Wellington Street, constructing the Iron Cove Link tunnel entrance and exit on Victoria Road
approximately 250m from the School, with tunnelling work (and activities to support tunnelling) will
be 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
I am very concerned that this will mean our children will be badly affected in some way by poor air
quality, noise and vibration during 24/7 construction for four to five years - potentially the rest of
their entire primary school education - during the entire time that our children are present on
school grounds or at home.
Please provide a construction plan to include specific commitments and plans to:
•

Limit negative impacts on our children's abilities to learn and play during these times,

•

Eliminate noise at pre-school infants' nap-times and during tests at the School

•

Minimise the impact of construction children's physical health, stress levels, and the
impact on those with pre-existing respiratory conditions,

•

Ensure children living within 500m of construction are able to receive full nights of sleep,
as lack of sleep leads to tiredness and proven difficulty learning.
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Soil pollution in construction
Please provide specific plans that ensure that construction will not cause the disturbance of lead
and other toxic industrial pollutants known to be distributed in the soil throughout Rozelle and
specific plans to eliminate the spread of soil contaminants throughout the surrounding area,
including the School.
Safety and traffic management during construction and operation
At present there is insufficient traffic management detail to ensure the safety to the children at the
School both during construction and operation. Please provide the following:
•

A traffic plan concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the construction area,
including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton Street and Darling
Street which minimises risks to safety for road and footpath users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during construction due to temporary road arrangements or the
close proximity of construction activities to normal traffic,

•

Details of traffic modelling concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the
construction area, including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton
Street and Darling Street which minimises risks to safety for road users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during operation whilst the Iron Cove Link is toll-free, and if the
Iron Cove Link is tolled in future, including any potential rat runs created by road users
avoiding tolls,

•

A traffic plan to maximise our children's health and safety and ability to walk to and
participate in important School events, such as the School cross country and athletics
carnival, normally held at King George's Park, and the School swim carnival at
Drummoyne pool,

•

Details of the impacts on bus routes and stops, and cycle paths and footpaths within 500m
of construction, including but not limited to Victoria Road during construction and
operation,

•

Details on access to King George's Park and the Bay Run by road users, cyclists and
pedestrians during construction and operation.

Other major concerns I have include:

For the sake of our community, our families, and our children, I hope you will be able to consider
and address these important concerns.
Yours Sincerely,
Signature:
I allow

allow for my personal details to be published.

I have not made a reportable political donation over $1000 in the past 2 years.
Name
Address:
Email:
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Feedback on EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link (Application Number SSI 16 7485)
Thank you for the opportunity to give my feedback on the EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link. I
oppose the project and outline my major concerns below, particularly those related to Rozelle
Public School (the School) as a sensitive receptor.
Ventilation: Air pollution
WestConnex proposes unfiltered tunnel ventilation outlets of unknown heights: one approximately
250m northwest and three others approximately 700m south of the School. At present there is
insufficient detail or evidence of analysis to determine the impact to the children at the School.
Please provide the following:
•

An analysis of current traffic volumes at 9am, noon and 3pm on Victoria Road adjacent to
the school, and projected traffic analysis for school days both on Victoria Road adjacent to
the School, and for both a tolled and toll-free Iron Cove Link tunnel adjacent to the School,
at 9am, noon and 3pm, by commercial and non-commercial vehicle type,

•

Evidence of current air pollution levels at the School from 9am, noon and 3pm for all
school days in the past year, and the projected levels of air pollution at the School postconstruction at 9am, noon and 3pm on day one, year one, year five and year ten,
including carcinogenic diesel particulates, PM 2.5 particulates, and any other relevant
measurement,

•

Details of the prevailing wind and other relevant weather conditions at the School for each
day in the past year,

•

The final design of the 4 ventilation shafts proposed for Rozelle, including the height,
diameter, facade and exact location, and a commitment that all ventilation shafts in
Rozelle will be filtered for PM2.5,

Air pollution, noise and vibration during construction
Four to five years of construction works is proposed, including work as close to the School as
Wellington Street, constructing the Iron Cove Link tunnel entrance and exit on Victoria Road
approximately 250m from the School, with tunnelling work (and activities to support tunnelling) will
be 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
I am very concerned that this will mean our children will be badly affected in some way by poor air
quality, noise and vibration during 24/7 construction for four to five years - potentially the rest of
their entire primary school education - during the entire time that our children are present on
school grounds or at home.
Please provide a construction plan to include specific commitments and plans to:
•

Limit negative impacts on our children's abilities to learn and play during these times,

•

Eliminate noise at pre-school infants' nap-times and during tests at the School

•

Minimise the impact of construction children's physical health, stress levels, and the
impact on those with pre-existing respiratory conditions,

•

Ensure children living within 500m of construction are able to receive full nights of sleep,
as lack of sleep leads to tiredness and proven difficulty learning.
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Soil pollution in construction
Please provide specific plans that ensure that construction will not cause the disturbance of lead
and other toxic industrial pollutants known to be distributed in the soil throughout Rozelle and
specific plans to eliminate the spread of soil contaminants throughout the surrounding area,
including the School.
Safety and traffic management during construction and operation
At present there is insufficient traffic management detail to ensure the safety to the children at the
School both during construction and operation. Please provide the following:
•

A traffic plan concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the construction area,
including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton Street and Darling
Street which minimises risks to safety for road and footpath users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during construction due to temporary road arrangements or the
close proximity of construction activities to normal traffic,

•

Details of traffic modelling concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the
construction area, including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton
Street and Darling Street which minimises risks to safety for road users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during operation whilst the Iron Cove Link is toll-free, and if the
Iron Cove Link is tolled in future, including any potential rat runs created by road users
avoiding tolls,

•

A traffic plan to maximise our children's health and safety and ability to walk to and
participate in important School events, such as the School cross country and athletics
carnival, normally held at King George's Park, and the School swim carnival at
Drummoyne pool,

•

Details of the impacts on bus routes and stops, and cycle paths and footpaths within 500m
of construction, including but not limited to Victoria Road during construction and
operation,

•

Details on access to King George's Park and the Bay Run by road users, cyclists and
pedestrians during construction and operation.

Other major concerns I have include:

Y

For the sake of our community, our families, and our children, I hope you will be able to consider
and address these important concerns.
Yours Since,
re!
Signature:
I allow / do not allow for my personal details to be published.
I have not made a reportable political donation over $1000 in the past 2 years.
Name: F.
Address: (7-4-r-re.14Email:

_
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Feedback on EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link (Application Number SSI 16 7485)
Thank you for the opportunity to give my feedback on the EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link. I
oppose the project and outline my major concerns below, particularly those related to Rozelle
Public School (the School) as a sensitive receptor.
Ventilation: Air pollution
WestConnex proposes unfiltered tunnel ventilation outlets of unknown heights: one approximately
250m northwest and three others approximately 700m south of the School. At present there is
insufficient detail or evidence of analysis to determine the impact to the children at the School.
Please provide the following:
•

An analysis of current traffic volumes at 9am, noon and 3pm on Victoria Road adjacent to
the school, and projected traffic analysis for school days both on Victoria Road adjacent to
the School, and for both a tolled and toll-free Iron Cove Link tunnel adjacent to the School,
at 9am, noon and 3pm, by commercial and non-commercial vehicle type,

•

Evidence of current air pollution levels at the School from 9am, noon and 3pm for all
school days in the past year, and the projected levels of air pollution at the School postconstruction at 9am, noon and 3pm on day one, year one, year five and year ten,
including carcinogenic diesel particulates, PM 2.5 particulates, and any other relevant
measurement,

•

Details of the prevailing wind and other relevant weather conditions at the School for each
day in the past year,

•

The final design of the 4 ventilation shafts proposed for Rozelle, including the height,
diameter, façade and exact location, and a commitment that all ventilation shafts in
Rozelle will be filtered for PM2.5,

Air pollution, noise and vibration during construction
Four to five years of construction works is proposed, including work as close to the School as
Wellington Street, constructing the Iron Cove Link tunnel entrance and exit on Victoria Road
approximately 250m from the School, with tunnelling work (and activities to support tunnelling) will
be 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
I am very concerned that this will mean our children will be badly affected in some way by poor air
quality, noise and vibration during 24/7 construction for four to five years - potentially the rest of
their entire primary school education - during the entire time that our children are present on
school grounds or at home.
Please provide a construction plan to include specific commitments and plans to:
•

Limit negative impacts on our children's abilities to learn and play during these times,

•

Eliminate noise at pre-school infants' nap-times and during tests at the School

•

Minimise the impact of construction children's physical health, stress levels, and the
impact on those with pre-existing respiratory conditions,

•

Ensure children living within 500m of construction are able to receive full nights of sleep,
as lack of sleep leads to tiredness and proven difficulty learning.
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Soil pollution in construction
Please provide specific plans that ensure that construction will not cause the disturbance of lead
and other toxic industrial pollutants known to be distributed in the soil throughout Rozelle and
specific plans to eliminate the spread of soil contaminants throughout the surrounding area,
including the School.
Safety and traffic management during construction and operation
At present there is insufficient traffic management detail to ensure the safety to the children at the
School both during construction and operation. Please provide the following:
•

A traffic plan concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the construction area,
including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton Street and Darling
Street which minimises risks to safety for road and footpath users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during construction due to temporary road arrangements or the
close proximity of construction activities to normal traffic,

•

Details of traffic modelling concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the
construction area, including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton
Street and Darling Street which minimises risks to safety for road users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during operation whilst the Iron Cove Link is toll-free, and if the
Iron Cove Link is tolled in future, including any potential rat runs created by road users
avoiding tolls,

•

A traffic plan to maximise our children's health and safety and ability to walk to and
participate in important School events, such as the School cross country and athletics
carnival, normally held at King George's Park, and the School swim carnival at
Drummoyne pool,

•

Details of the impacts on bus routes and stops, and cycle paths and footpaths within 500m
of construction, including but not limited to Victoria Road during construction and
operation,

•

Details on access to King George's Park and the Bay Run by road users, cyclists and
pedestrians during construction and operation.

Other major concerns I have include:

For the sake of our community, our families, and our children, I hope you will be able to consider
and ad
these important concerns.

Sig a re:
I all w / do not allow for my personal details to be published.
I have not made a reportable political donation over $1000 in the past 2 years.
Name: f\ISAts-.)
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Feedback on EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link (Application Number SSI 16 7485)
Thank you for the opportunity to give my feedback on the EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link. I
oppose the project and outline my major concerns below, particularly those related to Rozelle
Public School (the School) as a sensitive receptor.
Ventilation: Air pollution
WestConnex proposes unfiltered tunnel ventilation outlets of unknown heights: one approximately
250m northwest and three others approximately 700m south of the School. At present there is
insufficient detail or evidence of analysis to determine the impact to the children at the School.
Please provide the following:
•

An analysis of current traffic volumes at 9am, noon and 3pm on Victoria Road adjacent to
the school, and projected traffic analysis for school days both on Victoria Road adjacent to
the School, and for both a tolled and toll-free Iron Cove Link tunnel adjacent to the School,
at 9am, noon and 3pm, by commercial and non-commercial vehicle type,

•

Evidence of current air pollution levels at the School from 9am, noon and 3pm for all
school days in the past year, and the projected levels of air pollution at the School postconstruction at 9am, noon and 3pm on day one, year one, year five and year ten,
including carcinogenic diesel particulates, PM 2.5 particulates, and any other relevant
measurement,

•

Details of the prevailing wind and other relevant weather conditions at the School for each
day in the past year,

•

The final design of the 4 ventilation shafts proposed for Rozelle, including the height,
diameter, facade and exact location, and a commitment that all ventilation shafts in
Rozelle will be filtered for PM2.5,

Air pollution, noise and vibration during construction
Four to five years of construction works is proposed, including work as close to the School as
Wellington Street, constructing the Iron Cove Link tunnel entrance and exit on Victoria Road
approximately 250m from the School, with tunnelling work (and activities to support tunnelling) will
be 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
I am very concerned that this will mean our children will be badly affected in some way by poor air
quality, noise and vibration during 24/7 construction for four to five years - potentially the rest of
their entire primary school education - during the entire time that our children are present on
school grounds or at home.
Please provide a construction plan to include specific commitments and plans to:
•

Limit negative impacts on our children's abilities to learn and play during these times,

•

Eliminate noise at pre-school infants' nap-times and during tests at the School

•

Minimise the impact of construction children's physical health, stress levels, and the
impact on those with pre-existing respiratory conditions,

•

Ensure children living within 500m of construction are able to receive full nights of sleep,
as lack of sleep leads to tiredness and proven difficulty learning.
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Soil pollution in construction
Please provide specific plans that ensure that construction will not cause the disturbance of lead
and other toxic industrial pollutants known to be distributed in the soil throughout Rozelle and
specific plans to eliminate the spread of soil contaminants throughout the surrounding area,
including the School.

Safety and traffic management during construction and operation
At present there is insufficient traffic management detail to ensure the safety to the children at the
School both during construction and operation. Please provide the following:
•

A traffic plan concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the construction area,
including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton Street and Darling
Street which minimises risks to safety for road and footpath users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during construction due to temporary road arrangements or the
close proximity of construction activities to normal traffic,

•

Details of traffic modelling concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the
construction area, including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton
Street and Darling Street which minimises risks to safety for road users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during operation whilst the Iron Cove Link is toll-free, and if the
Iron Cove Link is tolled in future, including any potential rat runs created by road users
avoiding tolls,

•

A traffic plan to maximise our children's health and safety and ability to walk to and
participate in important School events, such as the School cross country and athletics
carnival, normally held at King George's Park, and the School swim carnival at
Drummoyne pool,

•

Details of the impacts on bus routes and stops, and cycle paths and footpaths within 500m
of construction, including but not limited to Victoria Road during construction and
operation,

•

Details on access to King George's Park and the Bay Run by road users, cyclists and
pedestrians during construction and operation.

Other major concerns I have include:

For the sake of our community, our families, and our children, I hope you will be able to consider
and address these important concerns.
Yours Sincerely,
Signature:
I allow / do not a w for my personal details to be published.
I have not m
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GPO Box 39
Sydney NSW 2001
https://westconnexactioncroup.good.do/makeyoursubmissiontothewestconnexm4m5eis/Submissi
on-to-WestConnex-New-M4M5/

Feedback on EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link

(Application Number SSI 16 7485)

Thank you for the opportunity to give my feedback on the EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link. I
oppose the project and outline my major concerns below, particularly those related to Rozelle
Public School (the School) as a sensitive receptor.
Ventilation: Air pollution
WestConnex proposes unfiltered tunnel ventilation outlets of unknown heights: one approximately
250m northwest and three others approximately 700m south of the School. At present there is
insufficient detail or evidence of analysis to determine the impact to the children at the School.
Please provide the following:
•

An analysis of current traffic volumes at 9am, noon and 3pm on Victoria Road adjacent to
the school, and projected traffic analysis for school days both on Victoria Road adjacent to
the School, and for both a tolled and toll-free Iron Cove Link tunnel adjacent to the School,
at 9am, noon and 3pm, by commercial and non-commercial vehicle type,

•

Evidence of current air pollution levels at the School from 9am, noon and 3pm for all
school days in the past year, and the projected levels of air pollution at the School postconstruction at 9am, noon and 3pm on day one, year one, year five and year ten,
including carcinogenic diesel particulates, PM 2.5 particulates, and any other relevant
measurement,

•

Details of the prevailing wind and other relevant weather conditions at the School for each
day in the past year,

O

The final design of the 4 ventilation shafts proposed for Rozelle, including the height,
diameter, facade and exact location, and a commitment that all ventilation shafts in
Rozelle will be filtered for PM2.5.

Air pollution, noise and vibration during construction
Four to five years of construction works is proposed, including work as close to the School as
Wellington Street, constructing the Iron Cove Link tunnel entrance and exit on Victoria Road
approximately 250m from the School, with tunnelling work (and activities to support tunnelling) will
be 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
I am very concerned that this will mean our children will be badly affected in some way by poor air
quality, noise and vibration during 24/7 construction for four to five years - potentially the rest of
their entire primary school education - during the entire time that our children are present on
school grounds or at home.
Please provide a construction plan to include specific commitments and plans to:
•

Limit negative impacts on our children's abilities to learn and play during these times,

O

Eliminate noise at pre-school infants' nap-times and during tests at the School

•

Minimise the impact of construction children's physical health, stress levels, and the
impact on those with pre-existing respiratory conditions,

•

Ensure children living within 500m of construction are able to receive full nights of sleep,
as lack of sleep leads to tiredness and proven difficulty learning.
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Soil pollution in construction
Please provide specific plans that ensure that construction will not cause the disturbance of lead
and other toxic industrial pollutants known to be distributed in the soil throughout Rozelle and
specific plans to eliminate the spread of soil contaminants throughout the surrounding area,
including the School.

Safety and traffic management during construction and operation
At present there is insufficient traffic management detail to ensure the safety to the children at the
School both during construction and operation. Please provide the following:
•

A traffic plan concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the construction area,
including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton Street and Darling
Street which minimises risks to safety for road and footpath users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during construction due to temporary road arrangements or the
close proximity of construction activities to normal traffic,

•

Details of traffic modelling concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the
construction area, including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton
Street and Darling Street which minimises risks to safety for road users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during operation whilst the Iron Cove Link is toll-free, and if the
Iron Cove Link is tolled in future, including any potential rat runs created by road users
avoiding tolls,

•

A traffic plan to maximise our children's health and safety and ability to walk to and
participate in important School events, such as the School cross country and athletics
carnival, normally held at King George's Park, and the School swim carnival at
Drummoyne pool,

•

Details of the impacts on bus routes and stops, and cycle paths and footpaths within 500m
of construction, including but not limited to Victoria Road during construction and
operation,

•

Details on access to King George's Park and the Bay Run by road users, cyclists and
pedestrians during construction and operation.

Other major concerns I have include:

For the sake of our community, our families, and our children, I hope you will be able to consider
and address these important concerns.
Yours Sincerely,
Signature:
/ do not allow for my personal details to be published.
I have not made a reportable political donation over $1000 in the past 2 years.
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Sydney NSW 2001
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Feedback on EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link (Application Number SSI 16 7485)
Thank you for the opportunity to give my feedback on the EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link. I
oppose the project and outline my major concerns below, particularly those related to Rozelle
Public School (the School) as a sensitive receptor.
Ventilation: Air pollution
WestConnex proposes unfiltered tunnel ventilation outlets of unknown heights: one approximately
250m northwest and three others approximately 700m south of the School. At present there is
insufficient detail or evidence of analysis to determine the impact to the children at the School.
Please provide the following:
•

An analysis of current traffic volumes at 9am, noon and 3pm on Victoria Road adjacent to
the school, and projected traffic analysis for school days both on Victoria Road adjacent to
the School, and for both a tolled and toll-free Iron Cove Link tunnel adjacent to the School,
at 9am, noon and 3pm, by commercial and non-commercial vehicle type,

o

Evidence of current air pollution levels at the School from 9am, noon and 3pm for all
school days in the past year, and the projected levels of air pollution at the School postconstruction at 9am, noon and 3pm on day one, year one, year five and year ten,
including carcinogenic diesel particulates, PM 2.5 particulates, and any other relevant
measurement,

o

Details of the prevailing wind and other relevant weather conditions at the School for each
day in the past year,

o

The final design of the 4 ventilation shafts proposed for Rozelle, including the height,
diameter, facade and exact location, and a commitment that all ventilation shafts in
Rozelle will be filtered for PM2.5,

Air pollution, noise and vibration during construction
Four to five years of construction works is proposed, including work as close to the School as
Wellington Street, constructing the Iron Cove Link tunnel entrance and exit on Victoria Road
approximately 250m from the School, with tunnelling work (and activities to support tunnelling) will
be 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
I am very concerned that this will mean our children will be badly affected in some way by poor air
quality, noise and vibration during 24/7 construction for four to five years - potentially the rest of
their entire primary school education - during the entire time that our children are present on
school grounds or at home.
Please provide a construction plan to include specific commitments and plans to:
o

Limit negative impacts on our children's abilities to learn and play during these times,

o

Eliminate noise at pre-school infants' nap-times and during tests at the School

o

Minimise the impact of construction children's physical health, stress levels, and the
impact on those with pre-existing respiratory conditions,

o

Ensure children living within 500m of construction are able to receive full nights of sleep,
as lack of sleep leads to tiredness and proven difficulty learning.
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Soil pollution in construction
Please provide specific plans that ensure that construction will not cause the disturbance of lead
and other toxic industrial pollutants known to be distributed in the soil throughout Rozelle and
specific plans to eliminate the spread of soil contaminants throughout the surrounding area,
including the School.
Safety and traffic management during construction and operation
At present there is insufficient traffic management detail to ensure the safety to the children at the
School both during construction and operation. Please provide the following:
•

A traffic plan concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the construction area,
including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton Street and Darling
Street which minimises risks to safety for road and footpath users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during construction due to temporary road arrangements or the
close proximity of construction activities to normal traffic,

•

Details of traffic modelling concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the
construction area, including but not limited to Victoria Road. Wellington Street, Merton
Street and Darling Street which minimises risks to safety for road users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during operation whilst the Iron Cove Link is toll-free, and if the
Iron Cove Link is tolled in future, including any potential rat runs created by road users
avoiding tolls,

•

A traffic plan to maximise our children's health and safety and ability to walk to and
participate in important School events, such as the School cross country and athletics
carnival, normally held at King George's Park, and the School swim carnival at
Drummoyne pool,

•

Details of the impacts on bus routes and stops, and cycle paths and footpaths within 500m
of construction, including but not limited to Victoria Road during construction and
operation,

•

Details on access to King George's Park and the Bay Run by road users, cyclists and
pedestrians during construction and operation.

Other major concerns I have include:

For the sake of our community, our families, and our children, I hope you will be able to consider
and address these important concerns.
Yours Sincerely,
Signature:
cflecCs jz&
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I have not made a reportable political donation over $1000 in the past 2 years.
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Feedback on EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link (Application Number SSI 16 7485)
Thank you for the opportunity to give my feedback on the EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link. I
oppose the project and outline my major concerns below, particularly those related to Rozelle
Public School (the School) as a sensitive receptor.
Ventilation: Air pollution
WestConnex proposes unfiltered tunnel ventilation outlets of unknown heights: one approximately
250m northwest and three others approximately 700m south of the School. At present there is
insufficient detail or evidence of analysis to determine the impact to the children at the School.
Please provide the following:
•

An analysis of current traffic volumes at 9am, noon and 3pm on Victoria Road adjacent to
the school, and projected traffic analysis for school days both on Victoria Road adjacent to
the School, and for both a tolled and toll-free Iron Cove Link tunnel adjacent to the School,
at 9am, noon and 3pm, by commercial and non-commercial vehicle type,

•

Evidence of current air pollution levels at the School from 9am, noon and 3pm for all
school days in the past year, and the projected levels of air pollution at the School postconstruction at 9am, noon and 3pm on day one, year one, year five and year ten,
including carcinogenic diesel particulates, PM 2.5 particulates. and any other relevant
measurement,

•

Details of the prevailing wind and other relevant weather conditions at the School for each
day in the past year,

•

The final design of the 4 ventilation shafts proposed for Rozelle, including the height,
diameter, façade and exact location, and a commitment that all ventilation shafts in
Rozelle will be filtered for PM2.5,

Air pollution, noise and vibration during construction
Four to five years of construction works is proposed, including work as close to the School as
Wellington Street, constructing the Iron Cove Link tunnel entrance and exit on Victoria Road
approximately 250m from the School, with tunnelling work (and activities to support tunnelling) will
be 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
I am very concerned that this will mean our children will be badly affected in some way by poor air
quality, noise and vibration during 24/7 construction for four to five years - potentially the rest of
their entire primary school education - during the entire time that our children are present on
school grounds or at home.
Please provide a construction plan to include specific commitments and plans to:
•

Limit negative impacts on our children's abilities to learn and play during these times,

•

Eliminate noise at pre-school infants' nap-times and during tests at the School

•

Minimise the impact of construction children's physical health, stress levels, and the
impact on those with pre-existing respiratory conditions,

•

Ensure children living within 500m of construction are able to receive full nights of sleep,
as lack of sleep leads to tiredness and proven difficulty learning.
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Soil pollution in construction
Please provide specific plans that ensure that construction will not cause the disturbance of lead
and other toxic industrial pollutants known to be distributed in the soil throughout Rozelle and
specific plans to eliminate the spread of soil contaminants throughout the surrounding area,
including the School.
Safety and traffic management during construction and operation
At present there is insufficient traffic management detail to ensure the safety to the children at the
School both during construction and operation. Please provide the following:
•

A traffic plan concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the construction area,
including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton Street and Darling
Street which minimises risks to safety for road and footpath users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during construction due to temporary road arrangements or the
close proximity of construction activities to normal traffic,

•

Details of traffic modelling concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the
construction area, including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton
Street and Darling Street which minimises risks to safety for road users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during operation whilst the Iron Cove Link is toll-free, and if the
Iron Cove Link is tolled in future, including any potential rat runs created by road users
avoiding tolls,

•

A traffic plan to maximise our children's health and safety and ability to walk to and
participate in important School events, such as the School cross country and athletics
carnival, normally held at King George's Park, and the School swim carnival at
Drummoyne pool,

•

Details of the impacts on bus routes and stops, and cycle paths and footpaths within 500m
of construction, including but not limited to Victoria Road during construction and
operation,

•

Details on access to King George's Park and the Bay Run by road users, cyclists and
pedestrians during construction and operation.

Other major concerns I have include:

For the sake of our community, our families, and our children, I hope you will be able to consider
and address these important concerns.
Yours Sincerely,
Signature:
I allow / do not allow for my personal details to be published.
I have not made a reportable political donation over $1000 in the past 2 years.
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I object to the WestConnex M4-M5 Link proposals as contained in the EIS application
# SSI 7485, for the reasons set out below.

Submission to:
Planning Services,
Department of Planning and Environment
GPO Box 39, Sydney, NSW, 2001

Name.
Signature

Attn: Director —Transport Assessments

Please Indude my pmsonal information when publishing this submission to your website
Dedaradon: I HAVE NOT made any reportable political do(ations in the 1ast2 years.

Application Number: SSI 7485 Application

Address:

Application Name: WestC,.onnex M4-M5 Link

Suburb:

a rOor-

Postcode

7).5-3

This EIS provides no basis on which to approve such a complex project including the building of interchanges underneath
Sydney suburbs Rozelle and Leichhardt. It would be absurd to approve the building of up to three tunnels under people's
homes on the basis of such flimsy information.
The social and economic impact study notes the high value placed on community networks and social inclusion but does
nothing to seriously evaluate the social impacts on these of WestCONnex. Any genuine assessment would draw on
experience with the New M5 and M4 East rather than ignoring it.This lack of genuine engagement with social impact
reduces the study to the level of a demographic description and a series of bland value statement
•

All of the. streets abutting Dark), Road identified as NCA13 (James Street to falls Street) should have a blanket
prohibition on any truck movements and worker contractor parking. These hoems are already suffering the worst
construction impacts of the work on the site and should be spared the further imposition of lack of parking and additional
noise impacts. These streets are not constructed for heavy vehicle movements and on this basis should also be ruled out.
The EIS needs to prohibit outright truck movements including parking) and worker parking on all of these streets.

4, The social and economic impact study fails to record the great concern for valued Newtown heritage
•
NIP

I object to the fact that the WestConnex Traffic Model has not been released to Councils and the community.
Insufficient time has been given for the community to prepare submissions to the EIS, especially when one considers that
whole neighbourhoods affected by the project were not even notified during the concept design period. e.g Newtown,
east of King St.

-4, Tunnel depths the tunnel depths for the Leichhardt area as low as 35 metres. This creates and unacceptable risk of
damage to homes due to settlement (ground movement). The EIS acknowledges that at tunnelling at 35 metres and less
this is a real risk There is no mitigation provided for this risk. Instead, it states that properties will be repaired at the
Government's expense. However no details or assurance as to how this will occur are provided. The project should not be
approved with such tunnelling depths permitted and with no detail as to the extent of damage and how and when it will
be repaired. It will lead to the situation where residents and businesses are forced to engage structural engineers and
lawyers to prove that the damage was linked to Westconnex works, with no assurance that this property damage will be
promptly and satisfactorily fixed.

Campaign Mailing Lifts: I would like to volunteer and/or be informed about the anti-WestConnex campaigns - My details must be
removed before this submission is lodged, and must be used only for campaign purposes and must not be divulged to other parties
Name

Email

Mobile
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NSW Department of Planning and Environment
GPO Box 39
Sydney NSW 2001
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Feedback on EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link (Application Number SSI 16 7485)
Thank you for the opportunity to give my feedback on the EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link. I
oppose the project and outline my major concerns below, particularly those related to Rozelle
Public School (the School) as a sensitive receptor.
Ventilation: Air pollution
WestConnex proposes unfiltered tunnel ventilation outlets of unknown heights: one approximately
250m northwest and three others approximately 700m south of the School. At present there is
insufficient detail or evidence of analysis to determine the impact to the children at the School.
Please provide the following:
•

An analysis of current traffic volumes at 9am, noon and 3pm on Victoria Road adjacent to
the school, and projected traffic analysis for school days both on Victoria Road adjacent to
the School, and for both a tolled and toll-free Iron Cove Link tunnel adjacent to the School,
at 9am, noon and 3pm, by commercial and non-commercial vehicle type,

•

Evidence of current air pollution levels at the School from 9am, noon and 3pm for all
school days in the past year, and the projected levels of air pollution at the School postconstruction at 9am, noon and 3pm on day one, year one, year five and year ten,
including carcinogenic diesel particulates, PM 2.5 particulates, and any other relevant
measurement,

•

Details of the prevailing wind and other relevant weather conditions at the School for each
day in the past year,

•

The final design of the 4 ventilation shafts proposed for Rozelle, including the height,
diameter, facade and exact location, and a commitment that all ventilation shafts in
Rozelle will be filtered for PM2.5,

Air pollution, noise and vibration during construction
Four to five years of construction works is proposed, including work as close to the School as
Wellington Street, constructing the Iron Cove Link tunnel entrance and exit on Victoria Road
approximately 250m from the School, with tunnelling work (and activities to support tunnelling) will
be 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
I am very concerned that this will mean our children will be badly affected in some way by poor air
quality, noise and vibration during 24/7 construction for four to five years - potentially the rest of
their entire primary school education - during the entire time that our children are present on
school grounds or at home.
Please provide a construction plan to include specific commitments and plans to:
•

Limit negative impacts on our children's abilities to learn and play during these times,

•

Eliminate noise at pre-school infants' nap-times and during tests at the School

•

Minimise the impact of construction children's physical health, stress levels, and the
impact on those with pre-existing respiratory conditions,

•

Ensure children living within 500m of construction are able to receive full nights of sleep,
as lack of sleep leads to tiredness and proven difficulty learning.
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Soil pollution in construction
Please provide specific plans that ensure that construction will not cause the disturbance of lead
and other toxic industrial pollutants known to be distributed in the soil throughout Rozelle and
specific plans to eliminate the spread of soil contaminants throughout the surrounding area,
including the School.
Safety and traffic management during construction and operation
At present there is insufficient traffic management detail to ensure the safety to the children at the
School both during construction and operation. Please provide the following:
•

A traffic plan concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the construction area,
including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton Street and Darling
Street which minimises risks to safety for road and footpath users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during construction due to temporary road arrangements or the
close proximity of construction activities to normal traffic,

•

Details of traffic modelling concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the
construction area, including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton
Street and Darling Street which minimises risks to safety for road users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during operation whilst the Iron Cove Link is toll-free, and if the
Iron Cove Link is tolled in future, including any potential rat runs created by road users
avoiding tolls,

•

A traffic plan to maximise our children's health and safety and ability to walk to and
participate in important School events, such as the School cross country and athletics
carnival, normally held at King George's Park, and the School swim carnival at
Drummoyne pool,

•

Details of the impacts on bus routes and stops, and cycle paths and footpaths within 500m
of construction, including but not limited to Victoria Road during construction and
operation,

•

Details on access to King George's Park and the Bay Run by road users, cyclists and
pedestrians during construction and operation.

Other major concerns I have include:

For the sake of our community, our families, and our children, I hope you will be able to consider
and address these important concerns.
Yours Sincerely,

1.

Signature:

I allow / do not How for my personal details to be published.
I have not made a reportable political donation over $1000 in the past 2 years.
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Feedback on EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link (Application Number SSI 16 7485)
Thank you for the opportunity to give my feedback on the EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link. I
oppose the project and outline my major concerns below, particularly those related to Rozelle
Public School (the School) as a sensitive receptor.
Ventilation: Air pollution
WestConnex proposes unfiltered tunnel ventilation outlets of unknown heights: one approximately
250m northwest and three others approximately 700m south of the School. At present there is
insufficient detail or evidence of analysis to determine the impact to the children at the School.
Please provide the following:
•

An analysis of current traffic volumes at 9am, noon and 3pm on Victoria Road adjacent to
the school, and projected traffic analysis for school days both on Victoria Road adjacent to
the School, and for both a tolled and toll-free Iron Cove Link tunnel adjacent to the School,
at 9am, noon and 3pm, by commercial and non-commercial vehicle type,

•

Evidence of current air pollution levels at the School from 9am, noon and 3pm for all
school days in the past year, and the projected levels of air pollution at the School postconstruction at 9am, noon and 3pm on day one, year one, year five and year ten,
including carcinogenic diesel particulates, PM 2.5 particulates, and any other relevant
measurement,

•

Details of the prevailing wind and other relevant weather conditions at the School for each
day in the past year,

•

The final design of the 4 ventilation shafts proposed for Rozelle, including the height,
diameter, façade and exact location, and a commitment that all ventilation shafts in
Rozelle will be filtered for PM2.5,

Air pollution, noise and vibration during construction
Four to five years of construction works is proposed, including work as close to the School as
Wellington Street, constructing the Iron Cove Link tunnel entrance and exit on Victoria Road
approximately 250m from the School, with tunnelling work (and activities to support tunnelling) will
be 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
I am very concerned that this will mean our children will be badly affected in some way by poor air
quality, noise and vibration during 24/7 construction for four to five years - potentially the rest of
their entire primary school education - during the entire time that our children are present on
school grounds or at home.
Please provide a construction plan to include specific commitments and plans to:
•

Limit negative impacts on our children's abilities to learn and play during these times,

•

Eliminate noise at pre-school infants' nap-times and during tests at the School

•

Minimise the impact of construction children's physical health, stress levels, and the
impact on those with pre-existing respiratory conditions,

•

Ensure children living within 500m of construction are able to receive full nights of sleep,
as lack of sleep leads to tiredness and proven difficulty learning.
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Soil pollution in construction
Please provide specific plans that ensure that construction will not cause the disturbance of lead
and other toxic industrial pollutants known to be distributed in the soil throughout Rozelle and
specific plans to eliminate the spread of soil contaminants throughout the surrounding area,
including the School.
Safety and traffic management during construction and operation
At present there is insufficient traffic management detail to ensure the safety to the children at the
School both during construction and operation. Please provide the following:
•

A traffic plan concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the construction area,
including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton Street and Darling
Street which minimises risks to safety for road and footpath users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during construction due to temporary road arrangements or the
close proximity of construction activities to normal traffic,

•

Details of traffic modelling concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the
construction area, including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton
Street and Darling Street which minimises risks to safety for road users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during operation whilst the Iron Cove Link is toll-free, and if the
Iron Cove Link is tolled in future, including any potential rat runs created by road users
avoiding tolls,

•

A traffic plan to maximise our children's health and safety and ability to walk to and
participate in important School events, such as the School cross country and athletics
carnival, normally held at King George's Park, and the School swim carnival at
Drummoyne pool,

•

Details of the impacts on bus routes and stops, and cycle paths and footpaths within 500m
of construction, including but not limited to Victoria Road during construction and
operation,

•

Details on access to King George's Park and the Bay Run by road users, cyclists and
pedestrians during construction and operation.

Other major concerns I have include:
/
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For the sake of our community, our families, and our children, I hope you will be able to consider
and address these important concerns.
Yours Sincerely,
Signature:
I allow / do not allow for my personal details to be published.
I have not made a reportable political donation over $1000 in the past 2 years.
Name:

nrh

Address:
Email:
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NSW Department of Planning and Environment
GPO Box 39
Sydney NSW 2001
httos://westconnexactionoroup.cood.do/makeyoursubmissiontothewestconnexm4m5eis/Submissi
on-to-WestConnex-New-M4M5/

Feedback on EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link (Application Number SSI 16 7485)
Thank you for the opportunity to give my feedback on the EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link. I
oppose the project and outline my major concerns below, particularly those related to Rozelle
Public School (the School) as a sensitive receptor.
Ventilation: Air pollution
WestConnex proposes unfiltered tunnel ventilation outlets of unknown heights: one approximately
250m northwest and three others approximately 700m south of the School. At present there is
insufficient detail or evidence of analysis to determine the impact to the children at the School.
Please provide the following:
•

An analysis of current traffic volumes at 9am, noon and 3pm on Victoria Road adjacent to
the school, and projected traffic analysis for school days both on Victoria Road adjacent to
the School, and for both a tolled and toll-free Iron Cove Link tunnel adjacent to the School,
at 9am, noon and 3pm, by commercial and non-commercial vehicle type,

•

Evidence of current air pollution levels at the School from 9am, noon and 3pm for all
school days in the past year, and the projected levels of air pollution at the School postconstruction at 9am, noon and 3pm on day one, year one, year five and year ten,
including carcinogenic diesel particulates, PM 2.5 particulates, and any other relevant
measurement,

•

Details of the prevailing wind and other relevant weather conditions at the School for each
day in the past year,

•

The final design of the 4 ventilation shafts proposed for Rozelle, including the height,
diameter, façade and exact location, and a commitment that all ventilation shafts in
Rozelle will be filtered for PM2.5,

Air pollution, noise and vibration during construction
Four to five years of construction works is proposed, including work as close to the School as
Wellington Street, constructing the Iron Cove Link tunnel entrance and exit on Victoria Road
approximately 250m from the School, with tunnelling work (and activities to support tunnelling) will
be 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
I am very concerned that this will mean our children will be badly affected in some way by poor air
quality, noise and vibration during 24/7 construction for four to five years - potentially the rest of
their entire primary school education - during the entire time that our children are present on
school grounds or at home.
Please provide a construction plan to include specific commitments and plans to:
•

Limit negative impacts on our children's abilities to learn and play during these times,

•

Eliminate noise at pre-school infants' nap-times and during tests at the School

•

Minimise the impact of construction children's physical health, stress levels, and the
impact on those with pre-existing respiratory conditions,

•

Ensure children living within 500m of construction are able to receive full nights of sleep,
as lack of sleep leads to tiredness and proven difficulty learning.
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Soil pollution in construction
Please provide specific plans that ensure that construction will not cause the disturbance of lead
and other toxic industrial pollutants known to be distributed in the soil throughout Rozelle and
specific plans to eliminate the spread of soil contaminants throughout the surrounding area,
including the School.
Safety and traffic management during construction and operation
At present there is insufficient traffic management detail to ensure the safety to the children at the
School both during construction and operation. Please provide the following:
•

A traffic plan concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the construction area,
including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton Street and Darling
Street which minimises risks to safety for road and footpath users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during construction due to temporary road arrangements or the
close proximity of construction activities to normal traffic,

•

Details of traffic modelling concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the
construction area, including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton
Street and Darling Street which minimises risks to safety for road users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during operation whilst the Iron Cove Link is toll-free, and if the
Iron Cove Link is tolled in future, including any potential rat runs created by road users
avoiding tolls,

•

A traffic plan to maximise our children's health and safety and ability to walk to and
participate in important School events, such as the School cross country and athletics
carnival, normally held at King George's Park, and the School swim carnival at
Drummoyne pool,

•

Details of the impacts on bus routes and stops, and cycle paths and footpaths within 500m
of construction, including but not limited to Victoria Road during construction and
operation,

•

Details on access to King George's Park and the Bay Run by road users, cyclists and
pedestrians during construction and operation.

Other major concerns I have include:

For the sake of our community, our families, and our children, I hope you will be able to consider
and address these important concerns.
Yours Sincerely,
Signature:
I allow / do not allow or my personal details to be published.
I have not made a reportable political donation over $1000 in the past 2 years.
c \-( \I Ito pi J -A- tcl-C400 5(ZA
Name:
Address:
Email:
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NSW Department of Planning and Environment
GPO Box 39
Sydney NSW 2001
https.//westconnexactionoroup.good.do/makeyoursubmissiontothewestconnexm4m5eis/Submissi
on-to-WestConnex-New-M4M5/

Feedback on EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link (Application Number SSI 16 7485)
Thank you for the opportunity to give my feedback on the EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link. I
oppose the project and outline my major concerns below, particularly those related to Rozelle
Public School (the School) as a sensitive receptor.
Ventilation: Air pollution
WestConnex proposes unfiltered tunnel ventilation outlets of unknown heights: one approximately
250m northwest and three others approximately 700m south of the School. At present there is
insufficient detail or evidence of analysis to determine the impact to the children at the School.
Please provide the following:
•

An analysis of current traffic volumes at 9am, noon and 3pm on Victoria Road adjacent to
the school, and projected traffic analysis for school days both on Victoria Road adjacent to
the School, and for both a tolled and toll-free Iron Cove Link tunnel adjacent to the School,
at 9am, noon and 3pm, by commercial and non-commercial vehicle type,

•

Evidence of current air pollution levels at the School from 9am, noon and 3pm for all
school days in the past year, and the projected levels of air pollution at the School postconstruction at 9am, noon and 3pm on day one, year one, year five and year ten,
including carcinogenic diesel particulates, PM 2.5 particulates, and any other relevant
measurement,

O

Details of the prevailing wind and other relevant weather conditions at the School for each
day in the past year,

O

The final design of the 4 ventilation shafts proposed for Rozelle, including the height,
diameter, façade and exact location, and a commitment that all ventilation shafts in
Rozelle will be filtered for PM2.5,

Air pollution, noise and vibration during construction
Four to five years of construction works is proposed, including work as close to the School as
Wellington Street, constructing the Iron Cove Link tunnel entrance and exit on Victoria Road
approximately 250m from the School, with tunnelling work (and activities to support tunnelling) will
be 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
I am very concerned that this will mean our children will be badly affected in some way by poor air
quality, noise and vibration during 24/7 construction for four to five years - potentially the rest of
their entire primary school education - during the entire time that our children are present on
school grounds or at home.
Please provide a construction plan to include specific commitments and plans to:
•

Limit negative impacts on our children's abilities to learn and play during these times,

•

Eliminate noise at pre-school infants' nap-times and during tests at the School

O

Minimise the impact of construction children's physical health, stress levels, and the
impact on those with pre-existing respiratory conditions,

•

Ensure children living within 500m of construction are able to receive full nights of sleep,
as lack of sleep leads to tiredness and proven difficulty learning.
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Soil pollution in construction
Please provide specific plans that ensure that construction will not cause the disturbance of lead
and other toxic industrial pollutants known to be distributed in the soil throughout Rozelle and
specific plans to eliminate the spread of soil contaminants throughout the surrounding area,
including the School.
Safety and traffic management during construction and operation
At present there is insufficient traffic management detail to ensure the safety to the children at the
School both during construction and operation. Please provide the following:
•

A traffic plan concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the construction area,
including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton Street and Darling
Street which minimises risks to safety for road and footpath users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during construction due to temporary road arrangements or the
close proximity of construction activities to normal traffic,

•

Details of traffic modelling concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the
construction area, including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton
Street and Darling Street which minimises risks to safety for road users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during operation whilst the Iron Cove Link is toll-free, and if the
Iron Cove Link is tolled in future, including any potential rat runs created by road users
avoiding tolls,

•

A traffic plan to maximise our children's health and safety and ability to walk to and
participate in important School events, such as the School cross country and athletics
carnival, normally held at King George's Park, and the School swim carnival at
Drummoyne pool,

•

Details of the impacts on bus routes and stops, and cycle paths and footpaths within 500m
of construction, including but not limited to Victoria Road during construction and
operation,

•

Details on access to King George's Park and the Bay Run by road users, cyclists and
pedestrians during construction and operation.

Other major concerns I have include:

For the sake of our community, our families, and our children, I hope you will be able to consider
and address these important concerns.
Yours Sincerely,
Signature:
/ 8144144/ do not allow for my personal details to be published.
I have not rrdea reportable polf
l ical donation over $1000 in the past 2 years.
Name:
Address:
Email:
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NSW Department of Planning and Environment
GPO Box 39
Sydney NSW 2001
https://westconnexactioncroup.good.do/makeyoursubn-iissiontothewestconnexm4m5eis/Submissi
on-to-WestConnex-New-M4M5/

Feedback on EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link (Application Number SSI 16 7485)
Thank you for the opportunity to give my feedback on the EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link. I
oppose the project and outline my major concerns below, particularly those related to Rozelle
Public School (the School) as a sensitive receptor.
Ventilation: Air pollution
WestConnex proposes unfiltered tunnel ventilation outlets of unknown heights: one approximately
250m northwest and three others approximately 700m south of the School. At present there is
insufficient detail or evidence of analysis to determine the impact to the children at the School.
Please provide the following:
•

An analysis of current traffic volumes at 9am, noon and 3pm on Victoria Road adjacent to
the school, and projected traffic analysis for school days both on Victoria Road adjacent to
the School, and for both a tolled and toll-free Iron Cove Link tunnel adjacent to the School,
at 9am, noon and 3pm, by commercial and non-commercial vehicle type,

•

Evidence of current air pollution levels at the School from 9am, noon and 3pm for all
school days in the past year, and the projected levels of air pollution at the School postconstruction at 9am, noon and 3pm on day one, year one, year five and year ten,
including carcinogenic diesel particulates, PM 2.5 particulates, and any other relevant
measurement,

•

Details of the prevailing wind and other relevant weather conditions at the School for each
day in the past year,

•

The final design of the 4 ventilation shafts proposed for Rozelle, including the height,
diameter, façade and exact location, and a commitment that all ventilation shafts in
Rozelle will be filtered for PM2.5,

Air pollution, noise and vibration during construction
Four to five years of construction works is proposed, including work as close to the School as
Wellington Street, constructing the Iron Cove Link tunnel entrance and exit on Victoria Road
approximately 250m from the School, with tunnelling work (and activities to support tunnelling) will
be 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
I am very concerned that this will mean our children will be badly affected in some way by poor air
quality, noise and vibration during 24/7 construction for four to five years - potentially the rest of
their entire primary school education - during the entire time that our children are present on
school grounds or at home.
Please provide a construction plan to include specific commitments and plans to:
•

Limit negative impacts on our children's abilities to learn and play during these times,

•

Eliminate noise at pre-school infants' nap-times and during tests at the School

•

Minimise the impact of construction children's physical health, stress levels, and the
impact on those with pre-existing respiratory conditions,

•

Ensure children living within 500m of construction are able to receive full nights of sleep,
as lack of sleep leads to tiredness and proven difficulty learning.
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Soil pollution in construction
Please provide specific plans that ensure that construction will not cause the disturbance of lead
and other toxic industrial pollutants known to be distributed in the soil throughout Rozelle and
specific plans to eliminate the spread of soil contaminants throughout the surrounding area,
including the School.
Safety and traffic management during construction and operation
At present there is insufficient traffic management detail to ensure the safety to the children at the
School both during construction and operation. Please provide the following:
•

A traffic plan concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the construction area,
including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton Street and Darling
Street which minimises risks to safety for road and footpath users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during construction due to temporary road arrangements or the
close proximity of construction activities to normal traffic,

•

Details of traffic modelling concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the
construction area, including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton
Street and Darling Street which minimises risks to safety for road users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during operation whilst the Iron Cove Link is toll-free, and if the
Iron Cove Link is tolled in future, including any potential rat runs created by road users
avoiding tolls,

•

A traffic plan to maximise our children's health and safety and ability to walk to and
participate in important School events, such as the School cross country and athletics
carnival, normally held at King George's Park, and the School swim carnival at
Drummoyne pool,

•

Details of the impacts on bus routes and stops, and cycle paths and footpaths within 500m
of construction, including but not limited to Victoria Road during construction and
operation,

•

Details on access to King George's Park and the Bay Run by road users, cyclists and
pedestrians during construction and operation.

Other major concerns I have include:

For the sake of our community, our families, and our children, I hope you will be able to consider
and address these important concerns.
Yours Sincerely,
Signature:
I allow / do not allow for my personal details to be published.
I have n t made a reportable political donation over $1000 in the past 2 years.
Name:
Address:
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NSW Department of Planning and Environment
GPO Box 39
Sydney NSW 2001
https://westconnexactiondroup.dood.do/makeyoursubmissiontothewestconnexm4m5eis/Submissi
on-to-WestConnex-New-M4M5/

Feedback on EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link (Application Number SSI 16 7485)
Thank you for the opportunity to give my feedback on the EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link. I
oppose the project and outline my major concerns below, particularly those related to Rozelle
Public School (the School) as a sensitive receptor.
Ventilation: Air pollution
WestConnex proposes unfiltered tunnel ventilation outlets of unknown heights: one approximately
250m northwest and three others approximately 700m south of the School. At present there is
insufficient detail or evidence of analysis to determine the impact to the children at the School.
Please provide the following:
•

An analysis of current traffic volumes at 9am, noon and 3pm on Victoria Road adjacent to
the school, and projected traffic analysis for school days both on Victoria Road adjacent to
the School, and for both a tolled and toll-free Iron Cove Link tunnel adjacent to the School,
at 9am, noon and 3pm, by commercial and non-commercial vehicle type,

•

Evidence of current air pollution levels at the School from 9am, noon and 3pm for all
school days in the past year, and the projected levels of air pollution at the School postconstruction at 9am, noon and 3pm on day one, year one, year five and year ten,
including carcinogenic diesel particulates, PM 2.5 particulates, and any other relevant
measurement,

•

Details of the prevailing wind and other relevant weather conditions at the School for each
day in the past year,

•

The final design of the 4 ventilation shafts proposed for Rozelle, including the height,
diameter, façade and exact location, and a commitment that all ventilation shafts in
Rozelle will be filtered for PM2.5,

Air pollution, noise and vibration during construction
Four to five years of construction works is proposed, including work as close to the School as
Wellington Street, constructing the Iron Cove Link tunnel entrance and exit on Victoria Road
approximately 250m from the School, with tunnelling work (and activities to support tunnelling) will
be 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
I am very concerned that this will mean our children will be badly affected in some way by poor air
quality, noise and vibration during 24/7 construction for four to five years - potentially the rest of
their entire primary school education - during the entire time that our children are present on
school grounds or at home.
Please provide a construction plan to include specific commitments and plans to:
•

Limit negative impacts on our children's abilities to learn and play during these times,

•

Eliminate noise at pre-school infants' nap-times and during tests at the School

•

Minimise the impact of construction children's physical health, stress levels, and the
impact on those with pre-existing respiratory conditions,

•

Ensure children living within 500m of construction are able to receive full nights of sleep,
as lack of sleep leads to tiredness and proven difficulty learning.
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Soil pollution in construction
Please provide specific plans that ensure that construction will not cause the disturbance of lead
and other toxic industrial pollutants known to be distributed in the soil throughout Rozelle and
specific plans to eliminate the spread of soil contaminants throughout the surrounding area,
including the School.
Safety and traffic management during construction and operation
At present there is insufficient traffic management detail to ensure the safety to the children at the
School both during construction and operation. Please provide the following:
•

A traffic plan concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the construction area,
including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton Street and Darling
Street which minimises risks to safety for road and footpath users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during construction due to temporary road arrangements or the
close proximity of construction activities to normal traffic,

•

Details of traffic modelling concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the
construction area, including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton
Street and Darling Street which minimises risks to safety for road users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during operation whilst the Iron Cove Link is toll-free, and if the
Iron Cove Link is tolled in future, including any potential rat runs created by road users
avoiding tolls,

•

A traffic plan to maximise our children's health and safety and ability to walk to and
participate in important School events, such as the School cross country and athletics
carnival, normally held at King George's Park, and the School swim carnival at
Drummoyne pool,

•

Details of the impacts on bus routes and stops, and cycle paths and footpaths within 500m
of construction, including but not limited to Victoria Road during construction and
operation,

•

Details on access to King George's Park and the Bay Run by road users, cyclists and
pedestrians during construction and operation.

Other major concerns I have include:

For the sake of our community, our families, and our children, I hope you will be able to consider
and address these important concerns.
Yours Sincerely,
Signature:
I allow / do not allow •r my personal details to be published.
I have not made a reportable political donation over $1000 in the past 2 years.
Name:C6mil, rLualvigt(
Address: Ge047`
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NSW Department of Planning and Environment
GPO Box 39
Sydney NSW 2001
https.//westconnexactiongroup.cood.do/makeyoursubmissiontothewestconnexm4m5eis/Submissi
on-to-WestConnex-New-M4M5/

Feedback on EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link (Application Number SSI 16 7485)
Thank you for the opportunity to give my feedback on the EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link. I
oppose the project and outline my major concerns below, particularly those related to Rozelle
Public School (the School) as a sensitive receptor.
Ventilation: Air pollution
WestConnex proposes unfiltered tunnel ventilation outlets of unknown heights: one approximately
250m northwest and three others approximately 700m south of the School. At present there is
insufficient detail or evidence of analysis to determine the impact to the children at the School.
Please provide the following:
•

An analysis of current traffic volumes at 9am, noon and 3pm on Victoria Road adjacent to
the school, and projected traffic analysis for school days both on Victoria Road adjacent to
the School, and for both a tolled and toll-free Iron Cove Link tunnel adjacent to the School,
at 9am, noon and 3pm, by commercial and non-commercial vehicle type,

O

Evidence of current air pollution levels at the School from 9am, noon and 3pm for all
school days in the past year, and the projected levels of air pollution at the School postconstruction at 9am, noon and 3pm on day one, year one, year five and year ten,
including carcinogenic diesel particulates, PM 2.5 particulates, and any other relevant
measurement,

O

Details of the prevailing wind and other relevant weather conditions at the School for each
day in the past year,

O

The final design of the 4 ventilation shafts proposed for Rozelle, including the height,
diameter, facade and exact location, and a commitment that all ventilation shafts in
Rozelle will be filtered for PM2.5,

Air pollution, noise and vibration during construction
Four to five years of construction works is proposed, including work as close to the School as
Wellington Street, constructing the Iron Cove Link tunnel entrance and exit on Victoria Road
approximately 250m from the School, with tunnelling work (and activities to support tunnelling) will
be 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
I am very concerned that this will mean our children will be badly affected in some way by poor air
quality, noise and vibration during 24/7 construction for four to five years - potentially the rest of
their entire primary school education - during the entire time that our children are present on
school grounds or at home.
Please provide a construction plan to include specific commitments and plans to:
O

Limit negative impacts on our children's abilities to learn and play during these times,

O

Eliminate noise at pre-school infants' nap-times and during tests at the School

O

Minimise the impact of construction children's physical health, stress levels, and the
impact on those with pre-existing respiratory conditions,

O

Ensure children living within 500m of construction are able to receive full nights of sleep,
as lack of sleep leads to tiredness and proven difficulty learning.
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Soil pollution in construction
Please provide specific plans that ensure that construction will not cause the disturbance of lead
and other toxic industrial pollutants known to be distributed in the soil throughout Rozelle and
specific plans to eliminate the spread of soil contaminants throughout the surrounding area,
including the School.
Safety and traffic management during construction and operation
At present there is insufficient traffic management detail to ensure the safety to the children at the
School both during construction and operation. Please provide the following:
•

A traffic plan concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the construction area,
including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton Street and Darling
Street which minimises risks to safety for road and footpath users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during construction due to temporary road arrangements or the
close proximity of construction activities to normal traffic,

•

Details of traffic modelling concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the
construction area, including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton
Street and Darling Street which minimises risks to safety for road users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during operation whilst the Iron Cove Link is toll-free, and if the
Iron Cove Link is tolled in future, including any potential rat runs created by road users
avoiding tolls,

•

A traffic plan to maximise our children's health and safety and ability to walk to and
participate in important School events, such as the School cross country and athletics
carnival, normally held at King George's Park, and the School swim carnival at
Drummoyne pool,

•

Details of the impacts on bus routes and stops, and cycle paths and footpaths within 500m
of construction, including but not limited to Victoria Road during construction and
operation,

•

Details on access to King George's Park and the Bay Run by road users, cyclists and
pedestrians during construction and operation.

Other major concerns I have include:

For the sake of our community, our families, and our children, I hope you will be able to consider
and address these important concerns.
Yours Sincerely,
Signature:
/ allow/do not allow for my personal details to be published.
I have not made a reportable political donation over $1000 in the past 2 years.
Name: jfrVil a_10-4
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NSW Department of Planning and Environment
GPO Box 39
Sydney NSW 2001
https://westconnexactionoroup.good.do/makevoursubmissiontothevvestconnexm4m5els/Submissi
on-to-WestConnex-New-M4M5/

Feedback on EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link (Application Number SSI 16 7485)
Thank you for the opportunity to give my feedback on the EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link. I
oppose the project and outline my major concerns below, particularly those related to Rozelle
Public School (the School) as a sensitive receptor.
Ventilation: Air pollution
WestConnex proposes unfiltered tunnel ventilation outlets of unknown heights: one approximately
250m northwest and three others approximately 700m south of the School. At present there is
insufficient detail or evidence of analysis to determine the impact to the children at the School.
Please provide the following:
•

An analysis of current traffic volumes at 9am, noon and 3pm on Victoria Road adjacent to
the school, and projected traffic analysis for school days both on Victoria Road adjacent to
the School, and for both a tolled and toll-free Iron Cove Link tunnel adjacent to the School,
at 9am, noon and 3pm, by commercial and non-commercial vehicle type,

•

Evidence of current air pollution levels at the School from 9am, noon and 3pm for all
school days in the past year, and the projected levels of air pollution at the School postconstruction at 9am, noon and 3pm on day one, year one, year five and year ten,
including carcinogenic diesel particulates, PM 2.5 particulates. and any other relevant
measurement,

•

Details of the prevailing wind and other relevant weather conditions at the School for each
day in the past year,

•

The final design of the 4 ventilation shafts proposed for Rozelle, including the height,
diameter, facade and exact location, and a commitment that all ventilation shafts in
Rozelle will be filtered for PM2.5,

Air pollution, noise and vibration during construction
Four to five years of construction works is proposed, including work as close to the School as
Wellington Street, constructing the Iron Cove Link tunnel entrance and exit on Victoria Road
approximately 250m from the School, with tunnelling work (and activities to support tunnelling) will
be 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
I am very concerned that this will mean our children will be badly affected in some way by poor air
quality, noise and vibration during 24/7 construction for four to five years - potentially the rest of
their entire primary school education - during the entire time that our children are present on
school grounds or at home.
Please provide a construction plan to include specific commitments and plans to:
•

Limit negative impacts on our children's abilities to learn and play during these times,

•

Eliminate noise at pre-school infants' nap-times and during tests at the School

•

Minimise the impact of construction children's physical health, stress levels, and the
impact on those with pre-existing respiratory conditions,

•

Ensure children living within 500m of construction are able to receive full nights of sleep,
as lack of sleep leads to tiredness and proven difficulty learning.
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Soil pollution in construction
Please provide specific plans that ensure that construction will not cause the disturbance of lead
and other toxic industrial pollutants known to be distributed in the soil throughout Rozelle and
specific plans to eliminate the spread of soil contaminants throughout the surrounding area,
including the School.
Safety and traffic management during construction and operation
At present there is insufficient traffic management detail to ensure the safety to the children at the
School both during construction and operation. Please provide the following:
•

A traffic plan concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the construction area,
including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton Street and Darling
Street which minimises risks to safety for road and footpath users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during construction due to temporary road arrangements or the
close proximity of construction activities to normal traffic,

•

Details of traffic modelling concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the
construction area, including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton
Street and Darling Street which minimises risks to safety for road users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during operation whilst the Iron Cove Link is toll-free, and if the
Iron Cove Link is tolled in future, including any potential rat runs created by road users
avoiding tolls,

•

A traffic plan to maximise our children's health and safety and ability to walk to and
participate in important School events, such as the School cross country and athletics
carnival, normally held at King George's Park, and the School swim carnival at
Drummoyne pool,

•

Details of the impacts on bus routes and stops, and cycle paths and footpaths within 500m
of construction, including but not limited to Victoria Road during construction and
operation,

•

Details on access to King George's Park and the Bay Run by road users, cyclists and
pedestrians during construction and operation.

Other major concerns I have include:

For the sake of our community, our families, and our children, I hope you will be able to consider
and address these important concerns.
Yours Sincerely,
Signature:
I allow / do not allow for my personal details to be published.
I have not made a reportable political donation over $1000 in the past 2 years.
Name: ...)0i— c)
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Feedback on EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link (Application Number SSI 16 7485)
Thank you for the opportunity to give my feedback on the EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link. I
oppose the project and outline my major concerns below, particularly those related to Rozelle
Public School (the School) as a sensitive receptor.
Ventilation: Air pollution
WestConnex proposes unfiltered tunnel ventilation outlets of unknown heights: one approximately
250m northwest and three others approximately 700m south of the School. At present there is
insufficient detail or evidence of analysis to determine the impact to the children at the School.
Please provide the following:
•

An analysis of current traffic volumes at 9am, noon and 3pm on Victoria Road adjacent to
the school, and projected traffic analysis for school days both on Victoria Road adjacent to
the School, and for both a tolled and toll-free Iron Cove Link tunnel adjacent to the School,
at 9am, noon and 3pm, by commercial and non-commercial vehicle type,

•

Evidence of current air pollution levels at the School from 9am, noon and 3pm for all
school days in the past year, and the projected levels of air pollution at the School postconstruction at 9am, noon and 3pm on day one, year one, year five and year ten,
including carcinogenic diesel particulates, PM 2.5 particulates, and any other relevant
measurement,

•

Details of the prevailing wind and other relevant weather conditions at the School for each
day in the past year,

•

The final design of the 4 ventilation shafts proposed for Rozelle, including the height,
diameter, facade and exact location, and a commitment that all ventilation shafts in
Rozelle will be filtered for PM2.5,

Air pollution, noise and vibration during construction
Four to five years of construction works is proposed, including work as close to the School as
Wellington Street, constructing the Iron Cove Link tunnel entrance and exit on Victoria Road
approximately 250m from the School, with tunnelling work (and activities to support tunnelling) will
be 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
I am very concerned that this will mean our children will be badly affected in some way by poor air
quality, noise and vibration during 24/7 construction for four to five years - potentially the rest of
their entire primary school education - during the entire time that our children are present on
school grounds or at home.
Please provide a construction plan to include specific commitments and plans to:
•

Limit negative impacts on our children's abilities to learn and play during these times,

•

Eliminate noise at pre-school infants' nap-times and during tests at the School

•

Minimise the impact of construction children's physical health, stress levels, and the
impact on those with pre-existing respiratory conditions,

•

Ensure children living within 500m of construction are able to receive full nights of sleep,
as lack of sleep leads to tiredness and proven difficulty learning.
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Soil pollution in construction
Please provide specific plans that ensure that construction will not cause the disturbance of lead
and other toxic industrial pollutants known to be distributed in the soil throughout Rozelle and
specific plans to eliminate the spread of soil contaminants throughout the surrounding area,
including the School.
Safety and traffic management during construction and operation
At present there is insufficient traffic management detail to ensure the safety to the children at the
School both during construction and operation. Please provide the following:
•

A traffic plan concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the construction area,
including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton Street and Darling
Street which minimises risks to safety for road and footpath users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during construction due to temporary road arrangements or the
close proximity of construction activities to normal traffic,

•

Details of traffic modelling concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the
construction area, including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton
Street and Darling Street which minimises risks to safety for road users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during operation whilst the Iron Cove Link is toll-free, and if the
Iron Cove Link is tolled in future, including any potential rat runs created by road users
avoiding tolls,

•

A traffic plan to maximise our children's health and safety and ability to walk to and
participate in important School events, such as the School cross country and athletics
carnival, normally held at King George's Park, and the School swim carnival at
Drummoyne pool,

•

Details of the impacts on bus routes and stops, and cycle paths and footpaths within 500m
of construction, including but not limited to Victoria Road during construction and
operation,

•

Details on access to King George's Park and the Bay Run by road users, cyclists and
pedestrians during construction and operation.

Other major concerns I have include:

For the sake of our community, our families, and our children, I hope you will be able to consider
and address these important concerns.
Yours Sincerely,
Signature:
I allow / do not allow for my personal details to be published.
I have not made a reportable political donation over $1000 in the past 2 years.
Name:
Address:
Email:
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Feedback on EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link (Application Number SSI 16 7485)
Thank you for the opportunity to give my feedback on the EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link. I
oppose the project and outline my major concerns below, particularly those related to Rozelle
Public School (the School) as a sensitive receptor.
Ventilation: Air pollution
WestConnex proposes unfiltered tunnel ventilation outlets of unknown heights: one approximately
250m northwest and three others approximately 700m south of the School. At present there is
insufficient detail or evidence of analysis to determine the impact to the children at the School.
Please provide the following:
•

An analysis of current traffic volumes at 9am, noon and 3pm on Victoria Road adjacent to
the school, and projected traffic analysis for school days both on Victoria Road adjacent to
the School, and for both a tolled and toll-free Iron Cove Link tunnel adjacent to the School,
at 9am, noon and 3pm, by commercial and non-commercial vehicle type,

•

Evidence of current air pollution levels at the School from 9am, noon and 3pm for all
school days in the past year, and the projected levels of air pollution at the School postconstruction at 9am, noon and 3pm on day one, year one, year five and year ten,
including carcinogenic diesel particulates, PM 2.5 particulates, and any other relevant
measurement,

•

Details of the prevailing wind and other relevant weather conditions at the School for each
day in the past year,

•

The final design of the 4 ventilation shafts proposed for Rozelle, including the height,
diameter, façade and exact location, and a commitment that all ventilation shafts in
Rozelle will be filtered for PM2.5,

Air pollution, noise and vibration during construction
Four to five years of construction works is proposed, including work as close to the School as
Wellington Street, constructing the Iron Cove Link tunnel entrance and exit on Victoria Road
approximately 250m from the School, with tunnelling work (and activities to support tunnelling) will
be 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
I am very concerned that this will mean our children will be badly affected in some way by poor air
quality, noise and vibration during 24/7 construction for four to five years - potentially the rest of
their entire primary school education - during the entire time that our children are present on
school grounds or at home.
Please provide a construction plan to include specific commitments and plans to:
•

Limit negative impacts on our children's abilities to learn and play during these times,

•

Eliminate noise at pre-school infants' nap-times and during tests at the School

•

Minimise the impact of construction children's physical health, stress levels, and the
impact on those with pre-existing respiratory conditions,

•

Ensure children living within 500m of construction are able to receive full nights of sleep,
as lack of sleep leads to tiredness and proven difficulty learning.
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Soil pollution in construction
Please provide specific plans that ensure that construction will not cause the disturbance of lead
and other toxic industrial pollutants known to be distributed in the soil throughout Rozelle and
specific plans to eliminate the spread of soil contaminants throughout the surrounding area,
including the School.
Safety and traffic management during construction and operation
At present there is insufficient traffic management detail to ensure the safety to the children at the
School both during construction and operation. Please provide the following:
•

A traffic plan concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the construction area,
including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton Street and Darling
Street which minimises risks to safety for road and footpath users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during construction due to temporary road arrangements or the
close proximity of construction activities to normal traffic,

•

Details of traffic modelling concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the
construction area, including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton
Street and Darling Street which minimises risks to safety for road users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during operation whilst the Iron Cove Link is toll-free, and if the
Iron Cove Link is tolled in future, including any potential rat runs created by road users
avoiding tolls,

•

A traffic plan to maximise our children's health and safety and ability to walk to and
participate in important School events, such as the School cross country and athletics
carnival, normally held at King George's Park, and the School swim carnival at
Drummoyne pool,

•

Details of the impacts on bus routes and stops, and cycle paths and footpaths within 500m
of construction, including but not limited to Victoria Road during construction and
operation,

•

Details on access to King George's Park and the Bay Run by road users, cyclists and
pedestrians during construction and operation.

Other major concerns I have include:

For the sake of our community, our families, and our children, I hope you will be able to consider
and address these important concerns.
Yours Sincerely,
im
poi
Signature: j
I allow / do not allow for my personal details to be published.
I have not made a reportable political donation over $1000 in the past 2 years.
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Feedback on EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link

(Application Number SSI 16 7485)

Thank you for the opportunity to give my feedback on the EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link. I
oppose the project and outline my major concerns below, particularly those related to Rozelle
Public School (the School) as a sensitive receptor.
Ventilation: Air pollution
WestConnex proposes unfiltered tunnel ventilation outlets of unknown heights: one approximately
250m northwest and three others approximately 700m south of the School. At present there is
insufficient detail or evidence of analysis to determine the impact to the children at the School.
Please provide the following:
O

An analysis of current traffic volumes at 9am, noon and 3pm on Victoria Road adjacent to
the school, and projected traffic analysis for school days both on Victoria Road adjacent to
the School, and for both a tolled and toll-free Iron Cove Link tunnel adjacent to the School,
at 9am, noon and 3pm, by commercial and non-commercial vehicle type,

•

Evidence of current air pollution levels at the School from 9am, noon and 3pm for all
school days in the past year, and the projected levels of air pollution at the School postconstruction at 9am, noon and 3pm on day one, year one, year five and year ten,
including carcinogenic diesel particulates, PM 2.5 particulates, and any other relevant
measurement,

O

Details of the prevailing wind and other relevant weather conditions at the School for each
day in the past year,

o

The final design of the 4 ventilation shafts proposed for Rozelle, including the height,
diameter, facade and exact location, and a commitment that all ventilation shafts in
Rozelle will be filtered for PM2.5,

Air pollution, noise and vibration during construction
Four to five years of construction works is proposed, including work as close to the School as
Wellington Street, constructing the Iron Cove Link tunnel entrance and exit on Victoria Road
approximately 250m from the School, with tunnelling work (and activities to support tunnelling) will
be 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
I am very concerned that this will mean our children will be badly affected in some way by poor air
quality, noise and vibration during 24/7 construction for four to five years - potentially the rest of
their entire primary school education - during the entire time that our children are present on
school grounds or at home.
Please provide a construction plan to include specific commitments and plans to:
o

Limit negative impacts on our children's abilities to learn and play during these times,

•

Eliminate noise at pre-school infants' nap-times and during tests at the School

O

Minimise the impact of construction children's physical health, stress levels, and the
impact on those with pre-existing respiratory conditions,

O

Ensure children living within 500m of construction are able to receive full nights of sleep,
as lack of sleep leads to tiredness and proven difficulty learning.
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Soil pollution in construction
Please provide specific plans that ensure that construction will not cause the disturbance of lead
and other toxic industrial pollutants known to be distributed in the soil throughout Rozelle and
specific plans to eliminate the spread of soil contaminants throughout the surrounding area,
including the School.
Safety and traffic management during construction and operation
At present there is insufficient traffic management detail to ensure the safety to the children at the
School both during construction and operation. Please provide the following:
•

A traffic plan concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the construction area,
including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton Street and Darling
Street which minimises risks to safety for road and footpath users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during construction due to temporary road arrangements or the
close proximity of construction activities to normal traffic,

•

Details of traffic modelling concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the
construction area, including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton
Street and Darling Street which minimises risks to safety for road users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during operation whilst the Iron Cove Link is toll-free, and if the
Iron Cove Link is tolled in future, including any potential rat runs created by road users
avoiding tolls,

•

A traffic plan to maximise our children's health and safety and ability to walk to and
participate in important School events, such as the School cross country and athletics
carnival, normally held at King George's Park, and the School swim carnival at
Drummoyne pool,

•

Details of the impacts on bus routes and stops, and cycle paths and footpaths within 500m
of construction, including but not limited to Victoria Road during construction and
operation,

•

Details on access to King George's Park and the Bay Run by road users, cyclists and
pedestrians during construction and operation.

Other major concerns I have include:

For the sake of our community, our families, and our children, I hope you will be able to consider
and address these important concerns.
Yours Sincerely, Signature:
I allowY-do not allow for my personal details to be published.
I have not n-ede reportablenpoliticafdonation over $1000 in the past 2 years.
Name:
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Feedback on EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link (Application Number SSI 16 7485)
Thank you for the opportunity to give my feedback on the EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link. I
oppose the project and outline my major concerns below, particularly those related to Rozelle
Public School (the School) as a sensitive receptor.
Ventilation: Air pollution
WestConnex proposes unfiltered tunnel ventilation outlets of unknown heights: one approximately
250m northwest and three others approximately 700m south of the School. At present there is
insufficient detail or evidence of analysis to determine the impact to the children at the School.
Please provide the following:
•

An analysis of current traffic volumes at 9am, noon and 3pm on Victoria Road adjacent to
the school, and projected traffic analysis for school days both on Victoria Road adjacent to
the School, and for both a tolled and toll-free Iron Cove Link tunnel adjacent to the School,
at 9am, noon and 3pm, by commercial and non-commercial vehicle type,

•

Evidence of current air pollution levels at the School from 9am, noon and 3pm for all
school days in the past year, and the projected levels of air pollution at the School postconstruction at 9am, noon and 3pm on day one, year one, year five and year ten,
including carcinogenic diesel particulates, PM 2.5 particulates, and any other relevant
measurement,

•

Details of the prevailing wind and other relevant weather conditions at the School for each
day in the past year,

•

The final design of the 4 ventilation shafts proposed for Rozelle, including the height,
diameter, facade and exact location, and a commitment that all ventilation shafts in
Rozelle will be filtered for PM2.5,

Air pollution, noise and vibration during construction
Four to five years of construction works is proposed, including work as close to the School as
Wellington Street, constructing the Iron Cove Link tunnel entrance and exit on Victoria Road
approximately 250m from the School, with tunnelling work (and activities to support tunnelling) will
be 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
I am very concerned that this will mean our children will be badly affected in some way by poor air
quality, noise and vibration during 24/7 construction for four to five years - potentially the rest of
their entire primary school education - during the entire time that our children are present on
school grounds or at home.
Please provide a construction plan to include specific commitments and plans to:
•

Limit negative impacts on our children's abilities to learn and play during these times,

•

Eliminate noise at pre-school infants' nap-times and during tests at the School

•

Minimise the impact of construction children's physical health, stress levels, and the
impact on those with pre-existing respiratory conditions,

•

Ensure children living within 500m of construction are able to receive full nights of sleep,
as lack of sleep leads to tiredness and proven difficulty learning.
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Soil pollution in construction
Please provide specific plans that ensure that construction will not cause the disturbance of lead
and other toxic industrial pollutants known to be distributed in the soil throughout Rozelle and
specific plans to eliminate the spread of soil contaminants throughout the surrounding area,
including the School.
Safety and traffic management during construction and operation
At present there is insufficient traffic management detail to ensure the safety to the children at the
School both during construction and operation. Please provide the following:
•

A traffic plan concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the construction area,
including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton Street and Darling
Street which minimises risks to safety for road and footpath users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during construction due to temporary road arrangements or the
close proximity of construction activities to normal traffic,

•

Details of traffic modelling concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the
construction area, including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton
Street and Darling Street which minimises risks to safety for road users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during operation whilst the Iron Cove Link is toll-free, and if the
Iron Cove Link is tolled in future, including any potential rat runs created by road users
avoiding tolls,

•

A traffic plan to maximise our children's health and safety and ability to walk to and
participate in important School events, such as the School cross country and athletics
carnival, normally held at King George's Park, and the School swim carnival at
Drummoyne pool,

•

Details of the impacts on bus routes and stops, and cycle paths and footpaths within 500m
of construction, including but not limited to Victoria Road during construction and
operation,

•

Details on access to King George's Park and the Bay Run by road users, cyclists and
pedestrians during construction and operation.

Other major concerns I have include:

1c)c,

For the sake of our community, our families, and our children, I hope you will be able to consider
and address these important concerns.
Yours Sincerely,
Signature:
I allow / do not allow for my personal details to be published.
I have not

ortable political donation over $1000 in the past 2 years.

Name:
Address:
Email:
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Feedback on EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link

(Application Number SSI 16 7485)
Thank you for the opportunity to give my feedback on the EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link. I
oppose the project and outline my major concerns below, particularly those related to Rozelle
Public School (the School) as a sensitive receptor.
Ventilation: Air pollution
WestConnex proposes unfiltered tunnel ventilation outlets of unknown heights: one approximately
250m northwest and three others approximately 700m south of the School. At present there is
insufficient detail or evidence of analysis to determine the impact to the children at the School.
Please provide the following:
•

An analysis of current traffic volumes at 9am, noon and 3pm on Victoria Road adjacent to
the school, and projected traffic analysis for school days both on Victoria Road adjacent to
the School, and for both a tolled and toll-free Iron Cove Link tunnel adjacent to the School,
at 9am, noon and 3pm, by commercial and non-commercial vehicle type,

•

Evidence of current air pollution levels at the School from 9am, noon and 3pm for all
school days in the past year, and the projected levels of air pollution at the School postconstruction at 9am, noon and 3pm on day one, year one, year five and year ten,
including carcinogenic diesel particulates, PM 2.5 particulates, and any other relevant
measurement,

•

Details of the prevailing wind and other relevant weather conditions at the School for each
day in the past year,

•

The final design of the 4 ventilation shafts proposed for Rozelle, including the height,
diameter, facade and exact location, and a commitment that all ventilation shafts in
Rozelle will be filtered for PM2.5,

Air pollution, noise and vibration during construction
Four to five years of construction works is proposed, including work as close to the School as
Wellington Street, constructing the Iron Cove Link tunnel entrance and exit on Victoria Road
approximately 250m from the School, with tunnelling work (and activities to support tunnelling) will
be 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
I am very concerned that this will mean our children will be badly affected in some way by poor air
quality, noise and vibration during 24/7 construction for four to five years - potentially the rest of
their entire primary school education - during the entire time that our children are present on
school grounds or at home.
Please provide a construction plan to include specific commitments and plans to:
•

Limit negative impacts on our children's abilities to learn and play during these times,

•

Eliminate noise at pre-school infants' nap-times and during tests at the School

•

Minimise the impact of construction children's physical health, stress levels, and the
impact on those with pre-existing respiratory conditions,

•

Ensure children living within 500m of construction are able to receive full nights of sleep,
as lack of sleep leads to tiredness and proven difficulty learning.
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Soil pollution in construction
Please provide specific plans that ensure that construction will not cause the disturbance of lead
and other toxic industrial pollutants known to be distributed in the soil throughout Rozelle and
specific plans to eliminate the spread of soil contaminants throughout the surrounding area,
including the School.
Safety and traffic management during construction and operation
At present there is insufficient traffic management detail to ensure the safety to the children at the
School both during construction and operation. Please provide the following:
•

A traffic plan concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the construction area,
including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton Street and Darling
Street which minimises risks to safety for road and footpath users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during construction due to temporary road arrangements or the
close proximity of construction activities to normal traffic,

•

Details of traffic modelling concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the
construction area, including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton
Street and Darling Street which minimises risks to safety for road users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during operation whilst the Iron Cove Link is toll-free, and if the
Iron Cove Link is tolled in future, including any potential rat runs created by road users
avoiding tolls,

•

A traffic plan to maximise our children's health and safety and ability to walk to and
participate in important School events, such as the School cross country and athletics
carnival, normally held at King George's Park, and the School swim carnival at
Drummoyne pool,

•

Details of the impacts on bus routes and stops, and cycle paths and footpaths within 500m
of construction, including but not limited to Victoria Road during construction and
operation,

•

Details on access to King George's Park and the Bay Run by road users, cyclists and
pedestrians during construction and operation.

Other major concerns I have include:

For the sake of our community, our families, and our children, I hope you will be able to consider
and address these important conce s
Yours Sincerely,
Signature:
I allow / do not allow for my personal details to be published.
I have not made
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Feedback on EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link (Application Number SSI 16 7485)
Thank you for the opportunity to give my feedback on the EIS for WestConnex .M4-M5 Link. I
oppose the project and outline my major concerns below, particularly those related to Rozelle
Public School (the School) as a sensitive receptor.
Ventilation: Air pollution
WestConnex proposes unfiltered tunnel ventilation outlets of unknown heights: one approximately
250m northwest and three others approximately 700m south of the School. At present there is
insufficient detail or evidence of analysis to determine the impact to the children at the School.
Please provide the following:
•

An analysis of current traffic volumes at 9am, noon and 3pm on Victoria Road adjacent to
the school, and projected traffic analysis for school days both on Victoria Road adjacent to
the School, and for both a tolled and toll-free Iron Cove Link tunnel adjacent to the School,
at 9am, noon and 3pm, by commercial and non-commercial vehicle type,

•

Evidence of current air pollution levels at the School from 9am, noon and 3pm for all
school days in the past year, and the projected levels of air pollution at the School postconstruction at 9am, noon and 3pm on day one, year one, year five and year ten,
including carcinogenic diesel particulates, PM 2.5 particulates, and any other relevant
measurement,

•

Details of the prevailing wind and other relevant weather conditions at the School for each
day in the past year.

•

The final design of the 4 ventilation shafts proposed for Rozelle, including the height,
diameter, façade and exact location, and a commitment that all ventilation shafts in
Rozelle will be filtered for PM2.5,

Air pollution, noise and vibration during construction
Four to five years of construction works is proposed, including work as close to the School as
Wellington Street, constructing the Iron Cove Link tunnel entrance and exit on Victoria Road
approximately 250m from the School, with tunnelling work (and activities to support tunnelling) will
be 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
I am very concerned that this will mean our children will be badly affected in some way by poor air
quality, noise and vibration during 24/7 construction for four to five years - potentially the rest of
their entire primary school education - during the entire time that our children are present on
school grounds or at home.
Please provide a construction plan to include specific commitments and plans to:
•

Limit negative impacts on our children's abilities to learn and play during these times,

•

Eliminate noise at pre-school infants' nap-times and during tests at the School

•

Minimise the impact of construction children's physical health, stress levels, and the
impact on those with pre-existing respiratory conditions,

•

Ensure children living within 500m of construction are able to receive full nights of sleep,
as lack of sleep leads to tiredness and proven difficulty learning.
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Soil pollution in construction
Please provide specific plans that ensure that construction will not cause the disturbance of lead
and other toxic industrial pollutants known to be distributed in the soil throughout Rozelle and
specific plans to eliminate the spread of soil contaminants throughout the surrounding area,
including the School.
Safety and traffic management during construction and operation
At present there is insufficient traffic management detail to ensure the safety to the children at the
School both during construction and operation. Please provide the following:
•

A traffic plan concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the construction area,
including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton Street and Darling
Street which minimises risks to safety for road and footpath users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during construction due to temporary road arrangements or the
close proximity of construction activities to normal traffic,

•

Details of traffic modelling concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the
construction area, including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton
Street and Darling Street which minimises risks to safety for road users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during operation whilst the Iron Cove Link is toll-free, and if the
Iron Cove Link is tolled in future, including any potential rat runs created by road users
avoiding tolls,

•

A traffic plan to maximise our children's health and safety and ability to walk to and
participate in important School events, such as the School cross country and athletics
carnival, normally held at King George's Park, and the School swim carnival at
Drummoyne pool,

•

Details of the impacts on bus routes and stops, and cycle paths and footpaths within 500m
of construction, including but not limited to Victoria Road during construction and
operation,

•

Details on access to King George's Park and the Bay Run by road users, cyclists and
pedestrians during construction and operation.

Other major concerns I have include:

For the sake of our community, our families, and our children, I hope you will be able to consider
and address these important concerns.
Yours Sincerely,
Signature:
I allow / do not allo

rsonal details to be published.

I have not made a reportable political donation over $1000 in the past 2 years.
Name:
Address:
Email:
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Feedback on EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link (Application Number SSI 16 7485)
Thank you for the opportunity to give my feedback on the EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link. I
oppose the project and outline my major concerns below, particularly those related to Rozelle
Public School (the School) as a sensitive receptor.
Ventilation: Air pollution
WestConnex proposes unfiltered tunnel ventilation outlets of unknown heights: one approximately
250m northwest and three others approximately 700m south of the School. At present there is
insufficient detail or evidence of analysis to determine the impact to the children at the School.
Please provide the following:
•

An analysis of current traffic volumes at 9am, noon and 3pm on Victoria Road adjacent to
the school, and projected traffic analysis for school days both on Victoria Road adjacent to
the School, and for both a tolled and toll-free Iron Cove Link tunnel adjacent to the School,
at 9am, noon and 3pm, by commercial and non-commercial vehicle type,

•

Evidence of current air pollution levels at the School from 9am, noon and 3pm for all
school days in the past year, and the projected levels of air pollution at the School postconstruction at 9am, noon and 3pm on day one, year one, year five and year ten,
including carcinogenic diesel particulates, PM 2.5 particulates, and any other relevant
measurement,

•

Details of the prevailing wind and other relevant weather conditions at the School for each
day in the past year,

•

The final design of the 4 ventilation shafts proposed for Rozelle, including the height,
diameter, facade and exact location, and a commitment that all ventilation shafts in
Rozelle will be filtered for PM2.5,

Air pollution, noise and vibration during construction
Four to five years of construction works is proposed, including work as close to the School as
Wellington Street, constructing the Iron Cove Link tunnel entrance and exit on Victoria Road
approximately 250m from the School, with tunnelling work (and activities to support tunnelling) will
be 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
I am very concerned that this will mean our children will be badly affected in some way by poor air
quality, noise and vibration during 24/7 construction for four to five years - potentially the rest of
their entire primary school education - during the entire time that our children are present on
school grounds or at home.
Please provide a construction plan to include specific commitments and plans to:
•

Limit negative impacts on our children's abilities to learn and play during these times,

•

Eliminate noise at pre-school infants' nap-times and during tests at the School

•

Minimise the impact of construction children's physical health, stress levels, and the
impact on those with pre-existing respiratory conditions,

•

Ensure children living within 500m of construction are able to receive full nights of sleep,
as lack of sleep leads to tiredness and proven difficulty learning.
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Soil pollution in construction
Please provide specific plans that ensure that construction will not cause the disturbance of lead
and other toxic industrial pollutants known to be distributed in the soil throughout Rozelle and
specific plans to eliminate the spread of soil contaminants throughout the surrounding area,
including the School.
Safety and traffic management during construction and operation
At present there is insufficient traffic management detail to ensure the safety to the children at the
School both during construction and operation. Please provide the following:
•

A traffic plan concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the construction area,
including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton Street and Darling
Street which minimises risks to safety for road and footpath users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during construction due to temporary road arrangements or the
close proximity of construction activities to normal traffic,

•

Details of traffic modelling concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the
construction area, including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton
Street and Darling Street which minimises risks to safety for road users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during operation whilst the Iron Cove Link is toll-free, and if the
Iron Cove Link is tolled in future, including any potential rat runs created by road users
avoiding tolls,

•

A traffic plan to maximise our children's health and safety and ability to walk to and
participate in important School events, such as the School cross country and athletics
carnival, normally held at King George's Park, and the School swim carnival at
Drummoyne pool,

•

Details of the impacts on bus routes and stops, and cycle paths and footpaths within 500m
of construction, including but not limited to Victoria Road during construction and
operation,

•

Details on access to King George's Park and the Bay Run by road users, cyclists and
pedestrians during construction and operation.

Other major concerns I have include:

For the sake of our community, our families, and our children, I hope you will be able to consider
and address these important concerns.
Yours Sincerely,
Si.ture:
do nf iI134 foil my personal details to be published.
ave not made a reportable political donation over $1000 in the past 2 years.
Name: t-40.\\tiie 1--INPNe't
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sun, 15 Oct 2017 08:04:29 +0000
FW: Submission Details for Mark Martin (object)

From: systenn@accelo.comOn Behalf OfMark Martin
Sent: Sunday, 15 October 2017 7:01:05 PM (UTC+10:00) Canberra, Melbourne, Sydney
To:
Subject: Submission Details for Mark Martin (object)
Confidentiality Requested: no
Submitted by a Planner: no
Disclosable Political Donation: no
Name: Mark Martin

Address:

Lilyfield, NSW
2040
Content:
I strongly object to this proposal in its entirety and urge the Secretary of Planning to advise the Minister to
refuse the application on the grounds below. NSW Planning must require the Proponent to properly and
adequately address the potential impacts of the project; the EIS in its current form is inadequate as it is
merely 'indicative'. NSW Planning should reject the EIS for this project and instead recommend to the
NSW government that there should be an independent review of WestConnex in order to determine the
actual potential impacts.
The EIS states 'the detail of the design and construction approach is indicative only based on a concept
design and is subject to detailed design and construction planning to be undertaken by the successful
contractors.' The community will have no opportunity to comment on the Preferred Infrastructure Report
which forms the basis of the approval conditions. This means the community will have limited say in the
management of the impacts identified in the EIS. The EIS needs to provide an opportunity for the
community to meaningfully input into this report and approval conditions .
I object to the indicative design for the Rozelle Interchange. Sydney Motorway Corporation has not been
able to identify any other similar underground interchange project anywhere in the world or find a
construction company to build it. This EIS should be rejected because it would be absurd to approve such
a design concept without evidence that it could be constructed.
This is of particular concern to us, given that some of the Rozelle Interchange tunnels may be located
directly under our house in Starling St Lilyfield. We may also have an unfiltered exhaust stack located
within 200 metres of us with the outlet below the elevation of our house.
I completely reject the notion that unfiltered exhaust stacks should be built anywhere in Sydney, let alone
three or four in a single area. I am also particularly concerned that schools would be near such unfiltered

stacks.
The EIS states, there are at least 5 schools that will be in the orbit of these poisonous fumes. Children
and the elderly are most at risk of lung ailments. The Education Minister Rob Stokes declared in 2017,
that "No ventilation shafts will be built near any school." in his electorate. The same should be applied in
all areas of Sydney and the government needs to urgently review its policy of support for unfiltered
stacks.
The government needs to urgently review its policy of support for unfiltered stacks.
I note that the Education Minister, who as Planning Minister approved the M4 East and New M5, stated
that the would not allow unfiltered ventilation stacks in his electorate.
Annandale, Haberfield, Rozelle, Lilyfield and St Peters will be exposed to unacceptable health risks. With
four unfiltered emissions stacks in Rozelle, two in Haberfield (one each for the M4East and New M5) and
two in St Peters, along with a large number of exit portals, residents of these area will suffer greatly from
direct exposure to poisonous diesel particulates.
This is negligent when you consider that the World Health Organisation in 2012 declared diesel
particulates carcinogenic. The Rozelle interchange has long climbs which will increase emissions
concentrations, which will then be pumped into the surrounding area.The EIS shows significant traffic
volumes will head onto the Anzac Bridge, which already operates at the lowest Level of Service (F) in
peak times.There will be significant queues heading into the tunnels, greatly increasing the level of
emissions, but the model does not account for these conditions.
The three pollution Stacks in the Rozelle Rail yards are shown to be 38 meters high. This is a totally
inappropriate location for these pollution stacks as the Rozelle Rail Yards are in a valley and the stacks
will be on land that is approximately 3.5 meters above sea level.
Balmain Road between Wharf Rd and Victoria Road is at an elevation of on average 37 meters. Orange
Grove Primary School is at an elevation of 33.4 meters. Areas of Hornsey Rd Rozelle are at 28 meters.
The area near the junction of Annandale and Weynton streets in Annandale has an elevation of 29
meters. Our house is on Starling St Lilyfield and has an elevation of approximately 36 metres.
All these areas are in close proximity to these stacks and as a result, all the pollution from these stacks
will almost be on the same level and so will be blowing almost directly into these properties, especially in
summer when many windows are open. This is completely unacceptable.
In addition, when there is no wind, the pollution will accumulate in this valley area and make the
surrounding area highly polluted. This is also not acceptable. Young children, the elderly and those
suffering from lung and heart disease will be placed at serious risk.
I object to this project because despite costing billions of dollars, the M4/M5 tunnel will not significantly
solve the problem of traffic congestion in Sydney. In fact, it is likely to make it worse.
According to AECOM's EIS report for the benefits of this project to be fully realised, the F6, Western
Harbour Tunnel, Beaches Link and the Sydney Gateway would need to be completed. In other words, this
project depends on other tollways being built which are little more than concepts with no business case or
planning approval.
These projects were not included in the WestConnex business case. They are not priority projects in any
state or Federal roads plan. Indeed according to the EIS, even if all of these tollways were built, the whole
Sydney network would only be 10% more productive than it is now. This makes no sense and is an
outrageous drain on human, natural and financial resources.
The original purpose of the WestConnex project was to improve and extend the M4 motorway and to

connect the M5 to Port Botany and to Sydney Airport. Improving the road system for trucking freight was
supposed to be the principal purpose. None of the three stages goes to Port Botany or to the airport.
Neither the new M5 (needed for the large trucks which cannot use the existing M5) nor the stage 3
tunnels go to Port Botany. For that there is a separate project proposal, the Sydney Gateway, for an
additional tollway to move freight from the port to distribution centres further inland or directly to final
destination (see Section 4.1.4 EIS Project development and alternatives). So it is misleading to claim
improvement in freight movement as a benefit of this project. Instead the link to the M5 interchange at St
Peters and the new M5 - if they fulfill expectations of numbers of vehicles using them - will deliver 1000s
of vehicles onto the roads to the airport, which are already at capacity.
This stage 3 project will build another tollway but the revenue will not go to cover the cost of construction
of the new roads and tunnels but to provide revenue to private investors for 40 years. This stage will
deliver none of the promised connections to the Sydney Airport or Port Botany which were the purpose of
the original WestConnex project. While we are told repeatedly that WestConnex will benefit the people of
Western Sydney, the reality is that drivers from western Sydney will generate ever increasing revenue to
investors in the operators of roads that do not serve their needs.
The 'planning and approval process' for Westconnex has been a complete sham. This stage of the
project has been no different. Properties have been compulsorily acquired on Victoria Road and other
locations before the this stage has been approved. NSW Government 'business practice' as usual? The
Dan Murphy property on Darley Road Leichhardt will cost the public up to $50M in compensation to
enable it to be used as a 'dive site' for this stage of Westconnex - another profligate waste of public funds
and another instance demonstrating that this project is not being delivered in the public interest.
Ultimately, Sydney needs better a better public transport network that will encourage people to get out of
their cars, rather than a new road network that does the opposite. Westconnex is a 1950s solution to our
21st century transport issues, and it will fail to deliver a sustainable solution. Sydney should be building a
high speed rail network, not more road networks based on dubious assumptions and for the financial
benefit of private corporations.
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Attention Director
Infrastructure Projects, Planning Services,
Department of Planning and Environment
GPO Box 39, Sydney, NSW, 2001

Name:

Application Number: SSI 7485

Suburb:

Application Name: WestConnex M4-M5 Link

Signature:

•
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Address:
r ,

Postcode Zo4 e5
•

Please include my personal information when iylis in this submission to your website
Declaration : I HAVE NOT made any reportable pøUtlal donations in the last 2 years.

I object to the whole of the WestConnex Project, and the specific WestConnex M4-M5 Link proposals as contained
in the EIS application, for the following reasons:

•

The Air quality data provided in the EIS is confusing and is not presented in a form that the community can interpret.
The lack of clarity leads to a suspicion that areas of concern are being covered up.

•

I am appalled to read in the EIS that more than loo homes across the Rozelle construction sites will be severely affected
by construction noise for months or even years at a time. This would include hundreds of individual residents including
young children, school students and people who spend time at home during the day. The predicted levels are more than
75 decibels and high enough to produce damage over an eight hour period. Such noise levels will severely impact on the
health, capacity to work and quality of life of residents. NSW Planning should not give approval to a project that could
cause such impacts. Promises of potential mitigation are not enough, especially when you consider the ongoing
unacceptable noise in Haberfield during the M4East construction.

•

The EIS claims to have saved Blaclunore Park and Easton Park due to negative community feedback. I am concerned
that this is a false claim and that this site was never really in contention due to other physical factors. I would like NSW
Planning to investigate whether this claim is correct to have heeded the community is false or not.

•

The project directly affected five listed heritage items, including demolition of the stormwater canal at Rozelle. Twentyone other statutory heritage items of State or local heritage significant would be subject to indirect impacts through
vibration, settlement and visual setting. And directly affected nine individual buildings as assessed as being potential
local heritage items. It is unacceptable that heritage items are removed or potentially damaged and the approval should
prohibit such destruction.(Executive Summary xviii)

•

The volume of extra heavy traffic in the Rozelle area and the acknowledged impact this will have on local roads is
completely unacceptable to me.

•

The EIS states that 'a preferred noise mitigation option' would be determined during 'detailed design'. This is
unacceptable and residents have no opportunity to comment on the detailed designs. The failure to include this detail
means that residents have no idea as to what is planned and cannot comment or input into those plans. (Executive
Summary xvi)

•

A lot of work has gone into building cycling and pedestrian routes in Rozelle and Annandale. Interference and
disruption of routes for four years is not a 'temporary' imposition.

Campaign Mailing Lists: I would like to volunteer and/or be informed about the anti-WestConnex campaigns - My details must be
removed before this submission is lodged, and must be used only for campaign purposes and must not be divulged to other parties
Name

Email

Mobile
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I object to the WestConnex M4-M5 Link proposals as contained in the EIS application
*SSI 7485, for the reasons set out below.
Name. rt>41,/

Submission to:
Planning Services,
Department of Planning and Environment
GPO Box 39, Sydney, NSW, 2001
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Signature.
Attn: Director-Transport Assessments
Please Inc& e my,per onal information when publishing this submission to your website
Declaration: I HAv.ENOT made any reportable political donations in the last 2 years.

Application Number: SSI 7485 Application

Address: S-4- S-11 (1C-11\14

Application Name: WestConnex M4-M5 Link

Suburb: &IC-1P.EP
o

( INC

Postcode.20.40

The EIS states that property damage due to ground movement may occur. We object to the project in its entirety on
this basis. The EIS states that 'settlement, induced by tunnel excavation, and groundwater drawdown, may occur in
some areas along the tunnel alignment'. The risk of ground movement is lessened where tunnelling is more than 35
metres. However, some tunnelling is at less than io metres. This proposed tunnel alignment creates an unacceptable
risk of ground movement. In addition, the EIS states that there are a number of discrete areas to the north and
northwest of the Rozelle Rail Yards, to the north of Campbell Road at St Peters and in the vicinity of Lord Street at
Newtown where ground water movement above 20 milliliters is predicted 'strict limits on the degree of settlement
permitted would be imposed on the project" and 'damage' would be rectified at no cost to the owner. would be placed
(Executive Summary, xvii -iii). The project should not be permitted to be delivered in such a way that there is a known
risk to property damage that cannot be mitigated to an acceptable level of risk.

o

It is clearfrom reading the EIS that the impacts of the project on traffic congestion and travel times across the region
during five years of construction will be negative and substantial. Five years is a longtime. At the end of the day, the

•

result of the project will also be more traffic congestion although not necessarily in the same places as now. There
needs to be a serious cost benefit analysis before the project proceeds further.

o

The EIS refers to be construction impacts as being 'temporary'. I do not consider a five year construction period to be
temporary.

o

lam completely opposed to approving a project in which the Air quality experts recommend rather than filtrating
stacks extra stacks could be added later.

o

I do not consider it acceptable that cycling/pedestrian routes should be changed for four years in Annandale and
Rozelle in ways that will make cycling more difficult and walking less possible for residents with reduced mobility.
These are vital community transport routes.

o

602

homes and more than a thousand residents near Rozelle construction sites would be affected by noise sufficient to

cause sleep disturbance even if acoustic sheds and noise walls are used. .The EIS promises negotiation to provide even
more mitigation on a one by one basis. This is not acceptable to me. As other projects have demonstrated, those with
less bargaining power or social networks have been left more exposed. In any case, there is no certainty that additional
measures would be taken or be effective.

Campaign Mailing Lists: I would like to volunteer and/or be informed about the anti-WestConnex campaigns - My details must be
removed before this submission is lodged, and must be used only for campaign purposes and must not be divulged to other parties
Name

Email

Mobile
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I object to the WestConnex M4-M5 Link proposals as contained in the EIS application
#SS17485, for the reasons set out below.
Name.

Pk0._ V

Submission to:
Planning Services,
Department of Planning and Environment
GPO Box 39, Sydney, NSW, 2001
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Please Indul em 1p9 onal information when publishing this submission to your website
Declaration:IHAW NOT made any reportable political donations in the last 2 years.
Address: S--7Suburb:

Attn: Director -Transport Assessments
Application Number: SSI 7485 Application
Application Name: WestConnex M4-M5 Link
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•

Experience on the New M5 has shown that residents who are affected badly by noise are being refused
assistance on the basis that an unknown consultant does not consider them to be sufficiently affected. Night
time noise is therefore another unacceptable impact of this project and reason why it should be opposed.

•

Rozelle is an old and historic suburbs of Sydney. The damage that this project would do in destruction of
homes, other buildings and vegetation is unacceptable, especially when the project would leave a legacy of
traffic congestion in the area.

•

I do not consider so many disruptions of pedestrian and cycle ways to be a 'temporary' impact. Four years in
the life of a community is a long time. The EIS acknowledges that there will be more danger in the environment
around construction sites. It is a serious matter to deliberately take steps to reduce the safety of a community,
especially when as the traffic analysis shows there will be a legacy of traffic congestion even in 2033. A
promise of a plan is NOT an answer to those concerned about the impacts.

•

Rather than adding to pollution, the NSW government should be seeking ways to reduce emissions. It is not
acceptable to argue that worsening pollution is not a problem simply because it is already bad.

•

There is a higher than average number of shift workers in the Inner West. The EIS acknowledges that even
allowing for mitigation measures such as acoustic sheds and noise walls, shift workers will be more vulnerable
to impacts of years of construction work and will consequently be at risk of a loss of quality of life, loss of
productivity and chronic mental and physical illness.

•

The impact of the project on cycling and walking will be considerable around construction sites. The promise
of a construction plan is not sufficient. There has not been sufficient consultation or warning given to those
directly affected or interested organisations. There needs to be a longer period of consultation so that the
community can be informed about the added dangers and inconvenience, especially when you consider that it
is over a 4 year period.

•

The social and economic impact study notes the high value placed on community networks and social inclusion
but does nothing to seriously evaluate the social impacts on these of WestCONnex. Any genuine assessment
would draw on experience with the New M5 and M4 East rather than ignoring it.This lack of genuine
engagement with social impact reduces the study to the level of a demographic description and a series of
bland value statement

Campaign Mailing lists: I would like to volunteer and/or be informed about the anti-WestConnex campaigns - My details must be
removed before this submission is lodged, and must be used only for campaign purposes and must not be divulged to other parties
Name

Email

Mobile
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Feedback on EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link (Application Number SSI 16 7485)
Thank you for the opportunity to give my feedback on the EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link. I
oppose the project and outline my major concerns below, particularly those related to Rozelle
Public School (the School) as a sensitive receptor.
Ventilation: Air pollution
WestConnex proposes unfiltered tunnel ventilation outlets of unknown heights: one approximately
250m northwest and three others approximately 700m south of the School. At present there is
insufficient detail or evidence of analysis to determine the impact to the children at the School.
Please provide the following:
•

An analysis of current traffic volumes at 9am, noon and 3pm on Victoria Road adjacent to
the school, and projected traffic analysis for school days both on Victoria Road adjacent to
the School, and for both a tolled and toll-free Iron Cove Link tunnel adjacent to the School,
at 9am, noon and 3pm, by commercial and non-commercial vehicle type,

•

Evidence of current air pollution levels at the School from 9am, noon and 3pm for all
school days in the past year, and the projected levels of air pollution at the School postconstruction at 9am, noon and 3pm on day one, year one, year five and year ten,
including carcinogenic diesel particulates, PM 2.5 particulates. and any other relevant
measurement,

•

Details of the prevailing wind and other relevant weather conditions at the School for each
day in the past year,

•

The final design of the 4 ventilation shafts proposed for Rozelle, including the height,
diameter, façade and exact location, and a commitment that all ventilation shafts in
Rozelle will be filtered for PM2.5,

Air pollution, noise and vibration during construction
Four to five years of construction works is proposed, including work as close to the School as
Wellington Street, constructing the Iron Cove Link tunnel entrance and exit on Victoria Road
approximately 250m from the School, with tunnelling work (and activities to support tunnelling) will
be 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
I am very concerned that this will mean our children will be badly affected in some way by poor air
quality, noise and vibration during 24/7 construction for four to five years - potentially the rest of
their entire primary school education - during the entire time that our children are present on
school grounds or at home.
Please provide a construction plan to include specific commitments and plans to:
•

Limit negative impacts on our children's abilities to learn and play during these times,

•

Eliminate noise at pre-school infants' nap-times and during tests at the School

•

Minimise the impact of construction children's physical health, stress levels, and the
impact on those with pre-existing respiratory conditions,

•

Ensure children living within 500m of construction are able to receive full nights of sleep,
as lack of sleep leads to tiredness and proven difficulty learning.
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Soil pollution in construction
Please provide specific plans that ensure that construction will not cause the disturbance of lead
and other toxic industrial pollutants known to be distributed in the soil throughout Rozelle and
specific plans to eliminate the spread of soil contaminants throughout the surrounding area,
including the School.
Safety and traffic management during construction and operation
At present there is insufficient traffic management detail to ensure the safety to the children at the
School both during construction and operation. Please provide the following:
•

A traffic plan concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the construction area,
including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton Street and Darling
Street which minimises risks to safety for road and footpath users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during construction due to temporary road arrangements or the
close proximity of construction activities to normal traffic,

•

Details of traffic modelling concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the
construction area, including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton
Street and Darling Street which minimises risks to safety for road users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during operation whilst the Iron Cove Link is toll-free, and if the
Iron Cove Link is tolled in future, including any potential rat runs created by road users
avoiding tolls,

•

A traffic plan to maximise our children's health and safety and ability to walk to and
participate in important School events, such as the School cross country and athletics
carnival, normally held at King George's Park, and the School swim carnival at
Drummoyne pool,

•

Details of the impacts on bus routes and stops, and cycle paths and footpaths within 500m
of construction, including but not limited to Victoria Road during construction and
operation,

•

Details on access to King George's Park and the Bay Run by road users, cyclists and
pedestrians during construction and operation.

Other major concerns I have include:

For the sake of our community, our families, and our children, I hope you will be able to consider
and address these important concerns.
Yours Sincerely,
Signature:
I allow/do not al

for my personal details to be published.

I have not made a reportable political donation over $1000 in the past 2 years.
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Address:
Email:
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Feedback on EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link (Application Number SSI 16 7485)
Thank you for the opportunity to give my feedback on the EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link. I
oppose the project and outline my major concerns below, particularly those related to Rozelle
Public School (the School) as a sensitive receptor.
Ventilation: Air pollution
WestConnex proposes unfiltered tunnel ventilation outlets of unknown heights: one approximately
250m northwest and three others approximately 700m south of the School. At present there is
insufficient detail or evidence of analysis to determine the impact to the children at the School.
Please provide the following:
•

An analysis of current traffic volumes at 9am, noon and 3pm on Victoria Road adjacent to
the school, and projected traffic analysis for school days both on Victoria Road adjacent to
the School, and for both a tolled and toll-free Iron Cove Link tunnel adjacent to the School,
at 9am, noon and 3pm, by commercial and non-commercial vehicle type,

•

Evidence of current air pollution levels at the School from 9am, noon and 3pm for all
school days in the past year, and the projected levels of air pollution at the School postconstruction at 9am, noon and 3pm on day one, year one, year five and year ten,
including carcinogenic diesel particulates, PM 2.5 particulates, and any other relevant
measurement,

•

Details of the prevailing wind and other relevant weather conditions at the School for each
day in the past year,

•

The final design of the 4 ventilation shafts proposed for Rozelle, including the height,
diameter, facade and exact location, and a commitment that all ventilation shafts in
Rozelle will be filtered for PM2.5,

Air pollution, noise and vibration during construction
Four to five years of construction works is proposed, including work as close to the School as
Wellington Street, constructing the Iron Cove Link tunnel entrance and exit on Victoria Road
approximately 250m from the School, with tunnelling work (and activities to support tunnelling) will
be 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
I am very concerned that this will mean our children will be badly affected in some way by poor air
quality, noise and vibration during 24/7 construction for four to five years - potentially the rest of
their entire primary school education - during the entire time that our children are present on
school grounds or at home.
Please provide a construction plan to include specific commitments and plans to:
•

Limit negative impacts on our children's abilities to learn and play during these times,

•

Eliminate noise at pre-school infants' nap-times and during tests at the School

•

Minimise the impact of construction children's physical health, stress levels, and the
impact on those with pre-existing respiratory conditions,

•

Ensure children living within 500m of construction are able to receive full nights of sleep,
as lack of sleep leads to tiredness and proven difficulty learning.
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Soil pollution in construction
Please provide specific plans that ensure that construction will not cause the disturbance of lead
and other toxic industrial pollutants known to be distributed in the soil throughout Rozelle and
specific plans to eliminate the spread of soil contaminants throughout the surrounding area,
including the School.
Safety and traffic management during construction and operation
At present there is insufficient traffic management detail to ensure the safety to the children at the
School both during construction and operation. Please provide the following:
•

A traffic plan concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the construction area,
including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton Street and Darling
Street which minimises risks to safety for road and footpath users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during construction due to temporary road arrangements or the
close proximity of construction activities to normal traffic,

•

Details of traffic modelling concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the
construction area, including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton
Street and Darling Street which minimises risks to safety for road users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during operation whilst the Iron Cove Link is toll-free, and if the
Iron Cove Link is tolled in future, including any potential rat runs created by road users
avoiding tolls,

•

A traffic plan to maximise our children's health and safety and ability to walk to and
participate in important School events, such as the School cross country and athletics
carnival, normally held at King George's Park, and the School swim carnival at
Drummoyne pool,

•

Details of the impacts on bus routes and stops, and cycle paths and footpaths within 500rn
of construction, including but not limited to Victoria Road during construction and
operation,

•

Details on access to King George's Park and the Bay Run by road users, cyclists and
pedestrians during construction and operation.

Other major concerns I have include:
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For the sake of our community, our families, and our children, I hope you will be able to consider
and address these important concerns.
Yours Sincerely,
Signature:

6ne2r

I allow / do not allow for my personal details to be published.
I have not made a reportable political donation over $1000 in the past 2 years.
Name:
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NSW Department of Planning and Environment
GPO Box 39
Sydney NSW 2001
https://westconnexactionoroup.000d.do/makevoursubmissiontothewestconnexm4m5eis/Submissi
on-to-WestConnex-New-M4M5/

Feedback on EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link (Application Number SSI 16 7485)
Thank you for the opportunity to give my feedback on the EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link. I
oppose the project and outline my major concerns below, particularly those related to Rozelle
Public School (the School) as a sensitive receptor.
Ventilation: Air pollution
WestConnex proposes unfiltered tunnel ventilation outlets of unknown heights: one approximately
250m northwest and three others approximately 700m south of the School. At present there is
insufficient detail or evidence of analysis to determine the impact to the children at the School.
Please provide the following:
•

An analysis of current traffic volumes at 9am, noon and 3pm on Victoria Road adjacent to
the school, and projected traffic analysis for school days both on Victoria Road adjacent to
the School, and for both a tolled and toll-free Iron Cove Link tunnel adjacent to the School,
at 9am, noon and 3pm, by commercial and non-commercial vehicle type,

•

Evidence of current air pollution levels at the School from 9am, noon and 3pm for all
school days in the past year, and the projected levels of air pollution at the School postconstruction at 9am, noon and 3pm on day one, year one, year five and year ten,
including carcinogenic diesel particulates, PM 2.5 particulates, and any other relevant
measurement,

•

Details of the prevailing wind and other relevant weather conditions at the School for each
day in the past year,

•

The final design of the 4 ventilation shafts proposed for Rozelle, including the height,
diameter, facade and exact location, and a commitment that all ventilation shafts in
Rozelle will be filtered for PM2.5,

Air pollution, noise and vibration during construction
Four to five years of construction works is proposed, including work as close to the School as
Wellington Street, constructing the Iron Cove Link tunnel entrance and exit on Victoria Road
approximately 250m from the School, with tunnelling work (and activities to support tunnelling) will
be 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
I am very concerned that this will mean our children will be badly affected in some way by poor air
quality, noise and vibration during 24/7 construction for four to five years - potentially the rest of
their entire primary school education - during the entire time that our children are present on
school grounds or at home.
Please provide a construction plan to include specific commitments and plans to:
•

Limit negative impacts on our children's abilities to learn and play during these times,

•

Eliminate noise at pre-school infants' nap-times and during tests at the School

•

Minimise the impact of construction children's physical health, stress levels, and the
impact on those with pre-existing respiratory conditions,

•

Ensure children living within 500m of construction are able to receive full nights of sleep,
as lack of sleep leads to tiredness and proven difficulty learning.
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Soil pollution in construction
Please provide specific plans that ensure that construction will not cause the disturbance of lead
and other toxic industrial pollutants known to be distributed in the soil throughout Rozelle and
specific plans to eliminate the spread of soil contaminants throughout the surrounding area,
including the School.

Safety and traffic management during construction and operation
At present there is insufficient traffic management detail to ensure the safety to the children at the
School both during construction and operation. Please provide the following:
•

A traffic plan concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the construction area,
including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton Street and Darling
Street which minimises risks to safety for road and footpath users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during construction due to temporary road arrangements or the
close proximity of construction activities to normal traffic,

•

Details of traffic modelling concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the
construction area, including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton
Street and Darling Street which minimises risks to safety for road users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during operation whilst the Iron Cove Link is toll-free, and if the
Iron Cove Link is tolled in future, including any potential rat runs created by road users
avoiding tolls,

•

A traffic plan to maximise our children's health and safety and ability to walk to and
participate in important School events, such as the School cross country and athletics
carnival, normally held at King George's Park, and the School swim carnival at
Drummoyne pool,

•

Details of the impacts on bus routes and stops, and cycle paths and footpaths within 500m
of construction, including but not limited to Victoria Road during construction and
operation,

•

Details on access to King George's Park and the Bay Run by road users, cyclists and
pedestrians during construction and operation.

Other major concerns I have include:
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For the sake of our community, our families, and our children, I hope you will be able to consider
and address these important concerns.
Yours Sincerely,
Signature—
/ allow / do not allow for my personal details to be published.
I have not made a reportable political donation over $1000 in the past 2 years.
Name:
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NSW Department of Planning and Environment
GPO Box 39
Sydney NSW 2001
https://westconnexactionoroup.qood.do/rnakeyoursubmissiontothewestconnexm4m5eis/Submissi
on-to-WestConnex-New-M4M5/

Feedback on EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link (Application Number SSI 16 7485)
Thank you for the opportunity to give my feedback on the EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link. I
oppose the project and outline my major concerns below, particularly those related to Rozelle
Public School (the School) as a sensitive receptor.
Ventilation: Air pollution
WestConnex proposes unfiltered tunnel ventilation outlets of unknown heights: one approximately
250m northwest and three others approximately 700m south of the School. At present there is
insufficient detail or evidence of analysis to determine the impact to the children at the School.
Please provide the following:
•

An analysis of current traffic volumes at 9am, noon and 3pm on Victoria Road adjacent to
the school, and projected traffic analysis for school days both on Victoria Road adjacent to
the School, and for both a tolled and toll-free Iron Cove Link tunnel adjacent to the School,
at 9am, noon and 3pm, by commercial and non-commercial vehicle type,

•

Evidence of current air pollution levels at the School from 9am, noon and 3pm for all
school days in the past year, and the projected levels of air pollution at the School postconstruction at 9am, noon and 3pm on day one, year one, year five and year ten,
including carcinogenic diesel particulates, PM 2.5 particulates, and any other relevant
measurement,

•

Details of the prevailing wind and other relevant weather conditions at the School for each
day in the past year,

•

The final design of the 4 ventilation shafts proposed for Rozelle, including the height,
diameter, facade and exact location, and a commitment that all ventilation shafts in
Rozelle will be filtered for PM2.5,

Air pollution, noise and vibration during construction
Four to five years of construction works is proposed, including work as close to the School as
Wellington Street, constructing the Iron Cove Link tunnel entrance and exit on Victoria Road
approximately 250m from the School, with tunnelling work (and activities to support tunnelling) will
be 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
I am very concerned that this will mean our children will be badly affected in some way by poor air
quality, noise and vibration during 24/7 construction for four to five years - potentially the rest of
their entire primary school education - during the entire time that our children are present on
school grounds or at home.
Please provide a construction plan to include specific commitments and plans to:
•

Limit negative impacts on our children's abilities to learn and play during these times,

•

Eliminate noise at pre-school infants' nap-times and during tests at the School

•

Minimise the impact of construction children's physical health, stress levels, and the
impact on those with pre-existing respiratory conditions,

•

Ensure children living within 500m of construction are able to receive full nights of sleep,
as lack of sleep leads to tiredness and proven difficulty learning.
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Soil pollution in construction
Please provide specific plans that ensure that construction will not cause the disturbance of lead
and other toxic industrial pollutants known to be distributed in the soil throughout Rozelle and
specific plans to eliminate the spread of soil contaminants throughout the surrounding area,
including the School.
Safety and traffic management during construction and operation
At present there is insufficient traffic management detail to ensure the safety to the children at the
School both during construction and operation. Please provide the following:
•

A traffic plan concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the construction area,
including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton Street and Darling
Street which minimises risks to safety for road and footpath users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during construction due to temporary road arrangements or the
close proximity of construction activities to normal traffic,

•

Details of traffic modelling concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the
construction area, including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton
Street and Darling Street which minimises risks to safety for road users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during operation whilst the Iron Cove Link is toll-free, and if the
Iron Cove Link is tolled in future, including any potential rat runs created by road users
avoiding tolls,

•

A traffic plan to maximise our children's health and safety and ability to walk to and
participate in important School events, such as the School cross country and athletics
carnival, normally held at King George's Park, and the School swim carnival at
Drummoyne pool,

•

Details of the impacts on bus routes and stops, and cycle paths and footpaths within 500m
of construction, including but not limited to Victoria Road during construction and
operation,

•

Details on access to King George's Park and the Bay Run by road users, cyclists and
pedestrians during construction and operation.

Other major concerns I have include:
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For the sake of our community, our families, and our children, I hope you will be able to consider
and address these important concerns.

I allow / do not allow for my personal details to be published.
I have not made a reportable political donation over $1000 in the past 2 years.
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NSW Department of Planning and Environment
GPO Box 39
Sydney NSW 2001
https://westconnexactionoroup.000d.dolmakeyoursubmissiontothewestconnexm4m5eis/Submissi
on-to-WestConnex-New-M4M5/

Feedback on EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link (Application Number SSI 16 7485)
Thank you for the opportunity to give my feedback on the EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link. I
oppose the project and outline my major concerns below, particularly those related to Rozelle
Public School (the School) as a sensitive receptor.
Ventilation: Air pollution
WestConnex proposes unfiltered tunnel ventilation outlets of unknown heights: one approximately
250m northwest and three others approximately 700m south of the School. At present there is
insufficient detail or evidence of analysis to determine the impact to the children at the School.
Please provide the following:
•

An analysis of current traffic volumes at 9am, noon and 3pm on Victoria Road adjacent to
the school, and projected traffic analysis for school days both on Victoria Road adjacent to
the School, and for both a tolled and toll-free Iron Cove Link tunnel adjacent to the School,
at 9am, noon and 3pm, by commercial and non-commercial vehicle type,

•

Evidence of current air pollution levels at the School from 9am, noon and 3pm for all
school days in the past year, and the projected levels of air pollution at the School postconstruction at 9am, noon and 3pm on day one, year one, year five and year ten,
including carcinogenic diesel particulates, PM 2.5 particulates, and any other relevant
measurement,

•

Details of the prevailing wind and other relevant weather conditions at the School for each
day in the past year,

•

The final design of the 4 ventilation shafts proposed for Rozelle, including the height,
diameter, façade and exact location, and a commitment that all ventilation shafts in
Rozelle will be filtered for PM2.5,

Air pollution, noise and vibration during construction
Four to five years of construction works is proposed, including work as close to the School as
Wellington Street, constructing the Iron Cove Link tunnel entrance and exit on Victoria Road
approximately 250m from the School, with tunnelling work (and activities to support tunnelling) will
be 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
I am very concerned that this will mean our children will be badly affected in some way by poor air
quality, noise and vibration during 24/7 construction for four to five years - potentially the rest of
their entire primary school education - during the entire time that our children are present on
school grounds or at home.
Please provide a construction plan to include specific commitments and plans to:
•

Limit negative impacts on our children's abilities to learn and play during these times,

•

Eliminate noise at pre-school infants' nap-times and during tests at the School

•

Minimise the impact of construction children's physical health, stress levels, and the
impact on those with pre-existing respiratory conditions,

•

Ensure children living within 500m of construction are able to receive full nights of sleep,
as lack of sleep leads to tiredness and proven difficulty learning.
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Soil pollution in construction
Please provide specific plans that ensure that construction will not cause the disturbance of lead
and other toxic industrial pollutants known to be distributed in the soil throughout Rozelle and
specific plans to eliminate the spread of soil contaminants throughout the surrounding area,
including the School.
Safety and traffic management during construction and operation
At present there is insufficient traffic management detail to ensure the safety to the children at the
School both during construction and operation. Please provide the following:
•

A traffic plan concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the construction area,
including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton Street and Darling
Street which minimises risks to safety for road and footpath users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during construction due to temporary road arrangements or the
close proximity of construction activities to normal traffic,

•

Details of traffic modelling concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the
construction area, including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton
Street and Darling Street which minimises risks to safety for road users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during operation whilst the Iron Cove Link is toll-free, and if the
Iron Cove Link is tolled in future, including any potential rat runs created by road users
avoiding tolls,

•

A traffic plan to maximise our children's health and safety and ability to walk to and
participate in important School events, such as the School cross country and athletics
carnival, normally held at King George's Park, and the School swim carnival at
Drummoyne pool,

•

Details of the impacts on bus routes and stops, and cycle paths and footpaths within 500m
of construction, including but not limited to Victoria Road during construction and
operation,

•

Details on access to King George's Park and the Bay Run by road users, cyclists and
pedestrians during construction and operation.

Other major concerns I have include:

For the sake of our community, our families, and our children, I hope you will be able to consider
and address these important concerns.
Yours Sincerely,
Signature:
I allow / do not allow for my personal details to be published.
I have not made a reportable political donation over $1000 in the past 2 years.
Name:
Address:
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NSW Department of Planning and Environment
GPO Box 39
Sydney NSW 2001
httbs://westconnexactioncroup.dood.do/makeyoursubmissiontothewestoonnexm4m5eis/Submissi
on-to-WestConnex-New-M4M5/

Feedback on EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link (Application Number SSI 16 7485)
Thank you for the opportunity to give my feedback on the EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link. I
oppose the project and outline my major concerns below, particularly those related to Rozelle
Public School (the School) as a sensitive receptor.
Ventilation: Air pollution
WestConnex proposes unfiltered tunnel ventilation outlets of unknown heights: one approximately
250m northwest and three others approximately 700m south of the School. At present there is
insufficient detail or evidence of analysis to determine the impact to the children at the School.
Please provide the following:
•

An analysis of current traffic volumes at 9am, noon and 3pm on Victoria Road adjacent to
the school, and projected traffic analysis for school days both on Victoria Road adjacent to
the School, and for both a tolled and toll-free Iron Cove Link tunnel adjacent to the School,
at 9am, noon and 3pm, by commercial and non-commercial vehicle type,

•

Evidence of current air pollution levels at the School from 9am, noon and 3pm for all
school days in the past year, and the projected levels of air pollution at the School postconstruction at 9am, noon and 3pm on day one, year one, year five and year ten,
including carcinogenic diesel particulates, PM 2.5 particulates. and any other relevant
measurement,

•

Details of the prevailing wind and other relevant weather conditions at the School for each
day in the past year,

•

The final design of the 4 ventilation shafts proposed for Rozelle, including the height,
diameter, façade and exact location, and a commitment that all ventilation shafts in
Rozelle will be filtered for PM2.5,

Air pollution, noise and vibration during construction
Four to five years of construction works is proposed, including work as close to the School as
Wellington Street, constructing the Iron Cove Link tunnel entrance and exit on Victoria Road
approximately 250m from the School, with tunnelling work (and activities to support tunnelling) will
be 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
I am very concerned that this will mean our children will be badly affected in some way by poor air
quality, noise and vibration during 24/7 construction for four to five years - potentially the rest of
their entire primary school education - during the entire time that our children are present on
school grounds or at home.
Please provide a construction plan to include specific commitments and plans to:
•

Limit negative impacts on our children's abilities to learn and play during these times,

•

Eliminate noise at pre-school infants' nap-times and during tests at the School

•

Minimise the impact of construction children's physical health, stress levels, and the
impact on those with pre-existing respiratory conditions,

•

Ensure children living within 500m of construction are able to receive full nights of sleep,
as lack of sleep leads to tiredness and proven difficulty learning.
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Soil pollution in construction
Please provide specific plans that ensure that construction will not cause the disturbance of lead
and other toxic industrial pollutants known to be distributed in the soil throughout Rozelle and
specific plans to eliminate the spread of soil contaminants throughout the surrounding area,
including the School.

Safety and traffic management during construction and operation
At present there is insufficient traffic management detail to ensure the safety to the children at the
School both during construction and operation. Please provide the following:
•

A traffic plan concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the construction area,
including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton Street and Darling
Street which minimises risks to safety for road and footpath users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during construction due to temporary road arrangements or the
close proximity of construction activities to normal traffic,

•

Details of traffic modelling concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the
construction area, including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton
Street and Darling Street which minimises risks to safety for road users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during operation whilst the Iron Cove Link is toll-free, and if the
Iron Cove Link is tolled in future, including any potential rat runs created by road users
avoiding tolls,

•

A traffic plan to maximise our children's health and safety and ability to walk to and
participate in important School events, such as the School cross country and athletics
carnival, normally held at King George's Park, and the School swim carnival at
Drummoyne pool,

•

Details of the impacts on bus routes and stops, and cycle paths and footpaths within 500m
of construction, including but not limited to Victoria Road during construction and
operation,

•

Details on access to King George's Park and the Bay Run by road users, cyclists and
pedestrians during construction and operation.

Other major concerns I have include:
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For the sake of our community, our families, and our children, I hope you will be able to consider
and address these important concerns.
Yours Sincerely,
Signature:
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I allow / do not allow for my personk details to be published.
I have not made a reportable political donation over $1000 in the past 2 years.
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NSW Department of Planning and Environment
GPO Box 39
Sydney NSW 2001
https://westconnexactioncroup.bood.do/makeyoursubmissiontothewestconnexm4m5eis/Submissi
on-to-WestConnex-New-M4M5/

Feedback on EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link (Application Number SSI 16 7485)
Thank you for the opportunity to give my feedback on the EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link. I
oppose the project and outline my major concerns below, particularly those related to Rozelle
Public School (the School) as a sensitive receptor.
Ventilation: Air pollution
WestConnex proposes unfiltered tunnel ventilation outlets of unknown heights: one approximately
250m northwest and three others approximately 700m south of the School. At present there is
insufficient detail or evidence of analysis to determine the impact to the children at the School.
Please provide the following:
•

An analysis of current traffic volumes at 9am, noon and 3pm on Victoria Road adjacent to
the school, and projected traffic analysis for school days both on Victoria Road adjacent to
the School, and for both a tolled and toll-free Iron Cove Link tunnel adjacent to the School,
at 9am, noon and 3pm, by commercial and non-commercial vehicle type,

•

Evidence of current air pollution levels at the School from 9am, noon and 3pm for all
school days in the past year, and the projected levels of air pollution at the School postconstruction at 9am, noon and 3pm on day one, year one, year five and year ten,
including carcinogenic diesel particulates, PM 2.5 particulates, and any other relevant
measurement,

•

Details of the prevailing wind and other relevant weather conditions at the School for each
day in the past year,

•

The final design of the 4 ventilation shafts proposed for Rozelle, including the height,
diameter, façade and exact location, and a commitment that all ventilation shafts in
Rozelle will be filtered for PM2.5,

Air pollution, noise and vibration during construction
Four to five years of construction works is proposed, including work as close to the School as
Wellington Street, constructing the Iron Cove Link tunnel entrance and exit on Victoria Road
approximately 250m from the School, with tunnelling work (and activities to support tunnelling) will
be 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
I am very concerned that this will mean our children will be badly affected in some way by poor air
quality, noise and vibration during 24/7 construction for four to five years - potentially the rest of
their entire primary school education - during the entire time that our children are present on
school grounds or at home.
Please provide a construction plan to include specific commitments and plans to:
•

Limit negative impacts on our children's abilities to learn and play during these times,

•

Eliminate noise at pre-school infants' nap-times and during tests at the School

•

Minimise the impact of construction children's physical health, stress levels, and the
impact on those with pre-existing respiratory conditions,

•

Ensure children living within 500m of construction are able to receive full nights of sleep,
as lack of sleep leads to tiredness and proven difficulty learning.
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Soil pollution in construction
Please provide specific plans that ensure that construction will not cause the disturbance of lead
and other toxic industrial pollutants known to be distributed in the soil throughout Rozelle and
specific plans to eliminate the spread of soil contaminants throughout the surrounding area,
including the School.
Safety and traffic management during construction and operation
At present there is insufficient traffic management detail to ensure the safety to the children at the
School both during construction and operation. Please provide the following:
•

A traffic plan concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the construction area,
including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton Street and Darling
Street which minimises risks to safety for road and footpath users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during construction due to temporary road arrangements or the
close proximity of construction activities to normal traffic,

•

Details of traffic modelling concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the
construction area, including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton
Street and Darling Street which minimises risks to safety for road users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during operation whilst the Iron Cove Link is toll-free, and if the
Iron Cove Link is tolled in future, including any potential rat runs created by road users
avoiding tolls,

•

A traffic plan to maximise our children's health and safety and ability to walk to and
participate in important School events, such as the School cross country and athletics
carnival, normally held at King George's Park, and the School swim carnival at
Drummoyne pool,

•

Details of the impacts on bus routes and stops, and cycle paths and footpaths within 500m
of construction, including but not limited to Victoria Road during construction and
operation,

•

Details on access to King George's Park and the Bay Run by road users, cyclists and
pedestrians during construction and operation.

Other major concerns I have include:
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For the sake of our community, our families, and our children, I hope you will be able to consider
and address these important concerns.
Yours Sincerely,
Signature:
I allow / do not allow for my personal details to be published.
I have not made a reportable political donation over $1000 in the past 2 years.
Name: \.3,2-,t‘
Address:
Email:
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NSW Department of Planning and Environment
GPO Box 39
Sydney NSW 2001
https://westconnexactiongroup.qood.do/makeyoursubmissiontothewestconnexm4m5eis/Submissi
on-to-WestConnex-New-M4M5/

Feedback on EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link (Application Number SSI 16 7485)
Thank you for the opportunity to give my feedback on the EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link. I
oppose the project and outline my major concerns below, particularly those related to Rozelle
Public School (the School) as a sensitive receptor.
Ventilation: Air pollution
WestConnex proposes unfiltered tunnel ventilation outlets of unknown heights: one approximately
250m northwest and three others approximately 700m south of the School. At present there is
insufficient detail or evidence of analysis to determine the impact to the children at the School.
Please provide the following:
•

An analysis of current traffic volumes at 9am, noon and 3pm on Victoria Road adjacent to
the school, and projected traffic analysis for school days both on Victoria Road adjacent to
the School, and for both a tolled and toll-free Iron Cove Link tunnel adjacent to the School,
at 9am, noon and 3pm, by commercial and non-commercial vehicle type,

•

Evidence of current air pollution levels at the School from 9am, noon and 3pm for all
school days in the past year, and the projected levels of air pollution at the School postconstruction at 9am, noon and 3pm on day one, year one, year five and year ten,
including carcinogenic diesel particulates, PM 2.5 particulates, and any other relevant
measurement,

•

Details of the prevailing wind and other relevant weather conditions at the School for each
day in the past year,

•

The final design of the 4 ventilation shafts proposed for Rozelle, including the height,
diameter, façade and exact location, and a commitment that all ventilation shafts in
Rozelle will be filtered for PM2.5,

Air pollution, noise and vibration during construction
Four to five years of construction works is proposed, including work as close to the School as
Wellington Street, constructing the Iron Cove Link tunnel entrance and exit on Victoria Road
approximately 250m from the School, with tunnelling work (and activities to support tunnelling) will
be 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
I am very concerned that this will mean our children will be badly affected in some way by poor air
quality, noise and vibration during 24/7 construction for four to five years - potentially the rest of
their entire primary school education - during the entire time that our children are present on
school grounds or at home.
Please provide a construction plan to include specific commitments and plans to:
•

Limit negative impacts on our children's abilities to learn and play during these times,

•

Eliminate noise at pre-school infants' nap-times and during tests at the School

•

Minimise the impact of construction children's physical health, stress levels, and the
impact on those with pre-existing respiratory conditions,

•

Ensure children living within 500m of construction are able to receive full nights of sleep,
as lack of sleep leads to tiredness and proven difficulty learning.
Page 1 of 2

Soil pollution in construction
Please provide specific plans that ensure that construction will not cause the disturbance of lead
and other toxic industrial pollutants known to be distributed in the soil throughout Rozelle and
specific plans to eliminate the spread of soil contaminants throughout the surrounding area,
including the School.
Safety and traffic management during construction and operation
At present there is insufficient traffic management detail to ensure the safety to the children at the
School both during construction and operation. Please provide the following:
•

A traffic plan concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the construction area,
including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton Street and Darling
Street which minimises risks to safety for road and footpath users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during construction due to temporary road arrangements or the
close proximity of construction activities to normal traffic,

•

Details of traffic modelling concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the
construction area, including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton
Street and Darling Street which minimises risks to safety for road users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during operation whilst the Iron Cove Link is toll-free, and if the
Iron Cove Link is tolled in future, including any potential rat runs created by road users
avoiding tolls,

•

A traffic plan to maximise our children's health and safety and ability to walk to and
participate in important School events, such as the School cross country and athletics
carnival, normally held at King George's Park, and the School swim carnival at
Drummoyne pool,

•

Details of the impacts on bus routes and stops, and cycle paths and footpaths within 500m
of construction, including but not limited to Victoria Road during construction and
operation,

•

Details on access to King George's Park and the Bay Run by road users, cyclists and
pedestrians during construction and operation.

Other major concerns I have include:
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For the sake of our community, our families, and our children, I hope you will be able to consider
and address these important concerns.
Yours Sincerely,
Signature:
I allow / do not allow for my personal details to be published.
I have not made a reportable political donation pver $1000 in the past 2 years.
Name: /'1111LY I
Address:
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GPO Box 39
Sydney NSW 2001
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Feedback on EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link (Application Number SSI 16 7485)
Thank you for the opportunity to give my feedback on the EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link. I
oppose the project and outline my major concerns below, particularly those related to Rozelle
Public School (the School) as a sensitive receptor.
Ventilation: Air pollution
WestConnex proposes unfiltered tunnel ventilation outlets of unknown heights: one approximately
250m northwest and three others approximately 700m south of the School. At present there is
insufficient detail or evidence of analysis to determine the impact to the children at the School.
Please provide the following:
•

An analysis of current traffic volumes at 9am, noon and 3pm on Victoria Road adjacent to
the school, and projected traffic analysis for school days both on Victoria Road adjacent to
the School, and for both a tolled and toll-free Iron Cove Link tunnel adjacent to the School,
at 9am, noon and 3pm, by commercial and non-commercial vehicle type,

•

Evidence of current air pollution levels at the School from 9am, noon and 3pm for all
school days in the past year, and the projected levels of air pollution at the School postconstruction at 9am, noon and 3pm on day one, year one, year five and year ten,
including carcinogenic diesel particulates, PM 2.5 particulates, and any other relevant
measurement,

•

Details of the prevailing wind and other relevant weather conditions at the School for each
day in the past year,

•

The final design of the 4 ventilation shafts proposed for Rozelle, including the height,
diameter, façade and exact location, and a commitment that all ventilation shafts in
Rozelle will be filtered for PM2.5,

Air pollution, noise and vibration during construction
Four to five years of construction works is proposed, including work as close to the School as
Wellington Street, constructing the Iron Cove Link tunnel entrance and exit on Victoria Road
approximately 250m from the School, with tunnelling work (and activities to support tunnelling) will
be 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
I am very concerned that this will mean our children will be badly affected in some way by poor air
quality, noise and vibration during 24/7 construction for four to five years - potentially the rest of
their entire primary school education - during the entire time that our children are present on
school grounds or at home.
Please provide a construction plan to include specific commitments and plans to:
•

Limit negative impacts on our children's abilities to learn and play during these times,

•

Eliminate noise at pre-school infants' nap-times and during tests at the School

•

Minimise the impact of construction children's physical health, stress levels, and the
impact on those with pre-existing respiratory conditions,

•

Ensure children living within 500m of construction are able to receive full nights of sleep,
as lack of sleep leads to tiredness and proven difficulty learning.
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Soil pollution in construction
Please provide specific plans that ensure that construction will not cause the disturbance of lead
and other toxic industrial pollutants known to be distributed in the soil throughout Rozelle and
specific plans to eliminate the spread of soil contaminants throughout the surrounding area,
including the School.
Safety and traffic management during construction and operation
At present there is insufficient traffic management detail to ensure the safety to the children at the
School both during construction and operation. Please provide the following:
•

A traffic plan concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the construction area,
including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton Street and Darling
Street which minimises risks to safety for road and footpath users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during construction due to temporary road arrangements or the
close proximity of construction activities to normal traffic,

•

Details of traffic modelling concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the
construction area, including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton
Street and Darling Street which minimises risks to safety for road users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during operation whilst the Iron Cove Link is toll-free, and if the
Iron Cove Link is tolled in future, including any potential rat runs created by road users
avoiding tolls,

•

A traffic plan to maximise our children's health and safety and ability to walk to and
participate in important School events, such as the School cross country and athletics
carnival, normally held at King George's Park, and the School swim carnival at
Drummoyne pool,

•

Details of the impacts on bus routes and stops, and cycle paths and footpaths within 500m
of construction, including but not limited to Victoria Road during construction and
operation,

•

Details on access to King George's Park and the Bay Run by road users, cyclists and
pedestrians during construction and operation.

Other major concerns I have include:
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For the sake of our community, our families, and our children, I hope you will be able to consider
and address these important concerns.
Yours Sincere
Signature:
/ 00/ do not allow for my personal details to be published.
I have not made a reportable political donati n over $1000 in the past 2 years.
Name:
Address
Email:
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

<campaigns@good.do >
Sunday, 15 October 2017 7:59 PM
DPE CSE Information Planning Mailbox
Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485
SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS
I object to the M4-M5 Link as outlined in the Environmental Impact Statement on the grounds that its assessment of
air quality effects is inadequate, in particular in its treatment of exhaust stacks. Specifically, there is clearly sufficient
evidence to require that all exhaust stacks be filtered. The proposed Rozelle interchange is particularly problematic in
this regard.
1. Air Pollution Has Significant Costs
The health costs of outdoor air pollution in Australia are up to $8.4 billion a year. The health costs directly attributed
to particulate pollution in the Sydney Greater Metropolitan Area is around $4.7 billion a year.
1. There Are No Safe levels of PM 2.5
Motor vehicles account for 14% of particulate pollution of 2.5 microns and less (PM 2.5) in Australia. There is no
safe level of exposure to particulate matter of 2.5 microns and less. Particulate matter is linked with asthma, lung
disease, cancer and strokes.
1. Unfiltered Exhaust Stacks Unacceptably Concentrate Air Pollution, Particularly Particulate Pollution
Even in the absence of increased traffic, exhaust stacks act to concentrate pollution, particularly particulate pollution
such as PM 2.5, in the region of the exhaust stacks. This will be further compounded by the increased traffic
associated with this project. It is consequently unacceptable to build unfiltered exhaust stacks in any populated areas. I
am particularly concerned that schools would be near such unfiltered stacks. The EIS states there are at least 5 schools
affected by air pollution. Children and the elderly are most at risk of lung ailments. The NSW Minister for Education,
Rob Stokes, declared in 2017 that, "No ventilation shafts will be built near any school" in his electorate. The same
must be applied in all areas of Sydney and the Government needs to urgently review its policy of support for
unfiltered stacks. I note that the Mr Stokes, who as Planning Minister approved the M4 East and New M5, stated that
he would not allow unfiltered ventilation stacks in his electorate. However, he did not seem to care that Annandale,
Haberfield, Rozelle, Lilyfield and St Peters would be exposed to unacceptable health risks.
1. The Exhaust Stacks In the Proposed Rozelle Interchange Are Particularly Problematic
The Rozelle interchange is only a concept at this stage and should not be approved, but its dangers are revealed even
as a concept. Rozelle would be lumbered with an unprecedented concentration of stacks, in a valley, adjacent to
densely populated suburbs. The interchange has long climbs that will increase emissions concentrations, which will
then be directed into the areas surrounding the exhaust stacks. The EIS shows significant traffic volumes will head
onto the Anzac Bridge, which already operates at the lowest Level of Service (F) in peak times. There will be
significant queues heading into the tunnels, greatly increasing the level of emissions, but the model does not account
for these conditions. The three exhaust stacks in the Rozelle Rail yards are shown to be 38 meters high. This is a
totally inappropriate location for these exhaust stacks as the Rozelle Rail Yards are in a valley and the stacks will be
on land that is approximately 3.5 meters above sea level. Balmain Road between Wharf Rd and Victoria Road is at an
elevation of on average 37 meters. Orange Grove Primary School is at an elevation of 33.4 meters. Areas of Hornsey
St Rozelle are at 28 meters. The area near the junction of Annandale and Weynton streets in Annandale has an
elevation of 29 meters. All of these areas are in close proximity to these stacks and as a result, all the pollution from
these stacks will almost be on the same level and so will be blowing almost directly into these properties. This is
completely unacceptable. In addition, when there is no wind, the pollution will accumulate in this valley area and

make the surrounding area highly polluted. This is also not acceptable. In particular, young children, the elderly and
those suffering from lung and heart disease will be placed at serious risk. There are also at least four primary schools
well within one kilometre of these stacks. Young children are the most vulnerable to pollutionrelated disease.
1. The EIS Tacitly Acknowledges Concerns About Exhaust Stack Filtration, But Fails To Address These
Concerns
I am completely opposed to approving a project in which the EIS consultants recommend rather than filtering stacks
now, extra stacks could be added later if there is a problem. How long would that take? Twenty years until a cancer
cluster developed? Where would these stacks be built? The mere fact that the possibility of extra exhaust stacks is
raised demonstrates concern regarding the safety of unfiltered stacks. RMS has stated at EIS sessions that there will
be a review of the Government's policy on unfiltered stacks, but it was unable to provide any information about the
review or the identity of the person or organisation conducting the review.
1. Approval of the M4-M5 Link Should Require Filtration of Exhaust Stacks
There are real and significant concerns regarding health effects of air pollution from unfiltered exhaust stacks, as I
have described above. The EIS fails to address these concerns in any meaningful fashion. Any action short of
requiring filtration of all exhaust stacks would be inadequate. Consequently, the M4-M5 link must not be approved
without filtration of all exhaust stacks.
Yours sincerely,
This email was sent by
via Do Gooder, a website that allows people
to contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set the
FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however
provided an email
address
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase.org/rfc-3834.html
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Your view on the application: I object to it

Attn: Secretary re WestConnex M4-M5 Link EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

I write to express my strong objection to the WestConnex M4-M5 Link tollroad proposal.
•

Building WestConnex will increase air pollution and global warming and encourage more car use,
quickly filling the increased road capacity.

•

Increasing vehicle use by inducing more cars onto the road increases the risks related to climate
change, including extreme rainfall and extreme heat events.

•

This stage of WestConnex also facilitates the building of the Western Harbour Tunnel, which will
see tunnels bored under the Ba!main peninsula and generate a need for yet more exhaust stacks in
and around Balmain.

•

WestConnex is not a sustainable solution to Sydney's congestion problem. It will have unacceptable
impacts on the health and well-being of local communities, such as increasing toxic pollution levels
from unfiltered exhaust smoke stacks located near schools and parks, especially in Rozelle.

•

The government has not committed to a genuine consultation process - it released this M4-M5 Link
proposal just two weeks after submissions closed for comment on the concept design, and only
provided an eight week consultation period. This does not allow sufficient time for submissions
from the community.

Extra comments

I have read the Department's Privacy Statement and agree to the Department using my submission in the ways
it describes. I understand this includes full publication on the Department's website of my submission, any
attachments, and any of my 'personal information in those documents, and possible supply to third parties such
as state agencies, local government and the proponent.
I have not made a reportable donation to a political party.

Yours sincerely,

000450

NSW Department of Planning and Environment
GPO Box 39
Sydney NSW 2001
https.//westconnexactionoroup.000d.do/makeyoursubmissiontothewestconnexm4m5eis/Submissi
on-to-WestConnex-New-M4M5/

Feedback on EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link (Application Number SSI 16 7485)
Thank you for the opportunity to give my feedback on the EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link. I
oppose the project and outline my major concerns below, particularly those related to Rozelle
Public School (the School) as a sensitive receptor.
Ventilation: Air pollution
WestConnex proposes unfiltered tunnel ventilation outlets of unknown heights: one approximately
250m northwest and three others approximately 700m south of the School. At present there is
insufficient detail or evidence of analysis to determine the impact to the children at the School.
Please provide the following:
•

An analysis of current traffic volumes at 9am, noon and 3pm on Victoria Road adjacent to
the school, and projected traffic analysis for school days both on Victoria Road adjacent to
the School, and for both a tolled and toll-free Iron Cove Link tunnel adjacent to the School,
at 9am, noon and 3pm, by commercial and non-commercial vehicle type,

O

Evidence of current air pollution levels at the School from 9am, noon and 3pm for all
school days in the past year, and the projected levels of air pollution at the School postconstruction at 9am, noon and 3pm on day one, year one, year five and year ten,
including carcinogenic diesel particulates, PM 2.5 particulates, and any other relevant
measurement,

O

Details of the prevailing wind and other relevant weather conditions at the School for each
day in the past year.

O

The final design of the 4 ventilation shafts proposed for Rozelle, including the height,
diameter, facade and exact location, and a commitment that all ventilation shafts in
Rozelle will be filtered for PM2.5,

Air pollution, noise and vibration during construction
Four to five years of construction works is proposed, including work as close to the School as
Wellington Street, constructing the Iron Cove Link tunnel entrance and exit on Victoria Road
approximately 250m from the School, with tunnelling work (and activities to support tunnelling) will
be 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
I am very concerned that this will mean our children will be badly affected in some way by poor air
quality, noise and vibration during 24/7 construction for four to five years - potentially the rest of
their entire primary school education - during the entire time that our children are present on
school grounds or at home.
Please provide a construction plan to include specific commitments and plans to:
•

Limit negative impacts on our children's abilities to learn and play during these times,

•

Eliminate noise at pre-school infants' nap-times and during tests at the School

•

Minimise the impact of construction children's physical health, stress levels, and the
impact on those with pre-existing respiratory conditions,

•

Ensure children living within 500m of construction are able to receive full nights of sleep,
as lack of sleep leads to tiredness and proven difficulty learning.
Page 1 of 2

Soil pollution in construction
Please provide specific plans that ensure that construction will not cause the disturbance of lead
and other toxic industrial pollutants known to be distributed in the soil throughout Rozelle and
specific plans to eliminate the spread of soil contaminants throughout the surrounding area,
including the School.

Safety and traffic management during construction and operation
At present there is insufficient traffic management detail to ensure the safety to the children at the
School both during construction and operation. Please provide the following:
•

A traffic plan concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the construction area,
including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton Street and Darling
Street which minimises risks to safety for road and footpath users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during construction due to temporary road arrangements or the
close proximity of construction activities to normal traffic,

•

Details of traffic modelling concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the
construction area, including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton
Street and Darling Street which minimises risks to safety for road users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during operation whilst the Iron Cove Link is toll-free, and if the
Iron Cove Link is tolled in future, including any potential rat runs created by road users
avoiding tolls,

•

A traffic plan to maximise our children's health and safety and ability to walk to and
participate in important School events, such as the School cross country and athletics
carnival, normally held at King George's Park, and the School swim carnival at
Drummoyne pool,

•

Details of the impacts on bus routes and stops, and cycle paths and footpaths within 500m
of construction, including but not limited to Victoria Road during construction and
operation,

•

Details on access to King George's Park and the Bay Run by road users, cyclists and
pedestrians during construction and operation.

Other major concerns I have include:
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For the sake of our community, our families, and our children, I hope you will be able to consider
and address these important concerns.
Yours Sincerely,
Signature:
I allow / do not allow for my fersonal details to be published.
I have not made a reportable political donation over $1000 in the past 2 years.

Name: 51r\I
Address:
Email:
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NSW Department of Planning and Environment
GPO Box 39
Sydney NSW 2001
https.//westconnexactiongroup.good.do/makeyoursubmissiontothewestconnexm4m5eis/Submissi
on-to-WestConnex-New-M4M5/

Feedback on EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link (Application Number SSI 16 7485)
Thank you for the opportunity to give my feedback on the EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link. I
oppose the project and outline my major concerns below, particularly those related to Rozelle
Public School (the School) as a sensitive receptor.
Ventilation: Air pollution
WestConnex proposes unfiltered tunnel ventilation outlets of unknown heights: one approximately
250m northwest and three others approximately 700m south of the School. At present there is
insufficient detail or evidence of analysis to determine the impact to the children at the School.
Please provide the following:
•

An analysis of current traffic volumes at 9am, noon and 3pm on Victoria Road adjacent to
the school, and projected traffic analysis for school days both on Victoria Road adjacent to
the School, and for both a tolled and toll-free Iron Cove Link tunnel adjacent to the School,
at 9am, noon and 3pm, by commercial and non-commercial vehicle type,

•

Evidence of current air pollution levels at the School from 9am, noon and 3pm for all
school days in the past year, and the projected levels of air pollution at the School postconstruction at 9am, noon and 3pm on day one, year one, year five and year ten,
including carcinogenic diesel particulates, PM 2.5 particulates, and any other relevant
measurement,

O

Details of the prevailing wind and other relevant weather conditions at the School for each
day in the past year,

O

The final design of the 4 ventilation shafts proposed for Rozelle, including the height,
diameter, facade and exact location, and a commitment that all ventilation shafts in
Rozelle will be filtered for PM2.5,

Air pollution, noise and vibration during construction
Four to five years of construction works is proposed, including work as close to the School as
Wellington Street, constructing the Iron Cove Link tunnel entrance and exit on Victoria Road
approximately 250m from the School, with tunnelling work (and activities to support tunnelling) will
be 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
I am very concerned that this will mean our children will be badly affected in some way by poor air
quality, noise and vibration during 24/7 construction for four to five years - potentially the rest of
their entire primary school education - during the entire time that our children are present on
school grounds or at home.
Please provide a construction plan to include specific commitments and plans to:
o

Limit negative impacts on our children's abilities to learn and play during these times,

O

Eliminate noise at pre-school infants' nap-times and during tests at the School

O

Minimise the impact of construction children's physical health, stress levels, and the
impact on those with pre-existing respiratory conditions,

•

Ensure children living within 500m of construction are able to receive full nights of sleep,
as lack of sleep leads to tiredness and proven difficulty learning.
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Soil pollution in construction
Please provide specific plans that ensure that construction will not cause the disturbance of lead
and other toxic industrial pollutants known to be distributed in the soil throughout Rozelle and
specific plans to eliminate the spread of soil contaminants throughout the surrounding area,
including the School.

Safety and traffic management during construction and operation
At present there is insufficient traffic management detail to ensure the safety to the children at the
School both during construction and operation. Please provide the following:
•

A traffic plan concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the construction area,
including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton Street and Darling
Street which minimises risks to safety for road and footpath users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during construction due to temporary road arrangements or the
close proximity of construction activities to normal traffic,

•

Details of traffic modelling concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the
construction area, including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton
Street and Darling Street which minimises risks to safety for road users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during operation whilst the Iron Cove Link is toll-free, and if the
Iron Cove Link is tolled in future, including any potential rat runs created by road users
avoiding tolls,

•

A traffic plan to maximise our children's health and safety and ability to walk to and
participate in important School events, such as the School cross country and athletics
carnival, normally held at King George's Park, and the School swim carnival at
Drummoyne pool.

•

Details of the impacts on bus routes and stops, and cycle paths and footpaths within 500m
of construction, including but not limited to Victoria Road during construction and
operation,

•

Details on access to King George's Park and the Bay Run by road users, cyclists and
pedestrians during construction and operation.

Other major concerns I have include:
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For the sake of our community, our families, and our children, I hope you will be able to consider
and address these importan c.ncerns.
Yours Sincerely,
Signature:
I allow/ do not allow fo my personal details to be published.
I have not made a reportable political donation over $1000 in the past 2 years.

Name:SO' /hi
Address:

tkSirJ D39

Email:
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Feedback on EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link (Application Number SSI 16 7485)
Thank you for the opportunity to give my feedback on the EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link. I
oppose the project and outline my major concerns below, particularly those related to Rozelle
Public School (the School) as a sensitive receptor.
Ventilation: Air pollution
WestConnex proposes unfiltered tunnel ventilation outlets of unknown heights: one approximately
250m northwest and three others approximately 700m south of the School. At present there is
insufficient detail or evidence of analysis to determine the impact to the children at the School.
Please provide the following:
•

An analysis of current traffic volumes at 9am, noon and 3pm on Victoria Road adjacent to
the school, and projected traffic analysis for school days both on Victoria Road adjacent to
the School, and for both a tolled and toll-free Iron Cove Link tunnel adjacent to the School,
at 9am, noon and 3pm, by commercial and non-commercial vehicle type,

•

Evidence of current air pollution levels at the School from 9am, noon and 3pm for all
school days in the past year, and the projected levels of air pollution at the School postconstruction at 9am, noon and 3pm on day one, year one, year five and year ten,
including carcinogenic diesel particulates, PM 2.5 particulates, and any other relevant
measurement,

•

Details of the prevailing wind and other relevant weather conditions at the School for each
day in the past year,

•

The final design of the 4 ventilation shafts proposed for Rozelle, including the height,
diameter, facade and exact location, and a commitment that all ventilation shafts in
Rozelle will be filtered for PM2.5,

Air pollution, noise and vibration during construction
Four to five years of construction works is proposed, including work as close to the School as
Wellington Street, constructing the Iron Cove Link tunnel entrance and exit on Victoria Road
approximately 250m from the School, with tunnelling work (and activities to support tunnelling) will
be 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
I am very concerned that this will mean our children will be badly affected in some way by poor air
quality, noise and vibration during 24/7 construction for four to five years - potentially the rest of
their entire primary school education - during the entire time that our children are present on
school grounds or at home.
Please provide a construction plan to include specific commitments and plans to:
•

Limit negative impacts on our children's abilities to learn and play during these times,

•

Eliminate noise at pre-school infants' nap-times and during tests at the School

•

Minimise the impact of construction children's physical health, stress levels, and the
impact on those with pre-existing respiratory conditions,

•

Ensure children living within 500m of construction are able to receive full nights of sleep,
as lack of sleep leads to tiredness and proven difficulty learning.
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Soil pollution in construction
Please provide specific plans that ensure that construction will not cause the disturbance of lead
and other toxic industrial pollutants known to be distributed in the soil throughout Rozelle and
specific plans to eliminate the spread of soil contaminants throughout the surrounding area,
including the School.
Safety and traffic management during construction and operation
At present there is insufficient traffic management detail to ensure the safety to the children at the
School both during construction and operation. Please provide the following:
•

A traffic plan concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the construction area,
including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton Street and Darling
Street which minimises risks to safety for road and footpath users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during construction due to temporary road arrangements or the
close proximity of construction activities to normal traffic,

•

Details of traffic modelling concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the
construction area, including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton
Street and Darling Street which minimises risks to safety for road users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during operation whilst the Iron Cove Link is toll-free, and if the
Iron Cove Link is tolled in future, including any potential rat runs created by road users
avoiding tolls,

•

A traffic plan to maximise our children's health and safety and ability to walk to and
participate in important School events, such as the School cross country and athletics
carnival, normally held at King George's Park, and the School swim carnival at
Drummoyne pool,

•

Details of the impacts on bus routes and stops, and cycle paths and footpaths within 500m
of construction, including but not limited to Victoria Road during construction and
operation,

•

Details on access to King George's Park and the Bay Run by road users, cyclists and
pedestrians during construction and operation.

Other major concerns I have include:

For the sake of our community, our families, and our children, I hope you will be able to consider
and address these important concerns.
Yours Sincerely,
Signature:
I allow / do not allow for my personal details to be published.
I have not made a reportable political donation over $1000 in the past 2 years.
Name: -1- kc)\c2,e_Ak
Address:
Email:
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NSW Department of Planning and Environment
GPO Box 39
Sydney NSW 2001
https.//westconnexactionoroup.000d.do/makeyoursubmissiontothewestconnexm4m5eis/Submissi
on-to-WestConnex-New-M4M5/

Feedback on EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link (Application Number SSI 16 7485)
Thank you for the opportunity to give my feedback on the EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link. I
oppose the project and outline my major concerns below, particularly those related to Rozelle
Public School (the School) as a sensitive receptor.
Ventilation: Air pollution
WestConnex proposes unfiltered tunnel ventilation outlets of unknown heights: one approximately
250m northwest and three others approximately 700m south of the School. At present there is
insufficient detail or evidence of analysis to determine the impact to the children at the School.
Please provide the following:
•

An analysis of current traffic volumes at 9am, noon and 3pm on Victoria Road adjacent to
the school, and projected traffic analysis for school days both on Victoria Road adjacent to
the School, and for both a tolled and toll-free Iron Cove Link tunnel adjacent to the School,
at 9am, noon and 3pm, by commercial and non-commercial vehicle type,

O

Evidence of current air pollution levels at the School from 9am, noon and 3pm for all
school days in the past year, and the projected levels of air pollution at the School postconstruction at 9am, noon and 3pm on day one, year one, year five and year ten,
including carcinogenic diesel particulates, PM 2.5 particulates, and any other relevant
measurement,

O

Details of the prevailing wind and other relevant weather conditions at the School for each
day in the past year,

O

The final design of the 4 ventilation shafts proposed for Rozelle, including the height,
diameter, facade and exact location, and a commitment that all ventilation shafts in
Rozelle will be filtered for PM2.5.

Air pollution, noise and vibration during construction
Four to five years of construction works is proposed, including work as close to the School as
Wellington Street, constructing the Iron Cove Link tunnel entrance and exit on Victoria Road
approximately 250m from the School, with tunnelling work (and activities to support tunnelling) will
be 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
I am very concerned that this will mean our children will be badly affected in some way by poor air
quality, noise and vibration during 24/7 construction for four to five years - potentially the rest of
their entire primary school education - during the entire time that our children are present on
school grounds or at home.
Please provide a construction plan to include specific commitments and plans to:
O

Limit negative impacts on our children's abilities to learn and play during these times,

O

Eliminate noise at pre-school infants' nap-times and during tests at the School

o

Minimise the impact of construction children's physical health, stress levels, and the
impact on those with pre-existing respiratory conditions,

•

Ensure children living within 500m of construction are able to receive full nights of sleep,
as lack of sleep leads to tiredness and proven difficulty learning.
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Soil pollution in construction
Please provide specific plans that ensure that construction will not cause the disturbance of lead
and other toxic industrial pollutants known to be distributed in the soil throughout Rozelle and
specific plans to eliminate the spread of soil contaminants throughout the surrounding area,
including the School.
Safety and traffic management during construction and operation
At present there is insufficient traffic management detail to ensure the safety to the children at the
School both during construction and operation. Please provide the following:
•

A traffic plan concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the construction area,
including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton Street and Darling
Street which minimises risks to safety for road and footpath users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during construction due to temporary road arrangements or the
close proximity of construction activities to normal traffic,

•

Details of traffic modelling concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the
construction area, including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton
Street and Darling Street which minimises risks to safety for road users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during operation whilst the Iron Cove Link is toll-free, and if the
Iron Cove Link is tolled in future, including any potential rat runs created by road users
avoiding tolls,

•

A traffic plan to maximise our children's health and safety and ability to walk to and
participate in important School events, such as the School cross country and athletics
carnival, normally held at King George's Park, and the School swim carnival at
Drummoyne pool,

•

Details of the impacts on bus routes and stops, and cycle paths and footpaths within 500m
of construction, including but not limited to Victoria Road during construction and
operation,

•

Details on access to King George's Park and the Bay Run by road users, cyclists and
pedestrians during construction and operation.

Other major concerns I have include:
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For the sake of our community, our families, and our children, I hope you will be able to consider
and address these important concerns.
Yours Sincerely,
Signature:
I allow / do not allow for my personal details to be published.
I have not made a reportable political donation over $1000 in the past 2 years.
Name: 1.--14tA4,60 V-1 te'vkfCr\I
Address:a•li-A C,e04.00A,

01Myk,

Email:
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thu, 12 Oct 2017 04:36:12 +0000
FW: Submission Details for Laurent Wiseman (object)

From: systenn@accelo.comOn Behalf OfLaurent Wiseman
Sent: Thursday, 12 October 2017 3:35:56 PM (UTC+10:00) Canberra, Melbourne, Sydney
Subject: Submission Details for Laurent Wiseman (object)
Confidentiality Requested: no
Submitted by a Planner: no
Disclosable Political Donation: no
Name: Laurent Wiseman

Address:

Rozelle, NSW
2039
Content:
I object to the proposed proximity of unfiltered smoke stacks to Rozelle Public School and to the potential
impact to the children (both health wise due to air pollution and to their education due to noise and
interruptions) during the construction period.
All ventilation shafts proposed for Rozelle, Lilyfield and St Peters must be filtered for PM2.5.
I am also concerned that the EIS isn't the final design and that subcontractors can change the design
without any community input.
I also have concerns that construction will cause the disturbance of lead and other toxic industrial
pollutants known to be distributed in the soil throughout Rozelle and the spread of soil contaminants
throughout the surrounding area, including the School.
I also have concerns about trucks driving on local streets, and feel that there is a need for additional
footbridges/underpasses across Victoria Road to Darling Street and to Terry Street. It would be
advantageous to provide air-conditioning to all schools and day care centres within 500m of construction,
so windows can be kept shut to avoid construction noise and air pollution.
I also have concerns about tunnelling damaging my house and keeping me awake at night.
I also would be keen to understand details of the impacts on bus routes and stops, and cycle paths and
footpaths within 500m of construction, including but not limited to Victoria Road during construction and
operation, so one can get to work.

Submission: Online Submission from Laurent Wiseman (object)
https://majorprojects.accelo.com/?action=view activity&id=227234
Submission for Job: #7485 WestConnex M4-M5 Link
https://majorprojects.accelo.com/?action=view_job&id=7485

Site: #3247 M4-M5 Link
https://nnajorprojects.accelo.comnaction=view site&id=3247

000453-M00002

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thu, 12 Oct 2017 04:41:00 +0000
FW: Submission Details for Laurent Wiseman (comments)

From: systenn@accelo.comOn Behalf OfLaurent Wiseman
Sent: Thursday, 12 October 2017 3:40:06 PM (UTC+10:00) Canberra, Melbourne, Sydney
Subject: Submission Details for Laurent Wiseman (comments)
Confidentiality Requested: no
Submitted by a Planner: no
Disclosable Political Donation: no
Name: Laurent Wiseman

Address:

Rozelle, NSW
2039
Content:
Reference: Westconnex M4-M5 Submission / Objection
I am writing to make a submission on the incompleteness of the EIS. As demonstrated below there are a
number of points that have not been adequately addressed. The areas of concern refers to section 28.6:
Overall for "Table 28-6 Environmental risk analysis of key issues".
Table 28-6 says it covers the Environmental risk analysis of key issues. Why are many of the identified
risks said to be managed and mitigated by a plan that "will be prepared and will include..." An example is
the Construction Noise and Vibration Management Plan. Why hasn't this plan been developed so that we
can actually comment on it? This puts the real management measures to be proposed after the project is
approved. What influence can we have then?
Table 28-6 Environmental risk analysis of key issues includes for air quality:
"Increase in modelled pollutant concentrations on Victoria Road to the north of Iron Cove Link, near
Anzac Bridge and Canal Road at Mascot, as a result of the general increase in traffic at that location due
to the project."
It then says:
"While the project cannot control the general increase in traffic growth over time and related increase in
vehicle emissions, the progressive introduction of more stringent vehicle emissions regulations will
continue over the life of the project."
This is an unacceptable statement on the management of a critical risk - air quality. It basically passes the

management of poor air quality due to an increase in traffic volume to someone else! Westconnex will
says it will be a risk until other laws are settled. How is this an acceptable management of a risk that will
impact Rozelle Public School (RPS)?
Table 28-6 Environmental risk analysis of key issues includes for contamination in construction:
"Further investigation of contamination areas will be undertaken and a Remediation Action Plan will be
prepared where necessary. Likelihood = Unlikely, Consequence = Moderate, Risk = Low"

Rozelle has been an industrial and power generating area for generations. We know that it is dangerous
to grow and eat any vegetables in our gardens. This was on TV on Gardening Australia! The risk of
contamination is not low and a Remedial Action Plan is necessary. Where is the Remedial Action Plan?

I look forward to your response to my objection,

Submission: Online Submission from Laurent Wiseman (comments)
https://majorprojects.accelo.com/?action=view activity&id=227236
Submission for Job: #7485 WestConnex M4-M5 Link
https://majorprojects.accelo.com/?action=view job&id=7485
Site: #3247 M4-M5 Link
https://majorprojects.accelo.com/?action=view site&id=3247

000453-M00003

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sun, 15 Oct 2017 07:02:15 +0000
FW: Submission Details for laurent wiseman (object)

From: system@accelo.comOn Behalf OfLaurent Wiseman
Sent: Sunday, 15 October 2017 6:02:05 PM (UTC+10:00) Canberra, Melbourne, Sydney
To:
Subject: Submission Details for laurent wiseman (object)
Confidentiality Requested: no
Submitted by a Planner: no
Disclosable Political Donation: no
Name: laurent wiseman

Address:

rozelle, NSW
2039
Content:
I object to the proposed unfiltered Iron Cove smokestack being located less than 100 metres from homes
and Rozelle Primary School. I ask that it be filtered and moved to the Rozelle Goods Yard and no stack
installed or constructed at the Iron Cove entrance. Rozelle Interchange Project Manager Peter Jones has
said he would prefer the stack to be moved to the Goods Yard, that SMC have the technology to move it
there without detriment to tunnel safety, that it will reduce construction and remediation costs, and that
SMC and the contractors will move it if stakeholders demand it.

Submission: Online Submission from laurent wiseman (object)
https://majorprojects.accelo.com/?action=view activity&id=227678
Submission for Job: #7485 WestConnex M4-M5 Link
https://majorprojects.accelo.com/?action=view_job&id=7485
Site: #3247 M4-M5 Link
https://majorprojects.accelo.com/?action=view site&1d=3247

000454

NSW Department of Planning and Environment
GPO Box 39
Sydney NSW 2001
httos://westconnexactiongroup.000d.do/makeyoursubmissiontothewestconnexm4m5eis/Submissi
on-to-WestConnex-New-M4M5/

Feedback on EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link (Application Number SSI 16 7485)
Thank you for the opportunity to give my feedback on the EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link. I
oppose the project and outline my major concerns below, particularly those related to Rozelle
Public School (the School) as a sensitive receptor.
Ventilation: Air pollution
WestConnex proposes unfiltered tunnel ventilation outlets of unknown heights: one approximately
250m northwest and three others approximately 700m south of the School. At present there is
insufficient detail or evidence of analysis to determine the impact to the children at the School.
Please provide the following:
•

An analysis of current traffic volumes at 9am, noon and 3pm on Victoria Road adjacent to
the school, and projected traffic analysis for school days both on Victoria Road adjacent to
the School, and for both a tolled and toll-free Iron Cove Link tunnel adjacent to the School,
at 9am, noon and 3pm, by commercial and non-commercial vehicle type,

•

Evidence of current air pollution levels at the School from 9am, noon and 3pm for all
school days in the past year, and the projected levels of air pollution at the School postconstruction at 9am, noon and 3pm on day one, year one, year five and year ten,
including carcinogenic diesel particulates, PM 2.5 particulates, and any other relevant
measurement,

•

Details of the prevailing wind and other relevant weather conditions at the School for each
day in the past year,

•

The final design of the 4 ventilation shafts proposed for Rozelle, including the height,
diameter, facade and exact location, and a commitment that all ventilation shafts in
Rozelle will be filtered for PM2.5,

Air pollution, noise and vibration during construction
Four to five years of construction works is proposed, including work as close to the School as
Wellington Street, constructing the Iron Cove Link tunnel entrance and exit on Victoria Road
approximately 250m from the School, with tunnelling work (and activities to support tunnelling) will
be 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
I am very concerned that this will mean our children will be badly affected in some way by poor air
quality, noise and vibration during 24/7 construction for four to five years - potentially the rest of
their entire primary school education - during the entire time that our children are present on
school grounds or at home.
Please provide a construction plan to include specific commitments and plans to:
•

Limit negative impacts on our children's abilities to learn and play during these times,

•

Eliminate noise at pre-school infants' nap-times and during tests at the School

•

Minimise the impact of construction children's physical health, stress levels, and the
impact on those with pre-existing respiratory conditions,

•

Ensure children living within 500m of construction are able to receive full nights of sleep,
as lack of sleep leads to tiredness and proven difficulty learning.
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Soil pollution in construction
Please provide specific plans that ensure that construction will not cause the disturbance of lead
and other toxic industrial pollutants known to be distributed in the soil throughout Rozelle and
specific plans to eliminate the spread of soil contaminants throughout the surrounding area,
including the School.
Safety and traffic management during construction and operation
At present there is insufficient traffic management detail to ensure the safety to the children at the
School both during construction and operation. Please provide the following:
•

A traffic plan concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the construction area,
including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton Street and Darling
Street which minimises risks to safety for road and footpath users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during construction due to temporary road arrangements or the
close proximity of construction activities to normal traffic,

•

Details of traffic modelling concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the
construction area, including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton
Street and Darling Street which minimises risks to safety for road users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during operation whilst the Iron Cove Link is toll-free, and if the
Iron Cove Link is tolled in future, including any potential rat runs created by road users
avoiding tolls,

•

A traffic plan to maximise our children's health and safety and ability to walk to and
participate in important School events, such as the School cross country and athletics
carnival, normally held at King George's Park, and the School swim carnival at
Drummoyne pool,

•

Details of the impacts on bus routes and stops, and cycle paths and footpaths within 500m
of construction, including but not limited to Victoria Road during construction and
operation,

•

Details on access to King George's Park and the Bay Run by road users, cyclists and
pedestrians during construction and operation.

Other major concerns I have include:
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For the sake of our community, our families, and our children, I hope you will be able to consider
and address these important concerns.
Yours Sincerely,
Signatu
I allow / do not allow for my personal details to be published.
I have not made a reportable political donation over $1000 in the past 2 years.
Address:
Email:
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NSW Department of Planning and Environment
GPO Box 39
Sydney NSW 2001
https://westconnexactionciroup.qood.do/makeyoursubmissiontothewestconnexm4m5eis/Submissi
on-to-WestConnex-New-M4M5/

Feedback on EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link (Application Number SS116 7485)
Thank you for the opportunity to give my feedback on the EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link. I
oppose the project and outline my major concerns below, particularly those related to Rozelle
Public School (the School) as a sensitive receptor.
Ventilation: Air pollution
WestConnex proposes unfiltered tunnel ventilation outlets of unknown heights: one approximately
250m northwest and three others approximately 700m south of the School. At present there is
insufficient detail or evidence of analysis to determine the impact to the children at the School.
Please provide the following:
•

An analysis of current traffic volumes at 9am, noon and 3pm on Victoria Road adjacent to
the school, and projected traffic analysis for school days both on Victoria Road adjacent to
the School, and for both a tolled and toll-free Iron Cove Link tunnel adjacent to the School,
at 9am, noon and 3pm, by commercial and non-commercial vehicle type,

•

Evidence of current air pollution levels at the School from 9am, noon and 3pm for all
school days in the past year, and the projected levels of air pollution at the School postconstruction at 9am, noon and 3pm on day one, year one, year five and year ten,
including carcinogenic diesel particulates, PM 2.5 particulates, and any other relevant
measurement,

•

Details of the prevailing wind and other relevant weather conditions at the School for each
day in the past year,

•

The final design of the 4 ventilation shafts proposed for Rozelle, including the height,
diameter, façade and exact location, and a commitment that all ventilation shafts in
Rozelle will be filtered for PM2.5,

Air pollution, noise and vibration during construction
Four to five years of construction works is proposed, including work as close to the School as
Wellington Street, constructing the Iron Cove Link tunnel entrance and exit on Victoria Road
approximately 250m from the School, with tunnelling work (and activities to support tunnelling) will
be 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
I am very concerned that this will mean our children will be badly affected in some way by poor air
quality, noise and vibration during 24/7 construction for four to five years - potentially the rest of
their entire primary school education - during the entire time that our children are present on
school grounds or at home.
Please provide a construction plan to include specific commitments and plans to:
•

Limit negative impacts on our children's abilities to learn and play during these times,

•

Eliminate noise at pre-school infants' nap-times and during tests at the School

•

Minimise the impact of construction children's physical health, stress levels, and the
impact on those with pre-existing respiratory conditions,

•

Ensure children living within 500m of construction are able to receive full nights of sleep,
as lack of sleep leads to tiredness and proven difficulty learning.
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Soil pollution in construction
Please provide specific plans that ensure that construction will not cause the disturbance of lead
and other toxic industrial pollutants known to be distributed in the soil throughout Rozelle and
specific plans to eliminate the spread of soil contaminants throughout the surrounding area,
including the School.
Safety and traffic management during construction and operation
At present there is insufficient traffic management detail to ensure the safety to the children at the
School both during construction and operation. Please provide the following:
•

A traffic plan concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the construction area,
including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton Street and Darling
Street which minimises risks to safety for road and footpath users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during construction due to temporary road arrangements or the
close proximity of construction activities to normal traffic,

•

Details of traffic modelling concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the
construction area, including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton
Street and Darling Street which minimises risks to safety for road users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during operation whilst the Iron Cove Link is toll-free, and if the
Iron Cove Link is tolled in future, including any potential rat runs created by road users
avoiding tolls,

•

A traffic plan to maximise our children's health and safety and ability to walk to and
participate in important School events, such as the School cross country and athletics
carnival, normally held at King George's Park, and the School swim carnival at
Drummoyne pool,

•

Details of the impacts on bus routes and stops, and cycle paths and footpaths within 500m
of construction, including but not limited to Victoria Road during construction and
operation,

•

Details on access to King George's Park and the Bay Run by road users, cyclists and
pedestrians during construction and operation.

Other major concerns I have include:
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For the sake of our community, our families, and our children, I hope you will be able to consider
kLE
and address these important concerns.
(1,L4( keiin
Yours Sincerely,
Signature:
I allow / do.alat=etv for my personal etails to be published.
I have not made a reportable political donation over $1000 in the past 2 years.
Name: SI ov•t.tAddress:
Email:
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NSW Department of Planning and Environment
GPO Box 39
Sydney NSW 2001
https://westconnexactiongroup.good.do/makeyoursubmissiontothewestconnexm4m5eis/Submissi
on-to-WestConnex-New-M4M5/

Feedback on EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link (Application Number SSI 16 7485)
Thank you for the opportunity to give my feedback on the EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link. I
oppose the project and outline my major concerns below, particularly those related to Rozelle
Public School (the School) as a sensitive receptor.
Ventilation: Air pollution
WestConnex proposes unfiltered tunnel ventilation outlets of unknown heights: one approximately
250m northwest and three others approximately 700m south of the School. At present there is
insufficient detail or evidence of analysis to determine the impact to the children at the School.
Please provide the following:
•

An analysis of current traffic volumes at 9am, noon and 3pm on Victoria Road adjacent to
the school, and projected traffic analysis for school days both on Victoria Road adjacent to
the School, and for both a tolled and toll-free Iron Cove Link tunnel adjacent to the School,
at 9am, noon and 3pm, by commercial and non-commercial vehicle type,

•

Evidence of current air pollution levels at the School from 9am, noon and 3pm for all
school days in the past year, and the projected levels of air pollution at the School postconstruction at 9am, noon and 3pm on day one, year one, year five and year ten,
including carcinogenic diesel particulates, PM 2.5 particulates, and any other relevant
measurement,

•

Details of the prevailing wind and other relevant weather conditions at the School for each
day in the past year,

•

The final design of the 4 ventilation shafts proposed for Rozelle, including the height,
diameter, façade and exact location, and a commitment that all ventilation shafts in
Rozelle will be filtered for PM2.5,

Air pollution, noise and vibration during construction
Four to five years of construction works is proposed, including work as close to the School as
Wellington Street, constructing the Iron Cove Link tunnel entrance and exit on Victoria Road
approximately 250m from the School, with tunnelling work (and activities to support tunnelling) will
be 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
I am very concerned that this will mean our children will be badly affected in some way by poor air
quality, noise and vibration during 24/7 construction for four to five years - potentially the rest of
their entire primary school education - during the entire time that our children are present on
school grounds or at home.
Please provide a construction plan to include specific commitments and plans to:
•

Limit negative impacts on our children's abilities to learn and play during these times,

•

Eliminate noise at pre-school infants' nap-times and during tests at the School

•

Minimise the impact of construction children's physical health, stress levels, and the
impact on those with pre-existing respiratory conditions,

•

Ensure children living within 500m of construction are able to receive full nights of sleep,
as lack of sleep leads to tiredness and proven difficulty learning.
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Soil pollution in construction
Please provide specific plans that ensure that construction will not cause the disturbance of lead
and other toxic industrial pollutants known to be distributed in the soil throughout Rozelle and
specific plans to eliminate the spread of soil contaminants throughout the surrounding area,
including the School.
Safety and traffic management during construction and operation
At present there is insufficient traffic management detail to ensure the safety to the children at the
School both during construction and operation. Please provide the following:
•

A traffic plan concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the construction area,
including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton Street and Darling
Street which minimises risks to safety for road and footpath users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during construction due to temporary road arrangements or the
close proximity of construction activities to normal traffic,

•

Details of traffic modelling concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the
construction area, including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton
Street and Darling Street which minimises risks to safety for road users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during operation whilst the Iron Cove Link is toll-free, and if the
Iron Cove Link is tolled in future, including any potential rat runs created by road users
avoiding tolls,

•

A traffic plan to maximise our children's health and safety and ability to walk to and
participate in important School events, such as the School cross country and athletics
carnival, normally held at King George's Park, and the School swim carnival at
Drummoyne pool,

•

Details of the impacts on bus routes and stops, and cycle paths and footpaths within 500m
of construction, including but not limited to Victoria Road during construction and
operation,

•

Details on access to King George's Park and the Bay Run by road users, cyclists and
pedestrians during construction and operation.

Other major concerns I have include:
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For the sake of our community, our families, and our children, I hope you will be able to consider
and address these important concerns.
Yours Sincerely,
Signature:

AC

I allow / do not allow for my personal details to be published.
I have not made a reportable political donation over $1000 in the past 2 years.
Name: LS
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NSW Department of Planning and Environment
GPO Box 39
Sydney NSW 2001
https://westconnexactiongroup.good.do/makeyoursubmissiontothewestconnexm4m5eis/Submissi
on-to-WestConnex-New-M4M5/

Feedback on EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link (Application Number SSI 16 7485)
Thank you for the opportunity to give my feedback on the EIS for WestConnex M4-M5 Link. I
oppose the project and outline my major concerns below, particularly those related to Rozelle
Public School (the School) as a sensitive receptor.
Ventilation: Air pollution
WestConnex proposes unfiltered tunnel ventilation outlets of unknown heights: one approximately
250m northwest and three others approximately 700m south of the School. At present there is
insufficient detail or evidence of analysis to determine the impact to the children at the School.
Please provide the following:
O

An analysis of current traffic volumes at 9am, noon and 3pm on Victoria Road adjacent to
the school, and projected traffic analysis for school days both on Victoria Road adjacent to
the School, and for both a tolled and toll-free Iron Cove Link tunnel adjacent to the School,
at 9am, noon and 3pm, by commercial and non-commercial vehicle type,

o

Evidence of current air pollution levels at the School from 9am, noon and 3pm for all
school days in the past year, and the projected levels of air pollution at the School postconstruction at 9am, noon and 3pm on day one, year one, year five and year ten,
including carcinogenic diesel particulates, PM 2.5 particulates, and any other relevant
measurement,

•

Details of the prevailing wind and other relevant weather conditions at the School for each
day in the past year,

o

The final design of the 4 ventilation shafts proposed for Rozelle, including the height,
diameter, façade and exact location, and a commitment that all ventilation shafts in
Rozelle will be filtered for PM2.5,

Air pollution, noise and vibration during construction
Four to five years of construction works is proposed, including work as close to the School as
Wellington Street, constructing the Iron Cove Link tunnel entrance and exit on Victoria Road
approximately 250m from the School, with tunnelling work (and activities to support tunnelling) will
be 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
I am very concerned that this will mean our children will be badly affected in some way by poor air
quality, noise and vibration during 24/7 construction for four to five years - potentially the rest of
their entire primary school education - during the entire time that our children are present on
school grounds or at home.
Please provide a construction plan to include specific commitments and plans to:
o

Limit negative impacts on our children's abilities to learn and play during these times,

•

Eliminate noise at pre-school infants' nap-times and during tests at the School

o

Minimise the impact of construction children's physical health, stress levels, and the
impact on those with pre-existing respiratory conditions,

•

Ensure children living within 500m of construction are able to receive full nights of sleep,
as lack of sleep leads to tiredness and proven difficulty learning.
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Soil pollution in construction
Please provide specific plans that ensure that construction will not cause the disturbance of lead
and other toxic industrial pollutants known to be distributed in the soil throughout Rozelle and
specific plans to eliminate the spread of soil contaminants throughout the surrounding area,
including the School.
Safety and traffic management during construction and operation
At present there is insufficient traffic management detail to ensure the safety to the children at the
School both during construction and operation. Please provide the following:
•

A traffic plan concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the construction area,
including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton Street and Darling
Street which minimises risks to safety for road and footpath users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during construction due to temporary road arrangements or the
close proximity of construction activities to normal traffic,

•

Details of traffic modelling concerning all roads and footpaths within 500m of the
construction area, including but not limited to Victoria Road, Wellington Street, Merton
Street and Darling Street which minimises risks to safety for road users, including buses,
pedestrians and cyclists during operation whilst the Iron Cove Link is toll-free, and if the
Iron Cove Link is tolled in future, including any potential rat runs created by road users
avoiding tolls,

•

A traffic plan to maximise our children's health and safety and ability to walk to and
participate in important School events, such as the School cross country and athletics
carnival, normally held at King George's Park, and the School swim carnival at
Drummoyne pool,

•

Details of the impacts on bus routes and stops, and cycle paths and footpaths within 500m
of construction, including but not limited to Victoria Road during construction and
operation,

•

Details on access to King George's Park and the Bay Run by road users, cyclists and
pedestrians during construction and operation.

Other major concerns I have include:

For the sake of our community, our families, and our children, I hope you will be able to consider
and address these important concerns.
Yours Sincerely,
Signature:
I allow / do not allow for my personal details to be published.
I have not made a reportable political donation over $1000 in the past 2 years.
Name: 3k)
Address: ?
Email:
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Cheryl L Dickson <campaigns@good.do>
Tuesday, 10 October 2017 5:33 AM
DPE CSE Information Planning Mailbox
Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

I object to everything about WestConnex. Lord Mayor Clover Moore gave a wonderful alternative to all this waste of
money and land grabbing and you choose to ignore her and the constituents. Appalling!!!
Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.
SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS.
I strongly object to this proposal and urge the Secretary of Planning to advise the Minister to refuse the application on
the grounds below. Instead NSW Planning must require the Proponent to properly and adequately address these
concerns. NSW Planning should also recommend to the NSW government that there should be an independent review
of WestConnex before more billions are spent and more residents' lives damaged.
The noise and air quality studies are completely dependent on the accuracy of the traffic analysis and assumptions. If
the traffic analysis is flawed, so too are the air and noise studies and local road traffic impacts. Only last week Citi
financial analysts in a report to their large investors were of the view that the traffic predictions contained were
unlikely to be achievable. An EIS based on inaccurate traffic analysis cannot be approved.
Arguments in support of the project depend on the approval of further toll roads. These other proposals, such as the
F6, are being planned secretly. There are reports that the F6 will take hundreds of houses and parks. I am opposed to
Stage 3 being be approved on the basis that such a project would be completed. Tolls add to cost of living pressures
and are a growing economic and social issue in Sydney. The analysis of toll avoidance in this EIS is completely
inadequate.
The inadequate traffic analysis shows that even if this tollway and all other proposed tollways are completed, the St
Peters Interchange and Frederick Street in Ashfield will be considerably more congested in 2033 if the project goes
ahead.
AECOM, the company responsible for this EIS, has a well documented record of wrongly predicting traffic. Already
there are reports that the traffic for all stages of WestConnex has been overestimated and construction costs
underestimated.(SMH 'Pressure builds on government to sweeten WestConnex sale' 5/10/2017)
During 2017 residents in St Peters have been subject to appalling odours which have damaged the health of some
community members and damaged the quality of life of many more. SMC has failed to comply with the
environmental protection licence that it was granted as part of previous approvals. I am appalled that these odours are
predicted to possibly continue if Stage 3 is approved. No community should be treated in this manner
Campbell St and Campbell Rd has lost all of its houses and other buildings to the re-alignment works to take traffic
down to the St Peters Interchange, which is being built on an old toxic rubbish dump. Seeing neighbours' homes
demolished was wrenching and on top of that has been the noise, the dust and traffic and night work in case the
daylight disruption wasn't enough. None of this has been reflected in the 'cumulative impacts' assessment in the EIS
for which there has been no actual assessment at all of the experience of residents during the Stage 2 New M5.
I object to unfiltered stacks in Haberfield, St Peters and Rozelle, which would be the site of an unprecedented
concentration of stacks, in a valley, adjacent to densely populated suburbs. I cannot understand why if the NSW
government is spending billions of dollars on this project, it cannot afford to filter the stacks. I completely reject the
statement in the EIS that if after years the unfiltered stacks are shown not to work, more unfiltered stacks would be a
better solution that filtering stacks.
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St Peters School would be "neatly" triangulated between the two sets of stacks which rise up above the Princes
Highway. The prevailing winds in our neighbourhood are from the east, so the exhaust from the stacks will blow over
the school whether the wind is coming from the south or the north.
The Environmental Impact Statement for Stage 3 admits that the traffic around St Peters will be worse when both
stages are completed. So we will have to put up with the exhaust from the tunnels and the additional car emissions
from the traffic. Car emissions are known to shorten the lives of those who live within half a kilometre of a busy
roadway. Diesel exhaust from trucks is classed as a carcinogen.
I am concerned that Haberfield and Ashfield residents are being given the apparent choice of two construction plans,
Option A or Option B, both of which will have severe impacts on the community During the Stage one consultation
phase, residents were repeatedly told that after construction of the M4 East, there would be no more above ground
construction in Haberfield. It now appears that they were misled. SMC is already preparing its Preferred Infrastructure
Report which will include its final choice of option. I demand that this report be made public as soon as it is filed with
NSW Planning and that residents be given a right to consultation on the actual plan before a determination on this EIS
application is made by NSW Planning.
I object to the EIS on the grounds that it fails the Secretary's requirement for "meaningful" consultation. Hundreds of
residents within the proposed project zone were not even notified of feedback sessions. Hundreds of submissions on
the concept design, including a major one from the Inner West Council, were ignored.
The high number of residents in both Haberfield and Leichhardt who would require mitigation for horrific night noise
is unacceptable, particularly because promises of mitigation in Haberfield and St Peters during Stage 2 have not
offered adequate protection.
SMC was required to consider alternatives. This section in the EIS is tokenistic at best. The City of Sydney came up
with a well thought out alternative plan and this has been ignored in the EIS.
I urge the Secretary of NSW Planning to advise the Minister to reject this EIS, publish, my name and submission in
accordance with the undertaking on your website, and provide a written response to each of the objections I have
raised.
Yours sincerely, Cheryl L Dickson 48 Dickson St, Newtown NSW 2042, Australia
This email was sent by Cheryl L Dickson via Do Gooder, a website that allows people
to contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set the
FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Cheryl L provided an
email address (dicksonavt@bigpond.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Cheryl L Dickson at dicksonavt@bigpond.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase . org/rfc-3834 .html
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Judith Russell <campaigns@good.do>
Tuesday, 10 October 2017 8:37 AM
DPE CSE Information Planning Mailbox
Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.
SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS.
I strongly object to this proposal in its entirety and urge the Secretary of Planning to advise the Minister to refuse the
application on the grounds below. NSW Planning must require the Proponent to properly and adequately address the
impacts set out below which are not adequately addressed in the EIS. NSW Planning should reject this EIS and
instead recommend to the NSW government that there should be an independent review of WestConnex before more
billions are spent and more residents' lives are damaged.
The noise and air quality studies are completely dependent on the accuracy of the traffic analysis and assumptions. If
the traffic analysis is flawed, so too are the air and noise studies and local road traffic impacts. Only last week Citi
financial analysts in a report to their large investors were of the view that the traffic predictions contained were
unlikely to be achievable. An EIS based on inaccurate traffic analysis cannot be approved.
The economic basis for this project is the approval of further toll roads. Throughout the EIS there are references to the
f6 and Northern beaches Link; it is assumed that these toll roads will, in fact, be built. The issue with this is that the
impacts set out in the EIS rely upon them beign built — that is, traffic will lessen once they are built. However, there is
no certainty this will occur — indeed, the State Opposition is opposed to both projects. Any references to these toll
roads, in the context of impacts from this project, need therefore to be disregarded.
The inadequate traffic analysis shows that even if this tollway and all other proposed tollways are completed, the St
Peters Interchange and Frederick Street in Ashfield will be considerably more congested in 2033 if the project goes
ahead.
We are also concerned that the traffic figures relied upon in the EIS are simply not reliable. AECOM, the company
responsible for this EIS, has a well-documented record of wrongly predicting traffic. Already there are reports that the
traffic for all stages of WestConnex has been overestimated and construction costs underestimated.(SMH 'Pressure
builds on government to sweeten WestConnex sale' 5/10/2017)
When measuring the impacts in the EIS, it is important to bear in mind the mismanagement of the project to date and
residents have little confidence that any measures set out in the approval document will, in fact, be complied with.
During 2017 residents in St Peters have been subject to appalling odours which have damaged the health of some
community members and damaged the quality of life of much more. SMC has failed to comply with the
environmental protection licence that it was granted as part of previous approvals. I am appalled that these odours are
predicted to possibly continue if Stage 3 is approved. No community should be treated in this manner
Campbell St and Campbell Rd has lost all of its houses and other buildings to the re-alignment works to take traffic
down to the St Peters Interchange, which is being built on an old toxic rubbish dump. Seeing neighbours' homes
demolished was wrenching and on top of that has been the noise, the dust and traffic and night work in case the
daylight disruption wasn't enough. None of this has been reflected in the 'cumulative impacts' assessment in the EIS
for which there has been no actual assessment at all of the experience of residents during the Stage 2 New M5.
I object to unfiltered stacks in our community (they are planned for Haberfield, St Peters and Rozelle). In Rozelle
there will be an unprecedented concentration of stacks, in a valley, adjacent to densely populated suburbs. I cannot
understand why if the NSW government is spending billions of dollars on this project, it cannot afford to filter the
stacks. I completely reject the statement in the EIS that if after years the unfiltered stacks are shown not to work, more
unfiltered stacks would be a better solution that filtering stacks. The government is exposing itself to a massive risk of
compensation payouts if it does not require filtration of all stacks as a condition of approval. I already suffer from

Asthma and as a senior member of the community will not be able to live a healthy life living next to an unfiltered
stack which is proposed near the bottom of my street.
St Peters School would be "neatly" triangulated between the two sets of stacks which rise up above the Princes
Highway. The prevailing winds in our neighbourhood are from the east, so the exhaust from the stacks will blow over
the school whether the wind is coming from the south or the north.
The Environmental Impact Statement for Stage 3 admits that the traffic around St Peters will be worse when both
stages are completed. So we will have to put up with the exhaust from the tunnels and the additional car emissions
from the traffic. Car emissions are known to shorten the lives of those who live within half a kilometre of a busy
roadway. Diesel exhaust from trucks is classed as a carcinogen.
I am concerned that Haberfield and Ashfield residents are being given the apparent choice of two construction plans,
Option A or Option B, both of which will have severe impacts on the community. During the Stage one consultation
phase, residents were repeatedly told that after construction of the M4 East, there would be no more above ground
construction in Haberfield. It now appears that they were misled. SMC is already preparing its Preferred Infrastructure
Report which will include its final choice of option. I demand that this report be made public as soon as it is filed with
NSW Planning and that residents be given a right to consultation on the actual plan before a determination on this EIS
application is made by NSW Planning
I object to the EIS on the grounds that it fails the Secretary's requirement for "meaningful" consultation. Hundreds of
residents within the proposed project zone were not even notified of feedback sessions. Hundreds of submissions on
the concept design, including a major one from the Inner West Council, were ignored. Consultation is not the
provision of glossy brochures, light on detail, which minimise the negative aspects of a project and state that ever
impact will be managed by a 'plan'.
The high number of residents in both Haberfield and Leichhardt who would require mitigation for horrific night noise
is unacceptable, particularly because promises of mitigation in Haberfield and St Peters during Stage 2 have not
offered adequate protection. The Darley Road proposed construction site has been rejected as highly unsuitable by the
Inner Council Council, its traffic planners and the independent engineer appointed by the council. In fact, the
intersection near the site 9james St and City west Lik), based on TfNSW's own data, is the third most dangerous
intersection in the inner west. despite that, SMC wishes to bring in 100 heavy vehicle movements a day, plus an
additional 70 light vehicle movements. There have been two fatalities directly out front the proposed site and it belied
belief that SMC could seriously consider running hundreds of trucks and heavy machinery into a known traffic and
accident black spot.
SMC was required to consider alternatives. This section in the EIS is tokenistic at best. The City of Sydney came up
with a well thought out alternative plan and this has been ignored in the EIS.
I urge the Secretary of NSW Planning to advise the Minister to reject this EIS, publish, my name and submission in
accordance with the undertaking on your web site, and provide a written response to each of the objections I have
raised.
Yours sincerely, Judith Russell 75 Lamb St, Lilyfield NSW 2040, Australia
This email was sent by Judith Russell via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set the
FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Judith provided an email
address (judyruss6@bigpond.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Judith Russell atjudyruss6@bigpond.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase . org/rfc-3834 .html
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

frank schaer <campaigns@good.do>
Tuesday, 10 October 2017 4:42 PM
DPE CSE Information Planning Mailbox
Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.
SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS.
I strongly object to this proposal and urge the Secretary of Planning to advise the Minister to refuse the application on
the grounds below.
The economic basis for this project is the approval of further toll roads. However, there is no certainty this will occur
— indeed, the State Opposition is opposed to both projects. Already there are reports that the traffic for all stages of
WestConnex has been overestimated and construction costs underestimated.
SMC was required to consider alternatives. This section in the EIS is tokenistic at best. The City of Sydney came up
with a well thought out alternative plan and this has been ignored in the EIS.
I urge the Secretary of NSW Planning to advise the Minister to reject this EIS, publish, my name and submission in
accordance with the undertaking on your web site, and provide a written response to each of the objections I have
raised.
Yours sincerely, frank schaer 6 Britannia Ave, Burwood NSW 2134, Australia
This email was sent by frank schaer via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set the
FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however frank provided an email
address (frschaer@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to frank schaer at frschaer@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase.org/rfc-3834.html
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Robert Woodley <campaigns@good.do>
Tuesday, 10 October 2017 5:04 PM
DPE CSE Information Planning Mailbox
Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.
SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS.
IF THIS MUST BE BUILT PUT IT IN TUNNELS AT ST PETERS TO CONNECT TO THE FREEWAY TO PORT
BOTANY AND THE AIRPORT, THEN SELL OFF THE INTERCHANGE LAND FOR HOUSING.
I strongly object to this proposal in its entirety and urge the Secretary of Planning to advise the Minister to refuse the
application on the grounds below. NSW Planning must require the Proponent to properly and adequately address the
impacts set out below which are not adequately addressed in the EIS. NSW Planning should reject this EIS and
instead recommend to the NSW government that there should be an independent review of WestConnex before more
billions are spent and more residents' lives are damaged.
The noise and air quality studies are completely dependent on the accuracy of the traffic analysis and assumptions. If
the traffic analysis is flawed, so too are the air and noise studies and local road traffic impacts. Only last week Citi
financial analysts in a report to their large investors were of the view that the traffic predictions contained were
unlikely to be achievable. An EIS based on inaccurate traffic analysis cannot be approved.
The economic basis for this project is the approval of further toll roads. Throughout the EIS there are references to the
f6 and Northern beaches Link; it is assumed that these toll roads will, in fact, be built. The issue with this is that the
impacts set out in the EIS rely upon them beign built — that is, traffic will lessen once they are built. However, there is
no certainty this will occur — indeed, the State Opposition is opposed to both projects. Any references to these toll
roads, in the context of impacts from this project, need therefore to be disregarded.
The inadequate traffic analysis shows that even if this tollway and all other proposed tollways are completed, the St
Peters Interchange and Frederick Street in Ashfield will be considerably more congested in 2033 if the project goes
ahead.
We are also concerned that the traffic figures relied upon in the EIS are simply not reliable. AECOM, the company
responsible for this EIS, has a well-documented record of wrongly predicting traffic. Already there are reports that the
traffic for all stages of WestConnex has been overestimated and construction costs underestimated.(SMH 'Pressure
builds on government to sweeten WestConnex sale' 5/10/2017)
When measuring the impacts in the EIS, it is important to bear in mind the mismanagement of the project to date and
residents have little confidence that any measures set out in the approval document will, in fact, be complied with.
During 2017 residents in St Peters have been subject to appalling odours which have damaged the health of some
community members and damaged the quality of life of much more. SMC has failed to comply with the
environmental protection licence that it was granted as part of previous approvals. I am appalled that these odours are
predicted to possibly continue if Stage 3 is approved. No community should be treated in this manner.
Campbell St and Campbell Rd has lost all of its houses and other buildings to the re-alignment works to take traffic
down to the St Peters Interchange, which is being built on an old toxic rubbish dump. Seeing neighbours' homes
demolished was wrenching and on top of that has been the noise, the dust and traffic and night work in case the
daylight disruption wasn't enough. None of this has been reflected in the 'cumulative impacts' assessment in the EIS
for which there has been no actual assessment at all of the experience of residents during the Stage 2 New M5.
I object to unfiltered stacks in our community (they are planned for Haberfield, St Peters and Rozelle). In Rozelle
there will be an unprecedented concentration of stacks, in a valley, adjacent to densely populated suburbs. I cannot
understand why if the NSW government is spending billions of dollars on this project, it cannot afford to filter the
1

stacks. I completely reject the statement in the EIS that if after years the unfiltered stacks are shown not to work, more
unfiltered stacks would be a better solution that filtering stacks. The government is exposing itself to a massive risk of
compensation payouts if it does not require filtration of all stacks as a condition of approval.
St Peters School would be "neatly" triangulated between the two sets of stacks which rise up above the Princes
Highway. The prevailing winds in our neighbourhood are from the east, so the exhaust from the stacks will blow over
the school whether the wind is coming from the south or the north.
The Environmental Impact Statement for Stage 3 admits that the traffic around St Peters will be worse when both
stages are completed. So we will have to put up with the exhaust from the tunnels and the additional car emissions
from the traffic. Car emissions are known to shorten the lives of those who live within half a kilometre of a busy
roadway. Diesel exhaust from trucks is classed as a carcinogen.
I am concerned that Haberfield and Ashfield residents are being given the apparent choice of two construction plans,
Option A or Option B, both of which will have severe impacts on the community. During the Stage one consultation
phase, residents were repeatedly told that after construction of the M4 East, there would be no more above ground
construction in Haberfield. It now appears that they were misled. SMC is already preparing its Preferred Infrastructure
Report which will include its final choice of option. I demand that this report be made public as soon as it is filed with
NSW Planning and that residents be given a right to consultation on the actual plan before a determination on this EIS
application is made by NSW Planning.
I object to the EIS on the grounds that it fails the Secretary's requirement for "meaningful" consultation. Hundreds of
residents within the proposed project zone were not even notified of feedback sessions. Hundreds of submissions on
the concept design, including a major one from the Inner West Council, were ignored. Consultation is not the
provision of glossy brochures, light on detail, which minimise the negative aspects of a project and state that ever
impact will be managed by a 'plan'.
The high number of residents in both Haberfield and Leichhardt who would require mitigation for horrific night noise
is unacceptable, particularly because promises of mitigation in Haberfield and St Peters during Stage 2 have not
offered adequate protection. The Darley Road proposed construction site has been rejected as highly unsuitable by the
Inner Council Council, its traffic planners and the independent engineer appointed by the council. In fact, the
intersection near the site 9james St and City west Lik), based on TfNSW's own data, is the third most dangerous
intersection in the inner west. despite that, SMC wishes to bring in 100 heavy vehicle movements a day, plus an
additional 70 light vehicle movements. There have been two fatalities directly out front the proposed site and it belied
belief that SMC could seriously consider running hundreds of trucks and heavy machinery into a known traffic and
accident black spot.
SMC was required to consider alternatives. This section in the EIS is tokenistic at best. The City of Sydney came up
with a well thought out alternative plan and this has been ignored in the EIS.
I urge the Secretary of NSW Planning to advise the Minister to reject this EIS, publish, my name and submission in
accordance with the undertaking on your website, and provide a written response to each of the objections I have
raised.
Yours sincerely, Robert Woodley 28 Renwick St, Alexandria NSW 2015, Australia
This email was sent by Robert Woodley via Do Gooder, a website that allows people
to contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set the
FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Robert provided an email
address (woodleyrm@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Robert Woodley at woodleyrm@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase . org/rfc-3834 .html
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Vikii warne <campaigns@good.do>
Tuesday, 10 October 2017 4:53 PM
DPE CSE Information Planning Mailbox
Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.
SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS.
I strongly object to this proposal in its entirety and urge the Secretary of Planning to advise the Minister to refuse the
application on the grounds below. NSW Planning must require the Proponent to properly and adequately address the
impacts set out below which are not adequately addressed in the EIS. NSW Planning should reject this EIS and
instead recommend to the NSW government that there should be an independent review of WestConnex before more
billions are spent and more residents' lives are damaged.
The noise and air quality studies are completely dependent on the accuracy of the traffic analysis and assumptions. If
the traffic analysis is flawed, so too are the air and noise studies and local road traffic impacts. Only last week Citi
financial analysts in a report to their large investors were of the view that the traffic predictions contained were
unlikely to be achievable. An EIS based on inaccurate traffic analysis cannot be approved.
The economic basis for this project is the approval of further toll roads. Throughout the EIS there are references to the
f6 and Northern beaches Link; it is assumed that these toll roads will, in fact, be built. The issue with this is that the
impacts set out in the EIS rely upon them beign built — that is, traffic will lessen once they are built. However, there is
no certainty this will occur — indeed, the State Opposition is opposed to both projects. Any references to these toll
roads, in the context of impacts from this project, need therefore to be disregarded.
We are also concerned that the traffic figures relied upon in the EIS are simply not reliable. AECOM, the company
responsible for this EIS, has a well-documented record of wrongly predicting traffic. Already there are reports that the
traffic for all stages of WestConnex has been overestimated and construction costs underestimated.(SMH 'Pressure
builds on government to sweeten WestConnex sale' 5/10/2017)
When measuring the impacts in the EIS, it is important to bear in mind the mismanagement of the project to date and
residents have little confidence that any measures set out in the approval document will, in fact, be complied with.
During 2017 residents in St Peters have been subject to appalling odours which have damaged the health of some
community members and damaged the quality of life of much more. SMC has failed to comply with the
environmental protection licence that it was granted as part of previous approvals. I am appalled that these odours are
predicted to possibly continue if Stage 3 is approved. No community should be treated in
I object to unfiltered stacks in our community (they are planned for Haberfield, St Peters and Rozelle). In Rozelle
there will be an unprecedented concentration of stacks, in a valley, adjacent to densely populated suburbs. I cannot
understand why if the NSW government is spending billions of dollars on this project, it cannot afford to filter the
stacks. I completely reject the statement in the EIS that if after years the unfiltered stacks are shown not to work, more
unfiltered stacks would be a better solution that filtering stacks. The government is exposing itself to a massive risk of
compensation payouts if it does not require filtration of all stacks as a condition of approval.
The Environmental Impact Statement for Stage 3 admits that the traffic around St Peters will be worse when both
stages are completed. So we will have to put up with the exhaust from the tunnels and the additional car emissions
from the traffic. Car emissions are known to shorten the lives of those who live within half a kilometre of a busy
roadway. Diesel exhaust from trucks is classed as toxic.
I object to the EIS on the grounds that it fails the Secretary's requirement for "meaningful" consultation. Hundreds of
residents within the proposed project zone were not even notified of feedback sessions. Hundreds of submissions on
the concept design, including a major one from the Inner West Council, were ignored. Consultation is not the

provision of glossy brochures, light on detail, which minimise the negative aspects of a project and state that ever
impact will be managed by a 'plan'.
The high number of residents in both Haberfield and Leichhardt who would require mitigation for horrific night noise
is unacceptable, particularly because promises of mitigation in Haberfield and St Peters during Stage 2 have not
offered adequate protection. The Darley Road proposed construction site has been rejected as highly unsuitable by the
Inner Council Council, its traffic planners and the independent engineer appointed by the council. In fact, the
intersection near the site 9james St and City west Lik), based on TfNSW's own data, is the third most dangerous
intersection in the inner west. despite that, SMC wishes to bring in 100 heavy vehicle movements a day, plus an
additional 70 light vehicle movements. There have been two fatalities directly out front the proposed site and it belied
belief that SMC could seriously consider running hundreds of trucks and heavy machinery into a known traffic and
accident black spot.
SMC was required to consider alternatives. This section in the EIS is tokenistic at best. The City of Sydney came up
with a well thought out alternative plan and this has been ignored in the EIS.
I urge the Secretary of NSW Planning to advise the Minister to reject this EIS, publish, my name and submission in
accordance with the undertaking on your web site, and provide a written response to each of the objections I have
raised.
Yours sincerely, Vikii warne 40 foucart st rozelle 2039
This email was sent by Vikii warne via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set the
FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Vikii provided an email
address (Vikiiwarne@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Vikii warne at Vikiiwarne@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase . org/rfc-3834 .html
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Anne Wale <campaigns@good.do>
Tuesday, 10 October 2017 4:52 PM
DPE CSE Information Planning Mailbox
Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.
SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS.
My objection to Wesconnex covers many areas; I believed it is ill conceived and defies much commonsense and
current public opinion. I urge the Secretary of Planning to advise the Minister to refuse the application on many
grounds as below. They have not been adequately addressed in the EIS. NSW Planning should reject this EIS and
instead recommend to the NSW government that there should be an independent review of WestConnex before more
billions are spent and more residents' lives are damaged.
Why is it that Berejiklian only days ago declared a reduction in budget to a fine working local transport system in
Sydney while ploughing untold millions into this outdated, unwanted by the people motorway project? The rest of the
developed world is advancing in the opposite direction rejecting toll roads en masse. This is not just the inner city
talking; western Sydney will be hurt and betrayed by high tolls. And we will all be outraged when the state
government has to compensate motorway companies, because motorists cannot afford to pay for roads which should
be covered already by taxes if government could manage them correctly.
The traffic analysis is flawed and so too are the air and noise studies and local road
traffic impacts. CiTi traffic predictions contained were unlikely to be achievable. An
EIS based on inaccurate traffic analysis cannot be approved.

The approval of further toll roads depends on the prospect that further toll roads will, in fact, be built. The issue with
this is that the impacts set out in the EIS rely upon them being built — that is, traffic will lessen once they are built.
However, there is no certainty this will occur — indeed, the State Opposition is opposed to both projects. Any
references to these toll roads, in the context of impacts from this project, need therefore to be disregarded.
The inadequate traffic analysis shows that even if this tollway and all other proposed tollways are completed, the St
Peters Interchange and Frederick Street in Ashfield will be considerably more congested in 2033 if the project goes
ahead.
We are also concerned that the traffic figures relied upon in the EIS are simply not reliable. AECOM, the company
responsible for this EIS, has a well-documented record of wrongly predicting traffic. Already there are reports that the
traffic for all stages of WestConnex has been overestimated and construction costs underestimated.(SMH 'Pressure
builds on government to sweeten WestConnex sale' 5/10/2017)
When measuring the impacts in the EIS, it is important to bear in mind the mismanagement of the project to date and
residents have little confidence that any measures set out in the approval document will, in fact, be complied with.
During 2017 residents in St Peters have been subject to appalling odours which have damaged the health of some
community members and damaged the quality of life of much more. SMC has failed to comply with the
environmental protection licence that it was granted as part of previous approvals. I am appalled that these odours are
predicted to possibly continue if Stage 3 is approved. No community should be treated in this manner.
Campbell St and Campbell Rd has lost all of its houses and other buildings to the re-alignment works to take traffic
down to the St Peters Interchange, which is being built on an old toxic rubbish dump. Seeing neighbours' homes
demolished was wrenching and on top of that has been the noise, the dust and traffic and night work in case the
daylight disruption wasn't enough. None of this has been reflected in the 'cumulative impacts' assessment in the EIS
for which there has been no actual assessment at all of the experience of residents during the Stage 2 New M5.

1

I object to unfiltered stacks in our community (they are planned for Haberfield, St Peters and Rozelle). In Rozelle
there will be an unprecedented concentration of stacks, in a valley, adjacent to densely populated suburbs. I cannot
understand why if the NSW government is spending billions of dollars on this project, it cannot afford to filter the
stacks. I completely reject the statement in the EIS that if after years the unfiltered stacks are shown not to work, more
unfiltered stacks would be a better solution that filtering stacks. The government is exposing itself to a massive risk of
compensation payouts if it does not require filtration of all stacks as a condition of approval.
Rozelle PS is only metres from proposed stacks. St Peters School would be "neatly" triangulated between the two sets
of stacks which rise up above the Princes Highway. The prevailing winds in this neighbourhood are from the east, so
the exhaust from the stacks will blow over the school whether the wind is coming from the south or the north.
The Environmental Impact Statement for Stage 3 admits that the traffic around St Peters will be worse when both
stages are completed. So we will have to put up with the exhaust from the tunnels and the additional car emissions
from the traffic. Car emissions are known to shorten the lives of those who live within half a kilometre of a busy
roadway. Diesel exhaust from trucks is classed as a carcinogen.
I am concerned that Haberfield and Ashfield residents are being given the apparent choice of two construction plans,
Option A or Option B, both of which will have severe impacts on the community. During the Stage one consultation
phase, residents were repeatedly told that after construction of the M4 East, there would be no more above ground
construction in Haberfield. It now appears that they were misled. SMC is already preparing its Preferred Infrastructure
Report which will include its final choice of option. I demand that this report be made public as soon as it is filed with
NSW Planning and that residents be given a right to consultation on the actual plan before a determination on this EIS
application is made by NSW Planning.
I object to the EIS on the grounds that it fails the Secretary's requirement for "meaningful" consultation. Hundreds of
residents within the proposed project zone were not even notified of feedback sessions. Hundreds of submissions on
the concept design, including a major one from the Inner West Council, were ignored. Consultation is not the
provision of glossy brochures, light on detail, which minimise the negative aspects of a project and state that ever
impact will be managed by a 'plan'.
The high number of residents in both Haberfield and Leichhardt who would require mitigation for horrific night noise
is unacceptable, particularly because promises of mitigation in Haberfield and St Peters during Stage 2 have not
offered adequate protection. The Darley Road proposed construction site has been rejected as highly unsuitable by the
Inner Council Council, its traffic planners and the independent engineer appointed by the council. In fact, the
intersection near the site 9james St and City west Lik), based on TfNSW's own data, is the third most dangerous
intersection in the inner west. despite that, SMC wishes to bring in 100 heavy vehicle movements a day, plus an
additional 70 light vehicle movements. There have been two fatalities directly out front the proposed site and it belied
belief that SMC could seriously consider running hundreds of trucks and heavy machinery into a known traffic and
accident black spot.
SMC was required to consider alternatives. This section in the EIS is tokenistic at best. The City of Sydney came up
with a well thought out alternative plan and this has been ignored in the EIS.
I urge the Secretary of NSW Planning to advise the Minister to reject this EIS, publish, my name and submission in
accordance with the undertaking on your website, and provide a written response to each of the objections I have
raised.
Yours sincerely, Arme Wale 8 Stewart St Balmain
This email was sent by Anne Wale via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set the
FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Anne provided an email
address (thewales@tpg.com.au) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Anne Wale at thewales@tpg.com.au.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase . org/rfc-3834 .html
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Attention Director
Application Number: SSI 7485

Infrastructure Projects, Planning
Services,
Department of Planning and
Environment
GPO Box 39, Sydney, NSW, 2001
Application Name:
WestConnex M4-M5 Link

Name:

n

e_

Signature:
••••••• ......... ...... •••• ............ ••••••

Please

include my personal information when publishing this submission to your website. I HAVE NOT
made reportable political donations in the last 2 years.

Address:
Suburb:

elY4

(te-r\ot.

Postcode Zo 4.1

I submit my objection to the WestConnex M4-M5 Link proposals for the reasons stated below, and request the Minister
reject the application entirely, and cause the proponents to reissue an EIS that is based on a fully researched, developed,
and budgeted concept design, and require the proponents to prepare a new business case against that design.
Community should be given an opportunity to
comment upon and influence the design and we
object to the approval of the EIS on the basis that
this detail is not provided, nor is the community
(or other stakeholders) given an opportunity to
comment or influence the final design.

0 Other planning issues are excluded from costbenefit analysis, which is a key component of
developing a business case:
•

•

•

No analysis of equity impacts of the
infrastructure investment and the tolling
regime, given the lower socio-economic
status of many areas of Western Sydney,
and the requirement for potential users of
WestConnex to own or pay for access to a
private vehicle to be able to use it
The localised impact of air quality around
the ventilation outlets should have been
accounted for.
Impacts associated with loss of amenity
from reduced access to open space should
have been accounted for.

0

There will be major impacts on the Anzac Bridge
with a projected increase of 60% in daily traffic.
There will also be major impacts to the Sydney
City Centre. The EIS states that this will lead to
major impacts on bus travel time and reliability.
The EIS's suggests that people will have to
adjust their travel times to starting for work earlier
and finishing later. This is unacceptable and
underlines Westconnex's waste and total failure.

0

Lack of ability to comment on the urban design
as part of the approval process - The EIS does
not provide any opportunity to comment on the
urban design and landscape component of the
project_ It states that 'a detailed review and
finalisation of the architectural treatment of the
project operational infrastructure would be
undertaken ;during detailed design'. The

0 The Westconnex has been described as an
integrated transport network solution. This is
totally untrue as the role and integration with
public transport and freight rail has not been
assessed. The Government recently committed
to a Metro West so this throws into question the
need for Westconnex. This is especially so as
the Westconnex business case outlines a shift
from public transport to toll roads as a benefit.
This needs to be justified economically. The EIS
does not do this.
0

The EIS is a strategy only document, it does not
commit to any design and it therefore does not
address any local impacts created by the
proposed M4-M5 Link. Rather it prepares the
pathway for sale of the Sydney Motorways
Corporation to the private sector, removing from
the responsibility, oversight and control of the
Government the final design, cost and
implementation of the M4-M5 Link.

000463-M00002
Link proposals as
I submit my strongest objections to the WestConnex
contained in te EIS application * SSI 7485, for the reasons set out below.

Submission to:
Planning Services,
Department of Planning and Environment
GPO Box 39, syclnes NSW, 2001

e.

NameSignature-

Attn: Director — Transport Assessments

Please include my personal information when publishing this submission to your website
Declaration: I HAVE NOT made any reportable political donations in the last 2 years.

Address:

sttuocu-f - St-

Suburb:
0

Application Number: SSI 74E5
Application Name:
WestConnex Mq-Ms Link

Postcode

Lt-lt

The WestConnex route has changed significantly over time, even after the initial August 2013 Business Case was
approved by the NSUJ Government but not made public. Therefore an Updated Business Case on an updated concept
was published in 2015. SGS Economics and Planning undertook a detailed assessment of this and reached the
following conclusions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Misrepresentation of the Benefit Cost R_atio (BCR) as 1.71 when it was 1.64.
The Business Case did not identify Stage 3 WestConnex, connecting the MLF to the MS, as a priority for "filling in
the missing links in Sydney's motorway network".
Modelling for post-2031 conditions was not undertaken, however benefits were assumed to continue until 2052.
The transport modelling is likely to have underestimated the impact of extra traffic induced by the additional
capacity, which would significantly reduce the BCR.
The Business Case did not reflect global approaches to congestion management, such as transit investment and
demand management.
The Business Case suggested WestConnex would help renew Parramatta Road by reducing traffic on it, despite
the modelling showing that many parts of it would carry more traffic, not less.
Travel time savings are a key component of the positive BCR_. A significant proportion of these supposed benefits
arise from travel time savings were within the margin of error of modelling, or would be so small that motorists may
not notice them (and therefore would not value them).
Insufficient justification was provided for the significant travel time savings, and economic benefits, factored into
the BCR for business and light commercial vehicles - for instance there was insufficient analysis of origins and
destinations of these trips.
The construction costs appear too conservative - if these increase, the BCR would reduce accordingly.
Other costs were not accounted for, such as reduced amenity on urban development, loss of land for higher value
activities, and the health costs of potentially reduced public transport use.
In summary, SGS suggested that the actual BCR of the project could be less than 1:1, with NSW taxpayers
exposed to the risk that the project may not succeed.

- The project fails to address its most fundamental objective of connecting to Port Botany, the genesis of the entire
enterprise
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Attention Director
Application Number: SSI 7485
Infrastructure Projects, Planning
Services,
Department of Planning and
Environment
GPO Box 39, Sydney, NSW, 2001
Application Name:
WestConnex M4-M5 Link

Name:
Signature:
Please
include my personal information when publishing this submission to your website. I HAVE NOT
made reportable political donations in the last 2 years.

Address:
C
Postcode

Suburb:

I submit my objection to the WestConnex M4-M5 Link proposals for the reasons stated below, and request the Minister
reject the application entirely, and cause the proponents to reissue an EIS that is based on a fiilly researched, developed,
and budgeted concept design, and require the proponents to prepare a new business case against that design.
•

Rozelle Rail Yards will have 400 car parking
spaces provided for site workers(EIS). The
daily workforce for these sites is shown to be
approximately 550. This means that 150
vehicles will need to park in nearby local
streets which are already at full capacity during
weekdays from commuters parking and taking
the light rail.

•

The EIS asserts that WestConnex will be a
catalyst for urban renewal along major
corridors. No evidence is provided to back this
assertion. The Sydney experience suggests
that roads don't - this is not a likely catalyst
e.g. Canterbury Road after M5 East;
Cumberland Highway corridor after the M7.

•

I am concerned that while hundreds of impacts
on resident, including noise, loss of business,
dust, and lost time through more traffic
congestion, are identified in the EIS, the
approach is always to recommend approval
and promise vague 'mitigation' in the future.
This is not good enough.

•

The EIS shows that traffic on the City West
Link, Johnston St, the Crescent, Catherine St
and Ross street will greatly increase during the
construction period and also be greatly
increased by the time Stage 3 is completed. It
states that Stage 3 will do nothing to improve
traffic congestion in the area in fact it will add
to the problem. Many of these areas are
already congested at Peak times. This will be

highly negative for the local area as more and
more people try to avoid the congestion by
using rat runs through the local areas on local
streets.
•

The EIS proposes that all trucks will arrive at
the Darley Road civil and tunnel site from
Haberfield and travel along Darley Road to the
site, with a right-hand turn now permitted into
James Street. The proposed route will result in
a truck every 3-4 minutes for 5 years running
directly by the small houses on Darley Road.
These homes will not be habitable during the
five-year construction period due to the
unacceptable noise impacts. The truck noise
will be worsened by their need to travel up a
steep hill to return to the City West Link, so the
noise impacts will affect not just those homes
on or immediately adjacent to Darley Road.

•

Heart disease will skyrocket due to air pollution
caused by Westconnex bringing more cars into
the Inner West says Paul Torzillo, Head of
Respiratory medicine at Royal Prince Albert
Hospital. Inner West Courier 23rd May 2017

•

The newly formed Greater Sydney Commission is
currently preparing strategic plans (six District
Plans and the Greater Sydney Region Plan) for
Sydney's long-term future and TfNSW is currently
developing Sydney's Transport Future. All
motorway projects should be placed on hold until
finalisation of these plans.
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Attention: Director, Infrastructure Projects, Planning Services Department of
Planning and Environment, GPO Box 39, Sydney, NSW, 2001 •
Submission in relation to: Application Number - SSI 7485
Application name - WestConnex M4-M5 Link
Name:

a
l
Address:
le
Post Code

..S-1--)

Suburb

O 4_1

Please includ,eiy personal information when publishing this submission to your
website
(/No
Declaration: I have not made any reportable political donations in the last 2 years.
Date 2. 4 . 1.. ( 7
—
I object to the WestConnex M4-M5 Link proposals as contained in the EIS application #SSI
7485 for the reason(s) set out below.
Signed:

•

Air quality — exhaust emissions

I object to the Darley Road Civil and Tunnel Construction site at Leichhardt because the
proponent has failed to comply with the SEARS requirement,in relation to Air quality, that
the project is designed, constructed and operated in a manner that minimises air quality
impacts (including nuisance dust and odour) to minimise risks to human health and the
environment to the greatest extent practicable. In particular I object to the Darley Road Civil
and Tunnel Construction site because of the impact it will have on health.
In 9.3 'Construction assessment methodology' of the EIS the proponent states that one of
the main air pollution and amenity considerations at demolition/construction sites is
increased concentrations of airborne particles and NO2 due to exhaust emissions from onsite diesel-powered vehicles and construction equipment. In 9.3 the proponent also states
that 'Exhaust emissions from on-site plant and site traffic are unlikely to have a
significant impact on local air quality, and in the majority of cases they would not
need to be quantitatively assessed.'
This assessment is incorrect in the case of the Darley Road Civil and Tunnel Construction
site in Leichhardt and the Department of Planning must require the proponent to submit an
assessment.
The proponent sets out elsewhere in the EIS its plan to run spoil trucks in and out of the site
via Darley Rd/James St.
A full laden truck and dog driving up the steep blind section of Darley Rd/James St will have
to use high gears and high revs to get up the hill. This will take longer than for other
vehicles because of the size of a truck and dog and the extensive traffic queuing that takes
place at the intersection. The proponent anticipates there being a truck every 4 minutes in
peak hour which coincides with the peak of foot traffic near the intersection. This means a
truck every traffic light cycle. This will create unacceptable concentrations of diesel exhaust
in an area used by a lot of pedestrians to get to and from the North Leichhardt light rail stop.
The Darley Road Civil and Tunnel Construction site in Leichhardt should not be allowed to
proceed because of the health impacts from diesel exhaust.

000464

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

<campaigns@good.do>
Tuesday, 10 October 2017 4:42 PM
DPE CSE Information Planning Mailbox
Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.
SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS.
I strongly object to this proposal in its entirety and urge the Secretary of Planning to advise the Minister to refuse the
application on the grounds below. NSW Planning should reject this EIS and instead recommend to the NSW
government that there should be an independent review of WestConnex before more billions are spent and more
residents' lives are damaged.
In particular I object on the grounds that the St Peters off-ramp will double traffic on euston and mcevot roads
alexandria. this will increase air pollution and traffic noise at a time when this district is doubling in population. the
increase in traffic in the inner city as a result of westconnex is simply an impossible outcome for mobility in the inner
city and this wasted money should be spent on public transport (e.g. more metro stations on the metro gap between
waterloo and sydenham)
I urge the Secretary of NSW Planning to advise the Minister to reject this EIS, publish, my name and submission in
accordance with the undertaking on your web site, and provide a written response to each of the objections I have
raised.
Yours sincerely,
This email was sent by
via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set the
FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however
provided an email
address
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase . org/rfc-3834 .html
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

<camPaigns@good.do>
Saturday, 14 October 2017 11:21 AM
DPE CSE Information Planning Mailbox
Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.

SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS.
I strongly object to this proposal in its entirety on the grounds that it represents a massive transfer of public wealth
through the NSW government into the hands of private corporations with scant evidence of any beneficial outcomes
for the public.
In addition, there is no clear evidence of the benefit of the mutliple benefits that could be undertaken with public
monies if westconnex does not proceed.
Finally, there is clear evidence that public health and suburban amenity will be harmed on a massive scale for a
project that may not even deliver any benefits in terms of sustainable transport futures.
For these reasons i want to put on record my absolute opposition to this project. Further i urge the NSW state
government to immediately engage with the sydney of city plans for alternative road transport networking stategy for
lower cost, less destructive options to achieve the stated objectives of the original westconnex project (servicing the
airport and port of botany)
I urge the Secretary of NSW Planning to advise the Minister to reject this EIS, publish, my name and submission in
accordance with the undertaking on your website, and provide a written response to each of the objections I have
raised.
regards

Yours sincerely,
This email was sent by
via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set the
FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however
provided an email
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
address
Please reply to
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase.org/rfc-3834.html
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John McClymont <campaigns@good.do>
Tuesday, 10 October 2017 4:34 PM
DPE CSE Information Planning Mailbox
Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.
SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS.
I strongly object to this proposal in its entirety and urge the Secretary of Planning to advise the Minister to refuse the
application on the grounds below. NSW Planning must require the Proponent to properly and adequately address the
impacts set out below which are not adequately addressed in the EIS. NSW Planning should reject this EIS and
instead recommend to the NSW government that there should be an independent review of WestConnex before more
billions are spent and more residents' lives are damaged.
The noise and air quality studies are completely dependent on the accuracy of the traffic analysis and assumptions. If
the traffic analysis is flawed, so too are the air and noise studies and local road traffic impacts. Only last week Citi
financial analysts in a report to their large investors were of the view that the traffic predictions contained were
unlikely to be achievable. An EIS based on inaccurate traffic analysis cannot be approved.
The economic basis for this project is the approval of further toll roads. Throughout the EIS there are references to the
f6 and Northern beaches Link; it is assumed that these toll roads will, in fact, be built. The issue with this is that the
impacts set out in the EIS rely upon them beign built — that is, traffic will lessen once they are built. However, there is
no certainty this will occur — indeed, the State Opposition is opposed to both projects. Any references to these toll
roads, in the context of impacts from this project, need therefore to be disregarded.
The inadequate traffic analysis shows that even if this tollway and all other proposed tollways are completed, the St
Peters Interchange and Frederick Street in Ashfield will be considerably more congested in 2033 if the project goes
ahead.
We are also concerned that the traffic figures relied upon in the EIS are simply not reliable. AECOM, the company
responsible for this EIS, has a well-documented record of wrongly predicting traffic. Already there are reports that the
traffic for all stages of WestConnex has been overestimated and construction costs underestimated.(SMH 'Pressure
builds on government to sweeten WestConnex sale' 5/10/2017)
When measuring the impacts in the EIS, it is important to bear in mind the mismanagement of the project to date and
residents have little confidence that any measures set out in the approval document will, in fact, be complied with.
During 2017 residents in St Peters have been subject to appalling odours which have damaged the health of some
community members and damaged the quality of life of much more. SMC has failed to comply with the
environmental protection licence that it was granted as part of previous approvals. I am appalled that these odours are
predicted to possibly continue if Stage 3 is approved. No community should be treated in this manner
Campbell St and Campbell Rd has lost all of its houses and other buildings to the re-alignment works to take traffic
down to the St Peters Interchange, which is being built on an old toxic rubbish dump. Seeing neighbours' homes
demolished was wrenching and on top of that has been the noise, the dust and traffic and night work in case the
daylight disruption wasn't enough. None of this has been reflected in the 'cumulative impacts' assessment in the EIS
for which there has been no actual assessment at all of the experience of residents during the Stage 2 New M5.
I object to unfiltered stacks in our community (they are planned for Haberfield, St Peters and Rozelle). In Rozelle
there will be an unprecedented concentration of stacks, in a valley, adjacent to densely populated suburbs. I cannot
understand why if the NSW government is spending billions of dollars on this project, it cannot afford to filter the
stacks. I completely reject the statement in the EIS that if after years the unfiltered stacks are shown not to work, more
unfiltered stacks would be a better solution that filtering stacks. The government is exposing itself to a massive risk of
compensation payouts if it does not require filtration of all stacks as a condition of approval.

St Peters School would be "neatly" triangulated between the two sets of stacks which rise up above the Princes
Highway. The prevailing winds in our neighbourhood are from the east, so the exhaust from the stacks will blow over
the school whether the wind is coming from the south or the north.
The Environmental Impact Statement for Stage 3 admits that the traffic around St Peters will be worse when both
stages are completed. So we will have to put up with the exhaust from the tunnels and the additional car emissions
from the traffic. Car emissions are known to shorten the lives of those who live within half a kilometre of a busy
roadway. Diesel exhaust from trucks is classed as a carcinogen.
I am concerned that Haberfield and Ashfield residents are being given the apparent choice of two construction plans,
Option A or Option B, both of which will have severe impacts on the community During the Stage one consultation
phase, residents were repeatedly told that after construction of the M4 East, there would be no more above ground
construction in Haberfield. It now appears that they were misled. SMC is already preparing its Preferred Infrastructure
Report which will include its final choice of option. I demand that this report be made public as soon as it is filed with
NSW Planning and that residents be given a right to consultation on the actual plan before a determination on this EIS
application is made by NSW Planning.
I object to the EIS on the grounds that it fails the Secretary's requirement for "meaningful" consultation. Hundreds of
residents within the proposed project zone were not even notified of feedback sessions. Hundreds of submissions on
the concept design, including a major one from the Inner West Council, were ignored. Consultation is not the
provision of glossy brochures, light on detail, which minimise the negative aspects of a project and state that ever
impact will be managed by a 'plan'.
The high number of residents in both Haberfield and Leichhardt who would require mitigation for horrific night noise
is unacceptable, particularly because promises of mitigation in Haberfield and St Peters during Stage 2 have not
offered adequate protection. The Darley Road proposed construction site has been rejected as highly unsuitable by the
Inner Council Council, its traffic planners and the independent engineer appointed by the council. In fact, the
intersection near the site 9james St and City west Lik), based on TfNSW's own data, is the third most dangerous
intersection in the inner west. despite that, SMC wishes to bring in 100 heavy vehicle movements a day, plus an
additional 70 light vehicle movements. There have been two fatalities directly out front the proposed site and it belied
belief that SMC could seriously consider running hundreds of trucks and heavy machinery into a known traffic and
accident black spot.
SMC was required to consider alternatives. This section in the EIS is tokenistic at best. The City of Sydney came up
with a well thought out alternative plan and this has been ignored in the EIS.
I urge the Secretary of NSW Planning to advise the Minister to reject this EIS, publish, my name and submission in
accordance with the undertaking on your web site, and provide a written response to each of the objections I have
raised.
Thank you
Yours sincerely, John McClymont 121 Elswick St, Leichhardt NSW 2040, Australia
This email was sent by John McClymont via Do Gooder, a website that allows people
to contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set the
FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however John provided an email
address (mcclloydl@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to John McClymont atmcclloydl@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase . org/rfc-3834 . html
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000466

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Claude Serafini <campaigns@good.do>
Tuesday, 10 October 2017 4:33 PM
DPE CSE Information Planning Mailbox
Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.
SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS.
I strongly object to this proposal in its entirety and urge the Secretary of Planning to advise the Minister to refuse the
application on the grounds below. NSW Planning must require the Proponent to properly and adequately address the
impacts set out below which are not adequately addressed in the EIS. NSW Planning should reject this EIS and
instead recommend to the NSW government that there should be an independent review of WestConnex before more
billions are spent and more residents' lives are damaged.
The noise and air quality studies are completely dependent on the accuracy of the traffic analysis and assumptions. If
the traffic analysis is flawed, so too are the air and noise studies and local road traffic impacts. Only last week Citi
financial analysts in a report to their large investors were of the view that the traffic predictions contained were
unlikely to be achievable. An EIS based on inaccurate traffic analysis cannot be approved.
The economic basis for this project is the approval of further toll roads. Throughout the EIS there are references to the
f6 and Northern beaches Link; it is assumed that these toll roads will, in fact, be built. The issue with this is that the
impacts set out in the EIS rely upon them beign built — that is, traffic will lessen once they are built. However, there is
no certainty this will occur — indeed, the State Opposition is opposed to both projects. Any references to these toll
roads, in the context of impacts from this project, need therefore to be disregarded.
The inadequate traffic analysis shows that even if this tollway and all other proposed tollways are completed, the St
Peters Interchange and Frederick Street in Ashfield will be considerably more congested in 2033 if the project goes
ahead.
We are also concerned that the traffic figures relied upon in the EIS are simply not reliable. AECOM, the company
responsible for this EIS, has a well-documented record of wrongly predicting traffic. Already there are reports that the
traffic for all stages of WestConnex has been overestimated and construction costs underestimated.(SMH 'Pressure
builds on government to sweeten WestConnex sale' 5/10/2017)
When measuring the impacts in the EIS, it is important to bear in mind the mismanagement of the project to date and
residents have little confidence that any measures set out in the approval document will, in fact, be complied with.
During 2017 residents in St Peters have been subject to appalling odours which have damaged the health of some
community members and damaged the quality of life of much more. SMC has failed to comply with the
environmental protection licence that it was granted as part of previous approvals. I am appalled that these odours are
predicted to possibly continue if Stage 3 is approved. No community should be treated in this manner
Campbell St and Campbell Rd has lost all of its houses and other buildings to the re-alignment works to take traffic
down to the St Peters Interchange, which is being built on an old toxic rubbish dump. Seeing neighbours' homes
demolished was wrenching and on top of that has been the noise, the dust and traffic and night work in case the
daylight disruption wasn't enough. None of this has been reflected in the 'cumulative impacts' assessment in the EIS
for which there has been no actual assessment at all of the experience of residents during the Stage 2 New M5.
I object to unfiltered stacks in our community (they are planned for Haberfield, St Peters and Rozelle). In Rozelle
there will be an unprecedented concentration of stacks, in a valley, adjacent to densely populated suburbs. I cannot
understand why if the NSW government is spending billions of dollars on this project, it cannot afford to filter the
stacks. I completely reject the statement in the EIS that if after years the unfiltered stacks are shown not to work, more
unfiltered stacks would be a better solution that filtering stacks. The government is exposing itself to a massive risk of
compensation payouts if it does not require filtration of all stacks as a condition of approval.

St Peters School would be "neatly" triangulated between the two sets of stacks which rise up above the Princes
Highway. The prevailing winds in our neighbourhood are from the east, so the exhaust from the stacks will blow over
the school whether the wind is coming from the south or the north.
The Environmental Impact Statement for Stage 3 admits that the traffic around St Peters will be worse when both
stages are completed. So we will have to put up with the exhaust from the tunnels and the additional car emissions
from the traffic. Car emissions are known to shorten the lives of those who live within half a kilometre of a busy
roadway. Diesel exhaust from trucks is classed as a carcinogen.
I am concerned that Haberfield and Ashfield residents are being given the apparent choice of two construction plans,
Option A or Option B, both of which will have severe impacts on the community During the Stage one consultation
phase, residents were repeatedly told that after construction of the M4 East, there would be no more above ground
construction in Haberfield. It now appears that they were misled. SMC is already preparing its Preferred Infrastructure
Report which will include its final choice of option. I demand that this report be made public as soon as it is filed with
NSW Planning and that residents be given a right to consultation on the actual plan before a determination on this EIS
application is made by NSW Planning.
I object to the EIS on the grounds that it fails the Secretary's requirement for "meaningful" consultation. Hundreds of
residents within the proposed project zone were not even notified of feedback sessions. Hundreds of submissions on
the concept design, including a major one from the Inner West Council, were ignored. Consultation is not the
provision of glossy brochures, light on detail, which minimise the negative aspects of a project and state that ever
impact will be managed by a 'plan'.
The high number of residents in both Haberfield and Leichhardt who would require mitigation for horrific night noise
is unacceptable, particularly because promises of mitigation in Haberfield and St Peters during Stage 2 have not
offered adequate protection. The Darley Road proposed construction site has been rejected as highly unsuitable by the
Inner Council Council, its traffic planners and the independent engineer appointed by the council. In fact, the
intersection near the site 9james St and City west Lik), based on TfNSW's own data, is the third most dangerous
intersection in the inner west. despite that, SMC wishes to bring in 100 heavy vehicle movements a day, plus an
additional 70 light vehicle movements. There have been two fatalities directly out front the proposed site and it belied
belief that SMC could seriously consider running hundreds of trucks and heavy machinery into a known traffic and
accident black spot.
There will be a huge bottleneck on Victoria Road and on the Anzac bridge causing even more traffic chaos.
SMC was required to consider alternatives. This section in the EIS is tokenistic at best. The City of Sydney came up
with a well thought out alternative plan and this has been ignored in the EIS.
I urge the Secretary of NSW Planning to advise the Minister to reject this EIS, publish, my name and submission in
accordance with the undertaking on your web site, and provide a written response to each of the objections I have
raised.
Yours sincerely, Claude Serafini 32 Park St, Rozelle NSW 2039, Australia
This email was sent by Claude Serafini via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set the
FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Claude provided an email
address (serafiniO4@bigpond.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Claude Serafini at serafiniO4@bigpond.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase . org/rfc-3834 . html
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Leigh Howlett <campaigns@good.do>
Tuesday, 10 October 2017 4:33 PM
DPE CSE Information Planning Mailbox
Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.
SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS.
I strongly object to this proposal in its entirety and urge the Secretary of Planning to advise the Minister to refuse the
application on the grounds below. NSW Planning must require the Proponent to properly and adequately address the
impacts set out below which are not adequately addressed in the EIS. NSW Planning should reject this EIS and
instead recommend to the NSW government that there should be an independent review of WestConnex before more
billions are spent and more residents' lives are damaged.
The noise and air quality studies are completely dependent on the accuracy of the traffic analysis and assumptions. If
the traffic analysis is flawed, so too are the air and noise studies and local road traffic impacts. Only last week Citi
financial analysts in a report to their large investors were of the view that the traffic predictions contained were
unlikely to be achievable. An EIS based on inaccurate traffic analysis cannot be approved.
The economic basis for this project is the approval of further toll roads. Throughout the EIS there are references to the
f6 and Northern beaches Link; it is assumed that these toll roads will, in fact, be built. The issue with this is that the
impacts set out in the EIS rely upon them beign built — that is, traffic will lessen once they are built. However, there is
no certainty this will occur — indeed, the State Opposition is opposed to both projects. Any references to these toll
roads, in the context of impacts from this project, need therefore to be disregarded.
The inadequate traffic analysis shows that even if this tollway and all other proposed tollways are completed, the St
Peters Interchange and Frederick Street in Ashfield will be considerably more congested in 2033 if the project goes
ahead.
We are also concerned that the traffic figures relied upon in the EIS are simply not reliable. AECOM, the company
responsible for this EIS, has a well-documented record of wrongly predicting traffic. Already there are reports that the
traffic for all stages of WestConnex has been overestimated and construction costs underestimated.(SMH 'Pressure
builds on government to sweeten WestConnex sale' 5/10/2017)
When measuring the impacts in the EIS, it is important to bear in mind the mismanagement of the project to date and
residents have little confidence that any measures set out in the approval document will, in fact, be complied with.
During 2017 residents in St Peters have been subject to appalling odours which have damaged the health of some
community members and damaged the quality of life of much more. SMC has failed to comply with the
environmental protection licence that it was granted as part of previous approvals. I am appalled that these odours are
predicted to possibly continue if Stage 3 is approved. No community should be treated in this manner
Campbell St and Campbell Rd has lost all of its houses and other buildings to the re-alignment works to take traffic
down to the St Peters Interchange, which is being built on an old toxic rubbish dump. Seeing neighbours' homes
demolished was wrenching and on top of that has been the noise, the dust and traffic and night work in case the
daylight disruption wasn't enough. None of this has been reflected in the 'cumulative impacts' assessment in the EIS
for which there has been no actual assessment at all of the experience of residents during the Stage 2 New M5.
I object to unfiltered stacks in our community (they are planned for Haberfield, St Peters and Rozelle). In Rozelle
there will be an unprecedented concentration of stacks, in a valley, adjacent to densely populated suburbs. I cannot
understand why if the NSW government is spending billions of dollars on this project, it cannot afford to filter the
stacks. I completely reject the statement in the EIS that if after years the unfiltered stacks are shown not to work, more
unfiltered stacks would be a better solution that filtering stacks. The government is exposing itself to a massive risk of
compensation payouts if it does not require filtration of all stacks as a condition of approval.

St Peters School would be "neatly" triangulated between the two sets of stacks which rise up above the Princes
Highway. The prevailing winds in our neighbourhood are from the east, so the exhaust from the stacks will blow over
the school whether the wind is coming from the south or the north.
The Environmental Impact Statement for Stage 3 admits that the traffic around St Peters will be worse when both
stages are completed. So we will have to put up with the exhaust from the tunnels and the additional car emissions
from the traffic. Car emissions are known to shorten the lives of those who live within half a kilometre of a busy
roadway. Diesel exhaust from trucks is classed as a carcinogen.
I am concerned that Haberfield and Ashfield residents are being given the apparent choice of two construction plans,
Option A or Option B, both of which will have severe impacts on the community During the Stage one consultation
phase, residents were repeatedly told that after construction of the M4 East, there would be no more above ground
construction in Haberfield. It now appears that they were misled. SMC is already preparing its Preferred Infrastructure
Report which will include its final choice of option. I demand that this report be made public as soon as it is filed with
NSW Planning and that residents be given a right to consultation on the actual plan before a determination on this EIS
application is made by NSW Planning.
I object to the EIS on the grounds that it fails the Secretary's requirement for "meaningful" consultation. Hundreds of
residents within the proposed project zone were not even notified of feedback sessions. Hundreds of submissions on
the concept design, including a major one from the Inner West Council, were ignored. Consultation is not the
provision of glossy brochures, light on detail, which minimise the negative aspects of a project and state that ever
impact will be managed by a 'plan'.
The high number of residents in both Haberfield and Leichhardt who would require mitigation for horrific night noise
is unacceptable, particularly because promises of mitigation in Haberfield and St Peters during Stage 2 have not
offered adequate protection. The Darley Road proposed construction site has been rejected as highly unsuitable by the
Inner Council Council, its traffic planners and the independent engineer appointed by the council. In fact, the
intersection near the site 9james St and City west Lik), based on TfNSW's own data, is the third most dangerous
intersection in the inner west. despite that, SMC wishes to bring in 100 heavy vehicle movements a day, plus an
additional 70 light vehicle movements. There have been two fatalities directly out front the proposed site and it belied
belief that SMC could seriously consider running hundreds of trucks and heavy machinery into a known traffic and
accident black spot.
SMC was required to consider alternatives. This section in the EIS is tokenistic at best. The City of Sydney came up
with a well thought out alternative plan and this has been ignored in the EIS.
I object to the EIS as WestConnex is a waste of money. It has been reported that the state government directed
transport officials to ignore the cheaper, faster and more effective public transport alternatives. Every new section of
freeway induces more people to travel by car; they end up on a road to a bigger traffic jam which they encounter
when they get closer to their destination. Westconnex is not a solution to the problem of transporting large numbers of
people. In view of Peak Oil and the Greenhouse Effect, Walking, cycling and public transport should be preferred
over building more freeways. C J Campbell! ("The Coming Oil Crisis" — 1988) made the case that Peak Oil would
happen about 2010; the coming crisis with Global Warming is widely reported. The $50 billion to be wasted on
Westconnex and associated local road work should be spent on public transport.
I urge the Secretary of NSW Planning to advise the Minister to reject the M4/M5 Link EIS, publish, my name and
submission in accordance with the undertaking on your web site, and provide a written response to each of the
objections I have raised.
This email was sent by Leigh Howlett via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set the
FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Leigh provided an email
address (leighhowlett@hotmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Leigh Howlett at leighhowlett@hotmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit wvvw.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase.org/rfc-3834.html
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Leigh Howlett <campaigns@good.do>
Sunday, 15 October 2017 1:55 PM
DPE CSE Information Planning Mailbox
Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.

SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS.
I strongly object to this proposal in its entirety and urge the Secretary of Planning to advise the Minister to refuse the
application on the grounds below. NSW Planning must require the Proponent to properly and adequately address the
impacts set out below which are not adequately addressed in the EIS. NSW Planning must reject this EIS and instead
recommend to the NSW government that there should be an independent review of WestConnex before more billions
are spent and more residents' lives are damaged.
The EIS states 'the detail of the design and construction approach is indicative only based on a concept design and is
subject to detailed design and construction planning to be undertaken by the successful contractors.' The community
will have no opportunity to comment on the Preferred Infrastructure Report which forms the basis of the approval
conditions. This means the community will have limited say in the management of the impacts identified in the EIS.
The EIS needs to provide an opportunity for the community to meaningfully input into this report and approval
conditions.
I completely reject the notion that unfiltered pollution stacks should be built anywhere in Sydney, let alone three or
four in a single area. I am particularly concerned that schools would be near such unfiltered stacks.
The EIS states, there are at least 5 schools that will be in the orbit of these poisonous fumes. Children and the elderly
are most at risk of lung ailments. The Education Minister Rob Stokes declared in 2017, that "No ventilation shafts
will be built near any school." in his electorate. The same should be applied in all areas of Sydney and the government
needs to urgently review its policy of support for unfiltered stacks.
With four unfiltered emissions stacks in Rozelle, two in Haberfield (one each for the M4East and New M5) and two
in St Peters, along with a large number of exit portals, residents of these area will suffer greatly from direct exposure
to poisonous diesel particulates.
This is negligent when you consider that the World Health Organisation in 2012 declared diesel particulates
carcinogenic.
I object to the indicative design for the Rozelle Interchange. Sydney Motorway Corporation has not been able to
identify any other similar underground interchange project anywhere in the world or find a construction company to
build it. This EIS should be rejected because it would be absurd to approve such a design concept without evidence
that it could be constructed.
The EIS shows that traffic on the City West Link, Johnston St, the Crescent, Catherine St and Ross street would
greatly increase during the construction period and also be greatly increased if Stage 3 were ever completed. It states
that Stage 3 would do nothing to improve traffic congestion in the area, in fact it will add to the problem. Many of
these areas are already congested at peak times. Even the EIS recognises that this would have a negative impact on the
local area as more and more people try to avoid the congestion by using rat runs through local streets.
I completely reject the notion that unfiltered pollution stacks should be built anywhere in Sydney, let alone three or
four in a single area. I am particularly concerned that schools would be near such unfiltered stacks.
The EIS states, there are at least 5 schools that will be in the orbit of these poisonous fumes. Children and the elderly
are most at risk of lung ailments. The Education Minister Rob Stokes declared in 2017, that "No ventilation shafts
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will be built near any school." in his electorate. The same should be applied in all areas of Sydney and the government
needs to urgently review its policy of support for unfiltered stacks.
I object to the use of Darley Rd, Leichhardt as a dive site. The site cannot accommodate the projected traffic
movements without jeopardising the road network. Darley Road is a critical access road for the residents of
Leichhardt and the inner west to access and cross the City West Link. As the EIS acknowledges and anyone who have
driven there knows, this route is already congested at peak hours. The intersection at James Street and the City West
link already has queues at the traffic lights. The only other option for commuters to access the city West Link is to use
Norton Street, a two-lane largely commercial strip which is already at capacity. The addition of hundreds of trucks
and contractor vehicles will result in traffic grinding to a halt and traffic chaos at this critical juncture with commuter
travel times drastically increased.
I object to the acquisition of this site on the basis that Dan Murphys renovated and started a new business in
December 2016, in full knowledge that they were to be acquired, with the acquisition process commencing early
November 2016. This is maladministration of public money and the taxpayer should not be left to foot the
compensation bill in these circumstances. With the Premier having now been referred to ICAC over the lease
extension granted over this site, it is very clear that there has been a lack of transparency in the dealings with this site.
The noise and air quality studies are completely dependent on the accuracy of the traffic analysis and assumptions. If
the traffic analysis is flawed, so too are the air and noise studies and local road traffic impacts. Only last week Citi
financial analysts in a report to their large investors were of the view that the traffic predictions contained were
unlikely to be achievable. An EIS based on inaccurate traffic analysis cannot be approved.
The inadequate traffic analysis shows that even if this tollway and all other proposed tollways are completed, the St
Peters Interchange and Frederick Street in Ashfield will be considerably more congested in 2033 if the project goes
ahead.
We are also concerned that the traffic figures relied upon in the EIS are simply not reliable. AECOM, the company
responsible for this EIS, has a well-documented record of wrongly predicting traffic. Already there are reports that the
traffic for all stages of WestConnex has been overestimated and construction costs underestimated.(SMH 'Pressure
builds on government to sweeten WestConnex sale' 5/10/2017)
Reductions of volumes of traffic on Parramatta Rd, King Georges Road or the existing M5 are asserted but the model
which projects these effects is not provided for scrutiny or independent assessment. The model's margin for error is
not stated. The rest of the benefits all depend on the asserted traffic reductions generating improved travel times and
better bus services or freight movement etc. So far the experience of the growth of traffic on Parramatta Rd in
response to the re-imposition of tolls on the widened section of the M4 gives us leave to doubt these touted benefits.
There is reference in the EIS to the WestConnex Road Traffic Model version 2.3 (WRTM v2.3), a strategic traffic
model that has been used in the traffic analysis. This model was developed by the NSW Roads and Maritime Services
who have constantly pushed a motorway agenda to the disadvantage of the development of more public transport.
There is insufficient explanation of the nature of the model, where it can be accessed and what function it plays in the
analysis. There is no clear explanation of how the assumptions that underpin the WRTM have changed between EIS
stages. Since so much else in the EIS including noise and air quality predictions are dependent on this forecasting, the
lack of transparency makes it difficult for the EIS to be subject to independent critique.
When measuring the impacts in the EIS, it is important to bear in mind the mismanagement of the project to date and
residents have little confidence that any measures set out in the approval document will, in fact, be complied with.
During 2017 residents in St Peters have been subject to appalling odours which have damaged the health of some
community members and damaged the quality of life of many more. SMC has failed to comply with the
environmental protection licence that it was granted as part of previous approvals. NSW Planning has shown that it
does not have the powers to enforce compliance. In this situation conditions are meaningless. I am appalled that there
is a significant risk that these odours would continue if Stage 3 is approved. I would strongly object to the NSW EPA
granting a license for this project on the basis of this application and with no clear plan for how contamination would
be controlled. No community should be treated in this manner.
The Environmental Impact Statement for Stage 3 admits that the traffic around St Peters will be worse when both
stages are completed. So the community would have to put up with the exhaust from tunnels and additional car
2

emissions from the traffic. Car emissions are known to shorten the lives of those who live within half a kilometre of a
busy roadway. Diesel exhaust from trucks is classed as a carcinogen.
I am also concerned that Haberfield and Ashfield residents are being given the apparent choice of two construction
plans, Option A or Option B, both of which will have severe impacts on the community. In fact the EIS hints at other
options that have not been fully disclosed.
During the Stage one consultation phase, residents were repeatedly told that after construction of the M4 East, there
would be no more above ground construction in Haberfield. It now appears that they were misled. SMC is already
preparing its Preferred Infrastructure Report which will include its final choice of option. I demand that this report be
made public as soon as it is filed with NSW Planning and that residents be given a right to consultation on the actual
plan before a determination on this EIS application is made by NSW Planning.
There are overlaps in the construction periods of the New MS and M4 of up to one year. This will significantly
worsen impacts for residents close to construction areas. No additional mitigation or any compensation is offered for
residents for these periods.(Executive Summary xxvii). It is unacceptable that residents should have these prolonged
periods of exposure to more than one project. The EIS makes no attempt to seriously research the current impacts on
residents, measure what the cumulative impacts would be or make suggestions that would mitigate the cumulative
impact of these prolonged periods of construction noise exposure.
The EIS identifies a significant risk of leaks of contaminated water into Rozelle Bay and Alexandria Canal. Such risks
to health of Sydney's waterways is not acceptable to me.The Sydney Motorway Corporation through its conduct at St
• Peters has shown that it cannot be trusted to manage contamination risks.
I object to the EIS on the grounds that it fails the Secretary's requirement for "meaningful" consultation. Hundreds of
residents within the proposed project zone were not even notified of feedback sessions. Hundreds of submissions on
the concept design, including a major one from the Inner West Council, were ignored. Consultation is not the
provision of glossy brochures, light on detail, which minimise the negative aspects of a project and state that ever
impact will be managed by a 'plan'.
SMC was required to consider alternatives. This section in the EIS is tokenistic at best. The City of Sydney came up
with a well thought out alternative plan and this has been ignored in the EIS.
WestCONnex is a waste of money. It has been reported that the state government directed transport officials to ignore
the cheaper, faster and more effective public transport alternatives. Every new section of freeway induces more
people to travel by car; they end up on a road to a bigger traffic jam which they encounter when they get closer to
their destination. Westconnex is not a solution to the problem of transporting large numbers of people. In view of
Peak Oil and the Greenhouse Effect, Walking, cycling and public transport should be preferred over building more
freeways. C J Campbelll ("The Coming Oil Crisis" — 1988) made the case that Peak Oil would happen about 2010;
the coming crisis with Global Warming is widely reported. The $50 billion to be wasted on Westconnex and
associated local road work should be spent on public transport.
I urge the Secretary of NSW Planning to advise the Minister to reject this EIS, publish, my name and submission in
accordance with the undertaking on your website, and provide a written response to each of the objections I have
raised.
This email was sent by Leigh Howlett via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set the
FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Leigh provided an email
address (leighhowlett@hotmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Leigh Howlett at leighhowlett@hotmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase.org/rfc-3834.html
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Clare Gull <campaigns@good.do>
Tuesday, 10 October 2017 4:24 PM
DPE CSE Information Planning Mailbox
Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.
SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS.
I strongly object to this proposal in its entirety and urge the Secretary of Planning to advise the Minister to refuse the
application on the grounds below. NSW Planning must require the Proponent to properly and adequately address the
impacts set out below which are not adequately addressed in the EIS. NSW Planning should reject this EIS and
instead recommend to the NSW government that there should be an independent review of WestConnex before more
billions are spent and more residents' lives are damaged.
The noise and air quality studies are completely dependent on the accuracy of the traffic analysis and assumptions. If
the traffic analysis is flawed, so too are the air and noise studies and local road traffic impacts. Only last week Citi
financial analysts in a report to their large investors were of the view that the traffic predictions contained were
unlikely to be achievable. An EIS based on inaccurate traffic analysis cannot be approved.
The economic basis for this project is the approval of further toll roads. Throughout the EIS there are references to the
f6 and Northern beaches Link; it is assumed that these toll roads will, in fact, be built. The issue with this is that the
impacts set out in the EIS rely upon them beign built — that is, traffic will lessen once they are built. However, there is
no certainty this will occur — indeed, the State Opposition is opposed to both projects. Any references to these toll
roads, in the context of impacts from this project, need therefore to be disregarded.
The inadequate traffic analysis shows that even if this tollway and all other proposed tollways are completed, the St
Peters Interchange and Frederick Street in Ashfield will be considerably more congested in 2033 if the project goes
ahead.
We are also concerned that the traffic figures relied upon in the EIS are simply not reliable. AECOM, the company
responsible for this EIS, has a well-documented record of wrongly predicting traffic. Already there are reports that the
traffic for all stages of WestConnex has been overestimated and construction costs underestimated.(SMH 'Pressure
builds on government to sweeten WestConnex sale' 5/10/2017)
When measuring the impacts in the EIS, it is important to bear in mind the mismanagement of the project to date and
residents have little confidence that any measures set out in the approval document will, in fact, be complied with.
During 2017 residents in St Peters have been subject to appalling odours which have damaged the health of some
community members and damaged the quality of life of much more. SMC has failed to comply with the
environmental protection licence that it was granted as part of previous approvals. I am appalled that these odours are
predicted to possibly continue if Stage 3 is approved. No community should be treated in this manner
Campbell St and Campbell Rd has lost all of its houses and other buildings to the re-alignment works to take traffic
down to the St Peters Interchange, which is being built on an old toxic rubbish dump. Seeing neighbours' homes
demolished was wrenching and on top of that has been the noise, the dust and traffic and night work in case the
daylight disruption wasn't enough. None of this has been reflected in the 'cumulative impacts' assessment in the EIS
for which there has been no actual assessment at all of the experience of residents during the Stage 2 New M5.
I object to unfiltered stacks in our community (they are planned for Haberfield, St Peters and Rozelle). In Rozelle
there will be an unprecedented concentration of stacks, in a valley, adjacent to densely populated suburbs. I cannot
understand why if the NSW government is spending billions of dollars on this project, it cannot afford to filter the
stacks. I completely reject the statement in the EIS that if after years the unfiltered stacks are shown not to work, more
unfiltered stacks would be a better solution that filtering stacks. The government is exposing itself to a massive risk of
compensation payouts if it does not require filtration of all stacks as a condition of approval.

St Peters School would be "neatly" triangulated between the two sets of stacks which rise up above the Princes
Highway. The prevailing winds in our neighbourhood are from the east, so the exhaust from the stacks will blow over
the school whether the wind is coming from the south or the north.
The Environmental Impact Statement for Stage 3 admits that the traffic around St Peters will be worse when both
stages are completed. So we will have to put up with the exhaust from the tunnels and the additional car emissions
from the traffic. Car emissions are known to shorten the lives of those who live within half a kilometre of a busy
roadway. Diesel exhaust from trucks is classed as a carcinogen.
I am concerned that Haberfield and Ashfield residents are being given the apparent choice of two construction plans,
Option A or Option B, both of which will have severe impacts on the community During the Stage one consultation
phase, residents were repeatedly told that after construction of the M4 East, there would be no more above ground
construction in Haberfield. It now appears that they were misled. SMC is already preparing its Preferred Infrastructure
Report which will include its final choice of option. I demand that this report be made public as soon as it is filed with
NSW Planning and that residents be given a right to consultation on the actual plan before a determination on this EIS
application is made by NSW Planning.
I object to the EIS on the grounds that it fails the Secretary's requirement for "meaningful" consultation. Hundreds of
residents within the proposed project zone were not even notified of feedback sessions. Hundreds of submissions on
the concept design, including a major one from the Inner West Council, were ignored. Consultation is not the
provision of glossy brochures, light on detail, which minimise the negative aspects of a project and state that ever
impact will be managed by a 'plan'.
The high number of residents in both Haberfield and Leichhardt who would require mitigation for horrific night noise
is unacceptable, particularly because promises of mitigation in Haberfield and St Peters during Stage 2 have not
offered adequate protection. The Darley Road proposed construction site has been rejected as highly unsuitable by the
Inner Council Council, its traffic planners and the independent engineer appointed by the council. In fact, the
intersection near the site 9james St and City west Lik), based on TfNSW's own data, is the third most dangerous
intersection in the inner west. despite that, SMC wishes to bring in 100 heavy vehicle movements a day, plus an
additional 70 light vehicle movements. There have been two fatalities directly out front the proposed site and it belied
belief that SMC could seriously consider running hundreds of trucks and heavy machinery into a known traffic and
accident black spot.
SMC was required to consider alternatives. This section in the EIS is tokenistic at best. The City of Sydney came up
with a well thought out alternative plan and this has been ignored in the EIS.
I urge the Secretary of NSW Planning to advise the Minister to reject this EIS, publish, my name and submission in
accordance with the undertaking on your web site, and provide a written response to each of the objections I have
raised.
Yours sincerely,
Clare Gull 49 Harris St, Balmain NSW 2041, Australia
This email was sent by Clare Gull via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set the
FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Clare provided an email
address (claregull@outlook.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Clare Gull at claregull@outlook.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase . org/rfc-3834 . html
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Judi Lawrence <campaigns@good.do>
Tuesday, 10 October 2017 4:23 PM
DPE CSE Information Planning Mailbox
Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.
SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS.
I strongly object to this proposal in its entirety and urge the Secretary of Planning to advise the Minister to refuse the
application. There has been no proper planning the budget is out of control.There are several valid reasons that we do
not NEED WESTCONNEX.
It is a health risk for every inner west suburbs particularly with the stacks. which could also result in legal action for
those suffering severe health problems. The stacks in Rozelle are apparently almost impossible to actually construct.
The traffic build up on Anzac Bridge any time of the day is virtually a car park and then blocks the West Connect
Road.
We don't need roads we need public transport. All the international travelling that politicians have undertaken as
potential 'new ideas' has achieved absolutely nothing. Most cities in the world have pulled up the roads and installed
trams — but even in Balmain the old rails have been removed which were supposed to be for light rail.
The cost of travelling through these tunnels is absurd. People living further out will be paying another mortgage! So
short sighted as this means the cost of living will escalate as these expenses have to be accounted for.
It's an embarrassment for Australia as it shows complete lack of planning and the stress on the public!
I urge the Secretary of NSW Planning to advise the Minister to reject this EIS, publish, my name and submission in
accordance with the undertaking on your web site, and provide a written response to each of the objections I have
raised.
Yours sincerely, Judi Lawrence 2/1 Roseberry Place Balmain 2041
This email was sent by Judi Lawrence via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set the
FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Judi provided an email
address (jude@westburyaus.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Judi Lawrence at jude@westburyaus.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase . org/rfc-3834 .html
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Marco Hasan <campaigns@good.do>
Tuesday, 10 October 2017 4:07 PM
DPE CSE Information Planning Mailbox
Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.
SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS.
Please explain your actions regarding the unfiltered stacks. My son is about to go to school right next to ut, we live
down the road. How is it possible — legal — to have these stacks unfiltered! This is the biggest scandal in all of it. This
will not be accepted.
I object to unfiltered stacks in our community (they are planned for Haberfield, St Peters and Rozelle). In Rozelle
there will be an unprecedented concentration of stacks, in a valley, adjacent to densely populated suburbs. I cannot
understand why if the NSW government is spending billions of dollars on this project, it cannot afford to filter the
stacks. I completely reject the statement in the EIS that if after years the unfiltered stacks are shown not to work, more
unfiltered stacks would be a better solution that filtering stacks. The government is exposing itself to a massive risk of
compensation payouts if it does not require filtration of all stacks as a condition of approval.
Yours sincerely, Marco Hasan
This email was sent by Marco Hasan via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set the
FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Marco provided an email
address (Marco hasan@yahoo.de) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Marco Hasan at Marco_hasan@yahoo.de.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase . org/rfc-3834 . html
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tom Groundes-Peace <campaigns@good.do>
Tuesday, 10 October 2017 4:02 PM
DPE CSE Information Planning Mailbox
Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.
SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS.
I, Tom Groundes-Peace, strongly object to this proposal in its entirety and urge the Secretary of Planning to advise the
Minister to refuse the application on the grounds below. NSW Planning must require the Proponent to properly and
adequately address the impacts set out below which are not adequately addressed in the EIS. NSW Planning should
reject this EIS and instead recommend to the NSW government that there should be an independent review of
WestConnex before more billions are spent and more residents' lives are damaged.
The noise and air quality studies are completely dependent on the accuracy of the traffic analysis and assumptions. If
the traffic analysis is flawed, so too are the air and noise studies and local road traffic impacts. Only last week Citi
financial analysts in a report to their large investors were of the view that the traffic predictions contained were
unlikely to be achievable. An EIS based on inaccurate traffic analysis cannot be approved.
The economic basis for this project is the approval of further toll roads. Throughout the EIS there are references to the
f6 and Northern beaches Link; it is assumed that these toll roads will, in fact, be built. The issue with this is that the
impacts set out in the EIS rely upon them beign built — that is, traffic will lessen once they are built. However, there is
no certainty this will occur — indeed, the State Opposition is opposed to both projects. Any references to these toll
roads, in the context of impacts from this project, need therefore to be disregarded.
The inadequate traffic analysis shows that even if this tollway and all other proposed tollways are completed, the St
Peters Interchange and Frederick Street in Ashfield will be considerably more congested in 2033 if the project goes
ahead.
We are also concerned that the traffic figures relied upon in the EIS are simply not reliable. AECOM, the company
responsible for this EIS, has a well-documented record of wrongly predicting traffic. Already there are reports that the
traffic for all stages of WestConnex has been overestimated and construction costs underestimated.(SMH 'Pressure
builds on government to sweeten WestConnex sale' 5/10/2017)
When measuring the impacts in the EIS, it is important to bear in mind the mismanagement of the project to date and
residents have little confidence that any measures set out in the approval document will, in fact, be complied with.
During 2017 residents in St Peters have been subject to appalling odours which have damaged the health of some
community members and damaged the quality of life of much more. SMC has failed to comply with the
environmental protection licence that it was granted as part of previous approvals. I am appalled that these odours are
predicted to possibly continue if Stage 3 is approved. No community should be treated in this manner
Campbell St and Campbell Rd has lost all of its houses and other buildings to the re-alignment works to take traffic
down to the St Peters Interchange, which is being built on an old toxic rubbish dump. Seeing neighbours' homes
demolished was wrenching and on top of that has been the noise, the dust and traffic and night work in case the
daylight disruption wasn't enough. None of this has been reflected in the 'cumulative impacts' assessment in the EIS
for which there has been no actual assessment at all of the experience of residents during the Stage 2 New M5.
I object to unfiltered stacks in our community (they are planned for Haberfield, St Peters and Rozelle). In Rozelle
there will be an unprecedented concentration of stacks, in a valley, adjacent to densely populated suburbs. I cannot
understand why if the NSW government is spending billions of dollars on this project, it cannot afford to filter the
stacks. I completely reject the statement in the EIS that if after years the unfiltered stacks are shown not to work, more
unfiltered stacks would be a better solution that filtering stacks. The government is exposing itself to a massive risk of
compensation payouts if it does not require filtration of all stacks as a condition of approval.
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St Peters School would be "neatly" triangulated between the two sets of stacks which rise up above the Princes
Highway. The prevailing winds in our neighbourhood are from the east, so the exhaust from the stacks will blow over
the school whether the wind is coming from the south or the north.
The Environmental Impact Statement for Stage 3 admits that the traffic around St Peters will be worse when both
stages are completed. So we will have to put up with the exhaust from the tunnels and the additional car emissions
from the traffic. Car emissions are known to shorten the lives of those who live within half a kilometre of a busy
roadway. Diesel exhaust from trucks is classed as a carcinogen.
I am concerned that Haberfield and Ashfield residents are being given the apparent choice of two construction plans,
Option A or Option B, both of which will have severe impacts on the community During the Stage one consultation
phase, residents were repeatedly told that after construction of the M4 East, there would be no more above ground
construction in Haberfield. It now appears that they were misled. SMC is already preparing its Preferred Infrastructure
Report which will include its final choice of option. I demand that this report be made public as soon as it is filed with
NSW Planning and that residents be given a right to consultation on the actual plan before a determination on this EIS
application is made by NSW Planning.
I object to the EIS on the grounds that it fails the Secretary's requirement for "meaningful" consultation. Hundreds of
residents within the proposed project zone were not even notified of feedback sessions. Hundreds of submissions on
the concept design, including a major one from the Inner West Council, were ignored. Consultation is not the
provision of glossy brochures, light on detail, which minimise the negative aspects of a project and state that ever
impact will be managed by a 'plan'.
The high number of residents in both Haberfield and Leichhardt who would require mitigation for horrific night noise
is unacceptable, particularly because promises of mitigation in Haberfield and St Peters during Stage 2 have not
offered adequate protection. The Darley Road proposed construction site has been rejected as highly unsuitable by the
Inner Council Council, its traffic planners and the independent engineer appointed by the council. In fact, the
intersection near the site 9james St and City west Lik), based on TfNSW's own data, is the third most dangerous
intersection in the inner west. despite that, SMC wishes to bring in 100 heavy vehicle movements a day, plus an
additional 70 light vehicle movements. There have been two fatalities directly out front the proposed site and it belied
belief that SMC could seriously consider running hundreds of trucks and heavy machinery into a known traffic and
accident black spot.
SMC was required to consider alternatives. This section in the EIS is tokenistic at best. The City of Sydney came up
with a well thought out alternative plan and this has been ignored in the EIS.
I urge the Secretary of NSW Planning to advise the Minister to reject this EIS, publish, my name and submission in
accordance with the undertaking on your web site, and provide a written response to each of the objections I have
raised.
Yours sincerely, Tom Groundes-Peace 53 Hornsey St, Rozelle NSW 2039, Australia
This email was sent by Tom Groundes-Peace via Do Gooder, a website that allows
people to contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set
the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Tom provided an
email address (tomgpeace@hotmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Tom Groundes-Peace at tomgpeace@hotmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase org/rfc-3834 . html
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Susan Kable <campaigns@good.do>
Tuesday, 10 October 2017 3:58 PM
DPE CSE Information Planning Mailbox
Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.
SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS.
I strongly object to this proposal in its entirety and urge the Secretary of Planning to advise the Minister to refuse the
application on the grounds below. NSW Planning must require the Proponent to properly and adequately address the
impacts set out below which are not adequately addressed in the EIS. NSW Planning should reject this EIS and
instead recommend to the NSW government that there should be an independent review of WestConnex before more
billions are spent and more residents' lives are damaged.
The noise and air quality studies are completely dependent on the accuracy of the traffic analysis and assumptions. If
the traffic analysis is flawed, so too are the air and noise studies and local road traffic impacts. Only last week Citi
financial analysts in a report to their large investors were of the view that the traffic predictions contained were
unlikely to be achievable. An EIS based on inaccurate traffic analysis cannot be approved.
The economic basis for this project is the approval of further toll roads. Throughout the EIS there are references to the
f6 and Northern beaches Link; it is assumed that these toll roads will, in fact, be built. The issue with this is that the
impacts set out in the EIS rely upon them beign built — that is, traffic will lessen once they are built. However, there is
no certainty this will occur — indeed, the State Opposition is opposed to both projects. Any references to these toll
roads, in the context of impacts from this project, need therefore to be disregarded.
The inadequate traffic analysis shows that even if this tollway and all other proposed tollways are completed, the St
Peters Interchange and Frederick Street in Ashfield will be considerably more congested in 2033 if the project goes
ahead.
We are also concerned that the traffic figures relied upon in the EIS are simply not reliable. AECOM, the company
responsible for this EIS, has a well-documented record of wrongly predicting traffic. Already there are reports that the
traffic for all stages of WestConnex has been overestimated and construction costs underestimated.(SMH 'Pressure
builds on government to sweeten WestConnex sale' 5/10/2017)
WCampbell St and Campbell Rd has lost all of its houses and other buildings to the re-alignment works to take traffic
down to the St Peters Interchange, which is being built on an old toxic rubbish dump. Seeing neighbours' homes
demolished was wrenching and on top of that has been the noise, the dust and traffic and night work in case the
daylight disruption wasn't enough. None of this has been reflected in the 'cumulative impacts' assessment in the EIS
for which there has been no actual assessment at all of the experience of residents during the Stage 2 New M5.
I object to unfiltered stacks in our community (they are planned for Haberfield, St Peters and Rozelle). In Rozelle
there will be an unprecedented concentration of stacks, in a valley, adjacent to densely populated suburbs. I cannot
understand why if the NSW government is spending billions of dollars on this project, it cannot afford to filter the
stacks. I completely reject the statement in the EIS that if after years the unfiltered stacks are shown not to work, more
unfiltered stacks would be a better solution that filtering stacks. The government is exposing itself to a massive risk of
compensation payouts if it does not require filtration of all stacks as a condition of approval.
St Peters School would be "neatly" triangulated between the two sets of stacks which rise up above the Princes
Highway. The prevailing winds in our neighbourhood are from the east, so the exhaust from the stacks will blow over
the school whether the wind is coming from the south or the north.
The Environmental Impact Statement for Stage 3 admits that the traffic around St Peters will be worse when both
stages are completed. So we will have to put up with the exhaust from the tunnels and the additional car emissions
1

from the traffic. Car emissions are known to shorten the lives of those who live within half a kilometre of a busy
roadway. Diesel exhaust from trucks is classed as a carcinogen.
I object to the EIS on the grounds that it fails the Secretary's requirement for "meaningful" consultation. Hundreds of
residents within the proposed project zone were not even notified of feedback sessions. Hundreds of submissions on
the concept design, including a major one from the Inner West Council, were ignored. Consultation is not the
provision of glossy brochures, light on detail, which minimise the negative aspects of a project and state that ever
impact will be managed by a 'plan'.
The high number of residents in both Haberfield and Leichhardt who would require mitigation for horrific night noise
is unacceptable, particularly because promises of mitigation in Haberfield and St Peters during Stage 2 have not
offered adequate protection. The Darley Road proposed construction site has been rejected as highly unsuitable by the
Inner Council Council, its traffic planners and the independent engineer appointed by the council. In fact, the
intersection near the site 9james St and City west Lik), based on TfNSW's own data, is the third most dangerous
intersection in the inner west. despite that, SMC wishes to bring in 100 heavy vehicle movements a day, plus an
additional 70 light vehicle movements. There have been two fatalities directly out front the proposed site and it belied
belief that SMC could seriously consider running hundreds of trucks and heavy machinery into a known traffic and
accident black spot.
SMC was required to consider alternatives. This section in the EIS is tokenistic at best. The City of Sydney came up
with a well thought out alternative plan and this has been ignored in the EIS.
I am appalled that so much money and government energy is being wasted on this project, which will only encourage
further reliance on private cars rather than building an adequate public transport structure for our city.
I urge the Secretary of NSW Planning to advise the Minister to reject this EIS, publish, my name and submission in
accordance with the undertaking on your web site, and provide a written response to each of the objections I have
raised.
Yours sincerely, Susan Kable 12 Probert St, Camperdown NSW 2050, Australia
This email was sent by Susan Kable via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set the
FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Susan provided an email
address (susan.alex.kable@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Susan Kable at susan.alex.kable@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfebase . org/rfc-3834 .html
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Alan Freeman <campaigns@good.do>
Tuesday, 10 October 2017 3:50 PM
DPE CSE Information Planning Mailbox
Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.
SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS.
The fundamental problem with the M4/M5 tollway is that it is unsustainable.
Tollways such as this reach capacity in 5 to 10 years.
Compare that with a rail line, which takes many decades to reach capacity.
The Western line, for example, has not reached capacity more than 100 years after its construction.
I therefore request that the M4/M5 tollway be abandoned and that the government instead concentrate on public
transport to fix Sydney's traffic problems.
Yours sincerely, Alan Freeman Annandale
This email was sent by Alan Freeman via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set the
FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Alan provided an email
address (alan.freeman@sydney.edu.au) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Alan Freeman at alan.freeman@sydney.edu.au.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase . org/rfc-3834 .html
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nicole van Barneveld <campaigns@good.do>
Tuesday, 10 October 2017 3:40 PM
DPE CSE Information Planning Mailbox
Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.
I strongly object to this proposal in its entirety and urge the Secretary of Planning to advise the Minister to refuse the
application on the grounds below. NSW Planning must require the Proponent to properly and adequately address the
impacts set out below which are not adequately addressed in the EIS. NSW Planning should reject this EIS and
instead recommend to the NSW government that there should be an independent review of WestConnex before more
billions are spent and more residents' lives are damaged.
The noise and air quality studies are completely dependent on the accuracy of the traffic analysis and assumptions. If
the traffic analysis is flawed, so too are the air and noise studies and local road traffic impacts. Only last week Citi
financial analysts in a report to their large investors were of the view that the traffic predictions contained were
unlikely to be achievable. An EIS based on inaccurate traffic analysis cannot be approved.
The economic basis for this project is the approval of further toll roads. Throughout the EIS there are references to the
f6 and Northern beaches Link; it is assumed that these toll roads will, in fact, be built. The issue with this is that the
impacts set out in the EIS rely upon them beign built — that is, traffic will lessen once they are built. However, there is
no certainty this will occur — indeed, the State Opposition is opposed to both projects. Any references to these toll
roads, in the context of impacts from this project, need therefore to be disregarded.
The inadequate traffic analysis shows that even if this tollway and all other proposed tollways are completed, the St
Peters Interchange and Frederick Street in Ashfield will be considerably more congested in 2033 if the project goes
ahead.
We are also concerned that the traffic figures relied upon in the EIS are simply not reliable. AECOM, the company
responsible for this EIS, has a well-documented record of wrongly predicting traffic. Already there are reports that the
traffic for all stages of WestConnex has been overestimated and construction costs underestimated.(SMH 'Pressure
builds on government to sweeten WestConnex sale' 5/10/2017)
When measuring the impacts in the EIS, it is important to bear in mind the mismanagement of the project to date and
residents have little confidence that any measures set out in the approval document will, in fact, be complied with.
During 2017 residents in St Peters have been subject to appalling odours which have damaged the health of some
community members and damaged the quality of life of much more. SMC has failed to comply with the
environmental protection licence that it was granted as part of previous approvals. I am appalled that these odours are
predicted to possibly continue if Stage 3 is approved. No community should be treated in this manner
Campbell St and Campbell Rd has lost all of its houses and other buildings to the re-alignment works to take traffic
down to the St Peters Interchange, which is being built on an old toxic rubbish dump. Seeing neighbours' homes
demolished was wrenching and on top of that has been the noise, the dust and traffic and night work in case the
daylight disruption wasn't enough. None of this has been reflected in the 'cumulative impacts' assessment in the EIS
for which there has been no actual assessment at all of the experience of residents during the Stage 2 New M5.
I object to unfiltered stacks in our community (they are planned for Haberfield, St Peters and Rozelle). In Rozelle
there will be an unprecedented concentration of stacks, in a valley, adjacent to densely populated suburbs. I cannot
understand why if the NSW government is spending billions of dollars on this project, it cannot afford to filter the
stacks. I completely reject the statement in the EIS that if after years the unfiltered stacks are shown not to work, more
unfiltered stacks would be a better solution that filtering stacks. The government is exposing itself to a massive risk of
compensation payouts if it does not require filtration of all stacks as a condition of approval.
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St Peters School would be "neatly" triangulated between the two sets of stacks which rise up above the Princes
Highway. The prevailing winds in our neighbourhood are from the east, so the exhaust from the stacks will blow over
the school whether the wind is coming from the south or the north.
The Environmental Impact Statement for Stage 3 admits that the traffic around St Peters will be worse when both
stages are completed. So we will have to put up with the exhaust from the tunnels and the additional car emissions
from the traffic. Car emissions are known to shorten the lives of those who live within half a kilometre of a busy
roadway. Diesel exhaust from trucks is classed as a carcinogen.
I am concerned that Haberfield and Ashfield residents are being given the apparent choice of two construction plans,
Option A or Option B, both of which will have severe impacts on the community During the Stage one consultation
phase, residents were repeatedly told that after construction of the M4 East, there would be no more above ground
construction in Haberfield. It now appears that they were misled. SMC is already preparing its Preferred Infrastructure
Report which will include its final choice of option. I demand that this report be made public as soon as it is filed with
NSW Planning and that residents be given a right to consultation on the actual plan before a determination on this EIS
application is made by NSW Planning.
I object to the EIS on the grounds that it fails the Secretary's requirement for "meaningful" consultation. Hundreds of
residents within the proposed project zone were not even notified of feedback sessions. Hundreds of submissions on
the concept design, including a major one from the Inner West Council, were ignored. Consultation is not the
provision of glossy brochures, light on detail, which minimise the negative aspects of a project and state that ever
impact will be managed by a 'plan'.
The high number of residents in both Haberfield and Leichhardt who would require mitigation for horrific night noise
is unacceptable, particularly because promises of mitigation in Haberfield and St Peters during Stage 2 have not
offered adequate protection. The Darley Road proposed construction site has been rejected as highly unsuitable by the
Inner Council Council, its traffic planners and the independent engineer appointed by the council. In fact, the
intersection near the site 9james St and City west Lik), based on TfNSW's own data, is the third most dangerous
intersection in the inner west. despite that, SMC wishes to bring in 100 heavy vehicle movements a day, plus an
additional 70 light vehicle movements. There have been two fatalities directly out front the proposed site and it belied
belief that SMC could seriously consider running hundreds of trucks and heavy machinery into a known traffic and
accident black spot.
SMC was required to consider alternatives. This section in the EIS is tokenistic at best. The City of Sydney came up
with a well thought out alternative plan and this has been ignored in the EIS.
I urge the Secretary of NSW Planning to advise the Minister to reject this EIS, publish, my name and submission in
accordance with the undertaking on your web site, and provide a written response to each of the objections I have
raised.
Yours sincerely,
Nicole van Barneveld
5/387 Alfred St N, Neutral Bay NSW 2089
This email was sent by Nicole van Barneveld via Do Gooder, a website that allows
people to contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set
the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Nicole provided an
email address (vanbarneveldn@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Nicole van Barneveld at vanbarneveldn@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit vvvvw.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase.org/rfc-3834.html
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000475

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Meeghan Shellard <campaigns@good.do>
Tuesday, 10 October 2017 3:12 PM
DPE CSE Information Planning Mailbox
Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.
SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS.
If WestConnex is supposed to be so beneficial to Sydney, why is the government not releasing the business case? The
Sydney Motorways Corporation is a private body exempt from the usual checks and balances the public expects.
There should be greater transparency around this project, but instead it is being kept secret. That can only mean that
WestConnex has something to hide.
For starters, the traffic coming into the city has no where to go — with parking already very limited — not to mention
that the increased traffic from WestConnex will produce a 10x increase in air pollution and noise pollution to the
surrounding suburbs.
Most people who live in Western Sydney would prefer to take public transport to commute to work (especially if they
have necessity to do so if they do not own their own cars) — so why not use this money to upgrade and improve public
transport instead?
The Premier's own business case states the 33km WestConnex network will be at capacity in a mere 8 years, so surely
this is a short-sighted scheme focused more on profits for private business than to actually serve the needs of the
public for the long term!
WestConnex is an abomination on every level. It is purely a model of failed town-planning and a feeble attempt to
provide a solution to the public which it claims to serve!
Yours sincerely, Meeghan Shellard 22-24 Victoria St, Erskineville NSW 2043, Australia
This email was sent by Meeghan Shellard via Do Gooder, a website that allows
people to contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set
the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Meeghan provided an
email address (meeghan.shellard@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Meeghan Shellard at meeghan.shellard@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase.org/rfc-3834.html

000476

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Emma Davidson <campaigns@good.do>
Tuesday, 10 October 2017 2:54 PM
DPE CSE Information Planning Mailbox
Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.
SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS.
I agree with the statements supplied below by the Westcormex action group, and would like to add my voice to these
concerns over the Westconnex M4/M5 EIS.
I strongly object to this proposal in its entirety and urge the Secretary of Planning to advise the Minister to refuse the
application on the grounds below. NSW Planning must require the Proponent to properly and adequately address the
impacts set out below which are not adequately addressed in the EIS. NSW Planning should reject this EIS and
instead recommend to the NSW government that there should be an independent review of WestConnex before more
billions are spent and more residents' lives are damaged.
The noise and air quality studies are completely dependent on the accuracy of the traffic analysis and assumptions. If
the traffic analysis is flawed, so too are the air and noise studies and local road traffic impacts. Only last week Citi
financial analysts in a report to their large investors were of the view that the traffic predictions contained were
unlikely to be achievable. An EIS based on inaccurate traffic analysis cannot be approved.
The economic basis for this project is the approval of further toll roads. Throughout the EIS there are references to the
f6 and Northern beaches Link; it is assumed that these toll roads will, in fact, be built. The issue with this is that the
impacts set out in the EIS rely upon them beign built — that is, traffic will lessen once they are built. However, there is
no certainty this will occur — indeed, the State Opposition is opposed to both projects. Any references to these toll
roads, in the context of impacts from this project, need therefore to be disregarded.
The inadequate traffic analysis shows that even if this tollway and all other proposed tollways are completed, the St
Peters Interchange and Frederick Street in Ashfield will be considerably more congested in 2033 if the project goes
ahead.
We are also concerned that the traffic figures relied upon in the EIS are simply not reliable. AECOM, the company
responsible for this EIS, has a well-documented record of wrongly predicting traffic. Already there are reports that the
traffic for all stages of WestConnex has been overestimated and construction costs underestimated.(SMH 'Pressure
builds on government to sweeten WestConnex sale' 5/10/2017)
When measuring the impacts in the EIS, it is important to bear in mind the mismanagement of the project to date and
residents have little confidence that any measures set out in the approval document will, in fact, be complied with.
During 2017 residents in St Peters have been subject to appalling odours which have damaged the health of some
community members and damaged the quality of life of much more. SMC has failed to comply with the
environmental protection licence that it was granted as part of previous approvals. I am appalled that these odours are
predicted to possibly continue if Stage 3 is approved. No community should be treated in this manner.
Campbell St and Campbell Rd has lost all of its houses and other buildings to the re-alignment works to take traffic
down to the St Peters Interchange, which is being built on an old toxic rubbish dump. Seeing neighbours' homes
demolished was wrenching and on top of that has been the noise, the dust and traffic and night work in case the
daylight disruption wasn't enough. None of this has been reflected in the 'cumulative impacts' assessment in the EIS
for which there has been no actual assessment at all of the experience of residents during the Stage 2 New M5.
I object to unfiltered stacks in our community (they are planned for Haberfield, St Peters and Rozelle). In Rozelle
there will be an unprecedented concentration of stacks, in a valley, adjacent to densely populated suburbs. I cannot
understand why if the NSW government is spending billions of dollars on this project, it cannot afford to filter the
1

stacks. I completely reject the statement in the EIS that if after years the unfiltered stacks are shown not to work, more
unfiltered stacks would be a better solution that filtering stacks. The government is exposing itself to a massive risk of
compensation payouts if it does not require filtration of all stacks as a condition of approval.
St Peters School would be "neatly" triangulated between the two sets of stacks which rise up above the Princes
Highway. The prevailing winds in our neighbourhood are from the east, so the exhaust from the stacks will blow over
the school whether the wind is coming from the south or the north.
The Environmental Impact Statement for Stage 3 admits that the traffic around St Peters will be worse when both
stages are completed. So we will have to put up with the exhaust from the tunnels and the additional car emissions
from the traffic. Car emissions are known to shorten the lives of those who live within half a kilometre of a busy
roadway. Diesel exhaust from trucks is classed as a carcinogen.
I am concerned that Haberfield and Ashfield residents are being given the apparent choice of two construction plans,
Option A or Option B, both of which will have severe impacts on the community. During the Stage one consultation
phase, residents were repeatedly told that after construction of the M4 East, there would be no more above ground
construction in Haberfield. It now appears that they were misled. SMC is already preparing its Preferred Infrastructure
Report which will include its final choice of option. I demand that this report be made public as soon as it is filed with
NSW Planning and that residents be given a right to consultation on the actual plan before a determination on this EIS
application is made by NSW Planning.
I object to the EIS on the grounds that it fails the Secretary's requirement for "meaningful" consultation. Hundreds of
residents within the proposed project zone were not even notified of feedback sessions. Hundreds of submissions on
the concept design, including a major one from the Inner West Council, were ignored. Consultation is not the
provision of glossy brochures, light on detail, which minimise the negative aspects of a project and state that ever
impact will be managed by a 'plan'.
The high number of residents in both Haberfield and Leichhardt who would require mitigation for horrific night noise
is unacceptable, particularly because promises of mitigation in Haberfield and St Peters during Stage 2 have not
offered adequate protection. The Darley Road proposed construction site has been rejected as highly unsuitable by the
Inner Council Council, its traffic planners and the independent engineer appointed by the council. In fact, the
intersection near the site 9james St and City west Lik), based on TfNSW's own data, is the third most dangerous
intersection in the inner west. despite that, SMC wishes to bring in 100 heavy vehicle movements a day, plus an
additional 70 light vehicle movements. There have been two fatalities directly out front the proposed site and it belied
belief that SMC could seriously consider running hundreds of trucks and heavy machinery into a known traffic and
accident black spot.
SMC was required to consider alternatives. This section in the EIS is tokenistic at best. The City of Sydney came up
with a well thought out alternative plan and this has been ignored in the EIS.
I urge the Secretary of NSW Planning to advise the Minister to reject this EIS, publish, my name and submission in
accordance with the undertaking on your website, and provide a written response to each of the objections I have
raised.
Yours sincerely, Emma Davidson 1/433 Marrickville Rd, Dulwich Hill NSW 2203, Australia
This email was sent by Emma Davidson via Do Gooder, a website that allows people
to contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set the
FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Emma provided an email
address (eternalproject@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Emma Davidson at eternalproject@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase . org/rfc-3834 .html
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Michael and Susan Wright <campaigns@good.do>
Tuesday, 10 October 2017 2:21 PM
DPE CSE Information Planning Mailbox
Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.
SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS.
I strongly object to this proposal in its entirety and urge the Secretary of Planning to advise the Minister to refuse the
application on the grounds below. NSW Planning must require the Proponent to properly and adequately address the
impacts set out below which are not adequately addressed in the EIS. NSW Planning should reject this EIS and
instead recommend to the NSW government that there should be an independent review of WestConnex before more
billions are spent and more residents' lives are damaged.
The noise and air quality studies are completely dependent on the accuracy of the traffic analysis and assumptions. If
the traffic analysis is flawed, so too are the air and noise studies and local road traffic impacts. Only last week Citi
financial analysts in a report to their large investors were of the view that the traffic predictions contained were
unlikely to be achievable. An EIS based on inaccurate traffic analysis cannot be approved.
The economic basis for this project is the approval of further toll roads. Throughout the EIS there are references to the
f6 and Northern beaches Link; it is assumed that these toll roads will, in fact, be built. The issue with this is that the
impacts set out in the EIS rely upon them beign built — that is, traffic will lessen once they are built. However, there is
no certainty this will occur — indeed, the State Opposition is opposed to both projects. Any references to these toll
roads, in the context of impacts from this project, need therefore to be disregarded.
The inadequate traffic analysis shows that even if this tollway and all other proposed tollways are completed, the St
Peters Interchange and Frederick Street in Ashfield will be considerably more congested in 2033 if the project goes
ahead.
We are also concerned that the traffic figures relied upon in the EIS are simply not reliable. AECOM, the company
responsible for this EIS, has a well-documented record of wrongly predicting traffic. Already there are reports that the
traffic for all stages of WestConnex has been overestimated and construction costs underestimated.(SMH 'Pressure
builds on government to sweeten WestConnex sale' 5/10/2017)
When measuring the impacts in the EIS, it is important to bear in mind the mismanagement of the project to date and
residents have little confidence that any measures set out in the approval document will, in fact, be complied with.
During 2017 residents in St Peters have been subject to appalling odours which have damaged the health of some
community members and damaged the quality of life of much more. SMC has failed to comply with the
environmental protection licence that it was granted as part of previous approvals. I am appalled that these odours are
predicted to possibly continue if Stage 3 is approved. No community should be treated in this manner
Campbell St and Campbell Rd has lost all of its houses and other buildings to the re-alignment works to take traffic
down to the St Peters Interchange, which is being built on an old toxic rubbish dump. Seeing neighbours' homes
demolished was wrenching and on top of that has been the noise, the dust and traffic and night work in case the
daylight disruption wasn't enough. None of this has been reflected in the 'cumulative impacts' assessment in the EIS
for which there has been no actual assessment at all of the experience of residents during the Stage 2 New M5.
I object to unfiltered stacks in our community (they are planned for Haberfield, St Peters and Rozelle). In Rozelle
there will be an unprecedented concentration of stacks, in a valley, adjacent to densely populated suburbs. I cannot
understand why if the NSW government is spending billions of dollars on this project, it cannot afford to filter the
stacks. I completely reject the statement in the EIS that if after years the unfiltered stacks are shown not to work, more
unfiltered stacks would be a better solution that filtering stacks. The government is exposing itself to a massive risk of
compensation payouts if it does not require filtration of all stacks as a condition of approval.

St Peters School would be "neatly" triangulated between the two sets of stacks which rise up above the Princes
Highway. The prevailing winds in our neighbourhood are from the east, so the exhaust from the stacks will blow over
the school whether the wind is coming from the south or the north.
The Environmental Impact Statement for Stage 3 admits that the traffic around St Peters will be worse when both
stages are completed. So we will have to put up with the exhaust from the tunnels and the additional car emissions
from the traffic. Car emissions are known to shorten the lives of those who live within half a kilometre of a busy
roadway. Diesel exhaust from trucks is classed as a carcinogen.
I am concerned that Haberfield and Ashfield residents are being given the apparent choice of two construction plans,
Option A or Option B, both of which will have severe impacts on the community During the Stage one consultation
phase, residents were repeatedly told that after construction of the M4 East, there would be no more above ground
construction in Haberfield. It now appears that they were misled. SMC is already preparing its Preferred Infrastructure
Report which will include its final choice of option. I demand that this report be made public as soon as it is filed with
NSW Planning and that residents be given a right to consultation on the actual plan before a determination on this EIS
application is made by NSW Planning.
I object to the EIS on the grounds that it fails the Secretary's requirement for "meaningful" consultation. Hundreds of
residents within the proposed project zone were not even notified of feedback sessions. Hundreds of submissions on
the concept design, including a major one from the Inner West Council, were ignored. Consultation is not the
provision of glossy brochures, light on detail, which minimise the negative aspects of a project and state that ever
impact will be managed by a 'plan'.
The high number of residents in both Haberfield and Leichhardt who would require mitigation for horrific night noise
is unacceptable, particularly because promises of mitigation in Haberfield and St Peters during Stage 2 have not
offered adequate protection. The Darley Road proposed construction site has been rejected as highly unsuitable by the
Inner Council Council, its traffic planners and the independent engineer appointed by the council. In fact, the
intersection near the site 9james St and City west Lik), based on TfNSW's own data, is the third most dangerous
intersection in the inner west. despite that, SMC wishes to bring in 100 heavy vehicle movements a day, plus an
additional 70 light vehicle movements. There have been two fatalities directly out front the proposed site and it belied
belief that SMC could seriously consider running hundreds of trucks and heavy machinery into a known traffic and
accident black spot.
SMC was required to consider alternatives. This section in the EIS is tokenistic at best. The City of Sydney came up
with a well thought out alternative plan and this has been ignored in the EIS.
I urge the Secretary of NSW Planning to advise the Minister to reject this EIS, publish my name and submission in
accordance with the undertaking on your web site, and provide a written response to each of the objections I have
raised.
Yours sincerely, Michael and Susan Wright Cammeray Ave, Cammeray NSW 2062, Australia
This email was sent by Michael and Susan Wright via Do Gooder, a website that
allows people to contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Michael and
Susan provided an email address (michael.z.wrong@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Michael and Susan Wright at michael.z.wrong@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase org/rfc-3834 . html
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Michael and Susan Wright <campaigns@good.do>
Sunday, 15 October 2017 8:52 PM
DPE CSE Information Planning Mailbox
Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.

SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS.
We strongly object to this proposal in its entirety and urge the Secretary of Planning to advise the Minister to refuse
the application on the grounds below. NSW Planning must require the Proponent to properly and adequately address
the impacts set out below which are not adequately addressed in the EIS. NSW Planning must reject this EIS and
instead recommend to the NSW government that there should be an independent review of WestConnex before more
billions are spent and more residents' lives are damaged.
The EIS states 'the detail of the design and construction approach is indicative only based on a concept design and is
subject to detailed design and construction planning to be undertaken by the successful contractors.' The community
will have no opportunity to comment on the Preferred Infrastructure Report which forms the basis of the approval
conditions. This means the community will have limited say in the management of the impacts identified in the EIS.
The EIS needs to provide an opportunity for the community to meaningfully input into this report and approval
conditions.
We completely reject the notion that unfiltered pollution stacks should be built anywhere in Sydney, let alone three or
four in a single area. We are particularly concerned that schools would be near such unfiltered stacks. We add our
backing to the protests against the WestConnex proposals in full knowledge that very similar proposals are on the
table for our own neighbourhood of Cammeray and North Sydney, where there are many schools close to proposed
unfiltered smoke stacks.
The EIS states, there are at least 5 schools that will be in the orbit of these poisonous fumes. Children and the elderly
are most at risk of lung ailments. The Education Minister Rob Stokes declared in 2017, that "No ventilation shafts
will be built near any school." in his electorate. The same should be applied in all areas of Sydney and the government
needs to urgently review its policy of support for unfiltered stacks.
With four unfiltered emissions stacks in Rozelle, two in Haberfield (one each for the M4East and New M5) and two
in St Peters, along with a large number of exit portals, residents of these area will suffer greatly from direct exposure
to poisonous diesel particulates.
This is negligent when you consider that the World Health Organisation in 2012 declared diesel particulates
carcinogenic.
We object to the indicative design for the Rozelle Interchange. Sydney Motorway Corporation has not been able to
identify any other similar underground interchange project anywhere in the world or find a construction company to
build it. This EIS should be rejected because it would be absurd to approve such a design concept without evidence
that it could be constructed.
The EIS shows that traffic on the City West Link, Johnston St, the Crescent, Catherine St and Ross street would
greatly increase during the construction period and also be greatly increased if Stage 3 were ever completed. It states
that Stage 3 would do nothing to improve traffic congestion in the area, in fact it will add to the problem. Many of
these areas are already congested at peak times. Even the EIS recognises that this would have a negative impact on the
local area as more and more people try to avoid the congestion by using rat runs through local streets.
We completely reject the notion that unfiltered pollution stacks should be built anywhere in Sydney, let alone three or
four in a single area. We are particularly concerned that schools would be near such unfiltered stacks.
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The EIS states, there are at least 5 schools that will be in the orbit of these poisonous fumes. Children and the elderly
are most at risk of lung ailments. The Education Minister Rob Stokes declared in 2017, that "No ventilation shafts
will be built near any school." in his electorate. The same should be applied in all areas of Sydney and the government
needs to urgently review its policy of support for unfiltered stacks.
We object to the use of Darley Rd, Leichhardt as a dive site. The site cannot accommodate the projected traffic
movements without jeopardising the road network. Darley Road is a critical access road for the residents of
Leichhardt and the inner west to access and cross the City West Link. As the EIS acknowledges and anyone who have
driven there knows, this route is already congested at peak hours. The intersection at James Street and the City West
link already has queues at the traffic lights. The only other option for commuters to access the city West Link is to use
Norton Street, a two-lane largely commercial strip which is already at capacity. The addition of hundreds of trucks
and contractor vehicles will result in traffic grinding to a halt and traffic chaos at this critical juncture with commuter
travel times drastically increased.
We object to the acquisition of this site on the basis that Dan Murphys renovated and started a new business in
December 2016, in full knowledge that they were to be acquired, with the acquisition process commencing early
November 2016. This is maladministration of public money and the taxpayer should not be left to foot the
compensation bill in these circumstances. With the Premier having now been referred to ICAC over the lease
extension granted over this site, it is very clear that there has been a lack of transparency in the dealings with this site.
The noise and air quality studies are completely dependent on the accuracy of the traffic analysis and assumptions. If
the traffic analysis is flawed, so too are the air and noise studies and local road traffic impacts. Only last week Citi
financial analysts in a report to their large investors were of the view that the traffic predictions contained were
unlikely to be achievable. An EIS based on inaccurate traffic analysis cannot be approved.
The inadequate traffic analysis shows that even if this tollway and all other proposed tollways are completed, the St
Peters Interchange and Frederick Street in Ashfield will be considerably more congested in 2033 if the project goes
ahead.
We are also concerned that the traffic figures relied upon in the EIS are simply not reliable. AECOM, the company
responsible for this EIS, has a well-documented record of wrongly predicting traffic. Already there are reports that the
traffic for all stages of WestConnex has been overestimated and construction costs underestimated.(SMH 'Pressure
builds on government to sweeten WestConnex sale' 5/10/2017)
Reductions of volumes of traffic on Parramatta Rd, King Georges Road or the existing M5 are asserted but the model
which projects these effects is not provided for scrutiny or independent assessment. The model's margin for error is
not stated. The rest of the benefits all depend on the asserted traffic reductions generating improved travel times and
better bus services or freight movement etc. So far the experience of the growth of traffic on Parramatta Rd in
response to the re-imposition of tolls on the widened section of the M4 gives us leave to doubt these touted benefits.
There is reference in the EIS to the WestConnex Road Traffic Model version 2.3 (WRTM v2.3), a strategic traffic
model that has been used in the traffic analysis. This model was developed by the NSW Roads and Maritime Services
who have constantly pushed a motorway agenda to the disadvantage of the development of more public transport.
There is insufficient explanation of the nature of the model, where it can be accessed and what function it plays in the
analysis. There is no clear explanation of how the assumptions that underpin the WRTM have changed between EIS
stages. Since so much else in the EIS including noise and air quality predictions are dependent on this forecasting, the
lack of transparency makes it difficult for the EIS to be subject to independent critique.
When measuring the impacts in the EIS, it is important to bear in mind the mismanagement of the project to date and
residents have little confidence that any measures set out in the approval document will, in fact, be complied with.
During 2017 residents in St Peters have been subject to appalling odours which have damaged the health of some
community members and damaged the quality of life of many more. SMC has failed to comply with the
environmental protection licence that it was granted as part of previous approvals. NSW Planning has shown that it
does not have the powers to enforce compliance. In this situation conditions are meaningless. We are appalled that
there is a significant risk that these odours would continue if Stage 3 is approved. We would strongly object to the
NSW EPA granting a license for this project on the basis of this application and with no clear plan for how
contamination would be controlled. No community should be treated in this manner.
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The Environmental Impact Statement for Stage 3 admits that the traffic around St Peters will be worse when both
stages are completed. So the community would have to put up with the exhaust from tunnels and additional car
emissions from the traffic. Car emissions are known to shorten the lives of those who live within half a kilometre of a
busy roadway. Diesel exhaust from trucks is classed as a carcinogen.
We are also concerned that Haberfield and Ashfield residents are being given the apparent choice of two construction
plans, Option A or Option B, both of which will have severe impacts on the community. In fact the EIS hints at other
options that have not been fully disclosed.
During the Stage one consultation phase, residents were repeatedly told that after construction of the M4 East, there
would be no more above ground construction in Haberfield. It now appears that they were misled. SMC is already
preparing its Preferred Infrastructure Report which will include its final choice of option. We demand that, this report
be made public as soon as it is filed with NSW Planning and that residents be given a right to consultation on the
actual plan before a determination on this EIS application is made by NSW Planning.
There are overlaps in the construction periods of the New M5 and M4 of up to one year. This will significantly
worsen impacts for residents close to construction areas. No additional mitigation or any compensation is offered for
residents for these periods.(Executive Summary xxvii). It is unacceptable that residents should have these prolonged
periods of exposure to more than one project. The EIS makes no attempt to seriously research the current impacts on
residents, measure what the cumulative impacts would be or make suggestions that would mitigate the cumulative
impact of these prolonged periods of construction noise exposure.
The EIS identifies a significant risk of leaks of contaminated water into Rozelle Bay and Alexandria Canal. Such risks
to health of Sydney's waterways is not acceptable to me.The Sydney Motorway Corporation through its conduct at St
Peters has shown that it cannot be trusted to manage contamination risks.
We object to the EIS on the grounds that it fails the Secretary's requirement for "meaningful" consultation. Hundreds
of residents within the proposed project zone were not even notified of feedback sessions. Hundreds of submissions
on the concept design, including a major one from the Inner West Council, were ignored. Consultation is not the
provision of glossy brochures, light on detail, which minimise the negative aspects of a project and state that ever
impact will be managed by a 'plan'.
SMC was required to consider alternatives. This section in the EIS is tokenistic at best. The City of Sydney came up
with a well thought out alternative plan and this has been ignored in the EIS.
We urge the Secretary of NSW Planning to advise the Minister to reject this EIS, publish our names and submission
in accordance with the undertaking on your website, and provide a written response to each of the objections we have
raised.
Yours sincerely, Michael and Susan Wright Cammeray Ave, Cammeray NSW 2062, Australia
This email was sent by Michael and Susan Wright via Do Gooder, a website that
allows people to contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Michael and
Susan provided an email address (michael.z.wrong@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Michael and Susan Wright at michael.z.wrong@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase.org/rfc-3834.html
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

<campaigns@good.do>
Tuesday, 10 October 2017 1:06 PM
DPE CSE Information Planning Mailbox
Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.
SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS.
I strongly object to this proposal in its entirety and urge the Secretary of Planning to advise the Minister to refuse the
application on the grounds below. NSW Planning must require the Proponent to properly and adequately address the
impacts set out below which are not adequately addressed in the EIS. NSW Planning should reject this EIS and
instead recommend to the NSW government that there should be an independent review of WestConnex before more
billions are spent and more residents' lives are damaged.
The noise and air quality studies are completely dependent on the accuracy of the traffic analysis and assumptions. If
the traffic analysis is flawed, so too are the air and noise studies and local road traffic impacts. Only last week Citi
financial analysts in a report to their large investors were of the view that the traffic predictions contained were
unlikely to be achievable. An EIS based on inaccurate traffic analysis cannot be approved.
The economic basis for this project is the approval of further toll roads. Throughout the EIS there are references to the
f6 and Northern beaches Link; it is assumed that these toll roads will, in fact, be built. The issue with this is that the
impacts set out in the EIS rely upon them being built — that is, traffic will lessen once they are built. However, there is
no certainty this will occur — indeed, the State Opposition is opposed to both projects. Any references to these toll
roads, in the context of impacts from this project, need therefore to be disregarded.
The inadequate traffic analysis shows that even if this tollway and all other proposed tollways are completed, the St
Peters Interchange and Frederick Street in Ashfield will be considerably more congested in 2033 if the project goes
ahead.
We are also concerned that the traffic figures relied upon in the EIS are simply not reliable. AECOM, the company
responsible for this EIS, has a well-documented record of wrongly predicting traffic. Already there are reports that the
traffic for all stages of WestConnex has been overestimated and construction costs underestimated.(SMH 'Pressure
builds on government to sweeten WestConnex sale' 5/10/2017)
When measuring the impacts in the EIS, it is important to bear in mind the mismanagement of the project to date and
residents have little confidence that any measures set out in the approval document will, in fact, be complied with.
During 2017 residents in St Peters have been subject to appalling odours which have damaged the health of some
community members and damaged the quality of life of much more. SMC has failed to comply with the
environmental protection licence that it was granted as part of previous approvals. I am appalled that these odours are
predicted to possibly continue if Stage 3 is approved. No community should be treated in this manner
Campbell St and Campbell Rd has lost all of its houses and other buildings to the re-alignment works to take traffic
down to the St Peters Interchange, which is being built on an old toxic rubbish dump. Seeing neighbours' homes
demolished was wrenching and on top of that has been the noise, the dust and traffic and night work in case the
daylight disruption wasn't enough. None of this has been reflected in the 'cumulative impacts' assessment in the EIS
for which there has been no actual assessment at all of the experience of residents during the Stage 2 New M5.
I object to unfiltered stacks in our community (they are planned for Haberfield, St Peters and Rozelle). In Rozelle
there will be an unprecedented concentration of stacks, in a valley, adjacent to densely populated suburbs. I cannot
understand why if the NSW government is spending billions of dollars on this project, it cannot afford to filter the
stacks. I completely reject the statement in the EIS that if after years the unfiltered stacks are shown not to work, more
unfiltered stacks would be a better solution that filtering stacks. The government is exposing itself to a massive risk of
compensation payouts if it does not require filtration of all stacks as a condition of approval.

St Peters School would be "neatly" triangulated between the two sets of stacks which rise up above the Princes
Highway. The prevailing winds in our neighbourhood are from the east, so the exhaust from the stacks will blow over
the school whether the wind is coming from the south or the north.
The Environmental Impact Statement for Stage 3 admits that the traffic around St Peters will be worse when both
stages are completed. So we will have to put up with the exhaust from the tunnels and the additional car emissions
from the traffic. Car emissions are known to shorten the lives of those who live within half a kilometre of a busy
roadway. Diesel exhaust from trucks is classed as a carcinogen.
I am concerned that Haberfield and Ashfield residents are being given the apparent choice of two construction plans,
Option A or Option B, both of which will have severe impacts on the community During the Stage one consultation
phase, residents were repeatedly told that after construction of the M4 East, there would be no more above ground
construction in Haberfield. It now appears that they were misled. SMC is already preparing its Preferred Infrastructure
Report which will include its final choice of option. I demand that this report be made public as soon as it is filed with
NSW Planning and that residents be given a right to consultation on the actual plan before a determination on this EIS
application is made by NSW Planning.
I object to the EIS on the grounds that it fails the Secretary's requirement for "meaningful" consultation. Hundreds of
residents within the proposed project zone were not even notified of feedback sessions. Hundreds of submissions on
the concept design, including a major one from the Inner West Council, were ignored. Consultation is not the
provision of glossy brochures, light on detail, which minimise the negative aspects of a project and state that ever
impact will be managed by a 'plan'.
The high number of residents in both Haberfield and Leichhardt who would require mitigation for horrific night noise
is unacceptable, particularly because promises of mitigation in Haberfield and St Peters during Stage 2 have not
offered adequate protection. The Darley Road proposed construction site has been rejected as highly unsuitable by the
Inner Council Council, its traffic planners and the independent engineer appointed by the council. In fact, the
intersection near the site 9james St and City west Lik), based on TfNSW's own data, is the third most dangerous
intersection in the inner west. despite that, SMC wishes to bring in 100 heavy vehicle movements a day, plus an
additional 70 light vehicle movements. There have been two fatalities directly out front the proposed site and it belied
belief that SMC could seriously consider running hundreds of trucks and heavy machinery into a known traffic and
accident black spot.
SMC was required to consider alternatives. This section in the EIS is tokenistic at best. The City of Sydney came up
with a well thought out alternative plan and this has been ignored in the EIS.
I urge the Secretary of NSW Planning to advise the Minister to reject this EIS, publish, my name and submission in
accordance with the undertaking on your web site, and provide a written response to each of the objections I have
raised.
Yours sincerely,
This email was sent by
via Do Gooder, a website that allows people
to contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set the
FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however
provided an
email address
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase . org/rfc-3834 . html
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000478-M00001

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

<campaigns@good.do>
Thursday, 12 October 2017 2:26 PM
DPE CSE Information Planning Mailbox
Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.
SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS.
I strongly object to this proposal. It is outrageous that so much money is being spent on such a backward-looking
proposal. It will not help people living in Western Sydney and will wreck Sydney. It will not get trucks off the road
but only create bottlenecks and horror traffic jams. Further, the way the NSW Government has been handling the
process suggests they hold the people of Sydney in disregard.
I urge the Secretary of NSW Planning to advise the Minister to reject this EIS. There are better ways, and they need to
be seriously considered and aired.
Yours sincerely,
This email was sent by
via Do Gooder, a website that allows people
to contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set the
FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however
provided an
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
email address
Please reply to

at

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase.org/rfc-3834.html
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000478-M00002

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

<campaigns@good.do>
Wednesday, 11 October 2017 10:36 AM
DPE CSE Information Planning Mailbox
Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.
SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS.
I strongly object to this proposal in its entirety and urge the Secretary of Planning to advise the Minister to refuse the
application on the grounds below. NSW Planning must require the Proponent to properly and adequately address the
impacts set out below which are not adequately addressed in the EIS. NSW Planning should reject this EIS and
instead recommend to the NSW government that there should be an independent review of WestConnex before more
billions are spent and more residents' lives are damaged.
I object to the use of Darley Rd, Leichhardt as a dive site. The site cannot accommodate the projected traffic
movements without jeopardising the road network. Darley Road is a critical access road for the residents of
Leichhardt and the inner west to access and cross the City West Link. As the EIS acknowledges and anyone who have
driven there knows, this route is already congested at peak hours. The intersection at James Street and the City West
link already has queues at the traffic lights. The only other option for commuters to access the city West Link is to use
Norton Street, a two-lane largely commercial strip which is already at capacity. The addition of hundreds of trucks
and contractor vehicles will result in traffic grinding to a halt and traffic chaos at this critical juncture with commuter
travel times drastically increased.
The number of vehicles that would go in and out of the site on a daily basis. 170 heavy and light vehicles accessing
Darley Road. This creates an unacceptable risk to the safety of pedestrians accessing the North Leichhardt light rail
stop as well as bicycle users accessing the bicycle route on Darley Road and entering Canal road to join the dedicated
bike paths on the bay run. Many school children cross at this point to walk to Orange Grove and Leichhardt
Secondary College.
The EIS states that to minimise disruptions to traffic on the existing road network (including in peak hours) there will
be night works where appropriate. Given the congested nature of Darley Road, it is likely there will be frequent night
work (EIS, 6.4). This will create an unacceptable impact in residents. The community is well aware of the dreadful
night noise that has impacted on the residents of Haberfield and finds it unacceptable that SMC and RMS would be
again knowingly allowed to inflict it on another community. NSW Planning should not impose such open ended
conditions. And, instead of a proper plan to manage traffic, the EIS contemplate work simply occurring. Night work is
objected to in the strongest terms.
I object to the acquisition of this site on the basis that Dan Murphys renovated and started a new business in
December 2016, in full knowledge that they were to be acquired, with the acquisition process commencing early
November 2016. This is maladministration of public money and the taxpayer should not be left to foot the
compensation bill in these circumstances. With the Premier having now been referred to ICAC over the lease
extension granted over this site, it is very clear that there has been a lack of transparency in the dealings with this site.
The noise and air quality studies are completely dependent on the accuracy of the traffic analysis and assumptions. If
the traffic analysis is flawed, so too are the air and noise studies and local road traffic impacts. Only last week Citi
financial analysts in a report to their large investors were of the view that the traffic predictions contained were
unlikely to be achievable. An EIS based on inaccurate traffic analysis cannot be approved.
The economic basis for this project is the approval of further toll roads. Throughout the EIS there are references to the
f6 and Northern beaches Link; it is assumed that these toll roads will, in fact, be built. The issue with this is that the
impacts set out in the EIS rely upon them beign built — that is, traffic will lessen once they are built. However, there is
no certainty this will occur — indeed, the State Opposition is opposed to both projects. Any references to these toll
roads, in the context of impacts from this project, need therefore to be disregarded.
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The inadequate traffic analysis shows that even if this tollway and all other proposed tollways are completed, the St
Peters Interchange and Frederick Street in Ashfield will be considerably more congested in 2033 if the project goes
ahead.
We are also concerned that the traffic figures relied upon in the EIS are simply not reliable. AECOM, the company
responsible for this EIS, has a well-documented record of wrongly predicting traffic. Already there are reports that the
traffic for all stages of WestConnex has been overestimated and construction costs underestimated.(SMH 'Pressure
builds on government to sweeten WestConnex sale' 5/10/2017)
When measuring the impacts in the EIS, it is important to bear in mind the mismanagement of the project to date and
residents have little confidence that any measures set out in the approval document will, in fact, be complied with.
During 2017 residents in St Peters have been subject to appalling odours which have damaged the health of some
community members and damaged the quality of life of much more. SMC has failed to comply with the
environmental protection licence that it was granted as part of previous approvals. I am appalled that these odours are
predicted to possibly continue if Stage 3 is approved. No community should be treated in this manner.
The Environmental Impact Statement for Stage 3 admits that the traffic around St Peters will be worse when both
stages are completed. So we will have to put up with the exhaust from the tunnels and the additional car emissions
from the traffic. Car emissions are known to shorten the lives of those who live within half a kilometre of a busy
roadway. Diesel exhaust from trucks is classed as a carcinogen.
I am also concerned that Haberfield and Ashfield residents are being given the apparent choice of two construction
plans, Option A or Option B, both of which will have severe impacts on the community. During the Stage one
consultation phase, residents were repeatedly told that after construction of the M4 East, there would be no more
above ground construction in Haberfield. It now appears that they were misled. SMC is already preparing its Preferred
Infrastructure Report which will include its final choice of option. I demand that this report be made public as soon as
it is filed with NSW Planning and that residents be given a right to consultation on the actual plan before a
determination on this EIS application is made by NSW Planning
I object to the EIS on the grounds that it fails the Secretary's requirement for "meaningful" consultation. Hundreds of
residents within the proposed project zone were not even notified of feedback sessions. Hundreds of submissions on
the concept design, including a major one from the Inner West Council, were ignored. Consultation is not the
provision of glossy brochures, light on detail, which minimise the negative aspects of a project and state that every
impact will be managed by a 'plan'.
The high number of residents in both Haberfield and Leichhardt who would require mitigation for horrific night noise
is unacceptable, particularly because promises of mitigation in Haberfield and St Peters during Stage 2 have not
offered adequate protection. The Darley Road proposed construction site has been rejected as highly unsuitable by the
Inner Council Council, its traffic planners and the independent engineer appointed by the council. In fact, the
intersection near the site James St and City west Link), based on TfNSW's own data, is the third most dangerous
intersection in the inner west. Despite that, SMC wishes to bring in 100 heavy vehicle movements a day, plus an
additional 70 light vehicle movements. There have been two fatalities directly out front the proposed site and it belies
belief that SMC could seriously consider running hundreds of trucks and heavy machinery into a known traffic and
accident black spot.
SMC was required to consider alternatives. This section in the EIS is tokenistic at best. The City of Sydney came up
with a well thought out alternative plan and this has been ignored in the EIS.
I urge the Secretary of NSW Planning to advise the Minister to reject this EIS, publish my name and submission in
accordance with the undertaking on your website, and provide a written response to each of the objections I have
raised.
Yours sincerely,
This email was sent by
via Do Gooder, a website that allows people
to contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set the
FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however
provided an
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
email address
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Please reply to

at

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase.org/rfc-3834.html
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

<campaigns@good.do>
Saturday, 14 October 2017 5:54 PM
DPE CSE Information Planning Mailbox
Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.

SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS.
I strongly object to this proposal in its entirety and urge the Secretary of Planning to advise the Minister to refuse the
application on the grounds below. NSW Planning must require the Proponent to properly and adequately address the
impacts set out below which are not adequately addressed in the EIS. NSW Planning must reject this EIS and instead
recommend to the NSW government that there should be an independent review of WestConnex before more billions
— BILLIONS! — are spent and more residents' lives are damaged. Think what other far more useful projects this could
be spent on.
The EIS states 'the detail of the design and construction approach is indicative only based on a concept design and is
subject to detailed design and construction planning to be undertaken by the successful contractors.' The community
will have no opportunity to comment on the Preferred Infrastructure Report which forms the basis of the approval
conditions. This means the community will have limited say in the management of the impacts identified in the EIS.
The EIS needs to provide an opportunity for the community to meaningfully input into this report and approval
conditions.
I object to the indicative design for the Rozelle Interchange. Sydney Motorway Corporation has not been able to
identify any other similar underground interchange project anywhere in the world or find a construction company to
build it. This EIS should be rejected because it would be absurd to approve such a design concept without evidence
that it could be constructed.
The EIS shows that traffic on the City West Link, Johnston St, the Crescent, Catherine St and Ross street would
greatly increase during the construction period and also be greatly increased if Stage 3 were ever completed. It states
that Stage 3 would do nothing to improve traffic congestion in the area, in fact it will add to the problem. Many of
these areas are already congested at peak times. Even the EIS recognises that this would have a negative impact on the
local area as more and more people try to avoid the congestion by using rat runs through local streets.
I completely reject the notion that unfiltered pollution stacks should be built anywhere in Sydney, let alone three or
four in a single area. I am particularly concerned that schools would be near such unfiltered stacks.
The EIS states, there are at least 5 schools that will be in the orbit of these poisonous fumes. Children and the elderly
are most at risk of lung ailments. The Education Minister Rob Stokes declared in 2017, that "No ventilation shafts
will be built near any school." in his electorate. The same should be applied in all areas of Sydney and the government
needs to urgently review its policy of support for unfiltered stacks.
I object to the use of Darley Rd, Leichhardt as a dive site. The site cannot accommodate the projected traffic
movements without jeopardising the road network. Darley Road is a critical access road for the residents of
Leichhardt and the inner west to access and cross the City West Link. As the EIS acknowledges and anyone who have
driven there knows, this route is already congested at peak hours. The intersection at James Street and the City West
link already has queues at the traffic lights. The only other option for commuters to access the city West Link is to use
Norton Street, a two-lane largely commercial strip which is already at capacity. The addition of hundreds of trucks
and contractor vehicles will result in traffic grinding to a halt and traffic chaos at this critical juncture with commuter
travel times drastically increased.
I object to the acquisition of this site on the basis that Dan Murphys renovated and started a new business in
December 2016, in full knowledge that they were to be acquired, with the acquisition process commencing early
November 2016. This is maladministration of public money and the taxpayer should not be left to foot the
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compensation bill in these circumstances. With the Premier having now been referred to ICAC over the lease
extension granted over this site, it is very clear that there has been a lack of transparency in the dealings with this site.
The noise and air quality studies are completely dependent on the accuracy of the traffic analysis and assumptions. If
the traffic analysis is flawed, so too are the air and noise studies and local road traffic impacts. Only last week Citi
financial analysts in a report to their large investors were of the view that the traffic predictions contained were
unlikely to be achievable. An EIS based on inaccurate traffic analysis cannot be approved.
The economic basis for this project is the approval of further toll roads. Throughout the EIS there are references to the
f6 and Northern beaches Link; it is assumed that these toll roads will, in fact, be built. The issue with this is that the
impacts set out in the EIS rely upon them being built — that is, traffic will lessen once they are built. However, there is
no certainty this will occur.. Any references to these toll roads, in the context of impacts from this project, need
therefore to be disregarded.
The inadequate traffic analysis shows that even if this tollway and all other proposed tollways are completed, the St
Peters Interchange and Frederick Street in Ashfield will be considerably more congested in 2033 if the project goes
ahead.
We are also concerned that the traffic figures relied upon in the EIS are simply not reliable. AECOM, the company
responsible for this EIS, has a well-documented record of wrongly predicting traffic. Already there are reports that the
traffic for all stages of WestConnex has been overestimated and construction costs underestimated.(SMH 'Pressure
builds on government to sweeten WestConnex sale' 5/10/2017)
Reductions of volumes of traffic on Parramatta Rd, King Georges Road or the existing M5 are asserted but the model
which projects these effects is not provided for scrutiny or independent assessment. The model's margin for error is
not stated. The rest of the benefits all depend on the asserted traffic reductions generating improved travel times and
better bus services or freight movement etc. So far the experience of the growth of traffic on Parramatta Rd in
response to the re-imposition of tolls on the widened section of the M4 gives us leave to doubt these touted benefits.
There is reference in the EIS to the WestConnex Road Traffic Model version 2.3 (WRTM v2.3), a strategic traffic
model that has been used in the traffic analysis. This model was developed by the NSW Roads and Maritime Services
who have constantly pushed a motorway agenda to the disadvantage of the development of more public transport.
There is insufficient explanation of the nature of the model, where it can be accessed and what function it plays in the
analysis. There is no clear explanation of how the assumptions that underpin the WRTM have changed between EIS
stages. Since so much else in the EIS including noise and air quality predictions are dependent on this forecasting, the
lack of transparency makes it difficult for the EIS to be subject to independent critique.
When measuring the impacts in the EIS, it is important to bear in mind the mismanagement of the project to date and
residents have little confidence that any measures set out in the approval document will, in fact, be complied with.
During 2017 residents in St Peters have been subject to appalling odours which have damaged the health of some
community members and damaged the quality of life of many more. SMC has failed to comply with the
environmental protection licence that it was granted as part of previous approvals. NSW Planning has shown that it
does not have the powers to enforce compliance. In this situation conditions are meaningless. I am appalled that there
is a significant risk that these odours would continue if Stage 3 is approved. I would strongly object to the NSW EPA
granting a license for this project on the basis of this application and with no clear plan for how contamination would
be controlled. No community should be treated in this manner.
The Environmental Impact Statement for Stage 3 admits that the traffic around St Peters will be worse when both
stages are completed. So the community would have to put up with the exhaust from tunnels and additional car
emissions from the traffic. Car emissions are known to shorten the lives of those who live within half a kilometre of a
busy roadway. Diesel exhaust from trucks is classed as a carcinogen.
I am also concerned that Haberfield and Ashfield residents are being given the apparent choice of two construction
plans, Option A or Option B, both of which will have severe impacts on the community. In fact the EIS hints at other
options that have not been fully disclosed.
During the Stage one consultation phase, residents were repeatedly told that after construction of the M4 East, there
would be no more above ground construction in Haberfield. It now appears that they were misled. SMC is already
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preparing its Preferred Infrastructure Report which will include its final choice of option. I demand that this report be
made public as soon as it is filed with NSW Planning and that residents be given a right to consultation on the actual
plan before a determination on this EIS application is made by NSW Planning.
There are overlaps in the construction periods of the New M5 and M4 of up to one year. This will significantly
worsen impacts for residents close to construction areas. No additional mitigation or any compensation is offered for
residents for these periods.(Executive Summary xxvii). It is unacceptable that residents should have these prolonged
periods of exposure to more than one project. The EIS makes no attempt to seriously research the current impacts on
residents, measure what the cumulative impacts would be or make suggestions that would mitigate the cumulative
impact of these prolonged periods of construction noise exposure.
The EIS identifies a significant risk of leaks of contaminated water into Rozelle Bay and Alexandria Canal. Such risks
to health of Sydney's waterways is not acceptable to me.The Sydney Motorway Corporation through its conduct at St
Peters has shown that it cannot be trusted to manage contamination risks.
I object to the EIS on the grounds that it fails the Secretary's requirement for "meaningful" consultation. Hundreds of
residents within the proposed project zone were not even notified of feedback sessions. Hundreds of submissions on
the concept design, including a major one from the Inner West Council, were ignored. Consultation is not the
provision of glossy brochures, light on detail, which minimise the negative aspects of a project and state that ever
impact will be managed by a 'plan'.
SMC was required to consider alternatives. This section in the EIS is tokenistic at best. The City of Sydney came up
with a well thought out alternative plan and this has been ignored in the EIS.
I urge the Secretary of NSW Planning to advise the Minister to reject this EIS, publish, my name and submission in
accordance with the undertaking on your website, and provide a written response to each of the objections I have
raised.
Yours sincerely,
This email was sent by
via Do Gooder, a website that allows people
to contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set the
FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however
provided an
email address
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase.org/rfc-3834.html
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Vanita Roychoudhry <campaigns@good.do>
Tuesday, 10 October 2017 1:36 PM
DPE CSE Information Planning Mailbox
Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.
SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS.
I strongly object to this proposal in its entirety and urge the Secretary of Planning to advise the Minister to refuse the
application on the grounds below. NSW Planning must require the Proponent to properly and adequately address the
impacts set out below which are not adequately addressed in the EIS. NSW Planning should reject this EIS and
instead recommend to the NSW government that there should be an independent review of WestConnex before more
billions are spent and more residents' lives are damaged.
The noise and air quality studies are completely dependent on the accuracy of the traffic analysis and assumptions. If
the traffic analysis is flawed, so too are the air and noise studies and local road traffic impacts. Only last week Citi
financial analysts in a report to their large investors were of the view that the traffic predictions contained were
unlikely to be achievable. An EIS based on inaccurate traffic analysis cannot be approved. The economic basis for
this project is the approval of further toll roads. Throughout the EIS there are references to the f6 and Northern
beaches Link; it is assumed that these toll roads will, in fact, be built. The issue with this is that the impacts set out in
the EIS rely upon them beign built — that is, traffic will lessen once they are built. However, there is no certainty this
will occur — indeed, the State Opposition is opposed to both projects. Any references to these toll roads, in the context
of impacts from this project, need therefore to be disregarded.
The inadequate traffic analysis shows that even if this tollway and all other proposed tollways are completed, the St
Peters Interchange and Frederick Street in Ashfield will be considerably more congested in 2033 if the project goes
ahead.
We are also concerned that the traffic figures relied upon in the EIS are simply not reliable. AECOM, the company
responsible for this EIS, has a well-documented record of wrongly predicting traffic. Already there are reports that the
traffic for all stages of WestConnex has been overestimated and construction costs underestimated.(SMH 'Pressure
builds on government to sweeten WestConnex sale' 5/10/2017)
When measuring the impacts in the EIS, it is important to bear in mind the mismanagement of the project to date and
residents have little confidence that any measures set out in the approval document will, in fact, be complied with.
During 2017 residents in St Peters have been subject to appalling odours which have damaged the health of some
community members and damaged the quality of life of much more. SMC has failed to comply with the
environmental protection licence that it was granted as part of previous approvals. I am appalled that these odours are
predicted to possibly continue if Stage 3 is approved. No community should be treated in this manner.
Campbell St and Campbell Rd has lost all of its houses and other buildings to the re-alignment works to take traffic
down to the St Peters Interchange, which is being built on an old toxic rubbish dump. Seeing neighbours' homes
demolished was wrenching and on top of that has been the noise, the dust and traffic and night work in case the
daylight disruption wasn't enough. None of this has been reflected in the 'cumulative impacts' assessment in the EIS
for which there has been no actual assessment at all of the experience of residents during the Stage 2 New M5.
I object to unfiltered stacks in our community (they are planned for Haberfield, St Peters and Rozelle). In Rozelle
there will be an unprecedented concentration of stacks, in a valley, adjacent to densely populated suburbs. I cannot
understand why if the NSW government is spending billions of dollars on this project, it cannot afford to filter the
stacks. I completely reject the statement in the EIS that if after years the unfiltered stacks are shown not to work, more
unfiltered stacks would be a better solution that filtering stacks. The government is exposing itself to a massive risk of
compensation payouts if it does not require filtration of all stacks as a condition of approval.
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St Peters School would be "neatly" triangulated between the two sets of stacks which rise up above the Princes
Highway. The prevailing winds in our neighbourhood are from the east, so the exhaust from the stacks will blow over
the school whether the wind is coming from the south or the north.
The Environmental Impact Statement for Stage 3 admits that the traffic around St Peters will be worse when both
stages are completed. So we will have to put up with the exhaust from the tunnels and the additional car emissions
from the traffic. Car emissions are known to shorten the lives of those who live within half a kilometre of a busy
roadway. Diesel exhaust from trucks is classed as a carcinogen.
I am concerned that Haberfield and Ashfield residents are being given the apparent choice of two construction plans,
Option A or Option B, both of which will have severe impacts on the community During the Stage one consultation
phase, residents were repeatedly told that after construction of the M4 East, there would be no more above ground
construction in Haberfield. It now appears that they were misled. SMC is already preparing its Preferred Infrastructure
Report which will include its final choice of option. I demand that this report be made public as soon as it is filed with
NSW Planning and that residents be given a right to consultation on the actual plan before a determination on this EIS
application is made by NSW Planning.
I object to the EIS on the grounds that it fails the Secretary's requirement for "meaningful" consultation. Hundreds of
residents within the proposed project zone were not even notified of feedback sessions. Hundreds of submissions on
the concept design, including a major one from the Inner West Council, were ignored. Consultation is not the
provision of glossy brochures, light on detail, which minimise the negative aspects of a project and state that ever
impact will be managed by a 'plan'.
The high number of residents in both Haberfield and Leichhardt who would require mitigation for horrific night noise
is unacceptable, particularly because promises of mitigation in Haberfield and St Peters during Stage 2 have not
offered adequate protection. The Darley Road proposed construction site has been rejected as highly unsuitable by the
Inner Council Council, its traffic planners and the independent engineer appointed by the council. In fact, the
intersection near the site 9james St and City west Lik), based on TfNSW's own data, is the third most dangerous
intersection in the inner west. despite that, SMC wishes to bring in 100 heavy vehicle movements a day, plus an
additional 70 light vehicle movements. There have been two fatalities directly out front the proposed site and it belied
belief that SMC could seriously consider running hundreds of trucks and heavy machinery into a known traffic and
accident black spot.
SMC was required to consider alternatives. This section in the EIS is tokenistic at best. The City of Sydney came up
with a well thought out alternative plan and this has been ignored in the EIS.
I urge the Secretary of NSW Planning to advise the Minister to reject this EIS, publish, my name and submission in
accordance with the undertaking on your web site, and provide a written response to each of the objections I have
raised.
Yours sincerely, Vanita Roychoudhry Werrington St, Burradoo NSW 2576, Australia
This email was sent by Vanita Roychoudhry via Do Gooder, a website that allows
people to contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set
the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Vanita provided an
email address (vanita@Roychoudhry.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Vanita Roychoudhry at vanita@Roychoudhry.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase org/rfc-3834 . html
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Rod Cowled <campaigns@good.do>
Tuesday, 10 October 2017 12:59 PM
DPE CSE Information Planning Mailbox
Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.
SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS.
I strongly object to this proposal in its entirety and urge the Secretary of Planning to advise the Minister to refuse the
application on the grounds below. NSW Planning must require the Proponent to properly and adequately address the
impacts set out below which are not adequately addressed in the EIS. NSW Planning should reject this EIS and
instead recommend to the NSW government that there should be an independent review of WestConnex before more
billions are spent and more residents' lives are damaged.
The noise and air quality studies are completely dependent on the accuracy of the traffic analysis and assumptions. If
the traffic analysis is flawed, so too are the air and noise studies and local road traffic impacts. Only last week Citi
financial analysts in a report to their large investors were of the view that the traffic predictions contained were
unlikely to be achievable. An EIS based on inaccurate traffic analysis cannot be approved.
There has been far too little concern given to the negative impacts of the local community, their housing, lives and
livelyhoods. The design is flawed and simply dumps multilane highway traffic onto ill equipped local roads and
bridges. The iron cove bridge exit, in its current form will devastate a largely residential areas usability and pour more
traffic onto an already parking-lot-style road.
The impacts to residents lives and houses, during construction and after have not been adequately taken into account.
And there has been far to little local-specific data and information presented.
I strongly object to the proposed gigantic unfiltered smoke stake in Rozelle.
We are also concerned that the traffic figures relied upon in the EIS are simply not reliable. AECOM, the company
responsible for this EIS, has a well-documented record of wrongly predicting traffic. Already there are reports that the
traffic for all stages of WestConnex has been overestimated and construction costs underestimated.(SMH 'Pressure
builds on government to sweeten WestConnex sale' 5/10/2017)
When measuring the impacts in the EIS, it is important to bear in mind the mismanagement of the project to date and
residents have little confidence that any measures set out in the approval document will, in fact, be complied with.
During 2017 residents in St Peters have been subject to appalling odours which have damaged the health of some
community members and damaged the quality of life of much more. SMC has failed to comply with the
environmental protection licence that it was granted as part of previous approvals. I am appalled that these odours are
predicted to possibly continue if Stage 3 is approved. No community should be treated in this manner
Campbell St and Campbell Rd has lost all of its houses and other buildings to the re-alignment works to take traffic
down to the St Peters Interchange, which is being built on an old toxic rubbish dump. Seeing neighbours' homes
demolished was wrenching and on top of that has been the noise, the dust and traffic and night work in case the
daylight disruption wasn't enough. None of this has been reflected in the 'cumulative impacts' assessment in the EIS
for which there has been no actual assessment at all of the experience of residents during the Stage 2 New M5.
I object to unfiltered stacks in our community (they are planned for Haberfield, St Peters and Rozelle). In Rozelle
there will be an unprecedented concentration of stacks, in a valley, adjacent to densely populated suburbs. I cannot
understand why if the NSW government is spending billions of dollars on this project, it cannot afford to filter the
stacks. I completely reject the statement in the EIS that if after years the unfiltered stacks are shown not to work, more
unfiltered stacks would be a better solution that filtering stacks. The government is exposing itself to a massive risk of
compensation payouts if it does not require filtration of all stacks as a condition of approval.

St Peters School would be "neatly" triangulated between the two sets of stacks which rise up above the Princes
Highway. The prevailing winds in our neighbourhood are from the east, so the exhaust from the stacks will blow over
the school whether the wind is coming from the south or the north.
The Environmental Impact Statement for Stage 3 admits that the traffic around St Peters will be worse when both
stages are completed. So we will have to put up with the exhaust from the tunnels and the additional car emissions
from the traffic. Car emissions are known to shorten the lives of those who live within half a kilometre of a busy
roadway. Diesel exhaust from trucks is classed as a carcinogen.
I am concerned that Haberfield and Ashfield residents are being given the apparent choice of two construction plans,
Option A or Option B, both of which will have severe impacts on the community During the Stage one consultation
phase, residents were repeatedly told that after construction of the M4 East, there would be no more above ground
construction in Haberfield. It now appears that they were misled. SMC is already preparing its Preferred Infrastructure
Report which will include its final choice of option. I demand that this report be made public as soon as it is filed with
NSW Planning and that residents be given a right to consultation on the actual plan before a determination on this EIS
application is made by NSW Planning.
I object to the EIS on the grounds that it fails the Secretary's requirement for "meaningful" consultation. Hundreds of
residents within the proposed project zone were not even notified of feedback sessions. Hundreds of submissions on
the concept design, including a major one from the Inner West Council, were ignored. Consultation is not the
provision of glossy brochures, light on detail, which minimise the negative aspects of a project and state that ever
impact will be managed by a 'plan'.
The high number of residents in both Haberfield and Leichhardt who would require mitigation for horrific night noise
is unacceptable, particularly because promises of mitigation in Haberfield and St Peters during Stage 2 have not
offered adequate protection. The Darley Road proposed construction site has been rejected as highly unsuitable by the
Inner Council Council, its traffic planners and the independent engineer appointed by the council. In fact, the
intersection near the site 9james St and City west Lik), based on TfNSW's own data, is the third most dangerous
intersection in the inner west. despite that, SMC wishes to bring in 100 heavy vehicle movements a day, plus an
additional 70 light vehicle movements. There have been two fatalities directly out front the proposed site and it belied
belief that SMC could seriously consider running hundreds of trucks and heavy machinery into a known traffic and
accident black spot.
SMC was required to consider alternatives. This section in the EIS is tokenistic at best. The City of Sydney came up
with a well thought out alternative plan and this has been ignored in the EIS.
I urge the Secretary of NSW Planning to advise the Minister to reject this EIS, publish, my name and submission in
accordance with the undertaking on your web site, and provide a written response to each of the objections I have
raised.
Yours sincerely, Rod Cowled 16 Toelle St, Rozelle NSW 2039, Australia
This email was sent by Rod Cowled via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set the
FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Rod provided an email
address (rod.co.wled@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Rod Cowled at rod.co.wled@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase org/rfc-3834 . html
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KENNETH GREEN <campaigns@good.do>
Tuesday, 10 October 2017 2:02 PM
DPE CSE Information Planning Mailbox
Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.
SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS.
I strongly object to this proposal in its entirety and urge the Secretary of Planning to advise the Minister to refuse the
application on the grounds below. NSW Planning must require the Proponent to properly and adequately address the
impacts set out below which are not adequately addressed in the EIS. NSW Planning should reject this EIS and
instead recommend to the NSW government that there should be an independent review of WestConnex before more
billions are spent and more residents' lives are damaged.
The noise and air quality studies are completely dependent on the accuracy of the traffic analysis and assumptions. If
the traffic analysis is flawed, so too are the air and noise studies and local road traffic impacts. Only last week Citi
financial analysts in a report to their large investors were of the view that the traffic predictions contained were
unlikely to be achievable. An EIS based on inaccurate traffic analysis cannot be approved.
The economic basis for this project is the approval of further toll roads. Throughout the EIS there are references to the
f6 and Northern beaches Link; it is assumed that these toll roads will, in fact, be built. The issue with this is that the
impacts set out in the EIS rely upon them beign built — that is, traffic will lessen once they are built. However, there is
no certainty this will occur — indeed, the State Opposition is opposed to both projects. Any references to these toll
roads, in the context of impacts from this project, need therefore to be disregarded.
The inadequate traffic analysis shows that even if this tollway and all other proposed tollways are completed, the St
Peters Interchange and Frederick Street in Ashfield will be considerably more congested in 2033 if the project goes
ahead.
We are also concerned that the traffic figures relied upon in the EIS are simply not reliable. AECOM, the company
responsible for this EIS, has a well-documented record of wrongly predicting traffic. Already there are reports that the
traffic for all stages of WestConnex has been overestimated and construction costs underestimated.(SMH 'Pressure
builds on government to sweeten WestConnex sale' 5/10/2017)
When measuring the impacts in the EIS, it is important to bear in mind the mismanagement of the project to date and
residents have little confidence that any measures set out in the approval document will, in fact, be complied with.
During 2017 residents in St Peters have been subject to appalling odours which have damaged the health of some
community members and damaged the quality of life of much more. SMC has failed to comply with the
environmental protection licence that it was granted as part of previous approvals. I am appalled that these odours are
predicted to possibly continue if Stage 3 is approved. No community should be treated in this manner
Campbell St and Campbell Rd has lost all of its houses and other buildings to the re-alignment works to take traffic
down to the St Peters Interchange, which is being built on an old toxic rubbish dump. Seeing neighbours' homes
demolished was wrenching and on top of that has been the noise, the dust and traffic and night work in case the
daylight disruption wasn't enough. None of this has been reflected in the 'cumulative impacts' assessment in the EIS
for which there has been no actual assessment at all of the experience of residents during the Stage 2 New M5.
I object to unfiltered stacks in our community (they are planned for Haberfield, St Peters and Rozelle). In Rozelle
there will be an unprecedented concentration of stacks, in a valley, adjacent to densely populated suburbs. I cannot
understand why if the NSW government is spending billions of dollars on this project, it cannot afford to filter the
stacks. I completely reject the statement in the EIS that if after years the unfiltered stacks are shown not to work, more
unfiltered stacks would be a better solution that filtering stacks. The government is exposing itself to a massive risk of
compensation payouts if it does not require filtration of all stacks as a condition of approval.

St Peters School would be "neatly" triangulated between the two sets of stacks which rise up above the Princes
Highway. The prevailing winds in our neighbourhood are from the east, so the exhaust from the stacks will blow over
the school whether the wind is coming from the south or the north.
The Environmental Impact Statement for Stage 3 admits that the traffic around St Peters will be worse when both
stages are completed. So we will have to put up with the exhaust from the tunnels and the additional car emissions
from the traffic. Car emissions are known to shorten the lives of those who live within half a kilometre of a busy
roadway. Diesel exhaust from trucks is classed as a carcinogen.
I am concerned that Haberfield and Ashfield residents are being given the apparent choice of two construction plans,
Option A or Option B, both of which will have severe impacts on the community During the Stage one consultation
phase, residents were repeatedly told that after construction of the M4 East, there would be no more above ground
construction in Haberfield. It now appears that they were misled. SMC is already preparing its Preferred Infrastructure
Report which will include its final choice of option. I demand that this report be made public as soon as it is filed with
NSW Planning and that residents be given a right to consultation on the actual plan before a determination on this EIS
application is made by NSW Planning.
I object to the EIS on the grounds that it fails the Secretary's requirement for "meaningful" consultation. Hundreds of
residents within the proposed project zone were not even notified of feedback sessions. Hundreds of submissions on
the concept design, including a major one from the Inner West Council, were ignored. Consultation is not the
provision of glossy brochures, light on detail, which minimise the negative aspects of a project and state that ever
impact will be managed by a 'plan'.
The high number of residents in both Haberfield and Leichhardt who would require mitigation for horrific night noise
is unacceptable, particularly because promises of mitigation in Haberfield and St Peters during Stage 2 have not
offered adequate protection. The Darley Road proposed construction site has been rejected as highly unsuitable by the
Inner Council Council, its traffic planners and the independent engineer appointed by the council. In fact, the
intersection near the site 9james St and City west Lik), based on TfNSW's own data, is the third most dangerous
intersection in the inner west. despite that, SMC wishes to bring in 100 heavy vehicle movements a day, plus an
additional 70 light vehicle movements. There have been two fatalities directly out front the proposed site and it belied
belief that SMC could seriously consider running hundreds of trucks and heavy machinery into a known traffic and
accident black spot.
SMC was required to consider alternatives. This section in the EIS is tokenistic at best. The City of Sydney came up
with a well thought out alternative plan and this has been ignored in the EIS.
I urge the Secretary of NSW Planning to advise the Minister to reject this EIS, publish, my name and submission in
accordance with the undertaking on your web site, and provide a written response to each of the objections I have
raised.. Stop the west Connex now before its to late.
Yours sincerely, KENNETH GREEN 73 Buckland St, Alexandria NSW 2015, Australia
This email was sent by KENNETH GREEN via Do Gooder, a website that allows
people to contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set
the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however KENNETH provided
an email address (kengreen6@bigpond.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to KENNETH GREEN at kengreen6@bigpond.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase org/rfc-3834 . html
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kate Macdessi <campaigns@good.do>
Tuesday, 10 October 2017 1:59 PM
DPE CSE Information Planning Mailbox
Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.
SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS.
Please listen to the people who have to live with the monstrosity of the Westconnex. I strongly object to this proposal
in its entirety and urge the Secretary of Planning to advise the Minister to refuse the application on the grounds below.
NSW Planning must require the Proponent to properly and adequately address the impacts set out below which are
not adequately addressed in the EIS. NSW Planning should reject this EIS and instead recommend to the NSW
government that there should be an independent review of WestConnex before more billions are spent and more
residents' lives are damaged.
The noise and air quality studies are completely dependent on the accuracy of the traffic analysis and assumptions. If
the traffic analysis is flawed, so too are the air and noise studies and local road traffic impacts. Only last week Citi
financial analysts in a report to their large investors were of the view that the traffic predictions contained were
unlikely to be achievable. An EIS based on inaccurate traffic analysis cannot be approved.
The economic basis for this project is the approval of further toll roads. Throughout the EIS there are references to the
f6 and Northern beaches Link; it is assumed that these toll roads will, in fact, be built. The issue with this is that the
impacts set out in the EIS rely upon them beign built — that is, traffic will lessen once they are built. However, there is
no certainty this will occur — indeed, the State Opposition is opposed to both projects. Any references to these toll
roads, in the context of impacts from this project, need therefore to be disregarded.
The inadequate traffic analysis shows that even if this tollway and all other proposed tollways are completed, the St
Peters Interchange and Frederick Street in Ashfield will be considerably more congested in 2033 if the project goes
ahead.
We are also concerned that the traffic figures relied upon in the EIS are simply not reliable. AECOM, the company
responsible for this EIS, has a well-documented record of wrongly predicting traffic. Already there are reports that the
traffic for all stages of WestConnex has been overestimated and construction costs underestimated.(SMH 'Pressure
builds on government to sweeten WestConnex sale' 5/10/2017)
When measuring the impacts in the EIS, it is important to bear in mind the mismanagement of the project to date and
residents have little confidence that any measures set out in the approval document will, in fact, be complied with.
During 2017 residents in St Peters have been subject to appalling odours which have damaged the health of some
community members and damaged the quality of life of much more. SMC has failed to comply with the
environmental protection licence that it was granted as part of previous approvals. I am appalled that these odours are
predicted to possibly continue if Stage 3 is approved. No community should be treated in this manner.
Campbell St and Campbell Rd has lost all of its houses and other buildings to the re-alignment works to take traffic
down to the St Peters Interchange, which is being built on an old toxic rubbish dump. Seeing neighbours' homes
demolished was wrenching and on top of that has been the noise, the dust and traffic and night work in case the
daylight disruption wasn't enough. None of this has been reflected in the 'cumulative impacts' assessment in the EIS
for which there has been no actual assessment at all of the experience of residents during the Stage 2 New M5.
I object to unfiltered stacks in our community (they are planned for Haberfield, St Peters and Rozelle). In Rozelle
there will be an unprecedented concentration of stacks, in a valley, adjacent to densely populated suburbs. I cannot
understand why if the NSW government is spending billions of dollars on this project, it cannot afford to filter the
stacks. I completely reject the statement in the EIS that if after years the unfiltered stacks are shown not to work, more
1

unfiltered stacks would be a better solution that filtering stacks. The government is exposing itself to a massive risk of
compensation payouts if it does not require filtration of all stacks as a condition of approval.
St Peters School would be "neatly" triangulated between the two sets of stacks which rise up above the Princes
Highway. The prevailing winds in our neighbourhood are from the east, so the exhaust from the stacks will blow over
the school whether the wind is coming from the south or the north.
The Environmental Impact Statement for Stage 3 admits that the traffic around St Peters will be worse when both
stages are completed. So we will have to put up with the exhaust from the tunnels and the additional car emissions
from the traffic. Car emissions are known to shorten the lives of those who live within half a kilometre of a busy
roadway. Diesel exhaust from trucks is classed as a carcinogen.
I am concerned that Haberfield and Ashfield residents are being given the apparent choice of two construction plans,
Option A or Option B, both of which will have severe impacts on the community. During the Stage one consultation
phase, residents were repeatedly told that after construction of the M4 East, there would be no more above ground
construction in Haberfield. It now appears that they were misled. SMC is already preparing its Preferred Infrastructure
Report which will include its final choice of option. I demand that this report be made public as soon as it is filed with
NSW Planning and that residents be given a right to consultation on the actual plan before a determination on this EIS
application is made by NSW Planning
I object to the EIS on the grounds that it fails the Secretary's requirement for "meaningful" consultation. Hundreds of
residents within the proposed project zone were not even notified of feedback sessions. Hundreds of submissions on
the concept design, including a major one from the Inner West Council, were ignored. Consultation is not the
provision of glossy brochures, light on detail, which minimise the negative aspects of a project and state that ever
impact will be managed by a 'plan'.
The high number of residents in both Haberfield and Leichhardt who would require mitigation for horrific night noise
is unacceptable, particularly because promises of mitigation in Haberfield and St Peters during Stage 2 have not
offered adequate protection. The Darley Road proposed construction site has been rejected as highly unsuitable by the
Inner Council Council, its traffic planners and the independent engineer appointed by the council. In fact, the
intersection near the site 9james St and City west Lik), based on TfNSW's own data, is the third most dangerous
intersection in the inner west. despite that, SMC wishes to bring in 100 heavy vehicle movements a day, plus an
additional 70 light vehicle movements. There have been two fatalities directly out front the proposed site and it belied
belief that SMC could seriously consider running hundreds of trucks and heavy machinery into a known traffic and
accident black spot.
SMC was required to consider alternatives. This section in the EIS is tokenistic at best. The City of Sydney came up
with a well thought out alternative plan and this has been ignored in the EIS.
I urge the Secretary of NSW Planning to advise the Minister to reject this EIS, publish, my name and submission in
accordance with the undertaking on your web site, and provide a written response to each of the objections I have
raised.
Yours sincerely, Kate Macdessi 17 Waratah St, Haberfield NSW 2045, Australia
This email was sent by Kate Macdessi via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set the
FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Kate provided an email
address (ktmacdessi@bigpond.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Kate Macdessi at ktmacdessi@bigpond.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase . org/rfc-3834 .html
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tim Balgos <campaigns@good.do>
Tuesday, 10 October 2017 1:52 PM
DPE CSE Information Planning Mailbox
Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.
SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS.
Please reject this proposed project unless adequate filtering is included on the air stacks.
Yours sincerely, Tim Balgos Crown St, St Peters NSW 2044, Australia
This email was sent by Tim Balgos via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set the
FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Tim provided an email
address (tbalgos@yahoo.com.au) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Tim Balgos at tbalgos@yahoo.com.au.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase.org/rfc-3834.html
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Adam Laerkesen <campaigns@good.do>
Tuesday, 10 October 2017 1:42 PM
DPE CSE Information Planning Mailbox
Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.
SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS.
I absolutely object to this proposal in its entirety and urge the Secretary of Planning to advise the Minister to refuse
the application on the grounds below. NSW Planning must require the Proponent to properly and adequately address
the impacts set out below which are not adequately addressed in the EIS. NSW Planning should reject this EIS and
instead recommend to the NSW government that there should be an independent review of WestConnex before more
billions are spent and more residents' lives are damaged.
The noise and air quality studies are completely dependent on the accuracy of the traffic analysis and assumptions. If
the traffic analysis is flawed, so too are the air and noise studies and local road traffic impacts. Only last week Citi
financial analysts in a report to their large investors were of the view that the traffic predictions contained were
unlikely to be achievable. An EIS based on inaccurate traffic analysis cannot be approved.
The economic basis for this project is the approval of further toll roads. Throughout the EIS there are references to the
f6 and Northern beaches Link; it is assumed that these toll roads will, in fact, be built. The issue with this is that the
impacts set out in the EIS rely upon them beign built — that is, traffic will lessen once they are built. However, there is
no certainty this will occur — indeed, the State Opposition is opposed to both projects. Any references to these toll
roads, in the context of impacts from this project, need therefore to be disregarded.
The inadequate traffic analysis shows that even if this tollway and all other proposed tollways are completed, the St
Peters Interchange and Frederick Street in Ashfield will be considerably more congested in 2033 if the project goes
ahead.
We are also concerned that the traffic figures relied upon in the EIS are simply not reliable. AECOM, the company
responsible for this EIS, has a well-documented record of wrongly predicting traffic. Already there are reports that the
traffic for all stages of WestConnex has been overestimated and construction costs underestimated.(SMH 'Pressure
builds on government to sweeten WestConnex sale' 5/10/2017)
When measuring the impacts in the EIS, it is important to bear in mind the mismanagement of the project to date and
residents have little confidence that any measures set out in the approval document will, in fact, be complied with.
During 2017 residents in St Peters have been subject to appalling odours which have damaged the health of some
community members and damaged the quality of life of much more. SMC has failed to comply with the
environmental protection licence that it was granted as part of previous approvals. I am appalled that these odours are
predicted to possibly continue if Stage 3 is approved. No community should be treated in this manner
Campbell St and Campbell Rd has lost all of its houses and other buildings to the re-alignment works to take traffic
down to the St Peters Interchange, which is being built on an old toxic rubbish dump. Seeing neighbours' homes
demolished was wrenching and on top of that has been the noise, the dust and traffic and night work in case the
daylight disruption wasn't enough. None of this has been reflected in the 'cumulative impacts' assessment in the EIS
for which there has been no actual assessment at all of the experience of residents during the Stage 2 New M5.
I object to unfiltered stacks in our community (they are planned for Haberfield, St Peters and Rozelle). In Rozelle
there will be an unprecedented concentration of stacks, in a valley, adjacent to densely populated suburbs. I cannot
understand why if the NSW government is spending billions of dollars on this project, it cannot afford to filter the
stacks. I completely reject the statement in the EIS that if after years the unfiltered stacks are shown not to work, more
unfiltered stacks would be a better solution that filtering stacks. The government is exposing itself to a massive risk of
compensation payouts if it does not require filtration of all stacks as a condition of approval.

St Peters School would be "neatly" triangulated between the two sets of stacks which rise up above the Princes
Highway. The prevailing winds in our neighbourhood are from the east, so the exhaust from the stacks will blow over
the school whether the wind is coming from the south or the north.
The Environmental Impact Statement for Stage 3 admits that the traffic around St Peters will be worse when both
stages are completed. So we will have to put up with the exhaust from the tunnels and the additional car emissions
from the traffic. Car emissions are known to shorten the lives of those who live within half a kilometre of a busy
roadway. Diesel exhaust from trucks is classed as a carcinogen.
I am concerned that Haberfield and Ashfield residents are being given the apparent choice of two construction plans,
Option A or Option B, both of which will have severe impacts on the community During the Stage one consultation
phase, residents were repeatedly told that after construction of the M4 East, there would be no more above ground
construction in Haberfield. It now appears that they were misled. SMC is already preparing its Preferred Infrastructure
Report which will include its final choice of option. I demand that this report be made public as soon as it is filed with
NSW Planning and that residents be given a right to consultation on the actual plan before a determination on this EIS
application is made by NSW Planning.
I object to the EIS on the grounds that it fails the Secretary's requirement for "meaningful" consultation. Hundreds of
residents within the proposed project zone were not even notified of feedback sessions. Hundreds of submissions on
the concept design, including a major one from the Inner West Council, were ignored. Consultation is not the
provision of glossy brochures, light on detail, which minimise the negative aspects of a project and state that ever
impact will be managed by a 'plan'.
The high number of residents in both Haberfield and Leichhardt who would require mitigation for horrific night noise
is unacceptable, particularly because promises of mitigation in Haberfield and St Peters during Stage 2 have not
offered adequate protection. The Darley Road proposed construction site has been rejected as highly unsuitable by the
Inner Council Council, its traffic planners and the independent engineer appointed by the council. In fact, the
intersection near the site 9james St and City west Lik), based on TfNSW's own data, is the third most dangerous
intersection in the inner west. despite that, SMC wishes to bring in 100 heavy vehicle movements a day, plus an
additional 70 light vehicle movements. There have been two fatalities directly out front the proposed site and it belied
belief that SMC could seriously consider running hundreds of trucks and heavy machinery into a known traffic and
accident black spot.
SMC was required to consider alternatives. This section in the EIS is tokenistic at best. The City of Sydney came up
with a well thought out alternative plan and this has been ignored in the EIS.
I urge the Secretary of NSW Planning to advise the Minister to reject this EIS, publish, my name and submission in
accordance with the undertaking on your web site, and provide a written response to each of the objections I have
raised.
Yours sincerely, Adam Laerkesen St Peters St, St Peters NSW 2044, Australia
This email was sent by Adam Laerkesen via Do Gooder, a website that allows people
to contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set the
FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Adam provided an email
address (adamlaerkesen@hotmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Adam Laerkesen at adamlaerkesen@hotmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase org/rfc-3834 . html
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Susan Cowden <campaigns@good.do>
Tuesday, 10 October 2017 12:40 PM
DPE CSE Information Planning Mailbox
Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.
SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS.
I strongly object to this proposal in its entirety and urge the Secretary of Planning to advise the Minister to refuse the
application on the grounds below. NSW Planning must require the Proponent to properly and adequately address the
impacts set out below which are not adequately addressed in the EIS. NSW Planning should reject this EIS and
instead recommend to the NSW government that there should be an independent review of WestConnex before more
billions are spent and more residents' lives are damaged.
The noise and air quality studies are completely dependent on the accuracy of the traffic analysis and assumptions. If
the traffic analysis is flawed, so too are the air and noise studies and local road traffic impacts. Only last week Citi
financial analysts in a report to their large investors were of the view that the traffic predictions contained were
unlikely to be achievable. An EIS based on inaccurate traffic analysis cannot be approved.
The economic basis for this project is the approval of further toll roads. Throughout the EIS there are references to the
f6 and Northern beaches Link; it is assumed that these toll roads will, in fact, be built. The issue with this is that the
impacts set out in the EIS rely upon them being built — that is, traffic will lessen once they are built. However, there is
no certainty this will occur — indeed, the State Opposition is opposed to both projects. Any references to these toll
roads, in the context of impacts from this project, need therefore to be disregarded.
The inadequate traffic analysis shows that even if this tollway and all other proposed tollways are completed, the St
Peters Interchange and Frederick Street in Ashfield will be considerably more congested in 2033 if the project goes
ahead.
We are also concerned that the traffic figures relied upon in the EIS are simply not reliable. AECOM, the company
responsible for this EIS, has a well-documented record of wrongly predicting traffic. Already there are reports that the
traffic for all stages of WestConnex has been overestimated and construction costs underestimated.(SMH 'Pressure
builds on government to sweeten WestConnex sale' 5/10/2017)
When measuring the impacts in the EIS, it is important to bear in mind the mismanagement of the project to date and
residents have little confidence that any measures set out in the approval document will, in fact, be complied with.
During 2017 I understand that residents in St Peters have been subject to appalling odours which have damaged the
health of some community members and damaged the quality of life of many more. SMC has failed to comply with
the environmental protection licence that it was granted as part of previous approvals. I am appalled that these odours
are predicted to possibly continue if Stage 3 is approved. No community should be treated in this manner
Campbell St and Campbell Rd has lost all of its houses and other buildings to the re-alignment works to take traffic
down to the St Peters Interchange, which is being built on an old toxic rubbish dump. Seeing neighbours' homes
demolished was wrenching and on top of that has been the noise, the dust and traffic and night work in case the
daylight disruption wasn't enough. None of this has been reflected in the 'cumulative impacts' assessment in the EIS
for which there has been no actual assessment at all of the experience of residents during the Stage 2 New M5.
I object to unfiltered stacks in our community (they are planned for Haberfield, St Peters and Rozelle). In Rozelle
there will be an unprecedented concentration of stacks, in a valley, adjacent to densely populated suburbs. I cannot
understand why if the NSW government is spending billions of dollars on this project, it cannot afford to filter the
stacks. I completely reject the statement in the EIS that if after years the unfiltered stacks are shown not to work, more
unfiltered stacks would be a better solution that filtering stacks. The government is exposing itself to a massive risk of
compensation payouts if it does not require filtration of all stacks as a condition of approval.
1

St Peters School would be "neatly" triangulated between the two sets of stacks which rise up above the Princes
Highway. The prevailing winds in our neighbourhood are from the east, so the exhaust from the stacks will blow over
the school whether the wind is coming from the south or the north.
The Environmental Impact Statement for Stage 3 admits that the traffic around St Peters will be worse when both
stages are completed. So we will have to put up with the exhaust from the tunnels and the additional car emissions
from the traffic. Car emissions are known to shorten the lives of those who live within half a kilometre of a busy
roadway. Diesel exhaust from trucks is classed as a carcinogen.
SMC was required to consider alternatives. This section in the EIS is tokenistic at best. The City of Sydney came up
with a well thought out alternative plan which I agree with. This appears to have been ignored in the EIS.
I urge the Secretary of NSW Planning to advise the Minister to reject this EIS, publish, my name and submission in
accordance with the undertaking on your website, and provide a written response to each of the objections I have
raised.
Yours sincerely, Susan Cowden 40 Bishopgate St, Camperdown NSW 2050, Australia
This email was sent by Susan Cowden via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set the
FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Susan provided an email
address (susiecow2013@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Susan Cowden at susiecow2013@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase.org/rfc-3834.html
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Anita Stuhmcke <campaigns@good.do>
Tuesday, 10 October 2017 12:33 PM
DPE CSE Information Planning Mailbox
Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.
SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS.
I live opposite the Rozelle Good Yards and have been subject to uncertainty and increasingly complex scenarios about
what will happen to my neighborhood. This is emotionally draining as I strongly object to this proposal in its entirety.
There must be an independent review of WestConnex before more billions are spent and more residents' lives are
damaged.
I have huge concerns about mine and my families health. We are to live opposite an unfiltered smoke stack and my
children go to school near the planned second stack. The noise and air quality studies are completely dependent on the
accuracy of the traffic analysis and assumptions. If the traffic analysis is flawed, so too are the air and noise studies
and local road traffic impacts. Only last week Citi financial analysts in a report to their large investors were of the
view that the traffic predictions contained were unlikely to be achievable. An EIS based on inaccurate traffic analysis
cannot be approved.
The economic basis for this project is the approval of further toll roads. instead evidence shows tolls create above
ground rat runs — further ruining Rozelle.
I am concerned that the traffic figures relied upon in the EIS are simply not reliable. AECOM, the company
responsible for this EIS, has a well-documented record of wrongly predicting traffic. Already there are reports that the
traffic for all stages of WestConnex has been overestimated and construction costs underestimated.(SMH 'Pressure
builds on government to sweeten WestConnex sale' 5/10/2017)
When measuring the impacts in the EIS, it is important to bear in mind the mismanagement of the project to date and
residents have little confidence that any measures set out in the approval document will, in fact, be complied with.
During 2017 residents in St Peters have been subject to appalling odours which have damaged the health of some
community members and damaged the quality of life of much more. SMC has failed to comply with the
environmental protection licence that it was granted as part of previous approvals. I am appalled that these odours are
predicted to possibly continue if Stage 3 is approved. No community should be treated in thismanner.
I am at a loss to understand how the projected roads and tunnels will help Anzac Bridge congestion. I cannot
understand why if the NSW government is spending billions of dollars on this project, it cannot afford to create more
public transport.
I object to the EIS on the grounds that it fails the Secretary's requirement for "meaningful" consultation. Hundreds of
residents within the proposed project zone were not even notified of feedback sessions. Hundreds of submissions on
the concept design, including a major one from the Inner West Council, were ignored. Consultation is not the
provision of glossy brochures, light on detail, which minimise the negative aspects of a project and state that ever
impact will be managed by a 'plan'.
The high number of residents who would require mitigation for horrific night noise is unacceptable, particularly
because promises of mitigation in Haberfield and St Peters during Stage 2 have not offered adequate protection.
The City of Sydney came up with a well thought out alternative plan and this has been ignored in the EIS.

1

I urge the Secretary of NSW Planning to advise the Minister to reject this EIS, publish, my name and submission in
accordance with the undertaking on your web site, and provide a written response to each of the objections I have
raised.
Yours sincerely, Anita Stuhmcke 11 Burt St, Rozelle NSW 2039, Australia
This email was sent by Anita Stuhmcke via Do Gooder, a website that allows people
to contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set the
FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Anita provided an email
address (anijul@bigpond.net.au) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Anita Stuhmcke at anijul@bigpond.net.au.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit wvvw.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase.org/rfc-3834.html
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Mon, 16 Oct 2017 05:26:50 +0000
FW: Submission Details for Julie Austin (object)
228183_WESTCONNEX_EISsubmission_M4_M5 Jink_20170ct16_1623.pdf

From: systenn@accelo.comOn Behalf OfJulie Austin
Sent: Monday, 16 October 2017 4:24:11 PM (UTC+10:00) Canberra, Melbourne, Sydney
To:
Subject: Submission Details for Julie Austin (object)
Confidentiality Requested: no
Submitted by a Planner: no
Disclosable Political Donation: no
Name: Julie Austin
Address:
Rozelle, NSW
2039
Content:
I wish to object to the M4M5 link. Please see attached submission

Submission: Online Submission from Julie Austin (object)
https://majorprojects.accelo.com/?action=view activity&id=228183
Submission for Job: #7485 WestConnex M4-M5 Link
https://majorprojects.accelo.com/?action=view job&id=7485
Site: #3247 M4-M5 Link
https://majorprojects.accelo.com/?action=view site&id=3247

WESTCONNEX: M4-M5 LINK EIS SUBMISSION

From: Julie Austin
11 Burt St Rozelle 2039

INTRODUCTION
I wish to voice my strong opposition to the M4-M5 link. Traffic modelling suggests that traffic congestion
will ultimately be made worse by Westconnex. So for an amazingly high (and ever-increasing) spend, the
taxpayer is left with poorer traffic conditions, community devastation during and after completion
(impact during build and pollution post-implementation) and a retro solution that does not address the
original brief of the Westconnex project. If the M4-M5 link goes ahead it will be a missed opportunity to
invest further in public transport solutions that will be of wider community benefit. In an international
environment where countries are pulling down freeways as a failed solution, it has hard to believe that
even with the benefit of global hindsight, Australia is looking to implement an approach more suited to
the 1950s. I therefore strongly oppose the M4-M5 link in its entirety.

Specific comments/concerns on the EIS follow. As a parent, I feel compelled to try and protect my
children as much as possible from this project if it does go ahead.

EMISSIONS
The placement of multiple unfiltered smokestacks to funnel pollution directly into Rozelle is of great
concern. To position these so close to schools and homes in a heavily populated suburb is disturbing. I
have children at Rozelle Public School and Sydney Secondary College and live close to Easton Park & am
extremely concerned of the impact on my growing children from the pollution. The children of Rozelle
deserve greater care and protection.
Request:
•

Air quality monitoring at the school before, during and after construction

•

The ventilation shaft at Terry Street to be filtered for PM2.5, or moved to a safer distance away
from the school

•

The ventilation shafts near Easton Park to be filtered for PM2.5, or moved to a safer distance
away from this community area

CONSTRUCTION CONCERNS — TRUCK MOVEMENTS
Rozelle is a heavily populated area. Due to the nature and proximity of facilities in the area, many
people, including children, walk extensively in the area, including to and from school and parks. With the
volume of truck movements forecast, safety concerns are high. Children and trucks do not mix.

Request:
•

Truck management plans to ensure children's safety near the school (including a strong
compliance strategy)

•

Truck management plans to ensure children's safety near Easton Park (including a strong
compliance strategy)

CONSTRUCTION CONCERNS — NOISE & DUST
Rozelle is a heavily populated area. If continuous construction is to take place over many years, the
residents must be protected. This includes from noise of construction & pollution caused from excessive
dust. Also from the contaminants in the soil, including from in and around the Rozelle Goods Yards
(especially given the history of the area around Lilyfield Road).
Particular concern is around the impact on children of Rozelle Public School who will be subjected to &
impacted by excessive noise, dust etc for a period of 4 to 5 years.
Request:
•

Protection against excessive noise, dust, vibration and pollution during construction

•

Active compliance strategy in place to ensure contractor compliance

•

Fair and transparent compensation / action plan in place for residents closest to construction
where noise becomes untenable

CONSTRUCTION CONCERNS — VIBRATION
Rozelle is a suburb steeped in history — with many older homes. I have concerns of the impact that
tunneling may have on these older houses. Safeguards need to be put in place to ensure if problems
arise, an effective path to fairly resolve and quickly rectify/compensate is in place — it should not be up
to the impacted citizen to go through a lengthy and unfair compensation process to address any issues
arising from the project.
Request:
•

Vibration minimisation plan in place

•

Fair, quick and transparent process in place to address vibration impacts including initial

•

Fair and transparent action plan in place for residents closest to construction where vibration

assessment, rectification and/or compensation (physical impact on buildings)
becomes untenable (impact on residents)

CONSTRUCTION CONCERNS — VICTORIA ROAD BUS STOP / FOOTBRIDGE
The bus stop into the city at White Bay is heavily used by commuters with many people accessing this by
first walking up Lilyfield Road and over the pedestrian overpass on Victoria Road. Concerns exist around
access to the White Bay stop during the construction phase.

Request:
•

Strategy in place with appropriate and safe access to Victoria Road (White Bay) bus stop from
Lilyfield Road during construction.

AESTHETICS — VENTILATION SHAFTS
Given the scale of the ventilations shafts, this will aesthetically overpower neighbouring parkland and
residential areas.

Request:
•

Architectural design improvement of ventilation shafts to maximise aesthetics for community.

COMMUNITY PARKLANDS / USABLITY POST-CONSTRUCTION
At present the 'parklands' on and around Rozelle good yards etc depicted in design images are not part
of the project so may not be realised.

Request:
•

Completed parklands on and around Rozelle Goods Yard and surrounding areas to be included
within project scope

INCREASED LOCAL TRAFFIC CONGESTION — RAT RUNS
There are concerns that local roads will be used as rat runs to avoid tolls, increasing local traffic
congestion - in particular, the area around Easton Park, and in particular Burt Street. This is a high
pedestrian area with many children using the street to access Easton Park.

Request:
•

Traffic management plan in place to ensure Burt Street and roads around Easton Park do not
become rat runs

EIS CONCERNS — BASED ON CONCEPT DESIGN ONLY
The EIS is based on a concept design only which may be changed by the contractor. This dilutes the EIS
value markedly. It is concerning that we are being given the opportunity to comment on a document
that may bear no resemblance to what is built. This erodes faith in the process.
Request:
•

Any significant changes in design are brought back to the community for appropriate discussion
and input. And not merely as a token gesture.

Thank you.

Julie Austin
11 Burt Street Rozelle
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kim Bowman <campaigns@good.do>
Tuesday, 10 October 2017 11:11 AM
DPE CSE Information Planning Mailbox
Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.
SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS.
I strongly object to this proposal in its entirety and urge the Secretary of Planning to advise the Minister to refuse the
application on the grounds listed below. NSW Planning must require the Proponent to properly and adequately
address the impacts set out below which are not adequately addressed in the EIS. NSW Planning should reject this
EIS and instead recommend to the NSW government that there should be an independent review of WestConnex
before more billions are spent and more residents' lives are damaged.
The noise and air quality studies are completely dependent on the accuracy of the traffic analysis and assumptions. If
the traffic analysis is flawed, so too are the air and noise studies and local road traffic impacts. Only last week Citi
financial analysts in a report to their large investors were of the view that the traffic predictions contained were
unlikely to be achievable. An EIS based on inaccurate traffic analysis cannot be approved.
The economic basis for this project is the approval of further toll roads. Throughout the EIS there are references to the
f6 and Northern beaches Link; it is assumed that these toll roads will, in fact, be built. The issue with this is that the
impacts set out in the EIS rely upon them beign built — that is, traffic will lessen once they are built. However, there is
no certainty this will occur — indeed, the State Opposition is opposed to both projects. Any references to these toll
roads, in the context of impacts from this project, need therefore to be disregarded.
The inadequate traffic analysis shows that even if this tollway and all other proposed tollways are completed, the St
Peters Interchange and Frederick Street in Ashfield will be considerably more congested in 2033 if the project goes
ahead.
We are also concerned that the traffic figures relied upon in the EIS are simply not reliable. AECOM, the company
responsible for this EIS, has a well-documented record of wrongly predicting traffic. Already there are reports that the
traffic for all stages of WestConnex has been overestimated and construction costs underestimated.(SMH 'Pressure
builds on government to sweeten WestConnex sale' 5/10/2017)
When measuring the impacts in the EIS, it is important to bear in mind the mismanagement of the project to date and
residents have little confidence that any measures set out in the approval document will, in fact, be complied with.
During 2017 residents in St Peters have been subject to appalling odours which have damaged the health of some
community members and damaged the quality of life of much more. SMC has failed to comply with the
environmental protection licence that it was granted as part of previous approvals. I am appalled that these odours are
predicted to possibly continue if Stage 3 is approved. No community should be treated in this manner
Campbell St and Campbell Rd has lost all of its houses and other buildings to the re-alignment works to take traffic
down to the St Peters Interchange, which is being built on an old toxic rubbish dump. Seeing neighbours' homes
demolished was wrenching and on top of that has been the noise, the dust and traffic and night work in case the
daylight disruption wasn't enough. None of this has been reflected in the 'cumulative impacts' assessment in the EIS
for which there has been no actual assessment at all of the experience of residents during the Stage 2 New M5.
I object to unfiltered stacks in our community (they are planned for Haberfield, St Peters and Rozelle). In Rozelle
there will be an unprecedented concentration of stacks, in a valley, adjacent to densely populated suburbs. I cannot
understand why if the NSW government is spending billions of dollars on this project, it cannot afford to filter the
stacks. I completely reject the statement in the EIS that if after years the unfiltered stacks are shown not to work, more
unfiltered stacks would be a better solution that filtering stacks. The government is exposing itself to a massive risk of
compensation payouts if it does not require filtration of all stacks as a condition of approval.

St Peters School would be "neatly" triangulated between the two sets of stacks which rise up above the Princes
Highway. The prevailing winds in our neighbourhood are from the east, so the exhaust from the stacks will blow over
the school whether the wind is coming from the south or the north.
The Environmental Impact Statement for Stage 3 admits that the traffic around St Peters will be worse when both
stages are completed. So we will have to put up with the exhaust from the tunnels and the additional car emissions
from the traffic. Car emissions are known to shorten the lives of those who live within half a kilometre of a busy
roadway. Diesel exhaust from trucks is classed as a carcinogen.
I am concerned that Haberfield and Ashfield residents are being given the apparent choice of two construction plans,
Option A or Option B, both of which will have severe impacts on the community During the Stage one consultation
phase, residents were repeatedly told that after construction of the M4 East, there would be no more above ground
construction in Haberfield. It now appears that they were misled. SMC is already preparing its Preferred Infrastructure
Report which will include its final choice of option. I demand that this report be made public as soon as it is filed with
NSW Planning and that residents be given a right to consultation on the actual plan before a determination on this EIS
application is made by NSW Planning.
I object to the EIS on the grounds that it fails the Secretary's requirement for "meaningful" consultation. Hundreds of
residents within the proposed project zone were not even notified of feedback sessions. Hundreds of submissions on
the concept design, including a major one from the Inner West Council, were ignored. Consultation is not the
provision of glossy brochures, light on detail, which minimise the negative aspects of a project and state that ever
impact will be managed by a 'plan'.
The high number of residents in both Haberfield and Leichhardt who would require mitigation for horrific night noise
is unacceptable, particularly because promises of mitigation in Haberfield and St Peters during Stage 2 have not
offered adequate protection. The Darley Road proposed construction site has been rejected as highly unsuitable by the
Inner Council Council, its traffic planners and the independent engineer appointed by the council. In fact, the
intersection near the site 9james St and City west Lik), based on TfNSW's own data, is the third most dangerous
intersection in the inner west. despite that, SMC wishes to bring in 100 heavy vehicle movements a day, plus an
additional 70 light vehicle movements. There have been two fatalities directly out front the proposed site and it belied
belief that SMC could seriously consider running hundreds of trucks and heavy machinery into a known traffic and
accident black spot.
SMC was required to consider alternatives. This section in the EIS is tokenistic at best. The City of Sydney came up
with a well thought out alternative plan and this has been ignored in the EIS.
I urge the Secretary of NSW Planning to advise the Minister to reject this EIS, publish, my name and submission in
accordance with the undertaking on your web site, and provide a written response to each of the objections I have
raised.
Yours sincerely, Kim Bowman 49a Cairnes Road
This email was sent by Kim Bowman via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set the
FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Kim provided an email
address (kimbowman@mac.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Kim Bowman at kimbowman@mac.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase org/rfc-3834 . html
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Inbal Luft <campaigns@good.do>
Tuesday, 10 October 2017 11:08 AM
DPE CSE Information Planning Mailbox
Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.
SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS.
I strongly object to this proposal in its entirety and urge the Secretary of Planning to advise the Minister to refuse the
application on the grounds below. NSW Planning must require the Proponent to properly and adequately address the
impacts set out below which are not adequately addressed in the EIS. NSW Planning should reject this EIS and
instead recommend to the NSW government that there should be an independent review of WestConnex before more
billions are spent and more residents' lives are damaged.
The noise and air quality studies are completely dependent on the accuracy of the traffic analysis and assumptions. If
the traffic analysis is flawed, so too are the air and noise studies and local road traffic impacts. Only last week Citi
financial analysts in a report to their large investors were of the view that the traffic predictions contained were
unlikely to be achievable. An EIS based on inaccurate traffic analysis cannot be approved.
The economic basis for this project is the approval of further toll roads. Throughout the EIS there are references to the
f6 and Northern beaches Link; it is assumed that these toll roads will, in fact, be built. The issue with this is that the
impacts set out in the EIS rely upon them beign built — that is, traffic will lessen once they are built. However, there is
no certainty this will occur — indeed, the State Opposition is opposed to both projects. Any references to these toll
roads, in the context of impacts from this project, need therefore to be disregarded.
The inadequate traffic analysis shows that even if this tollway and all other proposed tollways are completed, the St
Peters Interchange and Frederick Street in Ashfield will be considerably more congested in 2033 if the project goes
ahead.
We are also concerned that the traffic figures relied upon in the EIS are simply not reliable. AECOM, the company
responsible for this EIS, has a well-documented record of wrongly predicting traffic. Already there are reports that the
traffic for all stages of WestConnex has been overestimated and construction costs underestimated.(SMH 'Pressure
builds on government to sweeten WestConnex sale' 5/10/2017)
When measuring the impacts in the EIS, it is important to bear in mind the mismanagement of the project to date and
residents have little confidence that any measures set out in the approval document will, in fact, be complied with.
During 2017 residents in St Peters have been subject to appalling odours which have damaged the health of some
community members and damaged the quality of life of much more. SMC has failed to comply with the
environmental protection licence that it was granted as part of previous approvals. I am appalled that these odours are
predicted to possibly continue if Stage 3 is approved. No community should be treated in this manner
Campbell St and Campbell Rd has lost all of its houses and other buildings to the re-alignment works to take traffic
down to the St Peters Interchange, which is being built on an old toxic rubbish dump. Seeing neighbours' homes
demolished was wrenching and on top of that has been the noise, the dust and traffic and night work in case the
daylight disruption wasn't enough. None of this has been reflected in the 'cumulative impacts' assessment in the EIS
for which there has been no actual assessment at all of the experience of residents during the Stage 2 New M5.
I object to unfiltered stacks in our community (they are planned for Haberfield, St Peters and Rozelle). In Rozelle
there will be an unprecedented concentration of stacks, in a valley, adjacent to densely populated suburbs. I cannot
understand why if the NSW government is spending billions of dollars on this project, it cannot afford to filter the
stacks. I completely reject the statement in the EIS that if after years the unfiltered stacks are shown not to work, more
unfiltered stacks would be a better solution that filtering stacks. The government is exposing itself to a massive risk of
compensation payouts if it does not require filtration of all stacks as a condition of approval.

St Peters School would be "neatly" triangulated between the two sets of stacks which rise up above the Princes
Highway. The prevailing winds in our neighbourhood are from the east, so the exhaust from the stacks will blow over
the school whether the wind is coming from the south or the north.
The Environmental Impact Statement for Stage 3 admits that the traffic around St Peters will be worse when both
stages are completed. So we will have to put up with the exhaust from the tunnels and the additional car emissions
from the traffic. Car emissions are known to shorten the lives of those who live within half a kilometre of a busy
roadway. Diesel exhaust from trucks is classed as a carcinogen.
I am concerned that Haberfield and Ashfield residents are being given the apparent choice of two construction plans,
Option A or Option B, both of which will have severe impacts on the community During the Stage one consultation
phase, residents were repeatedly told that after construction of the M4 East, there would be no more above ground
construction in Haberfield. It now appears that they were misled. SMC is already preparing its Preferred Infrastructure
Report which will include its final choice of option. I demand that this report be made public as soon as it is filed with
NSW Planning and that residents be given a right to consultation on the actual plan before a determination on this EIS
application is made by NSW Planning.
I object to the EIS on the grounds that it fails the Secretary's requirement for "meaningful" consultation. Hundreds of
residents within the proposed project zone were not even notified of feedback sessions. Hundreds of submissions on
the concept design, including a major one from the Inner West Council, were ignored. Consultation is not the
provision of glossy brochures, light on detail, which minimise the negative aspects of a project and state that ever
impact will be managed by a 'plan'.
The high number of residents in both Haberfield and Leichhardt who would require mitigation for horrific night noise
is unacceptable, particularly because promises of mitigation in Haberfield and St Peters during Stage 2 have not
offered adequate protection. The Darley Road proposed construction site has been rejected as highly unsuitable by the
Inner Council Council, its traffic planners and the independent engineer appointed by the council. In fact, the
intersection near the site 9james St and City west Lik), based on TfNSW's own data, is the third most dangerous
intersection in the inner west. despite that, SMC wishes to bring in 100 heavy vehicle movements a day, plus an
additional 70 light vehicle movements. There have been two fatalities directly out front the proposed site and it belied
belief that SMC could seriously consider running hundreds of trucks and heavy machinery into a known traffic and
accident black spot.
SMC was required to consider alternatives. This section in the EIS is tokenistic at best. The City of Sydney came up
with a well thought out alternative plan and this has been ignored in the EIS.
I urge the Secretary of NSW Planning to advise the Minister to reject this EIS, publish, my name and submission in
accordance with the undertaking on your web site, and provide a written response to each of the objections I have
raised.
I very much hope that these concerns are considered.
Yours sincerely, Inbal Luft
This email was sent by Inbal Luft via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set the
FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Inbal provided an email
address (inballuft@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Inbal Luft at inballuft@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase . org/rfc-3834 . html
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Allan Marett <campaigns@good.do>
Tuesday, 10 October 2017 10:59 AM
DPE CSE Information Planning Mailbox
Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.
SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS.
I strongly object to this proposal in its entirety and urge the Secretary of Planning to advise the Minister to refuse the
application on the grounds below. NSW Planning must require the Proponent to properly and adequately address the
impacts set out below which are not adequately addressed in the EIS. NSW Planning should reject this EIS and
instead recommend to the NSW government that there should be an independent review of WestConnex before more
billions are spent and more residents' lives are damaged.
The noise and air quality studies are completely dependent on the accuracy of the traffic analysis and assumptions. If
the traffic analysis is flawed, so too are the air and noise studies and local road traffic impacts. Only last week Citi
financial analysts in a report to their large investors were of the view that the traffic predictions contained were
unlikely to be achievable. An EIS based on inaccurate traffic analysis cannot be approved.
The economic basis for this project is the approval of further toll roads. Throughout the EIS there are references to the
f6 and Northern beaches Link; it is assumed that these toll roads will, in fact, be built. The issue with this is that the
impacts set out in the EIS rely upon them beign built — that is, traffic will lessen once they are built. However, there is
no certainty this will occur — indeed, the State Opposition is opposed to both projects. Any references to these toll
roads, in the context of impacts from this project, need therefore to be disregarded.
The inadequate traffic analysis shows that even if this tollway and all other proposed tollways are completed, the St
Peters Interchange and Frederick Street in Ashfield will be considerably more congested in 2033 if the project goes
ahead. As an Ashfield resident, this affects me directly
We are also concerned that the traffic figures relied upon in the EIS are simply not reliable. AECOM, the company
responsible for this EIS, has a well-documented record of wrongly predicting traffic. Already there are reports that the
traffic for all stages of WestConnex has been overestimated and construction costs underestimated.(SMH 'Pressure
builds on government to sweeten WestConnex sale' 5/10/2017)
When measuring the impacts in the EIS, it is important to bear in mind the mismanagement of the project to date and
residents have little confidence that any measures set out in the approval document will, in fact, be complied with.
During 2017 residents in St Peters have been subject to appalling odours which have damaged the health of some
community members and damaged the quality of life of much more. SMC has failed to comply with the
environmental protection licence that it was granted as part of previous approvals. I am appalled that these odours are
predicted to possibly continue if Stage 3 is approved. No community should be treated in this manner
Campbell St and Campbell Rd has lost all of its houses and other buildings to the re-alignment works to take traffic
down to the St Peters Interchange, which is being built on an old toxic rubbish dump. Seeing neighbours' homes
demolished was wrenching and on top of that there has been major and gratuitous damage to a much cherished
heritage suburb None of this has been reflected in the 'cumulative impacts' assessment in the EIS for which there has
been no actual assessment at all of the experience of residents during the Stage 2 New M5.
I object to unfiltered stacks in our community (they are planned for Haberfield, St Peters and Rozelle). In Rozelle
there will be an unprecedented concentration of stacks, in a valley, adjacent to densely populated suburbs. I cannot
understand why if the NSW government is spending billions of dollars on this project, it cannot afford to filter the
stacks. I completely reject the statement in the EIS that if after years the unfiltered stacks are shown not to work, more
unfiltered stacks would be a better solution that filtering stacks. The government is exposing itself to a massive risk of
compensation payouts if it does not require filtration of all stacks as a condition of approval.
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I am particularly concerned that Haberfield and Ashfield residents are being given the apparent choice of two
construction plans, Option A or Option B, both of which will have severe impacts on the community During the
Stage one consultation phase, residents were repeatedly told that after construction of the M4 East, there would be no
more above ground construction in Haberfield. It now appears that they were misled. SMC is already preparing its
Preferred Infrastructure Report which will include its final choice of option. I demand that this report be made public
as soon as it is filed with NSW Planning and that residents be given a right to consultation on the actual plan before a
determination on this EIS application is made by NSW Planning
I object to the EIS on the grounds that it fails the Secretary's requirement for "meaningful" consultation. Hundreds of
residents within the proposed project zone were not even notified of feedback sessions. Hundreds of submissions on
the concept design, including a major one from the Inner West Council, were ignored. Consultation is not the
provision of glossy brochures, light on detail, which minimise the negative aspects of a project and state that ever
impact will be managed by a 'plan'.
The high number of residents in both Haberfield and Leichhardt who would require mitigation for horrific night noise
is unacceptable, particularly because promises of mitigation in Haberfield and St Peters during Stage 2 have not
offered adequate protection. The Darley Road proposed construction site has been rejected as highly unsuitable by the
Inner Council Council, its traffic planners and the independent engineer appointed by the council. In fact, the
intersection near the site 9james St and City west Lik), based on TfNSW's own data, is the third most dangerous
intersection in the inner west. despite that, SMC wishes to bring in 100 heavy vehicle movements a day, plus an
additional 70 light vehicle movements. There have been two fatalities directly out front the proposed site and it belied
belief that SMC could seriously consider running hundreds of trucks and heavy machinery into a known traffic and
accident black spot.
SMC was required to consider alternatives. This section in the EIS is tokenistic at best. The City of Sydney came up
with a well thought out alternative plan and this has been ignored in the EIS.
I urge the Secretary of NSW Planning to advise the Minister to reject this EIS, publish, my name and submission in
accordance with the undertaking on your web site, and provide a written response to each of the objections I have
raised.
Yours sincerely, Allan Marett 77 Bland St, Ashfield NSW 2131, Australia
This email was sent by Allan Marett via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set the
FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Allan provided an email
address (allan.marett@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Allan Marett at allan.marett@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase . org/rfc-3834 .html
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kezia Littlemore <campaigns@good.do >
Tuesday, 10 October 2017 10:37 AM
DPE CSE Information Planning Mailbox
Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.
SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS.
I strongly object to this proposal in its entirety and urge the Secretary of Planning to advise the Minister to refuse the
application on the grounds below.
The noise and air quality studies are completely dependent on the accuracy of the traffic analysis and assumptions. If
the traffic analysis is flawed, so too are the air and noise studies and local road traffic impacts. Only last week Citi
financial analysts in a report to their large investors were of the view that the traffic predictions contained were
unlikely to be achievable. An EIS based on inaccurate traffic analysis cannot be approved.
I object to unfiltered stacks in our community (they are planned for Haberfield, St Peters and Rozelle). In Rozelle
there will be an unprecedented concentration of stacks, in a valley, adjacent to densely populated suburbs. I cannot
understand why if the NSW government is spending billions of dollars on this project, it cannot afford to filter the
stacks. I completely reject the statement in the EIS that if after years the unfiltered stacks are shown not to work, more
unfiltered stacks would be a better solution that filtering stacks. The government is exposing itself to a massive risk of
compensation payouts if it does not require filtration of all stacks as a condition of approval.
I object to the EIS on the grounds that it fails the Secretary's requirement for "meaningful" consultation. Hundreds of
residents within the proposed project zone were not even notified of feedback sessions. Hundreds of submissions on
the concept design, including a major one from the Inner West Council, were ignored. Consultation is not the
provision of glossy brochures, light on detail, which minimise the negative aspects of a project and state that ever
impact will be managed by a 'plan'.
The high number of residents in both Haberfield and Leichhardt who would require mitigation for horrific night noise
is unacceptable, particularly because promises of mitigation in Haberfield and St Peters during Stage 2 have not
offered adequate protection. The Darley Road proposed construction site has been rejected as highly unsuitable by the
Inner Council Council, its traffic planners and the independent engineer appointed by the council. In fact, the
intersection near the site 9james St and City west Lik), based on TfNSW's own data, is the third most dangerous
intersection in the inner west. despite that, SMC wishes to bring in 100 heavy vehicle movements a day, plus an
additional 70 light vehicle movements. There have been two fatalities directly out front the proposed site and it belied
belief that SMC could seriously consider running hundreds of trucks and heavy machinery into a known traffic and
accident black spot.
SMC was required to consider alternatives. This section in the EIS is tokenistic at best. The City of Sydney came up
with a well thought out alternative plan and this has been ignored in the EIS.
I urge the Secretary of NSW Planning to advise the Minister to reject this EIS, publish, my name and submission in
accordance with the undertaking on your web site, and provide a written response to each of the objections I have
raised.
Yours sincerely, Kezia Littlemore Smith St, Balmain NSW 2041, Australia
This email was sent by Kezia Littlemore via Do Gooder, a website that allows people
to contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set the
FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Kezia provided an email
address (kezialittlemore@hotmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
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Please reply to Kezia Littlemore at kezialittlemoreghotmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase.org/rfc-3834.html
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tara Woolard <campaigns@good.do>
Tuesday, 10 October 2017 11:59 AM
DPE CSE Information Planning Mailbox
Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.
SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS.
Dear staff member,
I strongly object to this proposal in its entirety and urge the Secretary of Planning to advise the Minister to refuse the
application on the grounds below. NSW Planning must require the Proponent to properly and adequately address the
impacts set out below which are not adequately addressed in the EIS. NSW Planning should reject this EIS and
instead recommend to the NSW government that there should be an independent review of WestConnex before more
billions are spent and more residents' lives are damaged.
The noise and air quality studies are completely dependent on the accuracy of the traffic analysis and assumptions. If
the traffic analysis is flawed, so too are the air and noise studies and local road traffic impacts. Only last week Citi
financial analysts in a report to their large investors were of the view that the traffic predictions contained were
unlikely to be achievable. An EIS based on inaccurate traffic analysis cannot be approved.
The economic basis for this project is the approval of further toll roads. Throughout the EIS there are references to the
f6 and Northern beaches Link; it is assumed that these toll roads will, in fact, be built. The issue with this is that the
impacts set out in the EIS rely upon them beign built — that is, traffic will lessen once they are built. However, there is
no certainty this will occur — indeed, the State Opposition is opposed to both projects. Any references to these toll
roads, in the context of impacts from this project, need therefore to be disregarded.
The inadequate traffic analysis shows that even if this tollway and all other proposed tollways are completed, the St
Peters Interchange and Frederick Street in Ashfield will be considerably more congested in 2033 if the project goes
ahead.
We are also concerned that the traffic figures relied upon in the EIS are simply not reliable. AECOM, the company
responsible for this EIS, has a well-documented record of wrongly predicting traffic. Already there are reports that the
traffic for all stages of WestConnex has been overestimated and construction costs underestimated.(SMH 'Pressure
builds on government to sweeten WestConnex sale' 5/10/2017)
When measuring the impacts in the EIS, it is important to bear in mind the mismanagement of the project to date and
residents have little confidence that any measures set out in the approval document will, in fact, be complied with.
During 2017 residents in St Peters have been subject to appalling odours which have damaged the health of some
community members and damaged the quality of life of much more. SMC has failed to comply with the
environmental protection licence that it was granted as part of previous approvals. I am appalled that these odours are
predicted to possibly continue if Stage 3 is approved. No community should be treated in this manner.
Campbell St and Campbell Rd has lost all of its houses and other buildings to the re-alignment works to take traffic
down to the St Peters Interchange, which is being built on an old toxic rubbish dump. Seeing neighbours' homes
demolished was wrenching and on top of that has been the noise, the dust and traffic and night work in case the
daylight disruption wasn't enough. None of this has been reflected in the 'cumulative impacts' assessment in the EIS
for which there has been no actual assessment at all of the experience of residents during the Stage 2 New M5.
I object to unfiltered stacks in our community (they are planned for Haberfield, St Peters and Rozelle). In Rozelle
there will be an unprecedented concentration of stacks, in a valley, adjacent to densely populated suburbs. I cannot
understand why if the NSW government is spending billions of dollars on this project, it cannot afford to filter the
stacks. I completely reject the statement in the EIS that if after years the unfiltered stacks are shown not to work, more
1

unfiltered stacks would be a better solution that filtering stacks. The government is exposing itself to a massive risk of
compensation payouts if it does not require filtration of all stacks as a condition of approval.
St Peters School would be "neatly" triangulated between the two sets of stacks which rise up above the Princes
Highway. The prevailing winds in our neighbourhood are from the east, so the exhaust from the stacks will blow over
the school whether the wind is coming from the south or the north.
The Environmental Impact Statement for Stage 3 admits that the traffic around St Peters will be worse when both
stages are completed. So we will have to put up with the exhaust from the tunnels and the additional car emissions
from the traffic. Car emissions are known to shorten the lives of those who live within half a kilometre of a busy
roadway. Diesel exhaust from trucks is classed as a carcinogen.
I am concerned that Haberfield and Ashfield residents are being given the apparent choice of two construction plans,
Option A or Option B, both of which will have severe impacts on the community. During the Stage one consultation
phase, residents were repeatedly told that after construction of the M4 East, there would be no more above ground
construction in Haberfield. It now appears that they were misled. SMC is already preparing its Preferred Infrastructure
Report which will include its final choice of option. I demand that this report be made public as soon as it is filed with
NSW Planning and that residents be given a right to consultation on the actual plan before a determination on this EIS
application is made by NSW Planning
I object to the EIS on the grounds that it fails the Secretary's requirement for "meaningful" consultation. Hundreds of
residents within the proposed project zone were not even notified of feedback sessions. Hundreds of submissions on
the concept design, including a major one from the Inner West Council, were ignored. Consultation is not the
provision of glossy brochures, light on detail, which minimise the negative aspects of a project and state that ever
impact will be managed by a 'plan'.
The high number of residents in both Haberfield and Leichhardt who would require mitigation for horrific night noise
is unacceptable, particularly because promises of mitigation in Haberfield and St Peters during Stage 2 have not
offered adequate protection. The Darley Road proposed construction site has been rejected as highly unsuitable by the
Inner Council Council, its traffic planners and the independent engineer appointed by the council. In fact, the
intersection near the site 9james St and City west Lik), based on TfNSW's own data, is the third most dangerous
intersection in the inner west. despite that, SMC wishes to bring in 100 heavy vehicle movements a day, plus an
additional 70 light vehicle movements. There have been two fatalities directly out front the proposed site and it belied
belief that SMC could seriously consider running hundreds of trucks and heavy machinery into a known traffic and
accident black spot.
SMC was required to consider alternatives. This section in the EIS is tokenistic at best. The City of Sydney came up
with a well thought out alternative plan and this has been ignored in the EIS.
I urge the Secretary of NSW Planning to advise the Minister to reject this EIS, publish, my name and submission in
accordance with the undertaking on your web site, and provide a written response to each of the objections I have
raised.
Thanks for your time and to read why this is so important not to go ahead and is a waste of both government and
taxpayer money.
Yours sincerely, Tara Woolard Blues Point Rd, McMahons Point NSW 2060, Australia
This email was sent by Tara Woolard via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set the
FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Tara provided an email
address (iwtara0214@yahoo.com.au) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Tara Woolard at iwtara0214@yahoo.com.au.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase.org/rfc-3834.html
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Anna Keohan <campaigns@good.do>
Tuesday, 10 October 2017 12:09 PM
DPE CSE Information Planning Mailbox
Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.
SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS.
Please accept this as my PERSONAL SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION to the Westconnex project. It outlines many of
my concerns, some of which I reiterate below. I live in Marrickville but am near to the proposed St Peters exchange,
have witnessed the devastation of St Peters to date, know many of the people who have been displaced from their
homes, and will be severely impacted by the increased traffic congestion predicted for our narrow local streets and by
the pollution from the nearby unfiltered stacks. This affects me very personally because of where I live, however I am
also gravely concerned about the impacts on ALL the communities being affected by this disastrous project.
I am particularly worried about the UNFILTERED ventilation stacks right near schools, open park space, and our
densely populated residential areas — unfiltered stacks are NOT world's best practice, and airborne particulate
pollution is known to have a grave impact on human health, and this is an increasing health concern as our levels of
pollution rise year on year. Gladys Berejiklian is aware of this, and it is utterly contemptible, despicable and
hypocritical of her to now foist this on our communities, when she previously (prior to becoming Premier) raised her
voice against such practice.
I despise the propaganda around Westconnex 'creating more open space' when that space is next to or under and
around spaghetti exchanges with thousands of vehicles and their emissions fouling the air — how could anyone
possibly imagine this as desirable (or healthy) recreational space? There is no other word for this than bullshit.
I emphatically believe this project is not the right solution for our transport issues — there are many alternative
strategies that could be employed instead to improve and link up existing public transport modes and create new ones
for example.
I deploy the obscene amount of money being devoured by this wasteful project, and am disgusted at the proposal to
sell it to private contractors for a pittance.
This proposal is absolutely disgraceful, from its inept and backward planning, its lack of transparency and honesty, its
pitiful attempts at public consultation, its disregard for the serious concerns of the majority community that have been
expressed time and time again in thousands of submissions, its destruction of peoples' homes and the break up of
communities as well as the wanton devastation of trees and green space, to its complete failure for providing an
effective solution for now and for the future.
* * * * * * * * * *

I strongly object to this proposal in its entirety and urge the Secretary of Planning to advise the Minister to refuse the
application on the grounds below. NSW Planning must require the Proponent to properly and adequately address the
impacts set out below which are not adequately addressed in the EIS. NSW Planning should reject this EIS and
instead recommend to the NSW government that there should be an independent review of WestConnex before more
billions are spent and more residents' lives are damaged.
The noise and air quality studies are completely dependent on the accuracy of the traffic analysis and assumptions. If
the traffic analysis is flawed, so too are the air and noise studies and local road traffic impacts. Only last week Citi
financial analysts in a report to their large investors were of the view that the traffic predictions contained were
unlikely to be achievable. An EIS based on inaccurate traffic analysis cannot be approved.
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The economic basis for this project is the approval of further toll roads. Throughout the EIS there are references to the
f6 and Northern beaches Link; it is assumed that these toll roads will, in fact, be built. The issue with this is that the
impacts set out in the EIS rely upon them being built — that is, traffic will lessen once they are built. However, there is
no certainty this will occur — indeed, the State Opposition is opposed to both projects. Any references to these toll
roads, in the context of impacts from this project, need therefore to be disregarded.
The inadequate traffic analysis shows that even if this tollway and all other proposed tollways are completed, the St
Peters Interchange and Frederick Street in Ashfield will be considerably more congested in 2033 if the project goes
ahead.
We are also concerned that the traffic figures relied upon in the EIS are simply not reliable. AECOM, the company
responsible for this EIS, has a well-documented record of wrongly predicting traffic. Already there are reports that the
traffic for all stages of WestConnex has been overestimated and construction costs underestimated.(SMH 'Pressure
builds on government to sweeten WestConnex sale' 5/10/2017)
When measuring the impacts in the EIS, it is important to bear in mind the mismanagement of the project to date and
residents have little confidence that any measures set out in the approval document will, in fact, be complied with.
During 2017 residents in St Peters have been subject to appalling odours which have damaged the health of some
community members and damaged the quality of life of much more. SMC has failed to comply with the
environmental protection licence that it was granted as part of previous approvals. I am appalled that these odours are
predicted to possibly continue if Stage 3 is approved. No community should be treated in this manner.
Campbell St and Campbell Rd has lost all of its houses and other buildings to the re-alignment works to take traffic
down to the St Peters Interchange, which is being built on an old toxic rubbish dump. Seeing neighbours' homes
demolished was wrenching and on top of that has been the noise, the dust and traffic and night work in case the
daylight disruption wasn't enough. None of this has been reflected in the 'cumulative impacts' assessment in the EIS
for which there has been no actual assessment at all of the experience of residents during the Stage 2 New M5.
I object to unfiltered stacks in our community (they are planned for Haberfield, St Peters and Rozelle). In Rozelle
there will be an unprecedented concentration of stacks, in a valley, adjacent to densely populated suburbs. I cannot
understand why if the NSW government is spending billions of dollars on this project, it cannot afford to filter the
stacks. I completely reject the statement in the EIS that if after years the unfiltered stacks are shown not to work, more
unfiltered stacks would be a better solution that filtering stacks. The government is exposing itself to a massive risk of
compensation payouts if it does not require filtration of all stacks as a condition of approval.
St Peters School would be "neatly" triangulated between the two sets of stacks which rise up above the Princes
Highway. The prevailing winds in our neighbourhood are from the east, so the exhaust from the stacks will blow over
the school whether the wind is coming from the south or the north.
The Environmental Impact Statement for Stage 3 admits that the traffic around St Peters will be worse when both
stages are completed. So we will have to put up with the exhaust from the tunnels and the additional car emissions
from the traffic. Car emissions are known to shorten the lives of those who live within half a kilometre of a busy
roadway. Diesel exhaust from trucks is classed as a carcinogen.
I am concerned that Haberfield and Ashfield residents are being given the apparent choice of two construction plans,
Option A or Option B, both of which will have severe impacts on the community During the Stage one consultation
phase, residents were repeatedly told that after construction of the M4 East, there would be no more above ground
construction in Haberfield. It now appears that they were misled. SMC is already preparing its Preferred Infrastructure
Report which will include its final choice of option. I demand that this report be made public as soon as it is filed with
NSW Planning and that residents be given a right to consultation on the actual plan before a determination on this EIS
application is made by NSW Planning.
I object to the EIS on the grounds that it fails the Secretary's requirement for "meaningful" consultation. Hundreds of
residents within the proposed project zone were not even notified of feedback sessions. Hundreds of submissions on
the concept design, including a major one from the Inner West Council, were ignored. Consultation is not the
provision of glossy brochures, light on detail, which minimise the negative aspects of a project and state that ever
impact will be managed by a 'plan'.
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The high number of residents in both Haberfield and Leichhardt who would require mitigation for horrific night noise
is unacceptable, particularly because promises of mitigation in Haberfield and St Peters during Stage 2 have not
offered adequate protection. The Darley Road proposed construction site has been rejected as highly unsuitable by the
Inner Council Council, its traffic planners and the independent engineer appointed by the council. In fact, the
intersection near the site 9james St and City west Lik), based on TfNSW's own data, is the third most dangerous
intersection in the inner west. despite that, SMC wishes to bring in 100 heavy vehicle movements a day, plus an
additional 70 light vehicle movements. There have been two fatalities directly out front the proposed site and it belied
belief that SMC could seriously consider running hundreds of trucks and heavy machinery into a known traffic and
accident black spot.
SMC was required to consider alternatives. This section in the EIS is tokenistic at best. The City of Sydney came up
with a well thought out alternative plan and this has been ignored in the EIS.
I urge the Secretary of NSW Planning to advise the Minister to reject this EIS, publish, my name and submission in
accordance with the undertaking on your web site, and provide a written response to each of the objections I have
raised.
Yours sincerely, Anna Keohan 43 Victoria Rd, Marrickville NSW 2204, Australia
This email was sent by Anna Keohan via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set the
FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Anna provided an email
address (aekeohan@yahoo.com.au) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Anna Keohan at aekeohan@yahoo.com.au.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase . org/rfc-3834 .html
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Planning Services,
Department of Planning and Environment
GPO Box 39, Sydney, NSW, 2001
Attn: Director — Transport Assessments
Application Number: SSI 7485 Application
Application Name: WestConnex M4-M5 Link

I submit my objection to the WestConnex M4-M5 Link as contained in the EIS application # SSI 7485, for the following
reasons, and ask that the Minister reject the application and require preparation of a genuine, not indicative, EIS
1) The assessment of Strategic Alternative 2 (Investment in "alternative transport" modes) should:
0 identify key network capacity issues
0

identify the shift away from private vehicles required to deliver the necessary relief on the road network to
meet the future transport needs of Sydney

0

identify the mix of investments in public transport, cycling and walking required to deliver these mode
splits.

O

use multi-modal transport modelling and economic assessment to inform the analysis and assessment of
the alternative.

2) Stage 3 is the most complex and expensive stage of WestConnex, yet there are no detailed construction plans.
It is not enough to say there will be mitigation if negative impacts unfold. An EIS should assess risks and be
able to predict whether they are worth risking and if so, what mitigation should be necessary.
3) The EIS claims to have saved Blackmore Park and Easton Park due to negative community feedback. I am
concerned that this is a false claim and that this site was never really in contention due to other, physical
factors. I would like NSW Planning to investigate whether this claim is correct to have heeded the
community is false or not.
4) Motor vehicles account for 14% of Particulate Pollution of 2.5 microns and less in Australia. There is no safe
level to exposure to particulate matter of 2.5 microns and less. Particulate matter is linked with Asthma, Lung
Disease, Cancer and Stroke.
5) The Western Sydney Airport is due to commence construction next year with completion in 2026. Demand
for air travel in Sydney is set to double over the next 20 years. Initial patronage is said to be 10 million
passengers per year. Information should be provided demonstrating how (or whether) the project caters for
travel to the new airport and the likely lessening of demand to the current monopoly airport.
6) The Concept Design was a woefully inadequate document totally devoid of any real depth of detail. in terms
of maps, scales, distances with only vague suggestions and glamorized Artist's Impressions of an idealized
view of what Stage 3 would be like. It was another example of current city planning documents that
consistently accentuate huge areas of tranquil green spaces with families and children out walking and riding
bicycles in idealized parks and suburbs. All this is total PR spin and bears no reality about the real outcome
of the build. It bears no reality as to what Stage 3 of Westconnex will be like.
7) I am completely opposed to approving a project in which the Air quality experts recommend rather than
filtrating stacks extra stacks could be added later.
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I object to the WestConnex M4-M5 Link proposals for the following reasons:

•

It is clear that the tunnel portals will be major sites for more traffic congestion. Some intersections that are
currently very congested will be just as bad in 2033.

•

No road junction as large and complex as the extraordinary spaghetti junction proposed to go underground has
been built anywhere in the world. The feasibility is not tested. There are no international or national standards for
such a construction.

•

The impact of the deep tunnelling for the M4-M5 link - in addition to the tunnelling for the new Sydney Metro in
the same area - in the Tempe, Sydenham, St Peters, Newtown and Camperdown and beyond is an unknown
hazard to the soundness of the buildings above, and given that two different tunnelling operations will take place
quite close, the people in those buildings will struggle to get repairs and compensation for loss because either
contractor will no doubt blame the other.

•

The EIS uses maps indicating alignment of the mainline tunnels. It is clear from more detailed reading deep into
the EIS lie

12-57

Sydney Water Tunnels) that the alignment and depths of the tunnels may vary very significantly,

after further survey work has been done and construction methodology determined by the construction
contractor. The maps provided in the EIS are nothing more than 'indicative' and are misleading the community.
The EIS should be withdrawn, corrected and updated, and reissued for genuine public comment based on
'definitive' information.
The justification for this project relies on the completion of other projects such as the Western Harbour Tunnel
which has not yet been planned, let alone approved.
Are there other potentially serious problems with Sydney Water utility services (described at EIS 12-57) or with
other utilities in other suburbs or along the proposed M4-M5 tunnel alignment ? If so, the EIS proposals and
application should not be approved till these are all disclosed, researched, surveyed and the resolution publicly
published.
The increased amount of traffic the M4-M5 Link will dump on the roads to and from the St Peters, Haberfield and
Rozelle Interchanges will disrupt local transport networks including bus and active transport (walking and cycling).
I oppose the destruction of any more of Sydney's heritage for WestCONnex. I am appalled that Sydney Motorway
Corporation is seeking approval to tunnel under hundreds of highly valued heritage buildings in Newtown without
any serious assessment of risk at all. This heritage belongs to all of Sydney.
I strongly object to the privatisation of the WestConnex project that turns public monies into private profit.
▪

The mechanical ventilation proposed depends on single direction tunnel construction, so how it can possibly work
for large curved tunnels on multiple levels is unknown.
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I submit this objection to the WestConnex M4-M5 Link proposals as contained in the EIS application # SSI
7485, for the following reasons, and ask that the Minister reject the application

•

SMC have made it all but impossible for the community to access hard copies of the EIS outside normal working and business hours. The Newtown Library only has one copy of the EIS, and has
extremely limited opening hours. Monday and Wednesday: Inain to 7pm. Tuesday: I Oarn to (rpm. Thursday and Friday: 10am to 5pm. Saturday and Sunday: I tans to 4pnt. This restricted access
does NOT constitute open and fair community engagement.

•

Given the high cost of the tolls and their anticipated annual increase it is also expected that there will be an increase on traffic generally on local roads as motorists avoid the tollways. This can
already be seen on Parramana Rd immediately the new M4 tolls were activated. We expect exactly the same effect in the roads around the interchange, including the Princes Highway, King St,
Edgeware and Enmore Roads and through the streets of Erskineville and Alexandria.

•

The EIS at 12-57 describes potentially serious problems where mainline tunnels alignment crosses key Sydney Water utility services that service Sydney's eastem and southern suburbs. Why is
SMC proposing tunnelling within metres of these critical services when no accurate surveying has been done? And when there is only limited information available about the strength of these
water tunnels 7 The community can have no confidence in the EIS proposals that are incomplete and possibly negligent. The EIS proposals and application should not be approved till these issues
are definitively resolved and publicly published.

•

Why the so called 'King Street Gateway' been excluded in the analysis of cumulative impacts of other projects?

•

There has been no independent consideration of alternatives, in particular of a major expansion of commuter rail transport. The Department should reject this inadequate EIS and have a review of
the flawed processes that have already led to massive expenditure on the inadequate option of privatised toll roads. This proposal is out of step with contemporary urban planning.

•

I object to the fact that the WestConnex Traffic Model has not been released to Councils and the community.

•

EIS 6.1 (Synthesis, Page 45) describes the Process for addressing project uncertainties. "The EIS is based on the concept design developed for the project. As such, it is lobe expected that some
uncertainties exist that will need to be resolved during detailed design and construction and operational planning. As described in Chapter 1. construction contractors (for each stage of the
project) would be engaged during detailed design to provide greater certainty on the exact locations of tempormy and permanent facilities and infrastructure as well as the construction
methodology to be adopted. This may result in changes to both the project design and the construction methodologies described and assessed in this EIS. Any changes to the project would be
revietved for consistency with the assessment contained in the EIS including relevant mitigation measures, environmental performance outcomes and anyfritire conditions of approval". The EIS
should not be approved till the bulk of these 'uncertainties' have been fully researched and surveyed and the results (and any changes) published for public comment.

•

I object to the publication of this EIS only 14 days after the final date for submission of comments on the concept design. At the time this EIS was approved for publication, there had been no
public response to the public submissions on the design. It was not possible that the community's feedback was considered let alone assessed before the EIS model was finalised. The rushed
process exposes the fundamental lack of integrity in the feedback process and treats the community with contempt.

•

Stage 3 is the most complex and expensive stage of WestConnex, yet there are no detailed construction plans. It is not enough to say there will be mitigation if negative impacts unfold. An EIS
should assess risks and be able to predict whether they are worth risking and if so, what mitigation should be necessary.
The assessment and solution to potentially serious problems described in the EIS at 12-57 (where mainline tunnels alignment crosses key Sydney Water utility services that service Sydney's
eastern and southem suburbs) is "based on assumptions about the strength and stiffness of the water tunnels given that limited information about the design and condition of these assets was
available. Detailed surveys should be undertaken to verify the levels and condition of these Sydney Water assets. .4 detailed assessment would be carried out in consultation with Sydney Water to
demonstrate that construction of the M4-M5 Link tunnels would have negligible adverse settlement or vibration impacts on these tunnels. A settlement monitoring program would also be
implemented during construction to validate or reassess the predictions should it be required. "The community can have no confidence in the EIS proposals that are incomplete and possibly
negligent. The EIS proposals and application should not be approved till these issues are definitively resolved and publicly published.
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I object to the whole of the WestConnex Project, and the specific

in the EIS M4/M5 application, for the following reasons:
1.

'

WestConnex M4-M5 Link proposals as contained

The EIS at 7-21 states that Community Update Newsletters were distributed to residents 'near the project footprint' in many
suburbs. This statement is simply not correct. No such newsletters were received by residents in central and northern
Newtown. SMC was made aware of this fact, but has not responded to verbal and written requests for audited confirmation of
the addresses letterboxed'. This statement of community engagement should be rejected by the Department.

2.

The EIS at 7-25 refers to 876 comments (limited to 140 characters) made via the collaborative map on the Concept Design 'up
to July' that were considered in the preparation of the EIS. It does not mention the many hundreds of extended written
submissions that were lodged in late July and early August. These critical 'community engagement' feedback submissions have
clearly not been considered in the preparation of the EIS. This casts doubt over the integrity of the entire EIS process.

3.

The EIS at 7-51 refers to concerns that were raised by the community that the alignment of tunnels in Newtown appeared to go
to the east of King Street, an area that had had no geotech drilling or testing. SMC staff indicated at Community information
sessions that the maps included in the Concept Design were broad and indicative only, and that further details would be
available in the EIS. No further details have been provided. This casts doubt over the integrity of the entire EIS process.

4.

The EIS at 7-41 acknowledges that there is great concern in the community that King Street, Newtown, will be made a 24-hour
clearway, stating "Roads and Maritime has no plan to change the existing clearways on King Street". This statement is
deliberately misleading, inferring SMC has authority over regional roads. Roads and Maritime have the unfettered right to
declare Clearways wherever/whenever and RMS has NEVER stated publicly that King St will not be subject to clearways.

5.

SMC have made it all but impossible for the community to access hard copies of the EIS outside normal working and business
hours. The Newtown Library only has one copy of the EIS, and has extremely limited opening hours. Monday arid Wednesday:
10am to 7pm. Tuesday: 10am to 6pm. Thursday and Friday: 10am to 5pm. Saturday and Sunday: 11am to 4pm. This restricted
access does NOT constitute open and fair community engagement.

6.

EIS 6.1 (Synthesis, Page 45) describes the Process for addressing project uncertainties. "The EIS is based on the concept design
developed for the project. As such, it is to be expected that some uncertainties exist that will need to be resolved during detailed
design and construction and operational planning. As described in Chapter 1, construction contractors (for each stage of the
project) would be engaged during detailed design to provide greater certainty on the exact locations of temporary and
permanent facilities and infrastructure as well as the construction methodology to be adopted. This may result in changes to
both the project design and the construction methodologies described and assessed in this EIS. Any changes to the project would
be reviewed for consistency with the assessment contained in the EIS including relevant mitigation measures, environmental
performance outcomes and any future conditions of approval". The EIS should not be approved till the bulk of these
'uncertainties' have been fully researched and surveyed and the results (and any changes) published for public comment.

7.

The EIS uses maps indicating alignment of the mainline tunnels. It is clear from more detailed reading deep into the EIS (ie 1257 Sydney Water Tunnels) that the alignment and depths of the tunnels may vary very significantly, after further survey work
has been done and construction methodology determined by the construction contractor. The maps provided in the EIS are
nothing more than 'indicative' and are misleading the community. The EIS should be withdrawn, corrected and updated, and
reissued for genuine public comment based on 'definitive' information.

I call on the Minister for Planning to reject this project and demand that the government re-think the transport planning for the
whole metropolitan area taking into account long term sustainability over short-term private profit.
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I object to the WestConnex M4-M5 Link proposals for the following reasons:
o

The impact of the deep tunnelling for the M4-M5 link - in addition to the tunnelling for the new Sydney
Metro in the same area - in the Tempe, Sydenham, St Peters, Newtown and Camperdown and beyond is an
unknown hazard to the soundness of the buildings above, and given that two different tunnelling
operations will .take place quite close, the people in those buildings will struggle to get repairs and
compensation for loss because either contractor will no doubt blame the other.

o

The EIS uses maps indicating alignment of the mainline tunnels. It is clear from more detailed rending
deep into the EIS (ie 12-57 Sydney Water Tunnels) that the alignment and depths of the tunnels may
vary very significantly, after further survey work has been done and construction methodology determined
by the construction contractor. The maps provided in the EIS are nothing more than 'indicative' and are
misleading the community. The EIS should be withdrawn, corrected and updated, and reissued for genuine
public comment based on 'definitive' information.

o

The justification for this project relies on the completion of other projects such as the Western Harbour
Tunnel which has not yet been planned, let alone approved.

o

Are there other potentially serious problems with Sydney Water utility services (described at EIS 12-57)
or with other utilities in other suburbs or along the proposed M4-M5 tunnel alignment ? If so, the EIS
proposals and application should not be approved till these are all disclosed, researched, surveyed and the
resolution publicly published.

o

The increased amount of traffic the M4-M5 Link will dump on the roads to and from the St Peters,
Haberfield and Rozelle Interchanges will disrupt local transport networks including bus and active
transport (walking and cycling).

o

I oppose the destruction of any more of Sydney's heritage for WestCONnex. I am appalled that Sydney
Motorway Corporation is seeking approval to tunnel under hundreds of highly valued heritage buildings in
Newtown without any serious assessment of risk at all. This heritage belongs to all of Sydney.

o

I strongly object to the privatisation of the WestConnex project that turns public monies into private
profit.

o

It is clear that the tunnel portals will be major sites for more traffic congestion. Some intersections
that are currently very congested will be just as bad in 2033.

o

No road junction as large and complex as the extraordinary spaghetti junction proposed to go
underground has been built anywhere in the world. The feasibility is not tested. There are no
international or national standards for such a construction.
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Anna Keohan
aekeohan@hotmail.com
43 Victoria Rd
Marrickville NSW 2204 Australia

Your view on the application: I object to it

Attn: Secretary re WestConnex M4-M5 Link EIS, project number 55116_7485

I write to express my strong objection to the WestConnex M4-M5 Link tollroad proposal.
•

Building WestConnex will increase air pollution and global warming and encourage more car use,
quickly filling the increased road capacity.

•

Increasing vehicle use by inducing more cars onto the road increases the risks related to climate
change, including extreme rainfall and extreme heat events.

•

This stage of WestConnex also facilitates the building of the Western Harbour Tunnel, which will
see tunnels bored under the Balmain peninsula and generate a need for yet more exhaust stacks in
and around Balmain.

•

WestConnex is not a sustainable solution to Sydney's congestion problem. It will have unacceptable
impacts on the health and well-being of local communities, such as increasing toxic pollution levels
from unfiltered exhaust smoke stacks located near schools and parks, especially in Rozelle.

•

The government has not committed to a genuine consultation process - it released this M4-M5 Link
proposal just two weeks after submissions closed for comment on the concept design, and only
provided an eight week consultation period. This does not allow sufficient time for submissions
from the community. '

Extra comments

This filthy corrupt destructive ineffective dinosaur project should be stopped immediately. There
are far better more efficient and less expensive alternatives for improved transport strategies
that gave been put forward, why are you blindly bulldozing ahead against the wishes of the many
communities you are now destroying?

I have read the Department's Privacy Statement and agree to the Department using my submission in the ways
it describes. I understand this includes full publication on the Department's website of my submission, any
attachments, and any of my personal information in those documents, and possible supply to third parties such
as state agencies, local government and the proponent.
I have not made a reportable donation to a political party.

Yours sincerely,

Anna Keohan
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I object to the whole of the WestConnex Project, and the specific WestConnex M4-M5 Link proposals as contained
in the EIS application, for the following reasons:
•

The decision to build a three-stage tollway instead of expanding public transport has never been subjected to democratic
decision-making and in fact has been opposed by the great majority of submissions received in response to the Environmental
Impact Statements for the first two stages.

•

The original objectives of the project specified improving road and freight access to Sydney Airport and to Port Botany. We now
have proposals for Stages 1,2 and 3 and none achieve this goal. The community is asked to support this proposal on the basis of
other major unfunded projects, which are little more than ideas on a map. This is NOT the way to plan a liveable city.

•

There will be 100 workers a day on the site, with provision for only 10-20 car spaces and there is a concession that local streets
will be used, who will be 'encouraged' to use public transport. Our experience with the major construction sites in Haberfield,
and St Peters that public transport is not used by the workers and that despite the fact they are not supposed to do so, they
park in our local streets and cause strife with our residents.
The EIS.at 7-21 states that Community update Newsletters were distributed to residents 'near the project footprint' in many
suburbs. This statement is simply not correct. No such newsletters were received by residents in central and northern
Newtown. SMC was made aware of this fact, but has not responded to verbal and written requests for audited confirmation of
the addresses letterboxed'. This statement of-community engagement should be rejected by the Department.

•

Darley Road is confirmed as a 'civil and tunnel site (dive site) with a 'Motorway Operations' site at one end for machinery during

•

the build and will then house permanent water treatment facilities, despite evidence tendered to the Concept Design
explaining that this intersection has an high accident rate and is completely unsuitable for such a purpose.

•

I do not accept that King Street traffic congestion will be improved by this project, There should be a complete review of the
traffic modelling that does not appear to take sufficient notice of the impact of pouring 51000 extra cars down Euston Rd on
top of increases in population in the area. Given that there is no outlet between the St Peters and Haberfield or Rozelle, all
traffic going to the CBD, East or into the Inner West will use local roads.

•

I object to the issue of this EIS only 14 days after the period for submission of comments on the concept design closed. There is
no public response to the 1,000s of comments made on the design and it seems impossible that the comments could have been
reviewed, assessed and responses to them incorporated into the EIS in that time. This casts doubt over the integrity of the
entire EIS process.

•

Why is there no detailed information about the so called 'King Street Gateway' included in the EIS?

•

I completely reject this EIS due to its failure to consider the alternative plan put forward by the City of Sydney.

•

An on-line interactive map was published with the M4-M5 Concept Design that indicated a very wide yellow 'swoosh' that is
upwards of a kilometre wide in some sections of the M4-M5 proposals. SMC have NEVER publicly published or acknowledged
that the contractor to be appointed to build the tunnels will be 'encouraged' to do so within the yellow swoosh footprint, but
may go outside the indicative swoosh area if found necessary after further geotech and survey work. The proposed Sydney
Water Tunnels surveys (EIS 12-57) could potentially see a dramatic change in the tunnel alignments in the Newtown area. Why
were these surveys not done during the past three years such that 'definitive' rather than 'indicative' alignments could be
published. The EIS should be withdrawn till such time that it is a true and fair 'definitive' document open for genuine public
comment.
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Attn: Director — Transport Assessments
Application Number: SSI 7485 Application
Application Name: WestConnex M4-M5 Link

I submit this objection to the WestConnex M4-M5 Link proposals as contained in the EIS application # SSI 7485,
for the following reasons, and ask that the Minister reject the application.

•

There has been no independent consideration of alternatives, in particular of a major expansion of commuter rail transport. The Department should reject this inadequate EIS and have a review of
the flawed processes that have already led to massive expenditure on the inadequate option of privatised toll roads. This proposal is out of step with contemporary urban planning.

I object to the fact that the WestConnex Traffic Model has not been released to Councils and the community.
•:*
•

EIS 6.1 (Synthesis, Page 45) describes the Process for addressing project uncertainties. "The EIS is based on the concept design developed for the project. As such, it is to be expected that some
uncertainties exist that will need to be resolved during detailed design and construction and operational planning. AS described in Chapter 1, construction contractors (for each stage of the
project) would be engaged during detailed design to provide greater certainty

On

the exact locations of temporary and perntanent facilities and infrastructure as well as the construction

methodology to be adopted. This may result in changes to both the project design and the construction methodologies described and assessed in this EIS. Any changes to the project would be
reviewed for consistency with the assessment contained in the EIS including relevant mitigation measures, environmental performance outcomes and any Attire conditions of approval". The EIS
should not be approved till the bulk of these 'uncertainties' have been fully researched and surveyed and the results (and any changes) published for public comment.
•

I object to the publication of this EIS only 14 days after the final date for submission of comments on the concept design. At the time this EIS was approved for publication, there had been no
public response to the public submissions on the design. It was not possible that the community's feedback was considered let alone assessed before the EIS model was finalised. The rushed
process exposes the fundamental lack of integrity in the feedback process and treats the community with contempt.

•

Stage 3 is the most complex and expensive stage of WestConnex, yet there are no detailed construction plans. It is not enough to say there will he mitigation if negative impacts unfold. An EIS
should assess risks and be able to predict whether they are worth risking and if so, what mitigation should be necessary.

•

The assessment and solution to potentially serious problems described in the EIS at 12-57 (where mainline tunnels alignment crosses key Sydney Water utility services that service Sydney's
eastern and southern suburbs) is "based on assumptions about the strength and stiffness of the water tunnels given that limited informali011 about the design and condition of these assets was
available. Detailed surveys should be undertaken to veri° , the levels and condition of these Sydney IVater assets. A detailed assessment would be carried out in consultation with Sydney Water to
demonstrate that construction of the M4-M5 Link tunnels would have negligible adverse settlement or vibration impacts on these tunnels. A settlement monitoring program would also be
implemented during construction to validate or reassess the predictions should it be required.- The community can have no confidence in the EIS proposals that are incomplete and possibly
negligent. The EIS proposals and application should not be approved till these issues are definitively resolved and publicly published.

•

SMC have made it all but impossible for the community to access hard copies of the EIS outside normal working and business hours. The Newtown Library only has one copy of the EIS, and has
extremely limited opening hours. Monday and Wednesday: lOarn to 7pm. Tuesday: 10am to Opm. Thursday and Friday: 10am to 5pin. Saturday and Sunday: I lam to 4pm. This restricted access
does NOT constitute open and fair community engagement.

•

Given the high cost of the tolls and their anticipated annual increase it is also expected that there will be an increase on traffic generally on local roads as motorists avoid the tollways. This can
already be seen on Parramatta Rd immediately the new M4 tolls were activated. We expect exactly the same effect in the roads around the interchange, including the Princes Highway, King St,
EdgeWare and Enmorc Roads and through the streets of Erskineville and Alexandria.

•

The EIS at 12-57 describes potentially serious problems where mainline tunnels alignment crosses key Sydney Water utility services that service Sydney's eastern and southern suburbs. Why is
SMC proposing tunnelling within metres of these critical services when no accurate surveying has been done? And when there is only limited information available about the strength of these
water tunnels ? The community can have no confidence in the EIS proposals that are incomplete and possibly negligent. The EIS proposals and application should not be approved till these issues
are definitively resolved and publicly published.

•

Why the so called 'King Street Gateway' been excluded in the analysis of cumulative impacts of other projects?
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I submit this objection to the WestConnex M4-M5 Link proposals as contained in the EIS application # SSI 7485,
for the following reasons, and ask that the Minister reject the application.
The decision to build a three-stage tollway instead of expanding public transport has never been subjected to democratic decision-making and
in fact has been opposed by the great majority of submissions received in response to the Environmental Impact Statements for the first two
stages.
D

The original objectives of the project specified improving road and freight access to Sydney Airport and to Port Botany. We now have
proposals for Stages 1,2 and 3 and none achieve this goal. The community is asked to support this proposal on the basis of other major
unfunded projects, which are little more than ideas on a map. This is NOT the way to plan a liveable city.

D

There will be 100 workers a day on the site, with provision for only 10-20 car spaces and there is a concession that local streets will be used,
who will be 'encouraged' to use public transport. Our experience with the major construction sites in Haberfield, and St Peters that public
transport is not used by the workers and that despite the fact they are not supposed to do so, they park in our local streets and cause strife
with our residents.

D

The EIS at 7-21 states that Community update Newsletters were distributed to residents 'near the project footprint' in many suburbs. This
statement is simply not correct. No such newsletters were received by residents in central and northern Newtown. SMC was made aware of
this fact, but has not responded to verbal and written requests for audited confirmation of the addresses getterboxed'. This statement of
community engagement should be rejected by the Department.
Darley Road is confirmed as a 'civil and tunnel site (dive site) with a 'Motorway Operations' site at one end for machinery during the build and
will then house permanent water treatment facilities, despite evidence tendered to the Concept Design explaining that this intersection has
an high accident rate and is completely unsuitable for such a purpose.

D

I do not accept that King Street traffic congestion will be improved by this project, There should be a complete review of the traffic modelling
that does not appear to take sufficient notice of the impact of pouring 51000 extra cars down Euston Rd on top of increases in population in
the area. Given that there is no outlet between the St Peters and Haberfield or Rozelle, all traffic going to the CBD, East or into the Inner West
will use local roads.

D

The decision to build a three-stage tollway instead of expanding public transport has never been subjected to democratic decision-making and
in fact has been opposed by the great majority of submissions received in response to the Environmental Impact Statements for the first two
stages.

D

The original objectives of the project specified improving road and freight access to Sydney Airport and to Port Botany. We now have
proposals for Stages 1,2 and 3 and none achieve this goal. The community is asked to support this proposal on the basis of other major
unfunded projects, which are little more than ideas on a map. This is NOT the way to plan a liveable city.

D

There will be 100 workers a day on the site, with provision for only 10-20 car spaces and there is a concession that local streets will be used,
who will be 'encouraged' to use public transport. Our experience with the major construction sites in Haberfield, and St Peters that public
transport is not used by the workers and that despite the fact they are not supposed to do so, they park in our local streets and cause strife
with our residents.

D

Why is there no detailed information about the so called 'King Street Gateway' included in the EIS?

D

An on-line interactive map was published with the M4-M5 Concept Design that indicated a very wide yellow 'swoosh' that is upwards of a
kilometre wide in some sections of the M4-M5 proposals. SMC have NEVER publicly published or acknowledged that the contractor to be
appointed to build the tunnels will be 'encouraged' to do so within the yellow swoosh footprint, but may go outside the indicative swoosh
area if found necessary after further geotech and survey work. The proposed Sydney Water Tunnels surveys (EIS 12-57) could potentially see a
dramatic change in the tunnel alignments in the Newtown area. Why were these surveys not done during the past three years such that
'definitive' rather than 'indicative' alignments could be published. The EIS should be withdrawn till such time that it is a true and fair
'definitive' document open for genuine public comment.

Campaign Mailing Lists : I would like to volunteer and/or be informed about the anti-WestConnex campaigns - My details must be
removed before this submission is lodged, and must be used only for campaign purposes and must not be divulged to other parties
Name

Email

Mobile
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nicolette Stasko <campaigns@good.do>
Tuesday, 10 October 2017 12:08 PM
DPE CSE Information Planning Mailbox
Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.
SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS.
I strongly object to this proposal in its entirety and urge the Secretary of Planning to advise the Minister to refuse the
application on the grounds below. NSW Planning must require the Proponent to properly and adequately address the
impacts set out below which are not adequately addressed in the EIS. NSW Planning should reject this EIS and
instead recommend to the NSW government that there should be an independent review of WestConnex before more
billions are spent and more residents' lives are damaged.
The noise and air quality studies are completely dependent on the accuracy of the traffic analysis and assumptions. If
the traffic analysis is flawed, so too are the air and noise studies and local road traffic impacts. Only last week Citi
financial analysts in a report to their large investors were of the view that the traffic predictions contained were
unlikely to be achievable. An EIS based on inaccurate traffic analysis cannot be approved.
The economic basis for this project is the approval of further toll roads. Throughout the EIS there are references to the
f6 and Northern beaches Link; it is assumed that these toll roads will, in fact, be built. The issue with this is that the
impacts set out in the EIS rely upon them being built — that is, traffic will lessen once they are built. However, there is
no certainty this will occur — indeed, the State Opposition is opposed to both projects. Any references to these toll
roads, in the context of impacts from this project, need therefore to be disregarded.
The inadequate traffic analysis shows that even if this tollway and all other proposed tollways are completed, the St
Peters Interchange and Frederick Street in Ashfield will be considerably more congested in 2033 if the project goes
ahead.
We are also concerned that the traffic figures relied upon in the EIS are simply not reliable. AECOM, the company
responsible for this EIS, has a well-documented record of wrongly predicting traffic. Already there are reports that the
traffic for all stages of WestConnex has been overestimated and construction costs underestimated.(SMH 'Pressure
builds on government to sweeten WestConnex sale' 5/10/2017)
When measuring the impacts in the EIS, it is important to bear in mind the mismanagement of the project to date and
residents have little confidence that any measures set out in the approval document will, in fact, be complied with.
During 2017 residents in St Peters have been subject to appalling odours which have damaged the health of some
community members and damaged the quality of life of many more. SMC has failed to comply with the
environmental protection licence that it was granted as part of previous approvals. I am appalled that these odours are
predicted to possibly continue if Stage 3 is approved. No community should be treated in this manner
Campbell St and Campbell Rd has lost all of its houses and other buildings to the re-alignment works to take traffic
down to the St Peters Interchange, which is being built on an old toxic rubbish dump. Seeing neighbours' homes
demolished was wrenching and on top of that has been the noise, the dust and traffic and night work in case the
daylight disruption wasn't enough. None of this has been reflected in the 'cumulative impacts' assessment in the EIS
for which there has been no actual assessment at all of the experience of residents during the Stage 2 New M5.
I object to unfiltered stacks in our community (they are planned for Haberfield, St Peters and Rozelle). In Rozelle
there will be an unprecedented concentration of stacks, in a valley, adjacent to densely populated suburbs. I cannot
understand why if the NSW government is spending billions of dollars on this project, it cannot afford to filter the
stacks. I completely reject the statement in the EIS that if after years the unfiltered stacks are shown not to work, more
unfiltered stacks would be a better solution that filtering stacks. The government is exposing itself to a massive risk of
compensation payouts if it does not require filtration of all stacks as a condition of approval.

St Peters School would be "neatly" triangulated between the two sets of stacks which rise up above the Princes
Highway. The prevailing winds in our neighbourhood are from the east, so the exhaust from the stacks will blow over
the school whether the wind is coming from the south or the north.
The Environmental Impact Statement for Stage 3 admits that the traffic around St Peters will be worse when both
stages are completed. So we will have to put up with the exhaust from the tunnels and the additional car emissions
from the traffic. Car emissions are known to shorten the lives of those who live within half a kilometre of a busy
roadway. Diesel exhaust from trucks is classed as a carcinogen.
I am concerned that Haberfield and Ashfield residents are being given the apparent choice of two construction plans,
Option A or Option B, both of which will have severe impacts on the community During the Stage one consultation
phase, residents were repeatedly told that after construction of the M4 East, there would be no more above ground
construction in Haberfield. It now appears that they were misled. SMC is already preparing its Preferred Infrastructure
Report which will include its final choice of option. I demand that this report be made public as soon as it is filed with
NSW Planning and that residents be given a right to consultation on the actual plan before a determination on this EIS
application is made by NSW Planning.
I object to the EIS on the grounds that it fails the Secretary's requirement for "meaningful" consultation. Hundreds of
residents within the proposed project zone were not even notified of feedback sessions. Hundreds of submissions on
the concept design, including a major one from the Inner West Council, were ignored. Consultation is not the
provision of glossy brochures, light on detail, which minimise the negative aspects of a project and state that ever
impact will be managed by a 'plan'.
The high number of residents in both Haberfield and Leichhardt who would require mitigation for horrific night noise
is unacceptable, particularly because promises of mitigation in Haberfield and St Peters during Stage 2 have not
offered adequate protection. The Darley Road proposed construction site has been rejected as highly unsuitable by the
Inner Council Council, its traffic planners and the independent engineer appointed by the council. In fact, the
intersection near the site (James St and City west Link), based on TfNSW's own data, is the third most dangerous
intersection in the inner west. despite that, SMC wishes to bring in 100 heavy vehicle movements a day, plus an
additional 70 light vehicle movements. There have been two fatalities directly out front the proposed site and it
impossible to believe that SMC could seriously consider running hundreds of trucks and heavy machinery into a
known traffic and accident black spot.
SMC was required to consider alternatives. This section in the EIS is tokenistic at best. The City of Sydney came up
with a well thought out alternative plan and this has been ignored in the EIS.
I urge the Secretary of NSW Planning to advise the Minister to reject this EIS, publish, my name and submission in
accordance with the undertaking on your web site, and provide a written response to each of the objections I have
raised.
Yours sincerely, Nicolette Stasko 79 O'Connell St, Newtown NSW 2042, Australia
This email was sent by Nicolette Stasko via Do Gooder, a website that allows people
to contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set the
FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Nicolette provided an
email address (nicolette.stasko@sydney.edu.au) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Nicolette Stasko at nicolette.stasko@sydney.edu.au.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase org/rfc-3834 . html
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Melissa Knight <campaigns@good.do>
Tuesday, 10 October 2017 12:07 PM
DPE CSE Information Planning Mailbox
Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.
SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS.
I strongly object to this proposal in its entirety and urge the Secretary of Planning to advise the Minister to refuse the
application on the grounds below. NSW Planning must require the Proponent to properly and adequately address the
impacts set out below which are not adequately addressed in the EIS. NSW Planning should reject this EIS and
instead recommend to the NSW government that there should be an independent review of WestConnex before more
billions are spent and more residents' lives are damaged.
The noise and air quality studies are completely dependent on the accuracy of the traffic analysis and assumptions. If
the traffic analysis is flawed, so too are the air and noise studies and local road traffic impacts. Only last week Citi
financial analysts in a report to their large investors were of the view that the traffic predictions contained were
unlikely to be achievable. An EIS based on inaccurate traffic analysis cannot be approved.
The economic basis for this project is the approval of further toll roads. Throughout the EIS there are references to the
f6 and Northern beaches Link; it is assumed that these toll roads will, in fact, be built. The issue with this is that the
impacts set out in the EIS rely upon them beign built — that is, traffic will lessen once they are built. However, there is
no certainty this will occur — indeed, the State Opposition is opposed to both projects. Any references to these toll
roads, in the context of impacts from this project, need therefore to be disregarded.
The inadequate traffic analysis shows that even if this tollway and all other proposed tollways are completed, the St
Peters Interchange and Frederick Street in Ashfield will be considerably more congested in 2033 if the project goes
ahead.
We are also concerned that the traffic figures relied upon in the EIS are simply not reliable. AECOM, the company
responsible for this EIS, has a well-documented record of wrongly predicting traffic. Already there are reports that the
traffic for all stages of WestConnex has been overestimated and construction costs underestimated.(SMH 'Pressure
builds on government to sweeten WestConnex sale' 5/10/2017)
When measuring the impacts in the EIS, it is important to bear in mind the mismanagement of the project to date and
residents have little confidence that any measures set out in the approval document will, in fact, be complied with.
During 2017 residents in St Peters have been subject to appalling odours which have damaged the health of some
community members and damaged the quality of life of much more. SMC has failed to comply with the
environmental protection licence that it was granted as part of previous approvals. I am appalled that these odours are
predicted to possibly continue if Stage 3 is approved. No community should be treated in this manner
Campbell St and Campbell Rd has lost all of its houses and other buildings to the re-alignment works to take traffic
down to the St Peters Interchange, which is being built on an old toxic rubbish dump. Seeing neighbours' homes
demolished was wrenching and on top of that has been the noise, the dust and traffic and night work in case the
daylight disruption wasn't enough. None of this has been reflected in the 'cumulative impacts' assessment in the EIS
for which there has been no actual assessment at all of the experience of residents during the Stage 2 New M5.
I object to unfiltered stacks in our community (they are planned for Haberfield, St Peters and Rozelle). In Rozelle
there will be an unprecedented concentration of stacks, in a valley, adjacent to densely populated suburbs. I cannot
understand why if the NSW government is spending billions of dollars on this project, it cannot afford to filter the
stacks. I completely reject the statement in the EIS that if after years the unfiltered stacks are shown not to work, more
unfiltered stacks would be a better solution that filtering stacks. The government is exposing itself to a massive risk of
compensation payouts if it does not require filtration of all stacks as a condition of approval.

St Peters School would be "neatly" triangulated between the two sets of stacks which rise up above the Princes
Highway. The prevailing winds in our neighbourhood are from the east, so the exhaust from the stacks will blow over
the school whether the wind is coming from the south or the north.
The Environmental Impact Statement for Stage 3 admits that the traffic around St Peters will be worse when both
stages are completed. So we will have to put up with the exhaust from the tunnels and the additional car emissions
from the traffic. Car emissions are known to shorten the lives of those who live within half a kilometre of a busy
roadway. Diesel exhaust from trucks is classed as a carcinogen.
I am concerned that Haberfield and Ashfield residents are being given the apparent choice of two construction plans,
Option A or Option B, both of which will have severe impacts on the community During the Stage one consultation
phase, residents were repeatedly told that after construction of the M4 East, there would be no more above ground
construction in Haberfield. It now appears that they were misled. SMC is already preparing its Preferred Infrastructure
Report which will include its final choice of option. I demand that this report be made public as soon as it is filed with
NSW Planning and that residents be given a right to consultation on the actual plan before a determination on this EIS
application is made by NSW Planning.
I object to the EIS on the grounds that it fails the Secretary's requirement for "meaningful" consultation. Hundreds of
residents within the proposed project zone were not even notified of feedback sessions. Hundreds of submissions on
the concept design, including a major one from the Inner West Council, were ignored. Consultation is not the
provision of glossy brochures, light on detail, which minimise the negative aspects of a project and state that ever
impact will be managed by a 'plan'.
The high number of residents in both Haberfield and Leichhardt who would require mitigation for horrific night noise
is unacceptable, particularly because promises of mitigation in Haberfield and St Peters during Stage 2 have not
offered adequate protection. The Darley Road proposed construction site has been rejected as highly unsuitable by the
Inner Council Council, its traffic planners and the independent engineer appointed by the council. In fact, the
intersection near the site 9james St and City west Lik), based on TfNSW's own data, is the third most dangerous
intersection in the inner west. despite that, SMC wishes to bring in 100 heavy vehicle movements a day, plus an
additional 70 light vehicle movements. There have been two fatalities directly out front the proposed site and it belied
belief that SMC could seriously consider running hundreds of trucks and heavy machinery into a known traffic and
accident black spot.
SMC was required to consider alternatives. This section in the EIS is tokenistic at best. The City of Sydney came up
with a well thought out alternative plan and this has been ignored in the EIS.
I urge the Secretary of NSW Planning to advise the Minister to reject this EIS, publish, my name and submission in
accordance with the undertaking on your web site, and provide a written response to each of the objections I have
raised.
Its a stupid idea

public transport, please!

This email was sent by Melissa Knight via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set the
FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Melissa provided an email
address (melathome07@yahoo.com.au) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Melissa Knight at me1athome07@yahoo.com.au.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase . org/rfc-3834 . html
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Peter Munro <campaigns@good.do>
Tuesday, 10 October 2017 10:54 AM
DPE CSE Information Planning Mailbox
Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.
SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS.
I strongly object to this proposal in its entirety and urge the Secretary of Planning to advise the Minister to refuse the
application on the grounds below. NSW Planning must require the Proponent to properly and adequately address the
impacts set out below which are not adequately addressed in the EIS. NSW Planning should reject this EIS and
instead recommend to the NSW government that there should be an independent review of WestConnex before more
billions are spent and more residents' lives are damaged.
The noise and air quality studies are completely dependent on the accuracy of the traffic analysis and assumptions. If
the traffic analysis is flawed, so too are the air and noise studies and local road traffic impacts. Only last week Citi
financial analysts in a report to their large investors were of the view that the traffic predictions contained were
unlikely to be achievable. An EIS based on inaccurate traffic analysis cannot be approved.
The economic basis for this project is the approval of further toll roads. Throughout the EIS there are references to the
f6 and Northern beaches Link; it is assumed that these toll roads will, in fact, be built. The issue with this is that the
impacts set out in the EIS rely upon them beign built — that is, traffic will lessen once they are built. However, there is
no certainty this will occur — indeed, the State Opposition is opposed to both projects. Any references to these toll
roads, in the context of impacts from this project, need therefore to be disregarded.
The inadequate traffic analysis shows that even if this tollway and all other proposed tollways are completed, the St
Peters Interchange and Frederick Street in Ashfield will be considerably more congested in 2033 if the project goes
ahead.
We are also concerned that the traffic figures relied upon in the EIS are simply not reliable. AECOM, the company
responsible for this EIS, has a well-documented record of wrongly predicting traffic.
When measuring the impacts in the EIS, it is important to bear in mind the mismanagement of the project to date and
residents have little confidence that any measures set out in the approval document will, in fact, be complied with.
During 2017 residents in St Peters have been subject to appalling odours which have damaged the health of some
community members and damaged the quality of life of much more. SMC has failed to comply with the
environmental protection licence that it was granted as part of previous approvals. I am appalled that these odours are
predicted to possibly continue if Stage 3 is approved. No community should be treated in this manner.
Campbell St and Campbell Rd has lost all of its houses and other buildings to the re-alignment works to take traffic
down to the St Peters Interchange, which is being built on an old toxic rubbish dump. Seeing neighbours' homes
demolished was wrenching and on top of that has been the noise, the dust and traffic and night work in case the
daylight disruption wasn't enough. None of this has been reflected in the 'cumulative impacts' assessment in the EIS
for which there has been no actual assessment at all of the experience of residents during the Stage 2 New M5.
I object to unfiltered stacks in our community (they are planned for Haberfield, St Peters and Rozelle). In Rozelle
there will be an unprecedented concentration of stacks, in a valley, adjacent to densely populated suburbs. I cannot
understand why if the NSW government is spending billions of dollars on this project, it cannot afford to filter the
stacks. I completely reject the statement in the EIS that if after years the unfiltered stacks are shown not to work, more
unfiltered stacks would be a better solution that filtering stacks. The government is exposing itself to a massive risk of
compensation payouts if it does not require filtration of all stacks as a condition of approval.

1

St Peters School would be "neatly" triangulated between the two sets of stacks which rise up above the Princes
Highway. The prevailing winds in our neighbourhood are from the east, so the exhaust from the stacks will blow over
the school whether the wind is coming from the south or the north.
The Environmental Impact Statement for Stage 3 admits that the traffic around St Peters will be worse when both
stages are completed. So we will have to put up with the exhaust from the tunnels and the additional car emissions
from the traffic. Car emissions are known to shorten the lives of those who live within half a kilometre of a busy
roadway. Diesel exhaust from trucks is classed as a carcinogen.
I am concerned that Haberfield and Ashfield residents are being given the apparent choice of two construction plans,
Option A or Option B, both of which will have severe impacts on the community During the Stage one consultation
phase, residents were repeatedly told that after construction of the M4 East, there would be no more above ground
construction in Haberfield. It now appears that they were misled. SMC is already preparing its Preferred Infrastructure
Report which will include its final choice of option. I demand that this report be made public as soon as it is filed with
NSW Planning and that residents be given a right to consultation on the actual plan before a determination on this EIS
application is made by NSW Planning.
I object to the EIS on the grounds that it fails the Secretary's requirement for "meaningful" consultation. Hundreds of
residents within the proposed project zone were not even notified of feedback sessions. Hundreds of submissions on
the concept design, including a major one from the Inner West Council, were ignored. Consultation is not the
provision of glossy brochures, light on detail, which minimise the negative aspects of a project and state that ever
impact will be managed by a 'plan'.
The high number of residents in both Haberfield and Leichhardt who would require mitigation for horrific night noise
is unacceptable, particularly because promises of mitigation in Haberfield and St Peters during Stage 2 have not
offered adequate protection. The Darley Road proposed construction site has been rejected as highly unsuitable by the
Inner Council Council, its traffic planners and the independent engineer appointed by the council. In fact, the
intersection near the site 9james St and City west Lik), based on TfNSW's own data, is the third most dangerous
intersection in the inner west. despite that, SMC wishes to bring in 100 heavy vehicle movements a day, plus an
additional 70 light vehicle movements. There have been two fatalities directly out front the proposed site and it belied
belief that SMC could seriously consider running hundreds of trucks and heavy machinery into a known traffic and
accident black spot.
SMC was required to consider alternatives. This section in the EIS is tokenistic at best. The City of Sydney came up
with a well thought out alternative plan and this has been ignored in the EIS.
I urge the Secretary of NSW Planning to advise the Minister to reject this EIS, publish, my name and submission in
accordance with the undertaking on your web site, and provide a written response to each of the objections I have
raised.
Yours sincerely, Peter Munro 15 School Pde Marrickville 2204
This email was sent by Peter Munro via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set the
FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Peter provided an email
address (munropete@ozemail.com.au) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Peter Munro at munropete@ozemail.com.au.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase.org/rfc-3834.html
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Submissio

Submission to:

Name*

Planning Services,
Department of Planning and Environment
GPO Box 39, Sydney, NSW, 2001

Signature.
Please include / delete (cross out or circle) my personal information when publishing
this submission to your website Declaration : I HAVE NOT made any reportable
political donations in the last 2 ears.

Address:(
Suburb:

LC-kit/ c(4_,

Attn: Director — Transport Assessments
Application Number: SSI 7485 Application
Application Name: WestConnex M4-M5 Link

Postcode

I submit this objection to the WestConnex M4-M5 Link proposals as contained in the EIS application # SSI 7485,
for the following reasons, and ask that the Minister reject the application.
4

This EIS provides no basis on which to approve such a complex project including the building of interchanges underneath Sydney suburbs
Rozelle and Leichhardt. It would be absurd to approve the building of up to three tunnels under people's homes on the basis of such flimsy
information.

.141. Hundreds of risks associated with this project have not been assessed but have instead been deferred to a detailed design stage into which the
public will have no input. I call on the Department of Planning to reject this inadequate EIS that has been prepared by AECOM that has multiple
commercial interests in WestConnex.
The EIS at 7-25 refers to 876 comments (limited to 140 characters) made via the collaborative map on the Concept Design 'up to July' that were
considered in the preparation of the EIS. It does not mention the many hundreds of extended written submissions that were lodged in late July
and early August. These critical 'community engagement' feedback submissions have clearly not been considered in the preparation of the EIS.
This casts doubt over the integrity of the entire EIS process.
4

Increased traffic congestion in areas around portals will increase pollution along roadsides, with predicted adverse impacts on breathing and
through long-term carcinogenic effects. The maps and analysis of the pollution effects in the EIS should be presented in a way that enables
them to be understood by ordinary citizens. Instead information is presented in a way that is deliberately obscure and hard to interpret.

4.

This EIS contains little or no meaningful design and construction detail. It appears to be a wish list not based on actual effects. Everything is

4.

EIS 6.1 (Synthesis, Page 45) states. "

indicative, 'would' not

telling me nothing is actually 'known' for certain — and is certainly not included here.
this may result in changes to both the project design and the construction methodologies described and

assessed in this EIS. Any changes to the project would be reviewed for consistency with the assessment contained in the EIS including relevant
mitigation measures, environmental performance outcomes and any future conditions of approval". It is unstated just who would have
responsibility for such a "review(ed) for consistency", and how these changes would be communicated to the community. The EIS should not be
approved till significant 'uncertainties' have been fully researched and surveyed and the results (and any changes) published for public
comment (ie : the Sydney Water Tunnels issues at 12-57)
4

The original objectives of the project specified improving road and freight access to Sydney Airport and to Port Botany. Neither Stage 2 or 3
provides such access. Both the new M5 and the new M4-M5 Link will dump 1,000s more per day onto the roads to the Airport which are
already at capacity.

4.

There has been no 'meaningful' consultation with the community. Some areas affected by M3/M5 have not even been letterboxed by SMC.
These include St Peters and sections of Erskineville. The SMC received hundreds of submissions on its concept design and failed to respond to
any of these before lodging this EIS.

4

Unfiltered stacks anywhere in Sydney are not unacceptable. There must be a review of the NSW government's unacceptable policy on this
issue. I am appalled that the ex Minister for Planning Rob Stokes who approved the New M5 and unfiltered stacks in St Peters and Haberfield
would declare that he would not have them in his own area. How can residents have any trust in a process that is underpinned by such
hypocrisy.

,r+k The EIS at 7-51 refers to concerns that were raised by the community that the alignment of tunnels in Newtown appeared to go to the east of

King Street, an area that had had no geotech drilling or testing. SMC staff indicated at Community information sessions that the maps included
in the Concept Design were broad and indicative only, and that further details would be available in the EIS. No further details have been
provided. This casts doubt over the integrity of the entire EIS process.
ilk Other Comments

Campaign Mailing Lists : I would like to volunteer and/or be informed about the anti-WestConnex campaigns - My details must be
removed beojJhjymission is lodged, and must be used only for campaign purposes and must not be divulged to other parties
Name

vV

Email

Mobile
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Janet Kossy <campaigns@good.do>
Tuesday, 10 October 2017 9:42 AM
DPE CSE Information Planning Mailbox
Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.
SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS.
This is a shameful project seriously contributing to the destruction of Sydney as a good place to live and helping to
destroy the future of the planet for human habitat.
I strongly object to this proposal in its entirety and urge the Secretary of Planning to advise the Minister to refuse the
application on the grounds below. NSW Planning must require the Proponent to properly and adequately address the
impacts set out below which are not adequately addressed in the EIS. NSW Planning should reject this EIS and
instead recommend to the NSW government that there should be an independent review of WestConnex before more
billions are spent and more residents' lives are damaged.
The noise and air quality studies are completely dependent on the accuracy of the traffic analysis and assumptions. If
the traffic analysis is flawed, so too are the air and noise studies and local road traffic impacts. Only last week Citi
financial analysts in a report to their large investors were of the view that the traffic predictions contained were
unlikely to be achievable. An EIS based on inaccurate traffic analysis cannot be approved.
The economic basis for this project is the approval of further toll roads. Throughout the EIS there are references to the
f6 and Northern beaches Link; it is assumed that these toll roads will, in fact, be built. The issue with this is that the
impacts set out in the EIS rely upon them beign built — that is, traffic will lessen once they are built. However, there is
no certainty this will occur — indeed, the State Opposition is opposed to both projects. Any references to these toll
roads, in the context of impacts from this project, need therefore to be disregarded.
The inadequate traffic analysis shows that even if this tollway and all other proposed tollways are completed, the St
Peters Interchange and Frederick Street in Ashfield will be considerably more congested in 2033 if the project goes
ahead.
We are also concerned that the traffic figures relied upon in the EIS are simply not reliable. AECOM, the company
responsible for this EIS, has a well-documented record of wrongly predicting traffic. Already there are reports that the
traffic for all stages of WestConnex has been overestimated and construction costs underestimated.(SMH 'Pressure
builds on government to sweeten WestConnex sale' 5/10/2017)
When measuring the impacts in the EIS, it is important to bear in mind the mismanagement of the project to date and
residents have little confidence that any measures set out in the approval document will, in fact, be complied with.
During 2017 residents in St Peters have been subject to appalling odours which have damaged the health of some
community members and damaged the quality of life of much more. SMC has failed to comply with the
environmental protection licence that it was granted as part of previous approvals. I am appalled that these odours are
predicted to possibly continue if Stage 3 is approved. No community should be treated in this manner.
Campbell St and Campbell Rd has lost all of its houses and other buildings to the re-alignment works to take traffic
down to the St Peters Interchange, which is being built on an old toxic rubbish dump. Seeing neighbours' homes
demolished was wrenching and on top of that has been the noise, the dust and traffic and night work in case the
daylight disruption wasn't enough. None of this has been reflected in the 'cumulative impacts' assessment in the EIS
for which there has been no actual assessment at all of the experience of residents during the Stage 2 New M5.
I object to unfiltered stacks in our community (they are planned for Haberfield, St Peters and Rozelle). In Rozelle
there will be an unprecedented concentration of stacks, in a valley, adjacent to densely populated suburbs. I cannot
understand why if the NSW government is spending billions of dollars on this project, it cannot afford to filter the
1

stacks. I completely reject the statement in the EIS that if after years the unfiltered stacks are shown not to work, more
unfiltered stacks would be a better solution that filtering stacks. The government is exposing itself to a massive risk of
compensation payouts if it does not require filtration of all stacks as a condition of approval.
St Peters School would be "neatly" triangulated between the two sets of stacks which rise up above the Princes
Highway. The prevailing winds in our neighbourhood are from the east, so the exhaust from the stacks will blow over
the school whether the wind is coming from the south or the north.
The Environmental Impact Statement for Stage 3 admits that the traffic around St Peters will be worse when both
stages are completed. So we will have to put up with the exhaust from the tunnels and the additional car emissions
from the traffic. Car emissions are known to shorten the lives of those who live within half a kilometre of a busy
roadway. Diesel exhaust from trucks is classed as a carcinogen.
I am concerned that Haberfield and Ashfield residents are being given the apparent choice of two construction plans,
Option A or Option B, both of which will have severe impacts on the community. During the Stage one consultation
phase, residents were repeatedly told that after construction of the M4 East, there would be no more above ground
construction in Haberfield. It now appears that they were misled. SMC is already preparing its Preferred Infrastructure
Report which will include its final choice of option. I demand that this report be made public as soon as it is filed with
NSW Planning and that residents be given a right to consultation on the actual plan before a determination on this EIS
application is made by NSW Planning.
I object to the EIS on the grounds that it fails the Secretary's requirement for "meaningful" consultation. Hundreds of
residents within the proposed project zone were not even notified of feedback sessions. Hundreds of submissions on
the concept design, including a major one from the Inner West Council, were ignored. Consultation is not the
provision of glossy brochures, light on detail, which minimise the negative aspects of a project and state that ever
impact will be managed by a 'plan'.
The high number of residents in both Haberfield and Leichhardt who would require mitigation for horrific night noise
is unacceptable, particularly because promises of mitigation in Haberfield and St Peters during Stage 2 have not
offered adequate protection. The Darley Road proposed construction site has been rejected as highly unsuitable by the
Inner Council Council, its traffic planners and the independent engineer appointed by the council. In fact, the
intersection near the site 9james St and City west Lik), based on TfNSW's own data, is the third most dangerous
intersection in the inner west. despite that, SMC wishes to bring in 100 heavy vehicle movements a day, plus an
additional 70 light vehicle movements. There have been two fatalities directly out front the proposed site and it belied
belief that SMC could seriously consider running hundreds of trucks and heavy machinery into a known traffic and
accident black spot.
SMC was required to consider alternatives. This section in the EIS is tokenistic at best. The City of Sydney came up
with a well thought out alternative plan and this has been ignored in the EIS.
I urge the Secretary of NSW Planning to advise the Minister to reject this EIS, publish, my name and submission in
accordance with the undertaking on your website, and provide a written response to each of the objections I have
raised.
Yours sincerely, Janet Kossy 64 Reiby St, Newtown NSW 2042, Australia
This email was sent by Janet Kossy via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set the
FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Janet provided an email
address (jankossy@optusnet.com.au) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Janet Kossy at jankossy@optusnet.com.au.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase . org/rfc-3834 .html
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I object to the WestConnex M4-M5 Link proposals for the following reasons:

I. The volume of extra heavy traffic in the Rozelle
area and the acknowledged impact this will
have on local roads is completely unacceptable
to me.
II. The social and economic impact study fails to
record the great concern for valued Newtown
heritage
III. The EIS identifies hundreds of negative impacts
of the project but always states that they will be
manageable or acceptable even if negative. This
shows the inherent bias in the EIS process.
IV. The consultants for the Social and Economic
Impact study is HillPDA. This company has a
conflict of interest and is not an appropriate
choice to do a social impact study of
WestCONnex. Amongst its services it offers
property valuation services and promotes
property development in what are perceived to
be strategic locations. HillPDA were heavily
involved in work leading to the development of
Urban Growth NSW and the heavily criticised
Parramatta Rd Study. It is not in the public
interest to use public funds on an EIS done by a
company that has such a heavy stake in
property development opportunities along the
Parramatta Rd corridor. One of the advantages
of property development along Parramatta Rd
that Hill PDA promotes on its website is the 33
kilometre WestCONnex.

These impacts are not been taken into account
of evaluating the cost of WestCONnex.
VI. The EIS acknowledges that 'rat running' by cars
to avoid added congestion and delays caused by
construction traffic will put residents at risk.
No only solution is a Management Plan, which
is yet to be developed, and to which the public
will have no impact. This is completely
unacceptable.
VII. The EIS refers to be construction impacts as
being 'temporary'. I do not consider a five year
construction period to be temporary.
VIII. Table 61 in Appendix Q ( Social and
Economic impact) is not an accurate report on
the concerns of residents. It downgrades the
concerns of Newtown, St Peters and Haberfield
residents. It does not even mention concerns
about additional years of construction in
Haberfield and St Peters. It also does not
mention concerns about heritage impacts in
Newtown. I can only assume that this is because
there was almost no consultation in Newtown
and a failure to notify impacted residents
including those on the Eastern Side of King
Street and St Peters.

V. The EIS acknowledges that extra construction
traffic will add to travel times across the Inner
West and have a negative impact on businesses
in the area. No compensation is suggested.
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I submit this objection to the WestConnex M4-M5 Link proposals as contained in the EIS application # SSI
7485, for the following reasons, and ask that the Minister reject the application
o

Stage 3 is the most complex and expensive stage of WestConnex and the government is seeking approval, yet there are no detailed
construction plans so we are not speaking to a real situation.

o
o

The process that has led to this EIS has been undemocratic and obscure, driven by decisions made behind closed doors.
The business case for the project in all three stages has failed to taken into account the external costs of these massive road
projects in air pollution for human and environmental health, in adding fossil fuel emissions to increase global warming effects, and
in the economic and social costs of the disruption to human activities, of displacement of people and businesses and of the
destruction of community cohesion and amenity. These external costs far outweigh any benefits from building roads which poorly
serve people's transport needs but instead enrich private corporations.

o

This EIS contains no meaningful design and construction details and no parameters as to how broad changes and therefore
impacts could be. It therefore fails to allow the community to be informed about and comment on the project impacts in a
meaningful way.

o

The EIS at 7-41 acknowledges that there is great concern in the community that King Street, Newtown, will be made a 24 hour
clearway, stating "Roads and Maritime has no plan to change the existing clearways on King Street". This statement is deliberately
misleading - it infers that SMC has authority in controlling impacts on regional roads. Roads and Maritime have the unfettered
right to declare Clearways wherever and whenever they wish, and RMS has NEVER stated publicly that King Street will not be
subject to extended clearways.

o

The EIS at 12-57 describes possible disruptions of water supply to a vast area of Sydney as a result of tunnelling in the proximity of
two major Sydney Water Tunnels in the Newtown area, stating "Detailed surveys should be undertaken to verify the levels and
condition of these Sydney Water Assets" . Why has an EIS been published that infers that the tunnel alignments have been
thoroughly surveyed and researched, when further survey work could dramatically alter the alignments in the future?

o

There.are estimated 100 heavy and 70 light vehicle movements a day and the plan is to allow a right-hand turn into Darley Road
from the CW Link. The trucks will drive onto Darley Road, turn right into the site and then left back out onto the CW Link, which is
unrealistic given the amount of traffic on these roads now.

o

lam appalled that the Sydney Motorway Corporation could seek approval to build complex interchanges under the suburbs of
Rozelle and Leichhardt on the basis of an EIS that is based on a concept design rather than detailed proposal that includes
engineering plans.

o

The warm and caring words contained in the EIS, ref Sustainability Management Strategy, have not been reflected in the wanton

o

The increased amount of traffic the Ma-Ms Link will dump on the roads to and from the St Peters Interchange will have a heavy

destruction of homes, trees and habitat already. Why should we believe them?

disruptive impact on the local transport routes, whether by vehicle, bus, or active transport (walking and cycling).
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I object to the whole of the WestConnex Project, and the specific WestConnex M4-M5 Link proposals as contained in the EIS
application, for the following reasons:

>

The EIS admits that air pollutants will exceed
permitted levels along the Canal Rd used to
access the St Peters Interchange because the
traffic will be heavier. This is an unacceptable
impact which will adversely affect vehicle users
because it is known that people in their vehicles
are not protected from the air pollution, as well as
anyone on foot or cycling in the streets around the
interchange. No amelioration is offered.

>

The EIS states that traffic congestion around the
St Peters Interchange is expected to be worse
after completion of the M5 and the M4-M5 Link
particularly in the evening peak hour. The EIS
admits that this will have a "moderate negative"
impact on the neighbourhood in increasing
pollution (also admitted separately) therefore in
health impacts, on safety for foot and cycle traffic
but also for vehicles and on the local amenity.

)

The traffic around St Peters expected to be
heavier because of the increased road access to
the new Interchange will adversely affect our
community because moving around to our parks
and to the shops, to the buses and to the train
stations, for pedestrians and cars, will be more
difficult. Our community is being sacrificed for the
marginal improvement in traffic movement
elsewhere in Sydney. No measures to ameliorate
the impact are mentioned. This is unacceptable.

>

The EIS admits that the increased traffic
congestion around the St Peters Interchange will
impact on bus running times especially in the
evening peak hour and increase the time taken

(2.5 minutes, which seems optimistic). The 422
bus and associated cross city services which use
the Princes Highway are notorious for irregular
running times because of the congestion on the
Princes highway and cross roads, so an admitted
worsening of the running time will adversely
impact the people who are dependent on the
buses. This will be compounded by the loss of
train services at St Peters station while it is closed
for the Sydney Metro build and then subsequently
when it re-opens. In all the impact of the new M5
and the M4-M5 link is to worsen access to public
transport significantly for the residents of the St
Peters neighbourhood.
It is obvious the NSW government is in a
desperate rush to get planning approval for the
M4/M5. It has only allowed 60 days for comment
yet the M4/M5 project is the most expensive and
complicated stage of WestConnex. Critically, it
involves building three layers of underground
tunnels under parts of Rozelle. Such tunnelling
does not exist anywhere in the world and as yet
there are no engineering plans for this complex
construction. Approval depends on senior staff in
NSW Planning compliantly agreeing to tick off on
the EIS, as was done with the New M5 and the
M4. This demonstrates a wanton disregard for the
safety of the residents of Rozelle and those who
will be using the tunnel. WHAT IS THE RUSH?
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object to the WestConnex M4-M5 Link proposals for the following reasons:
A. The social and economic impact study notes the
high value placed on community networks and

feedback on the negative impacts on
communities and businesses in the area.

social inclusion but does nothing to seriously
evaluate the social impacts.on these of

E. It is clear from reading the EIS that the impacts

WestCONnex. Any genuine assessment would

of the project on traffic congestion and travel

draw on experience with the New M5 and MA

times across the region during five years of

East rather than ignoring it.This lack of genuine

construction will be negative and

engagement with social impact reduces the study

substantial. Five years is a long time. At the end

to the level of a demographic description and a

of the day, the result of the project will also be

series of bland value statement

more traffic congestion although not necessarily.
in the same places as now. There needs to be a •

B. The EIS states that spoil haulage hours will be
restricted but ignores the fact that the same was

serious cost benefit analysis before the project
proceeds further.

promised for the M4 East but these promises
F. Table 6.1 in Appendix Q ( Social and Economic

have been ignored repeatedly.

impact) is not an accurate report on the
C. The EIS states "Direct and indirect traffic

concerns of residents. It downplays concerns of

disruptions are likely to be experienced on local

Newtown, St Peters and Haberfield residents. It

and arterial roads in most suburbs that are in

does not even mention concerns about

close proximity to construction sites. This would

additional years of construction in Haberfield

include the suburbs of Ashfield, Haberfield, St

and St Peters. The raises the question of whether

Peters, Camperdown, Annandale, Lilyfield,

this is a result of the failure of SMC to notify

Leichhardt, and Rozelle." Despite this finding,

impacted residents including those on the

the study then pushes these negative impacts

Eastern Side of King Street and St Peters about

aside as inevitable. There is never any

the potential impacts of the M4 M5

•

evaluation of whether in the light of the negative
impacts an alternative public infrastructure

G. The EIS identifies a risk to children from
construction traffic at Haberfield School. I find

project might be preferable.

such risks unacceptable and am not satisfied with
D. The impacts on The Crescent and Annandale are

a promise of a Plan to which the public is

massive and were not sufficiently revealed in the

excluding from viewing or providing feedback

Concept Design to enable residents to give
A

until it is published.

ee'r-
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This EIS provides no basis on which to approve such a complex project including the building of interchanges underneath Sydney
suburbs Rozelle and Leichhardt. It would be absurd to approve the building of up to three tunnels under people's homes on the
basis of such flimsy information.

+

Hundreds of risks associated with this project have not been assessed but have instead been deferred to a detailed design stage
into which the public will have no input. I call on the Department of Planning to reject this inadequate EIS that has been prepared
by AECOM that has multiple commercial interests in WestConnex.

+

The EIS at 7-25 refers to 876 comments (limited to 140 characters) made via the collaborative map on the Concept Design 'up to
July' that were considered in the preparation of the EIS. It does not mention the many hundreds of extended written submissions
that were lodged in late July and early August. These critical 'community engagement' feedback submissions have clearly not
been considered in the preparation of the EIS. This casts doubt over the integrity of the entire EIS process.

+

Increased traffic congestion in areas around portals will increase pollution along roadsides, with predicted adverse impacts on
breathing and through long-term carcinogenic effects. The maps and analysis of the pollution effects in the EIS should be
presented in a way that enables them to be understood by ordinary citizens. Instead information is presented in a way that is
deliberately obscure and hard to interpret.

+

This EIS contains little or no meaningful design and construction detail. It appears to be a wish list not based on actual
effects. Everything is indicative, 'would' not

telling me nothing is actually 'known' for certain — and is certainly not included

here.
+

EIS 6.1 (Synthesis, Page 45) states. "

this may result in changes to both the project design and the construction methodologies

described and assessed in this EIS. Any changes to the project would be reviewed for consistency with the assessment contained in
the EIS including relevant mitigation measures, environmental performance outcomes and any future conditions of approval". It is
unstated just who would have responsibility for such a "review(ed) for consistency", and how these changes would be
communicated to the community. The EIS should not be approved till significant 'uncertainties' have been fully researched and
surveyed and the results (and any changes) published for public comment (ie : the Sydney Water Tunnels issues at 12-57)
4-

The original objectives of the project specified improving road and freight access to Sydney Airport and to Port Botany. Neither
Stage 2 or 3 provides such access. Both the new M5 and the new M4-M5 Link will dump 1,000s more per day onto the roads to
the Airport which are already at capacity.

+

There has been no 'meaningful' consultation with the community. Some areas affected by M3/M5 have not even been
letterboxed by SMC. These include St Peters and sections of Erskineville. The SMC received hundreds of submissions on its
concept design and failed to respond to any of these before lodging this EIS.

+

Unfiltered stacks anywhere in Sydney are not unacceptable. There must be a review of the NSW government's unacceptable
policy on this issue. I am appalled that the ex Minister for Planning Rob Stokes who approved the New M5 and unfiltered stacks
in St Peters and Haberfield would declare that he would not have them in his own area. How can residents have any trust in a
process that is underpinned by such hypocrisy.

+

The EIS at 7-51 refers to concerns that were raised by the community that the alignment of tunnels in Newtown appeared to go
to the east of King Street, an area that had had no geotech drilling or testing. SMC staff indicated at Community information
sessions that the maps included in the Concept Design were broad and indicative only, and that further details would be available
in the EIS. No further details have been provided. This casts doubt over the integrity of the entire EIS process
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I object to the whole of the WestConnex Project, and the specific WestConnex M4-M5 Link proposals as contained
in the EIS application, for the following reasons:
A. The social and economic impact study notes the
high value placed on community networks and
social inclusion but does nothing to seriously
evaluate the social impacts on these of

feedback on the negative impacts on communities
and businesses in the area.
E. It is clear from reading the EIS that the impacts of

WestCONnex. Any genuine assessment would

the project on traffic congestion and travel times

draw on experience with the New M5 and M4 East

across the region during five years of construction

rather than ignoring it.This lack of genuine

will be negative and substantial. Five years is a

engagement with social impact reduces the study

long time. At the end of the day, the result of the

to the level of a demographic description and a

project will also be more traffic congestion

series of bland value statement

'although not necessarily in the same places as now.

B. The EIS states that spoil haulage hours will be
restricted but ignores the fact that the same was
promised for the M4 East but these promises have
been ignored repeatedly.

There needs to be a serious cost benefit analysis
before the project proceeds further.
F. Table 6.1 in Appendix Q ( Social and Economic
impact) is not an accurate report on the concerns
of residents. It downplays concerns of Newtown, St

C. The EIS states "Direct and indirect traffic
disruptions are likely to be experienced on local
and arterial roads in most suburbs that are in close

- Peters and Haberfield residents. It does not even
mention concerns about additional years of
construction in Haberfield and St Peters. The

proximity to construction sites. This would include

raises the question of whether this is a result of

the suburbs of Ashfield, Haberfield, St Peters,
Camperdown, Annandale, Lilyfield, Leichhardt,

the failure of SMC to notify impacted residents
including those on the Eastern Side of King Street

and Rozelle." Despite this finding, the study then

and St Peters about the potential impacts of the M4

pushes these negafive-impa-cts—aside as inevitable.

M5

There is never any evaluation of whether in the
light of the negative impacts an alternative public
infrastructure project might be preferable.

G. The EIS identifies a risk to children from
construction traffic at Haberfield School. I find
such risks unacceptable and am not satisfied with a

D. The impacts on The Crescent and Annandale are
massive and were not sufficiently revealed in the
Concept Design to enable residents to give

promise of a Plan to which the public is excluding
from viewing or providing feedback until it is
published.
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Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.
SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS.
I strongly object to this proposal in its entirety and urge the Secretary of Planning to advise the Minister to refuse the
application on the grounds below. NSW Planning must require the Proponent to properly and adequately address the
impacts set out below which are not adequately addressed in the EIS. NSW Planning should reject this EIS and
instead recommend to the NSW government that there should be an independent review of WestConnex before more
billions are spent and more residents' lives are damaged.
The noise and air quality studies are completely dependent on the accuracy of the traffic analysis and assumptions. If
the traffic analysis is flawed, so too are the air and noise studies and local road traffic impacts. Only last week Citi
financial analysts in a report to their large investors were of the view that the traffic predictions contained were
unlikely to be achievable. An EIS based on inaccurate traffic analysis cannot be approved.
The economic basis for this project is the approval of further toll roads. Throughout the EIS there are references to the
f6 and Northern beaches Link; it is assumed that these toll roads will, in fact, be built. The issue with this is that the
impacts set out in the EIS rely upon them beign built — that is, traffic will lessen once they are built. However, there is
no certainty this will occur — indeed, the State Opposition is opposed to both projects. Any references to these toll
roads, in the context of impacts from this project, need therefore to be disregarded.
The inadequate traffic analysis shows that even if this tollway and all other proposed tollways are completed, the St
Peters Interchange and Frederick Street in Ashfield will be considerably more congested in 2033 if the project goes
ahead.
We are also concerned that the traffic figures relied upon in the EIS are simply not reliable. AECOM, the company
responsible for this EIS, has a well-documented record of wrongly predicting traffic. Already there are reports that the
traffic for all stages of WestConnex has been overestimated and construction costs underestimated.(SMH 'Pressure
builds on government to sweeten WestConnex sale' 5/10/2017)
When measuring the impacts in the EIS, it is important to bear in mind the mismanagement of the project to date and
residents have little confidence that any measures set out in the approval document will, in fact, be complied with.
During 2017 residents in St Peters have been subject to appalling odours which have damaged the health of some
community members and damaged the quality of life of many more. SMC has failed to comply with the
environmental protection licence that it was granted as part of previous approvals. I am appalled that these odours are
predicted to possibly continue if Stage 3 is approved. No community should be treated in this manner
Campbell St and Campbell Rd has lost all of its houses and other buildings to the re-alignment works to take traffic
down to the St Peters Interchange, which is being built on an old toxic rubbish dump. Seeing neighbours' homes
demolished was wrenching and on top of that has been the noise, the dust and traffic and night work in case the
daylight disruption wasn't enough. None of this has been reflected in the 'cumulative impacts' assessment in the EIS
for which there has been no actual assessment at all of the experience of residents during the Stage 2 New M5.
I object to unfiltered stacks in our community (they are planned for Haberfield, St Peters and Rozelle). In Rozelle
there will be an unprecedented concentration of stacks, in a valley, adjacent to densely populated suburbs. I cannot
understand why if the NSW government is spending billions of dollars on this project, it cannot afford to filter the
stacks. I completely reject the statement in the EIS that if after years the unfiltered stacks are shown not to work, more
unfiltered stacks would be a better solution than filtering stacks. The government is exposing itself to a massive risk
of compensation payouts if it does not require filtration of all stacks as a condition of approval.

St Peters School would be "neatly" triangulated between the two sets of stacks which rise up above the Princes
Highway. The prevailing winds in our neighbourhood are from the east, so the exhaust from the stacks will blow over
the school whether the wind is coming from the south or the north.
The Environmental Impact Statement for Stage 3 admits that the traffic around St Peters will be worse when both
stages are completed. So we will have to put up with the exhaust from the tunnels and the additional car emissions
from the traffic. Car emissions are known to shorten the lives of those who live within half a kilometre of a busy
roadway. Diesel exhaust from trucks is classed as a carcinogen.
I am concerned that Haberfield and Ashfield residents are being given the apparent choice of two construction plans,
Option A or Option B, both of which will have severe impacts on the community During the Stage one consultation
phase, residents were repeatedly told that after construction of the M4 East, there would be no more above ground
construction in Haberfield. It now appears that they were misled. SMC is already preparing its Preferred Infrastructure
Report which will include its final choice of option. I demand that this report be made public as soon as it is filed with
NSW Planning and that residents be given a right to consultation on the actual plan before a determination on this EIS
application is made by NSW Planning.
I object to the EIS on the grounds that it fails the Secretary's requirement for "meaningful" consultation. Hundreds of
residents within the proposed project zone were not even notified of feedback sessions. Hundreds of submissions on
the concept design, including a major one from the Inner West Council, were ignored. Consultation is not the
provision of glossy brochures, light on detail, which minimise the negative aspects of a project and state that ever
impact will be managed by a 'plan'.
The high number of residents in both Haberfield and Leichhardt who would require mitigation for horrific night noise
is unacceptable, particularly because promises of mitigation in Haberfield and St Peters during Stage 2 have not
offered adequate protection. The Darley Road proposed construction site has been rejected as highly unsuitable by the
Inner West Council, its traffic planners and the independent engineer appointed by the council. In fact, the
intersection near the site 9 James St and City west Link), based on TfNSW's own data, is the third most dangerous
intersection in the inner west. Despite that, SMC wishes to bring in 100 heavy vehicle movements a day, plus an
additional 70 light vehicle movements. There have been two fatalities directly out front of the proposed site and it
belied belief that SMC could seriously consider running hundreds of trucks and heavy machinery into a known traffic
and accident black spot.
SMC was required to consider alternatives. This section in the EIS is tokenistic at best. The City of Sydney came up
with a well thought out alternative plan and this has been ignored in the EIS.
I urge the Secretary of NSW Planning to advise the Minister to reject this EIS, publish, my name and submission in
accordance with the undertaking on your web site, and provide a written response to each of the objections I have
raised.
Yours sincerely, Ivana Garner 14 Margate St, Ramsgate NSW 2217, Australia
This email was sent by Ivana Garner via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set the
FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Ivana provided an email
address (athos6@optusnet.com.au) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Ivana Garner at athos6@optusnet.com.au.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfebase . org/rfc-3834 . html
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Stevens <campaigns@good.do>
Tuesday, 10 October 2017 10:13 AM
DPE CSE Information Planning Mailbox
Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.
SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS.
This is not just a standard response to the EIS. I am deeply concerned at the impact this project will have on the
greater Sydney area, the monetary cost to drivers and the diversion of public funds from Public transport
infrastructure.
I strongly object to this proposal in its entirety and urge the Secretary of Planning to advise the Minister to refuse the
application on the grounds below. NSW Planning must require the Proponent to properly and adequately address the
impacts set out below which are not adequately addressed in the EIS. NSW Planning should reject this EIS and
instead recommend to the NSW government that there should be an independent review of WestConnex before more
billions are spent and more residents' lives are damaged.
The noise and air quality studies are completely dependent on the accuracy of the traffic analysis and assumptions. If
the traffic analysis is flawed, so too are the air and noise studies and local road traffic impacts. Only last week Citi
financial analysts in a report to their large investors were of the view that the traffic predictions contained were
unlikely to be achievable. An EIS based on inaccurate traffic analysis cannot be approved.
The economic basis for this project is the approval of further toll roads. Throughout the EIS there are references to the
f6 and Northern beaches Link; it is assumed that these toll roads will, in fact, be built. The issue with this is that the
impacts set out in the EIS rely upon them beign built — that is, traffic will lessen once they are built. However, there is
no certainty this will occur — indeed, the State Opposition is opposed to both projects. Any references to these toll
roads, in the context of impacts from this project, need therefore to be disregarded.
The inadequate traffic analysis shows that even if this tollway and all other proposed tollways are completed, the St
Peters Interchange and Frederick Street in Ashfield will be considerably more congested in 2033 if the project goes
ahead.
We are also concerned that the traffic figures relied upon in the EIS are simply not reliable. AECOM, the company
responsible for this EIS, has a well-documented record of wrongly predicting traffic. Already there are reports that the
traffic for all stages of WestConnex has been overestimated and construction costs underestimated.(SMH 'Pressure
builds on government to sweeten WestConnex sale' 5/10/2017)
When measuring the impacts in the EIS, it is important to bear in mind the mismanagement of the project to date and
residents have little confidence that any measures set out in the approval document will, in fact, be complied with.
During 2017 residents in St Peters have been subject to appalling odours which have damaged the health of some
community members and damaged the quality of life of much more. SMC has failed to comply with the
environmental protection licence that it was granted as part of previous approvals. I am appalled that these odours are
predicted to possibly continue if Stage 3 is approved. No community should be treated in this manner
Campbell St and Campbell Rd has lost all of its houses and other buildings to the re-alignment works to take traffic
down to the St Peters Interchange, which is being built on an old toxic rubbish dump. Seeing neighbours' homes
demolished was wrenching and on top of that has been the noise, the dust and traffic and night work in case the
daylight disruption wasn't enough. None of this has been reflected in the 'cumulative impacts' assessment in the EIS
for which there has been no actual assessment at all of the experience of residents during the Stage 2 New M5.
I object to unfiltered stacks in our community (they are planned for Haberfield, St Peters and Rozelle). In Rozelle
there will be an unprecedented concentration of stacks, in a valley, adjacent to densely populated suburbs. I cannot
1

understand why if the NSW government is spending billions of dollars on this project, it cannot afford to filter the
stacks. I completely reject the statement in the EIS that if after years the unfiltered stacks are shown not to work, more
unfiltered stacks would be a better solution that filtering stacks. The government is exposing itself to a massive risk of
compensation payouts if it does not require filtration of all stacks as a condition of approval.
St Peters School would be "neatly" triangulated between the two sets of stacks which rise up above the Princes
Highway. The prevailing winds in our neighbourhood are from the east, so the exhaust from the stacks will blow over
the school whether the wind is coming from the south or the north.
The Environmental Impact Statement for Stage 3 admits that the traffic around St Peters will be worse when both
stages are completed. So we will have to put up with the exhaust from the tunnels and the additional car emissions
from the traffic. Car emissions are known to shorten the lives of those who live within half a kilometre of a busy
roadway. Diesel exhaust from trucks is classed as a carcinogen.
I am concerned that Haberfield and Ashfield residents are being given the apparent choice of two construction plans,
Option A or Option B, both of which will have severe impacts on the community During the Stage one consultation
phase, residents were repeatedly told that after construction of the M4 East, there would be no more above ground
construction in Haberfield. It now appears that they were misled. SMC is already preparing its Preferred Infrastructure
Report which will include its final choice of option. I demand that this report be made public as soon as it is filed with
NSW Planning and that residents be given a right to consultation on the actual plan before a determination on this EIS
application is made by NSW Planning.
I object to the EIS on the grounds that it fails the Secretary's requirement for "meaningful" consultation. Hundreds of
residents within the proposed project zone were not even notified of feedback sessions. Hundreds of submissions on
the concept design, including a major one from the Inner West Council, were ignored. Consultation is not the
provision of glossy brochures, light on detail, which minimise the negative aspects of a project and state that ever
impact will be managed by a 'plan'.
The high number of residents in both Haberfield and Leichhardt who would require mitigation for horrific night noise
is unacceptable, particularly because promises of mitigation in Haberfield and St Peters during Stage 2 have not
offered adequate protection. The Darley Road proposed construction site has been rejected as highly unsuitable by the
Inner Council Council, its traffic planners and the independent engineer appointed by the council. In fact, the
intersection near the site 9james St and City west Lik), based on TfNSW's own data, is the third most dangerous
intersection in the inner west. despite that, SMC wishes to bring in 100 heavy vehicle movements a day, plus an
additional 70 light vehicle movements. There have been two fatalities directly out front the proposed site and it belied
belief that SMC could seriously consider running hundreds of trucks and heavy machinery into a known traffic and
accident black spot.
SMC was required to consider alternatives. This section in the EIS is tokenistic at best. The City of Sydney came up
with a well thought out alternative plan and this has been ignored in the EIS.
I urge the Secretary of NSW Planning to advise the Minister to reject this EIS, publish, my name and submission in
accordance with the undertaking on your web site, and provide a written response to each of the objections I have
raised.
Yours sincerely, James Stevens 69 Lawrence St, Alexandria NSW 2015, Australia
This email was sent by James Stevens via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set the
FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however James provided an email
address (fuzziegang@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to James Stevens at fuzziegang@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase . org/rfc-3834 .html
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James Stevens
fuzziegang@gmail.com
69 Lawrence St
Alexandria NSW 2015 Australia

Your view on the application: I object to it

Attn: Secretary re WestConnex M4-M5 Link EIS, project number SSI 16_7485
I write to express my strong objection to the WestConnex M4-M5 Link EIS tollroad proposal.
Global experience of major toll roads demonstrates that these projects are enormously expensive and counterproductive. WestConnex will increase air pollution and global warming and encourage more car use, quickly
filling the increased road capacity. It is not a sustainable solution to Sydney's congestion problem. The negative
impacts on the health and well-being of local community's both in the construction and operation phases are
unacceptable.
The fact that the State Government released this EIS just 2 weeks after submissions closed for comment on the
M4-M5 Link Concept Design, undermines community confidence that this is a genuine consultation process.
The impending sale of over 51% of WestConnex means that the government will transfer the whole of
WestConnex and the construction of M4-M5 Link project completely into the hands of a private company which
will not give adequate protections to the community.
In particular I object to the M4-M5 Link because:
1) it will induce more traffic into the Inner West with increases in congestion on already highly congested major
roads and increased congestion on local roads as commuters avoid the expensive tolls.
2) it will increase the negative health impacts by increasing toxic fine particle pollution especially in the vicinity
of the unfiltered ventilation stacks which are located near schools and homes.
3) it will destroy the Rozelle to Balmain rail corridor thus removing the option for a rail link to the Balmain
peninsula and the White Bay precinct.
4) it will impose significant and unsustainable tolls on western Sydney communities who will not have adequate
public transport alternatives.
5) it will lead to the imposition of more clearways on high streets in the inner west which will destroy businesses
and community amenity.
6) it will potentially damage significant aboriginal and non aboriginal heritage in the inner west.

Extra comments

Crony capitalist â€deveIopersâ€TM destroying communities and our environment whilst lining
their pockets with public money. WestCONnex is a rort.

I have read the Department's Privacy Statement and agree to the Department using my submission in the ways
it describes. I understand this includes full publication on the Department's website of my submission, any
attachments, and any of my personal information in those documents, and possible supply to third parties such
as state agencies, local government and the proponent.
I have not made a reportable donation to a political party.

Yours sincerely,

James Stevens

000499

DepFrtment of Planning
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000499-M00001
I object to the WestConnex M4-M5 Link proposals as contained in the EIS application
# SSI 7485. for the reasons set out below.
Name: Lit1P--A5A—
Signature-

Suburb-

Application Number: SSI 7485

A fpfel-a--1G

BPn-m44-7

Postcode

0 I am concerned that while the EIS finds that

Planning Services,
Department of Planning and
Environment
GPO Box 39, Sydney, NSW, 2001
Attn: Director - Transport Assessments

publishing this submission to your website
Please include my personal infor i ation w
Declaration • I HAVE NOT made any reportable political donations in the last 2 years.

Address-

Submission to:

1-1

Application Name: WestConnex M4-M5
Link

0 The EIS states that property damage due to

tolls do weigh more heavily on lower income

ground movement may occur. We object to

motorists, there is no serious analysis of the

the project in its entirety on this basis. The

blatant unfairness of letting of private

EIS states that 'settlement, induced by tunnel

consortium toll people for decades in order

excavation, and groundwater drawdown, may

to pay for less profitable tollways for

occur in some areas along the tunnel

wealthier communities.

alignment'. The risk of ground movement is
lessened where tunnelling is more than 35

0 EIS 6.1 (Synthesis, Page 45) states. "

this

may result in changes to both the project
design and the construction methodologies
described and assessed in this EIS. Any
changes to the project would be reviewed
for consistency with the assessment
contained in the EIS including relevant
mitigation measures, environmental
performance outcomes and any future
conditions of approval". It is unstated just
who would have responsibility for such a
"review(ed) for consistency", and how these
changes would be communicated to the
community. The EIS should not be approved
till significant 'uncertainties' have been fully
researched and surveyed and the results (and
any changes) published for public comment
(ie : the Sydney Water Tunnels issues at 1257)

metres. However, some tunnelling is at less
than 10 metres. This proposed tunnel
alignment creates an unacceptable risk of
ground movement. In addition, the EIS states
that there are a number of discrete areas to
the north and northwest of the Rozelle Rail
Yards, to the north of Campbell Road at St
Peters and in the vicinity of Lord Street at
Newtown where ground water movement
above 20 milliliters is predicted 'strict limits
on the degree of settlement permitted would
be imposed on the project" and 'damage'
would be rectified at no cost to the owner.
would be placed (Executive Summary, xvii iii). The project should not be permitted to
be delivered in such a way that there is a
known risk to property damage that cannot
be mitigated to an acceptable level of risk.

000499-M00002
I submit nw stmnaest objections to the WestConnex Mii-M5 Link propncols as
contained in the EIS application # SS/ 74851 for the reasons set out below.
Name-

L1IP4 3 A Ki

Submission to:
Planning Services,
Department of Planning and Environment
GPO Box 39, Sydney, NSW, 2001

k_e)

Signature: .....

Attn: Director - Transport Assessments

Please include my persona
n when publishing this submission to your website
Declaration: I HAVE NOT made any reportable political donations in the last 2 years.
Address:

bi- 4

Suburb:

l /1-f
5 hul

Application Number: SSI 74135
Application Name:
WestConnex IlLi-M5 Link

IVI-Ri-ING
Postcode

4-

• The project fails to address its most fundamental objective of connecting to Port Botany, the genesis of the entire enterprise
•••
•••• Noise impacts - Pyrmont Bridge Road site - The EIS indicates that residents will be subjected to severe noise impacts for up
to 4 months, caused by the long-term construction work proposed for this site which includes 8 weeks to demolish
buildings, followed by 6 weeks to establish construction facilities, with pavement and infrastructure works required (EIS, 10112) The EIS contains limited mitigation proposed to manage such impacts.
+

Volumes on the main links (the trunks) cannot be as high as what is claimed in the EIS. It is physically untenable.

+

I object to this stage of WestConnex which doesn't benefit western Sydney in any way because it doesn't even include the
links to Port Botany or Sydney Airport which were the main justification for the whole project

••.° Because the strategic model does not limit the volume on road links and at intersection to their ceiling capacity; it cannot
(and was not designed to) be used precisely as it is. A mesoscopic model, which can provide more a far greater level of detail
than the strategic model used would have ensured a more thorough analysis of the networks' ability to cope with the traffic
predicted.
•••• The EIS focusses on the impact of construction traffic during commuter peak-hours. Given the EIS notes that constructionrelated vehicles will be limited during peak-hours, information should be provided on the impact of construction-related
vehicles when both traffic volumes are higher - in particular during weekday lunch peak and Saturday lunch peak for sites
like the Pyrmont Bridge Road Tunnel Site where operations are proposed 24/7. (Tables 8-46, 8-47, 8-48, 8-51, 8-52, 8-53).
•••• The EIS does not require an acoustic shed and states that 'Acoustic barriers and devices at the access tunnel entrances would
be considered and implemented where reasonable and feasible to minimise potential noise impacts associated with out-ofhours works within the tunnels.'
•••• SMC have made it extremely difficult for the community to access hard copies of the EIS. The local Glebe library only has
one copy and this is the situation at other local libraries. There are very limited hours of access to these locations outside
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Larisa Wasylenko <campaigns@good.do >
Saturday, 14 October 2017 12:43 PM
DPE CSE Information Planning Mailbox
Submission to WestConnex New M4/M5 EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

Attn: Secretary, re: WestConnex M4/M5 EIS, Project Number SSI 16_7485.
SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION TO WESTCONNEX M4/M5 LINK EIS.
I strongly object to this proposal in its entirety and urge the Secretary of Planning to advise the Minister to refuse the
application on the grounds below. NSW Planning must require the Proponent to properly and adequately address the
impacts set out below which are not adequately addressed in the EIS. NSW Planning must reject this EIS and instead
recommend to the NSW government that there should be an independent review of WestConnex before more billions
are spent and more residents' lives are damaged.
The EIS is based on an indicative design and has insufficient detail for the impacts to be properly assessed and
addressed, and the public consultation has been woefully inadequate.
The EIS states 'the detail of the design and construction approach is indicative only based on a concept design and is
subject to detailed design and construction planning to be undertaken by the successful contractors.' The community
will have no opportunity to comment on the Preferred Infrastructure Report which forms the basis of the approval
conditions. This means the community will have limited say in the management of the impacts identified in the EIS.
The EIS needs to provide an opportunity for the community to meaningfully input into this report and approval
conditions.
I object to the indicative design for the Rozelle Interchange. Sydney Motorway Corporation has not been able to
identify any other similar underground interchange project anywhere in the world or find a construction company to
build it. This EIS should be rejected because it would be absurd to approve such a design concept without evidence
that it could be constructed.
The EIS shows that traffic on the City West Link, Johnston St, the Crescent, Catherine St and Ross street would
greatly increase during the construction period and also be greatly increased if Stage 3 were ever completed. It states
that Stage 3 would do nothing to improve traffic congestion in the area, in fact it will add to the problem. Many of
these areas are already congested at peak times. Even the EIS recognises that this would have a negative impact on the
local area as more and more people try to avoid the congestion by using rat runs through local streets.
I completely reject the notion that unfiltered pollution stacks should be built anywhere in Sydney, let alone three or
four in a single area. I am particularly concerned that schools would be near such unfiltered stacks.
The EIS states, there are at least 5 schools that will be in the orbit of these poisonous fumes. Children and the elderly
are most at risk of lung ailments. The Education Minister Rob Stokes declared in 2017, that "No ventilation shafts
will be built near any school." in his electorate. The same should be applied in all areas of Sydney and the government
needs to urgently review its policy of support for unfiltered stacks.
I object to the use of Darley Rd, Leichhardt as a dive site. The site cannot accommodate the projected traffic
movements without jeopardising the road network. Darley Road is a critical access road for the residents of
Leichhardt and the inner west to access and cross the City West Link. As the EIS acknowledges and anyone who have
driven there knows, this route is already congested at peak hours. The intersection at James Street and the City West
link already has queues at the traffic lights. The only other option for commuters to access the city West Link is to use
Norton Street, a two-lane largely commercial strip which is already at capacity. The addition of hundreds of trucks
and contractor vehicles will result in traffic grinding to a halt and traffic chaos at this critical juncture with commuter
travel times drastically increased.

I object to the acquisition of this site on the basis that Dan Murphys renovated and started a new business in
December 2016, in full knowledge that they were to be acquired, with the acquisition process commencing early
November 2016. This is maladministration of public money and the taxpayer should not be left to foot the
compensation bill in these circumstances. With the Premier having now been referred to ICAC over the lease
extension granted over this site, it is very clear that there has been a lack of transparency in the dealings with this site.
The noise and air quality studies are completely dependent on the accuracy of the traffic analysis and assumptions. If
the traffic analysis is flawed, so too are the air and noise studies and local road traffic impacts. Only last week Citi
financial analysts in a report to their large investors were of the view that the traffic predictions contained were
unlikely to be achievable. An EIS based on inaccurate traffic analysis cannot be approved.
The economic basis for this project is the approval of further toll roads. Throughout the EIS there are references to the
f6 and Northern beaches Link; it is assumed that these toll roads will, in fact, be built. The issue with this is that the
impacts set out in the EIS rely upon them being built — that is, traffic will lessen once they are built. However, there is
no certainty this will occur.. Any references to these toll roads, in the context of impacts from this project, need
therefore to be disregarded.
The inadequate traffic analysis shows that even if this tollway and all other proposed tollways are completed, the St
Peters Interchange and Frederick Street in Ashfield will be considerably more congested in 2033 if the project goes
ahead.
We are also concerned that the traffic figures relied upon in the EIS are simply not reliable. AECOM, the company
responsible for this EIS, has a well-documented record of wrongly predicting traffic. Already there are reports that the
traffic for all stages of WestConnex has been overestimated and construction costs underestimated.(SMH 'Pressure
builds on government to sweeten WestConnex sale' 5/10/2017)
Reductions of volumes of traffic on Parramatta Rd, King Georges Road or the existing M5 are asserted but the model
which projects these effects is not provided for scrutiny or independent assessnient. The model's margin for error is
not stated. The rest of the benefits all depend on the asserted traffic reductions generating improved travel times and
better bus services or freight movement etc. So far the experience of the growth of traffic on Parramatta Rd in
response to the re-imposition of tolls on the widened section of the M4 gives us leave to doubt these touted benefits.
There is reference in the EIS to the WestConnex Road Traffic Model version 2.3 (WRTM v2.3), a strategic traffic
model that has been used in the traffic analysis. This model was developed by the NSW Roads and Maritime Services
who have constantly pushed a motorway agenda to the disadvantage of the development of more public transport.
There is insufficient explanation of the nature of the model, where it can be accessed and what function it plays in the
analysis. There is no clear explanation of how the assumptions that underpin the WRTM have changed between EIS
stages. Since so much else in the EIS including noise and air quality predictions are dependent on this forecasting, the
lack of transparency makes it difficult for the EIS to be subject to independent critique.
When measuring the impacts in the EIS, it is important to bear in mind the mismanagement of the project to date and
residents have little confidence that any measures set out in the approval document will, in fact, be complied with.
During 2017 residents in St Peters have been subject to appalling odours which have damaged the health of some
community members and damaged the quality of life of much more. SMC has failed to comply with the
environmental protection licence that it was granted as part of previous approvals. I am appalled that these odours are
predicted to possibly continue if Stage 3 is approved. No community should be treated in this manner.
The Environmental Impact Statement for Stage 3 admits that the traffic around St Peters will be worse when both
stages are completed. So we will have to put up with the exhaust from the tunnels and the additional car emissions
from the traffic. Car emissions are known to shorten the lives of those who live within half a kilometre of a busy
roadway. Diesel exhaust from trucks is classed as a carcinogen.
I am also concerned that Haberfield and Ashfield residents are being given the apparent choice of two construction
plans, Option A or Option B, both of which will have severe impacts on the community. During the Stage one
consultation phase, residents were repeatedly told that after construction of the M4 East, there would be no more
above ground construction in Haberfield. It now appears that they were misled. SMC is already preparing its Preferred
Infrastructure Report which will include its final choice of option. I demand that this report be made public as soon as
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it is filed with NSW Planning and that residents be given a right to consultation on the actual plan before a
determination on this EIS application is made by NSW Planning.
There are overlaps in the construction periods of the New M5 and M4 of up to one year. This will significantly
worsen impacts for residents close to construction areas. No additional mitigation or any compensation is offered for
residents for these periods.(Executive Summary xxvii). It is unacceptable that residents should have these prolonged
periods of exposure to more than one project. The EIS makes no attempt to seriously research the current impacts on
residents, measure what the cumulative impacts would be or make suggestions that would mitigate the cumulative
impact of these prolonged periods of construction noise exposure.
I strongly object to the EIS on the grounds that it fails the Secretary's requirement for "meaningful" consultation.
Hundreds of residents within the proposed project zone were not even notified of feedback sessions. Hundreds of
submissions on the concept design, including a major one from the Inner West Council, were ignored. Consultation is
not the provision of glossy brochures, light on detail, which minimise the negative aspects of a project and state that
ever impact will be managed by a 'plan'.
SMC was required to consider alternatives. This section in the EIS is tokenistic at best. The City of Sydney came up
with a well thought out alternative plan and this has been ignored in the EIS.
I urge the Secretary of NSW Planning to advise the Minister to reject this EIS, publish, my name and submission in
accordance with the undertaking on your website, and provide a written response to each of the objections I have
raised.
Yours sincerely, Larisa Wasylenko 64A Darling St, Balmain East NSW 2041, Australia
This email was sent by Larisa Wasylenko via Do Gooder, a website that allows people
to contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set the
FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Larisa provided an email
address (larisa.wasylenko@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Larisa Wasylenko at larisa.wasylenko@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfcbase.org/rfc-3834.html
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Larisa Wasylenko
larisa.wasylenko@gmail.com
64A Darling St
Balmain East NSW 2041 Australia

Your view on the application: I object to it

Attn: Secretary re WestConnex M4-M5 Link EIS, project number SSI 16_7485

I write to express my strong objection to the WestConnex M4-M5 Link tollroad proposal.
•

Building WestConnex will increase air pollution and global warming and encourage more car use,
quickly filling the increased road capacity.

•

Increasing vehicle use by inducing more cars onto the road increases the risks related to climate
change, including extreme rainfall and extreme heat events.

•

This stage of WestConnex also facilitates the building of the Western Harbour Tunnel, which will
see tunnels bored under the Balmain peninsula and generate a need for yet more exhaust stacks in
and around Balmain.

•

WestConnex is not a sustainable solution to Sydney's congestion problem. It will have unacceptable
impacts on the health and well-being of local communities, such as increasing toxic pollution levels
from unfiltered exhaust smoke stacks located near schools and parks, especially in Rozelle.

•

The government has not committed to a genuine consultation process - it released this M4-M5 Link
proposal just two weeks after submissions closed for comment on the concept design, and only
provided an eight week consultation period. This does not allow sufficient time for submissions
from the community.

Extra comments

I have read the Department's Privacy Statement and agree to the Department using my submission in the ways
it describes. I understand this includes full publication on the Department's website of my submission, any
attachments, and any of my personal information in those documents, and possible supply to third parties such
as state agencies, local government and the proponent.
I have not made a reportable donation to a political party.

Yours sincerely,

Larisa Wasylenko

000500
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Attention Director
Infrastructure Projects, Planning Services
Department of Planning and Environment
Application number SSI 7485
GPO Box 39, Sydney, NSW, 2001

ASVV

0 do biLi DorT

To Whom It May Concern,
We are deeply concerned by findings outlined in the Westconnex M4-M5 Link (the "Project")
Environmental Impact Statement ("EIS").
In particular, the current Project design results in multiple tunnels beneath the area roughly
bounded by Albert St, Foucart St, Cheltenham St and Denison St (the "Neighbourhood") for the
Iron Cove Link, Western Harbour Tunnel links and for exhaust ventilation tunnels. The Western
Harbour Tunnels are particularly concerning given they are proposed to be at an unnecessarily
shallow depth of less than 10m (EIS pg 6-25, Appendix E pg 17) which is otherwise only
proposed at tunnel entry and exit points. They are also for a project which is years away from
approval and may never proceed.
The EIS states that the above tunnels will result in the following impacts to our Neighbourhood:
Higher ground borne noise than recommended night time levels of 35dB for periods of
•
up to 19 days (EIS pg 10-128 and 10-129) and "Due to the number of tunnels being
constructed in this area (consecutive construction works) the duration of impacts may
extend at these locations". This is highly likely to impact our sleep, mental health and
comfort and is absolutely unacceptable.
Ground movement above the preferred criteria of 20mm and up to 35mm for some
•
properties (EIS pg 12-39, 12-44). This is highly likely to cause significant, irreversible
and unacceptable structural damage to our properties.
We are outraged and demand that:
No tunnelling of the Western Harbour Tunnel connections proceed in our
•
Neighbourhood until that project is approved in its entirety.
• The depth of the Western Harbour Tunnel connections be increased to at a
minimum, reduce ground movement settlement in this Neighbourhood to below
the 20mm EIS criteria.
Conditions of approval of the Project include clear mitigation strategies to ensure
•
ground borne noise does not exceed the recommended night time NML of 35dB
for extended periods on repeat occasions in our Neighbourhood.
Kind Regards,

JAAJL
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Department of Planning
Recos:nc.i

9 OCT 2017

Scann;rig Room
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